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THE BUILDER’S GUIDE 

introductory REMARKS. 

ptotoed to some common treatise 

The course adopted by which is indispen- 
tory ; it not only accustoms the Arc 1 analysisf which in important 
sable, but also directs him in a C0UIS ■ ■ iear to fos mind, without the assist- 
mathematical research, renders prop it .n competentt0 demonstrate from 

ance of rule and compasss. It; ,1S “*/^tinue a chain of reasoning m such a 
principles previously established, an onp truth part 0f tiie data requisite 
manner as will render the conclusi Architect can become distin- 
for the proof of a succeeding proposition, that the Arcniteci can 

^science being tolly explained in 

"d”en,‘”aswil'be rt,uiredb,,h6 
Architect m building. . Geometry to his art, without the 

simple and elegant style; or the Artist so construct his lines as to be able tocom- 

■“ThSoompfeboo of. design is 

supposed to of tireobjeolto 
takes. But if he is ignorant of S the task he has commenced, but at 

of another. mc „.L;Ph are here subioined, are intended 
The definitions, theorems and problem eed whh the remaining part 

to instruct the uninformed, and pr pc ■ found absolutely necessary. '1 he 
of this work, wherein their aPP^™™1 work will admit; and the 
terms areas clearly stated asthe «aSCSnothing is introduced 

7Sk“ btoo'7 dd»e b«» previously proved end evplam- 

edTl,e selection, .hough limited., is deemed to 
able to proceed through the remaining part of the treatise, wim 

vantage. 

MEFIMITION OF TERMS m GEOMETRY. 

ou; ^ 
malk:°AUne is length without breadth or thickness; it is represented by the mo- 

tl03.°^^ Ime is the shortest that can be drawn between two given 

P<T~*LAe wSi! not' stoit, or composed of strait lines, is a curve line, thus 

Al(A supljicies or surface is extention of length and breadth without thick- 

"T A Plane Superficies is a flat surface which coincides in every point, with a 

“s.4 An Angle is the space enclosed between two lines Bfefetfc *[»“; 

CD is said to be drawn obliquely to the lines AB , while ( g- •) 

right angles with the line AB. 
11. An Acute Angle is less than a right angle. „ x i;ne Qpj 
12. An Obtuse Angle is greater than a nght angle. In ( , g-•) .eaterthan 

makes the angles on each side of it unequal; there oi , j . f r it is ob- 
the other: theS greater is an obtuse, andthe lesser, a.n ,^oa?B ihe excess of 
vious that whatever be the position oi the line CD, r^at ve to AB, - 
one angle more than a right angle the other must want in oidei to be equal to 

S!l Examples.—(Fig. 9) is an Acute Angle; (fig. 10.) a Right Angle, and (fig. 11) 

5111 °htTp$aneTnangle is a space inclosed by three right lines, as A BC^fij. 12.) 
14. A Right-Angled Triangle is that which has one right angle as ADC (h* 

peis!na'Scute-Angled Triangle is a triangle which has all its angles acute; as 

(fig. 13 and 14.) 

16. An Obtuse-Angled Triangle is a triangle having one obtuse angle; as 

(finlSAn Equilateral Triangle is a triangle u.)30 
is An Isosceles Triangles a triangle having two equal ’ as (fie. ! 9. i salne Triangle is a triangle having no two of its sides equal, as (fig. 

' 520. A Parallelogram is a figure of w hich the opposite sides are parallels. Thus 

the (fig. 16,17, 18 and 19) are parallelograms. rectangle. Thus 
21. When the parallelogram has a right angle, it is called a reccang 

the (figures 16 and 17) are rectangles. SUUare. See (fig. 16.) 
22. If the sides of the rectangle be equ , anele is termed an oWoiigy as 
23. If the two adjacent sides be unequal, the rectangle is leimeu a s 

7if only opposite anglesof . parallelogram bo equal, the figure i» called 

ailjS sfdesofa rhombus be equal, the figure »called a ,hm-bo- 

id; as (fig. 18.) 
)^«l'eii|'l6>Sl7 bfs'j'^'po'andoo'arc quadraugfesofquadulatetob" 

,„2t„«ffo“5 7rd,b”d„1o“dr3,t [mesfare called regular pe,,™.. 

30 A regular polygpn of five sides is called a.pentagon; as (fig-32.) 
31. a regular polygon of six sides is called «i hexagon ; as (fig.23.; 

32. A regular polygon ofiseven‘ '? ca“^ ^ “ftagon ; as (fig. 25.) Of 
33. A regular polygon ot eignt hlcT® -d decagon. Of eleven sides, an 

nine sides, an eneagon oxnonagon. OHe . fifteen s;cles a quindecagtm 

7Xo»s “vingtomtS, ?w*“SS are commonly expressed as such. 

’^"XrieTsa^Sm formed by one uniform curved Hue which is 

called its circumference; as (fig. 26.) . ,,, f.. \ jn (fig. 26) and 

tb^^K^m'T^S^miSiatodr^ffbo^ 

■’‘'i.-TtadtoS,™ "rir.rigb. line drawn through th. cent,, and tew 

aSlffiSSKSSC' TS-tTK-Wis a chord a, well a, A B 

(fi!8!7A Semi-circle is one half of a circle, as divided into two equal parts by .he 

part of the circumference; as A B G, (fig- 31.) 
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41. A Quadrant is the fourth part, or quarter of a circle; or in other words, 
a sector contained by two radii, forming a right angle at the centre, and the inter¬ 
cepted part of the circumference ; as A B C (fig. 32.) 

42. An Arc is any portion of the circumference of a circle. 
43. The Sine of an arc is a line drawn from one end of the arc perpendicular 

to a diameter drawn through the other end of the same arc. Thus K B (fig. 33) 
is the sine of the arc AB.KB being a line drawn from one end B of that arc, 
perpendicular to D A which is,the diameter passing through the other end A of 
•the arc. 

44. The Co-sine of an arc is the sine of the complement of that arc, or of what 
that arc wants to make it a quadrant; thus A H being a quadrant, the arc B H is 
the complement of the arc A B; BE is the sine of the arc B H, or the co-sine of 
the arc A B. 

45. The VTsed sine of an m-c, is that part of the diameter contained between 
the sine and the arc ; thus K A is the versed sine of the arc A B, and DC K is 
the versed sine of the arc D H B. 

46. The Tangent of an arc is a right line drawn perpendicular to the diame¬ 
ter passing through one end ofthe arc, and terminated by a line drawn from the 
centre through the other end ofthe arc ; thus A G is the tangent of the arc A B. 

47. The Co-tangent of an arc is the tangent ofthe complement of that arc to a 
quadrant; thus H F is the tangent of the arc H B or the co-tangent ofthe arc 
A B. 

4S-fT.he Secant of an arc is a right line drawn from the centre through one 
end of the arc to meet the tangent drawn from the other end ; thus C G is the 
secant of the arc A B. 

49. The Co-seamt of an arc is the secant of the complement of that arc to a 
quadrant; thus C k is the secant of the arc B H, or co-secant ofthe arc A B. 

50. \\ hat an arc wants of being a semicircle is called the supplement of the 
arc; thus, the arc D H B is the supplement of the arc A B. The sine, tangent or 
secant ot an arc is the same as the sine, tangent, or secant of its supplement; thus 
the sine of eighty degrees is equal to the sine of one hundred and the sine of seven¬ 
ty is equal to the sine of one hundred and ten, &c. 

51. EquivalentJigures are such as have equal surfaces, without regard to their 
form. 

to the liherical^eurcs ale SUch as WOuld entirely coincide, if the one be applied 

53. In EquiangularJigures, the sides which contain the equal angles, and 
which adjoin equal angles are homologous. 

54. Two figures are similar, when the angles ofthe one are equal to the angles 
ot the other each to each, and the homologous sides are proportionals. 

55. In two circles, similar sectors, similar arcs, or segments, are those which 
have equal angles at the centre. Thus if the sector ABC (fig. 34) be similar to 

sector D E F in (fig. 35) then the angle ABC will be equal to the angle D 
E k ; or it the arc A C be similar to the arc DF, then the angle at B will be 
equal to the angle at E. Also if the segment GMH (fig. 36)"be similar to the 
segment K N L in (fig. 37) then the angle 1, will be equafto the angle R. 

56. I he altitude of a hgure is a right line drawn from the top, or vertical angle 
perpendicular to the base or opposite side, or to the base produced or continued. 

of AB C(filS 39 )a lltUde °f 116 tnall§le A B C ln (fig- 38) or C D >s the altitude 

The altitude of a parallelogram is the perpendicular which measures the dis- 

5ShSioESDBf "k“ “ b,s“' Tkus'EF<*• «><"*• 

a,™ —« 

DEFINITIONS OF THE ELLIPSE. 

58. That portion of the primary line terminated at each extremity by the ver¬ 
tices of the curve, is called the major, or transverse axis. 

59. A straight line, drawn perpendicularly to the axis major, from any point 
in it to meet the curve, is called an ordinate. 

a /c' Th.emiddle °.f tlle axis major is called the centre of the figure. Thus A 

A, r a4 a -S i aX1S P an ordinate t0 ib and the point C in the mid¬ 
dle of A A is the centre of the ellipse A M A. 

61. A straight line drawn through the centre perpendicularly to the axis ma- 
J°r and terminated by the curve, is called the axis minor, or conjugate axis 

62. A third proportional to the axis major and minor, is called the parameter, 
or the latus rectum of the axis. 1 

63. That point in the axis cut by an ordinate, which is equal to half the pa¬ 
rameter is called the focus. In (fig. 42) B B, drawn through'C,in the sem.-axis- 

j"'"0r' L K p a illrd ProPortl°nal to A A, B B, then L L is the para¬ 
meter, and the point F .where it cuts A A, is the focus. Or thus ; if two pins 
are fixed at the points A and B, as in (fig. 43,) a string being put about them, 
and the ends fastened together at C ; the point C being moved round, keeping 

Aand R"fhetCthedh,tt,WI defcnb? a cm;ve called an ellipsis, and the two points 
A and B, about which, the string is made to revolve, is the foci. H 

64. Any line drawn through the centre, and terminated at each extremity by 
the curve, is called a diameter. y y 

Go. A diameter which is parallel to a tangent at one extremity of another di- 
ameter.is called a conjugate diameter to that other diameter. ' 

66. A straight line parallel to a tangent, at the extremity of any diameter ter- 

zEasss,lm d““ier' “d ,he *■ *»£ 

A ;hl'rai'" t lr0UG n ’e centre’ C, is a diameter, and if I T be a tangent at A 

A A’ and the dlstance C P, on the diameter A A, is called the abscissa. 

EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND SIGNS USED IN THIS 

WORK CONTINUED. 

68. An Axiom is a self-evident proposition. 

'mmm e,id“‘ *— «f* «• °f 
A Problem is a question proposed, which requires a solution 

»,itaSZn”fa”S7 C"’PlOJ,ed f”U” 

and lemmasT proposilion’iis applied indifferently to theorems, problems, 

tioAC°rollary is an obvious consequence deduced from one or several proposi- 

A scholium is a remark on one or several preceding propositions which tends 
to point out their connexion, their use, their restriction, or their extension. 

An Hypothesis is a supposition, made either in the enunciation of a proposition 
or m the course of a demonstration. p upusuion, 

The sign + is pronounced, plus: it indicates addition, and denotes that what- 
evei number or quantity follows the sign, must be added to those that go before 
it; thus 6+5 signifies that5 is to be added to 6, or A+B imnlies that the 

titles represented by Aand B, are to be added together ‘ the quan' 

b ”10 be ad",0 A! c 10 ,l”— 

The Sign —is pronounced minus; it indicates subtraction, and denotes that 
the number following it must be subtracted from those going before it thus 7-3 
signifies that 3 must be subtracted from 7 or m-n implils that the quantity repre¬ 
sented by n, is to be subtracted from that represented by m. Suppose7 foiun- 
slance that m is 7 and n 3 ; then 7-3 will be 4. Therefore m-n denotes the 
remainder arising by subtracting n from m. ‘ tne 

The sign X indicates multiplication; and shows that the numbers placed be- 
oreanclafteritaretobe multiplied; thus 5X8 signifies that 5 is to be multi 

plied by 8, which makes 40; and 4X6X2, signifies the continued product of 4 
,}T]and Jy : which makes 48 ; or A X B signifies that A is to be multiplied bvB 

The sign . indicates division, and signifies that the numbers that stand be- 
foie it are to be divided by the number following it, as 75-4-16 shows that 75 is 
o be divided by 16; division may also be denoted by placing two points be 

tween the numbers thus 75U6 represents 75 divided by 16, o?by plac ng he 
numbers thusff which signifies 75 divided by 16, ( ) or-, either of these marks 
are used for connecting numbers together : Thus nr •• 
fies that the sum of 4 and 5 are to be multiplied by 8’ ( +S) +8’ Slgm' 

, ='nd,cates equality, and shows that the numbers or quantities 
placed before it are equal to those following: thus 8X10=80, or 8 multiplied 
by 10 is equal to 80, and 6+2X7=56, or AxB=C D. muiiipnea 

r i1*16,8!811 : •“ P10PO*'ti°n, and is marked thus 6:12::10:20, that is as 
is to 12, so is 10 to -0, or AiBuCiD, that is, as A is to B, so isC to D. 

-V3 o.aT “dpnntfrePresented by ‘he following characters or exponents :- 
Y3, ot 3¥, denotes the square root of the number 3. 

N'5, or 5~, denotes the cube root ofthe number 5. 
/2, denotes that the number 7 is to be squared. 
83, denotes that the numbers is to be cubed. 

I he square root ofthe line A B is designated by A B 2 ; its cube by A B3. 
A numbei placed before a line, or a quantity, serves as a multinlipr tn i 
reor quantity; thus 3 A B. simnfipQ thJf fUcv i;._ 4 p Ie.1 to 

“ Signifies Degrees ; thus 35° represents 35 degrees, 
signifies Minutes thus; thus 26’ or 26 minutes 

” Signifies Seconds; thus 54" or 54 seconds. 

’’’ Signifies Thirds or sixtieth parts of seconds ; thus 43'" or 43 thirds 
th Agatn, 350 se, 54u 43„, implies 35 degrees, 26 minutes, ££££ and 

S Signifies Sine.—Sec. signifies Secant.—Tan. signifies Tangent. 
Co-sine, Co-tangent or Co-secant of an arc signifies the sine, tangent or secant 

of the complement of that arc respectively. gent ot secant 

L Signifies Angle with an s at top angles Ls or with a d angled 1*. 
A Signifies Triangle. D Signifies a Square. 

43 

AXIOMS. 

69. * • Things that are equal to the same thing, or to equal things are ecmat 
to one another. 2. If equal th.ngs be added to equals, the sums are equal 3 If 

equal things be taken from equals, the remainders will be equal. 4. If equal 
h ngS be added to unequaIs, the sums are unequal. 5. The halve! of eaual 

things aie equal, and double the parts of equal things arp pnnnl n ivr i 
lh„ mutually agree or 611 equal VceSZ+»E?.3!,'r. 

Iine^arf I 1 !tan a parrt’ &nd eqlm t0 the sum of a11 ils PaRs- 8. Only one ri^ht 
hne can be drawn from one point to another. 9. Two right lines can no he 

irsiss '”rfol to"shi 
cthra't^aTeer'dl^ >'• V « 

POSTULATES OR DEMANDS. 

1 Tha^t f0StUi!ftr siSnides something which may be assumed as granted- 

2 Thafa X Sm r|ljne mal be drawn from any one point to any oler point. 
3 Tlntacfrcl me mpy be Pr?da°6d or continued at pleasure in a right line. 
3. 1 hat ,t cn cle may be described from any centre with any radius. S 
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THEOREMS. 

THEOREM 1. 

71. All right angles are equal to each other. Let the straight line CD (fig. 
45, and 46^1- 2) be perpendicular to A B, and G II to E F ; the angles A C D 

and E G H will be equal to each other. t-. n i- u i*u 
Demonstration.—Take the four distances C A, C B, G E, G F, all equa ; the 

distance A B will be equal to the distance E F, and the line E F being placed 
on A B, so that the point E falls on A, the point F, will fall on B. Those two 
lines will thus coincide entirely ; for otherwise there would be two straight lines 
extending from A to B, which (Def. 6D 8) is impossible: and hence G the mid¬ 
dle point of E F, will fall on C, the middle point of A B. The side G E being 
thus applied to C A, the side G H must fall on C D. * or suppose, if possib e, 
that it falls on a line C K, different from C D : then since by hypothesis (10 the 
angle E G H=H G F, A C K would in that case be equal tolv G b. But the 
anile A C K is greater than A C D ; and KCBis smaller than B <C D, but by 
hypothesis A C D=B C D ; hence ACKis greater than IV C B. Therfore 
the line G H cannot fall on a line C K different from C D ; therefore it falls on 
C D, and the angle E G H on A C D ; therefore all right angles are equal to each 

other (69. 6.) 

THEOREM II. 

72 Every straight line, which meets another, makes with it two adjacent angles 
the sum of which is equal to two right angles. Let A B and C D (fig. 470 be 
the straight lines meeting each other at C, then will the angle A CD -f the; 
angle DC B be equal to two right angles. . . or. . 

At the point C, erect C E perpendicular to A B. The angle A C D, is the sum 
of the angles A C E, E C D ; therefore A C D + B C D is the sum of the three 
angles A C E, E C D, B C D ; but the first of those three angles, is a right angle 
and the other two together make up the right angle B G E hence the sum of 
the two angles A C D and B C D is equal to two right angles . 

73. Cor! 1. If one of the angles AC D,BCDm (fig. 48) is right the other 

must be right also. „ , „ ■ ■■ 
74. Cor. 2. If the line DE is perpendicular to A B, reciprocally A B will 

be perpendicular to D E. . _ _ , , , . •. 
For since D E is perpendicular to A B, the angle AC D must be equal to its 

adjacent one D C B and both ofthem must be right. But since A G D is a 
right angle, its adjacent one ACE must also be right ; hence the angle 
A&C E=A C D ; therefore A B is perpendicular to D E. 

75. Cor. 3. (fig- 49.) The. sum of all the successive angles BAG, GAD, 
DAE E A F, formed on the same side of a straight line B F, is equal to two 
right angles ; because their sum is equal to that of the two adjacent angles, B A 

c!caf. 
THEOREM III. 

76. Whenever two straight lines intersect each other, the opposite or vertical 

angles which they form are equal. 
Let A B and D E (fig. 50) be the. given straight lines intersecting each other 

at C ; then is the angle E C B=A C D, and the angle A C E=D C B. 
For since D Eis a straight line the sum of the angles ACD, AGE, is equal 

to two right angles ; and since A B is a straight line, the sum of the angles A G L 
B C E, is also equal to two right angles ; hence the sum A C D+A C E is equal 
to the sum A C E+B C E. Take away from both, the same angle A C E; 
there remains the angle A C D, is equal to its opposite or vertical angle L> G E. 
It may be shown in the same manner, that the angle A G E is equal to its oppo¬ 

site. angle B CD. 
77. Scholium. The four angles formed about a point by two straight lines 

which intersect each other are together equal to four right angles ; for the sum of 
the two angles A C E, B C E, is equal to two right angles ; and the other two 
A C D, B C D, have the same value ; therefore the sum of the four, is four right 

ancles. 
I n general if any number of straight lines, C A, C B, C D, &c. ps in (fig. 51.) 

meet in a point C, the sum ofall the successive angles AC B, B C D, D C E, 
ECF, FC A, will be equal to four right angles; for if four right angles were 
formed about the point C by means of two lines perpendicular to each other the 
same space would be occupied either by the four right angles, or by the suc¬ 

cessive angles ACB.BCD, DC E,ECF,FC A. 

THEOREM IV. 

78. Two triangles are equal when an angle and the two sides which contain it, 
in the one are respectively equal to an angle and the two sides which contain it, 

in the other. • , 
Let the angle A (figs. 52 and 53) be equal to D, the side A C equal to the side 

D F, the side A B equal to D E ; then will the triangle ABC be equal to D E F. 
For these triangles may be applied to each other, so that they shall perfectly co¬ 
incide. If the side D E be placed on its equal A B the point D will fall on A, 
and the point E on B ; and since the angle D is equal to the angle A, when the 
side. D E is placed on A B, the side D F will take the direction A C. Besides^ 
D F is equal to A C ; therefore the point F will fall on C, and the third side E F 
will exactly cover the third side B C ; therefore (69. 6.) the triangle DEF is 

equal to the triangle ABC. 
79. Cor. When in two triangles, these three things are equal, namely, 

the angle A=D, the side A B=D E, and the side A C=D F, the other three 
are equal also, namely, the angle B=E the angle C=F and the side B C=E F. 

THEOREM V. 

80. In an isosceles triangle the angles opposite to the equal sides are' equal. 
Let the side A B (fig. 54) be equal to AC, the angle C will be equal to B. 
Join A the vertex, and D the middle point of the base B G. 1 he triangles 

AD B \ DC have all the sides of the one respectively equal to those ot the 

other, A D being common, A B=A C (hyp.) and B D=D C by construction ; 
therelore by the last proposition, the angle B is equal to the angle G. 

81. Cor. An equilatoral triangle is likewise equiangular, that is to say has ail 

its migleseqUum. a|j(y 0pthe frjangles A B D, A C D, proves also that 

the angle B A D is equal to D A C, and B D A to A D C; hence the latter two 
are right angles; hence the line drawn from the vertex, of an isosceles tri¬ 
angle to the middle point of its base is perpendicular to that base and divides ,the- 
angle at the vertex into two equal parts. . , 

In a triangle which is not isosceles, any side may be assumed indifferently as 
the base ; and the vertex is, in that case, the vertex of the opposite angle. In an 
isosceles triangle, however, that side is specially assumed as the base which is 

not equal to either of the other two. 

THEOREM VI. 

83. From a given point without a straight line, only one perpendicular can be 
drawn to that line. 

Let A (fig. 55) be the point, and D E the given line. 
Let us suppose we can drawtwo, A B and A C. Produce oneof them A B, 

; till B F isequal to A B andjoinsF C. „ „ , ^ _ 
The triangle C B F is equal to A B C ; for the angles C B F and G B A are 

right, the side C B is common and the side BF=A B; therefore (78) those trian¬ 
gles areequal and the angle BC F=B C A. The angle BC A is right by hy¬ 
pothesis ; therefore B C F must be right also. But if the adjacent angles B G A, 
B C F, are together equal to two right angles, the line A C F must be straight, 
from whence it follows, that between the same two points A and F, two straight 
lines can be drawn : which is impossible ; hence it is equally impossible that two 
perpendiculars can be drawn from the same point to the same straight line. 

84. Scholium. At a given point C in the line A B, it is equally impossible to 
erect two perpendiculars to that line for (see the diagram of Art. 72) il C D and 
C E were those two perpendiculars the angle BCD would be right as well 
as B C E, and the part would thus be equal to the whole. 

THEOREM VII. 

85. Two right angled triangles are equal when the hypothenuse and a side of 
the one are respectively equal to the hypothenuse and a side of the other. 

Suppose the hypothenuse A C=D F, (figs. 56 and 57) and the side A B=D E; 
the right angled triangle ABC will he equal to the right angled triangle DEF. 

Their equality would be manifest, if the third sides BC and E F were equal. 
If possible suppose that those sides are not equal, and that B C is greater. 1 ake 
BG=EF ; and join A G. The triangle A B G is equal to D E F ; for the 
right angles B and E areequal, the side A B=D E, andBG=EF; hence these 
triangles are equal (78) and consequently A G=D F. Now (Hyp.) we have 
D F=A C ; and therefore A G=A C. But the oblique line. A C cannot be equal 
to A G, which lies nearer the perpendicular A B ; therefore it is impossible that 
B C can differ from E F ; therefore the triangles A B C and DEF areequal. 

THEOREM VIII. 

86. If a straight line falling upon two other straight lines makes the alternate 
angles equal to one another, these two straight lines are parallel. 

Let the straight line E F, (fig. 58) which falls upon the two straight lines A B, 
C D make the alternate angles A E F, E F D equal to one another; A B is par¬ 

allel to C D. • 
For if it be not parallel, A B and C D being produced shall meet either to¬ 

wards B, D, or towards A, C ; let them be produced and meet towards B, D, in 
the point G ; therefore G E F is a triangle, and its exterior angle A E F is great¬ 
er than the interior and opposite angle E F G ; but it is also equal to it which is 
impossible: Therefore, A B and CD being produced do not meet towards B, D. 
In like manner it may be demonstrated that they do not meet towards A, G ; but 
those straight lines which meet neither way, though produced ever so far are par¬ 
allel (7) to one another, A B therefore is parallel to C D. 

THEOREM IX. 
£ 

37. If a straight line falling upon t wo other straight lines makes, the exterior 
angle equal to the interior and opposite upon the same side of the line ; or makes 
the interior angles upon the same side together equal to two right angles ; the 
two straight lines are parallel to one another. Let the straight line E F (fi^. 59) 
which falls upon the two straight lines A B, C D make the exterior angle E G B 
equal to G H D, the interior and opposite angle upon the same side ; or let it make 
the interior angles on the same side B G H, G FI D together equal to two right 
angles; A B is parallel to C D. 

Because the angle E G B is equal to the angle G H D, and also to the angle 
AG H,the angle A G H isequal to the angle G H D ; and they are the altern¬ 
ate angles; therefore A B is parallel (86) to C D. Again because the angles 
BGH, GHD are equal (by. hyp.) to right angles, and A G H, B G H are also 
equal (71. 1.) to two right angles, the angles A Cl H, BGH are. equal to the an¬ 
gles B G H, G H D : Take away the common angle B G FI; therefore the re¬ 
maining angle A G H is equal to the remaining angle GHD; and they are al¬ 

ternate angles ; therefore A B is parallel to C D. 
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THEOREM X. 

83. To draw a straight line through a given point parallel to a given straight 

line. ...... , 
Let A (fig. 60) be the given point and B C the given straight line it is required 

to draw a straight line through the point A parallel to the straight line B C. 
In B C take any point D, and join A D ; and at the point A in the straight 

line A D make the angle DAE equal to the angle ADC: and produce the 

straight line E A to F. 
Because the straight line A D which meets the two straight lines B C, E r , 

makes the alternate angles EAD, ADC equal to one another, 1. I is parallel 
(87) to B C, therefore the straight line E A F is drawn through the given pointA 
parallel to the given straight line B C, which was to be done. 

THEOREM XI. 

89. If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the two 
interior and opposite angles ; and the three interior angles of every triangle are 

equal to two right angles. 
Let A B C (fig. 61) be a triangle and let one of its sides B C be produced to D; 

the exterior angle A C D is equal to the two interior and opposite angles CAB, 
ABC; and the three interior angles of the triangle, viz. ABC, B C A, CAB, 

are together equal to two right angles. 
Through the point C draw C E parallel (87) to the straight line A B; and be¬ 

cause A B is parallel to C E and A C meets them, the alternate angles B A C, 
ACE are equal. Again, because A B is parallel to C E, and B I) falls upon 
them the exterior angle EC D is equal to the interior and opposite angle ABC, 
but the angle ACE was shown to be equal to the angle B A C ; therefore the 
whole exterior angle A C D is equal to the two interior and opposite angles 
C A B, A B C, to these angles add the angle A C B, and the angles ACD.ACB 
are equal to the three angles C B A, B A C, A C B, but the angles A C D, 
AC B, are equal (71) to" two right angles; therefore also the angles CB A, 
B A C, A C B are equal to two right angles. 

90. Cor. 1. All the interior angles of any rectilineal figure are equal to twice 
as many right angles as the figure has sides, wanting four right angles. 

For any rectilineal figure ABCDE (fig. 62) can be divided(into as many 
triangles as the figure has sides, by drawing straight lines from a point F within 
the figure to each of its angles. And by the proceeding proposition, all the an¬ 
gles of these triangles, are "equal to twice as many right angles as there are tri¬ 
angles, that is as there are sides of the figure ; and the same angles are equal to 
the angles of the figure, together with the angles at the point F, which is the com¬ 
mon vertex of the triangles ; that is, together with four right angles. Therefore 
twice as many right angles as the figure has sides, are equal to all the angles of 
the figure, together with four right angles that is the angles of the figure, are equal 
to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides, wanting four. 

91. Cor. 2. All the exterior angles of any rectilineal figure are together equal 
to four right angles. 

Because every interior angle ABC (fig. 63,) with its adjacent exterior A B D 
is equal (71) to two right angles; therefore all the interior, together with all the 
exterior angles of the figure, are equal to twice as many right angles as there are 
sides of the figure ; that is by the foregoing corollery, they are equal to all the in¬ 
terior angles of the figure, together with four right angles ; therefore all the exte¬ 
rior angles are equal to four right angles. 

THEOREM XII. 

9?. The opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal to one another 
and the diameter bisects it, that is divides it into two equal parts. 

Note.—A parallelogram is a four sided figure; (20) of which the opposite 
sides are parallel; and the diameter is the straight line joining two of its opposite 
angles. 

Let A C D B (fig. 64) be a parallelogram of which B C is a diameter; the op- 
posit? sides and angles of the figure, are equal to one another; and the diameter 
B C bissects it. 

Because A B is parallel to C D, and B C meets them, the alternate angles 
ABC, BCD are equal to one another; and because A C is parallel to B D, 
and B C meets them, the ultimate angles A C B, C B D are equal to one anoth¬ 
er, wherefore the two triangles A B C, C B D have two angles A B C, B C A in 
one, equal to two angles B C D, C B D in the other, each to each and the side 
B C which is adjacent to these equal angles, common to the two triangles ; there¬ 
fore their other sides are equal, each to each, and the third angle of the one to 
the third angle of the other, viz : the side A B to the side C D, and A C to B D, 
and the angle B A C equal to the angle B D C. And because the angle ABC 
is equal to the angle BCD. and the angle C B D to the angle A C B, the whole 
angle A B D is equal to the whole, angle A C D : and the angle B A C has been 
shown to be equal to the angle B D C ; therefore the opposite sides and angles of 
a paralellogram are equal to one another, also its diameter bisects it; for A B 
being equal to C D, and B C common, the two A B, B C are equal to the two 
D C, C B, each to each ; now the angle A B C is equal to the angle BCD; 
therefore the triangle A B C is equal (78) to the triangle BCD, and the diame¬ 
ter B C divides the parallelogram A C D B into two equal parts. 

THEOREM XIII. 

93. Parallelograms upon the same base and between the same parallels, are 
equal to one another. 

Let the parallelograms ABCD, EBCFin (figs. 65, 66, and 67) be upon 
the same base B C, and between the same parallels A F, B C ; the parallelo¬ 
gram A B C D is equal to the parallelogram E B C F. 

If the sides A D, D F of the parallelograms ABCD, DBCE opposite to 
the base B C be terminated in the same point D ; it is plain that each of the pa¬ 

rallelograms is double (92) of the triangle B D C ; and they are therefore equal 
to one another. 

But if the sides AD,EF, opposite to the base B C of the parallelograms 
A B C D, E B C F, be not terminated in the same point; then because ABCD 
is a parallelogram, A D is equal (92) to B C ; for the same reason E F is equal 
to B C ; wherefore A D is equal (1 Ax) to E F ; and D E is common ; therefore 
the whole, or the remainder, A E is equal (2 or 3 Ax) to the whole, or the re¬ 
mainder D F ; now A B is also equal to D C, therefore the two E A, A B are 
equal to the two F D, D C, each to each ; but the exterior angle F D C is equal 
to the interior E A B, wherefore the base E B is equal to the base F C, and the 
triangle EAB (78) to the triangle F D C. Take the triangle F D C fiom the 
trapezium ABCF, and from the same trapezium take the triangle EAB; the 
remainder will then be equal (3 Ax,) that is the parallelogram A B C D is equal 
to the parallelogram E B C F. 

THEOREM XIV. 

94. Equal triangles upon the same base, and upon the same side of it, are be¬ 
tween the same parallels. 

Let the equal triangles A B C, D B C (fig. 68) be upon the same base B C, 
and upon the same side of it; they are between the same parallels. 

Join A D : A D is parallel to B C ; for, if it is not, through the point A draw 
(88) A E parallel to B C, and join E C. The triangle A B C is equal to the tri¬ 
angle E B C, because it is upon the same base B C and between the same paral¬ 
lels B C, A E. But the triangle A B C is equal to the triangle B D C ; therefore 
also the triangle B D C is equal to the triangle E B C, the greater to the less, 
which is impossible ; Therefore AE is not parallel to B C. In the same man¬ 
ner it may be demonstrated that no other line but A D is parallel to B C: AD 
is therefore parallel to it. 

THEOREM XV. 

95. If a parallelogram and a triangle be upon the same base, and between the 
same parallel; the parallelogram is double of the triangle. 

Let the parallelogram A B C D (Fig. 69,) and the triangle E B C be upon the 
same base B C and between the same parallels BC, AE ; the parallelogram 
AB C D is double of the triangle E B C. 

Join A C ; then the triangle A B C is equal to the triangle E B C, because they 
are upon the same base B C and between the same parallels B C, A E. 

But the parallelogram ABCD is double (92) of the triangle ABC, because 
the diameter A C divides it into two equal parts ; wherefore A B C D is also dou¬ 
ble of the triangle E B C. 

THEOREM XVI. 

96. The complements of the parallelograms which are about the diameter of 
any parallelogram, are equal to one another. 

Let ABCD (fig. 70) be a parallelogram of which the diameter is A C ; let 
E H, F G be the parallelograms about A C, that is through which A C passes 
and let B K, K D be the other parallelograms, which make up the whole figure 
ABCD, and are therfore called the complements. The complement B K is 
equal to the complement K D. 

Because A B C D is a parallelogram and A C its diameter, the triangle A B C 
is equal (90) to the triangle A D C : And because E K H A is a parallellogram, 
and A K its diameter, the triangle A E K is equal to the triangle A H K : For 
the same reason, the triangle K G C is equal to the triangle K F C. Then be¬ 
cause the triangle A E K is equal to the triangle A H K, and the triangle K G C 
to the triangle KF C ; the triangle AEK together with the triangle KG C is 
equal to the triangle AII K together with the triangle KF C. But the whole 
triangle A B C is equal to the whole ADC; therefore the remaining comple¬ 
ment B K is equal to the remaining complement K D. 

THEOREM XVII. 

97. In any right-angled triangle the square which is described upon the side 
subtending the right angle is equal to the squares described upon the sides which 
contain the right angle. 

Let A B C (fig. 71) be a right angled triangle having the right angle B A C ; 
the square described upon the side B C is equal to the squares described udoii 
BA, AC. H 

On B C describe the square B D E C, and on B A, A C the squares G B, H C; 
and through A draw (86) A L parallel to B D or C E and join A D, F C ; then 
because each of the angles B A C, B A G is a right angle (22) the two straight 
lines A C, A G upon the opposite sides of A B, make with it at the point 
A the adjacent angles equal to two right angles ; therefore C A is the same 
stright line with A G ; for the same reason A B, and AH are in the same straight 
line. Now because the angle DBC is equal to the angle F BA, each of them being a 
right angle, adding to each the angle ABC, the whole angle DBA will be equal to 
the whole FB C ; and because the two sides AB, BD, are equal to the twoFB, BC, 
each to each, and the angle DBA equal to the angle F B C, therefore the 'base 
A D is equal (78) to the base F C, and the triangle A B D to the triangle F B C. 
but the parallelogram B L is double (95) of the triangle A B D, because they are 
upon the same base B D, and between the same parallels BD, A L , and the 
square G B is double of the triangle B I C, because these also are upon the same 
base F B and between the same parallels F B, G C. Now the doubles of equals 
are equal to one another, therefore the parallelogram B L is equal to the square 
G B : And in the same manner, by joining A E, B K, it is demonstrated that the 
parallelogram C L is equal to the square II C. Therefore the whole square 
B D F, C is equal to the two squares G B, H C, and the square B D E C is de¬ 
scribed upon the straight line B C, and the squares G B, H C, upon B A, A C : 
Wherefore the square upon the side B C, is equal to the squares upon thesides A, A C. 
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98. Cor. Hence in any right angled triangle, if we have the hypothenuse and 
one of the legs, we may easily find the other leg, by taking the square of the given 
]etr from the square of the hypothenuse the square root of the remainder will be 
the sought leg. Thus if the hypothenuse was 50 and one leg was 40 the other 
lee would be 30, for the square of 40 is 1600, and the the square of 50 is 2500, by 
subtracting 1600 from 2500, it leaves 900, and the square root of 900 is 30. II 
both legs be given the hypothenuse may be found by extracting the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the legs, for we know that 6, 8 and 10 will form a 
right angled triangle, therefore the square of 6 is 36 and the square of 8 is 64, thus 
addin0'36 and 64 together gives 100 whose square rootis 10, which is the sought 

hypothenuse. 

THEOREM XVIII. 

99. The segments of two chords, which intersect each other, in a circle are re¬ 

ciprocally proportional. 
Let the chords A B, and C D, (fig. 72) intersect at O, then will A O : D O :: O 

C : O B. Join A C and B D. In the triangles A C O, B O D the angles at O are 
equal, being vertical ; the angle A is equal to the angle D, because both are in¬ 
scribed in the same segment; for the same reason the angle C=B ; the triangles 
are therefore similar and the homologous sides give the proportion A O: 

DO::C 0:0 B. 
100. Cor. Therefore A 0.0 B=D O.C O ; hence the rectangle under the 

two segments of the one chord is equal to the rectangle under the two segments 

of the other. 

THEOREM XIX. 

101. If from the same point without a circle, two secants be drawn terminating 
in the concave arc, the whole secants will be reciprocally proportional to their 

external segments. 
Let the secants O B, O C (fig. 73) be drawn from the point O : then will O B: 

O C: :OD : O A. For joining A C, B D, the triangles OAC,OBD have the 
angle O common ; likewise the angle B=C ; these triangles are therefore simi¬ 
lar ; and their homologous side give the proportion O B : O C: :0 D : O A. 

102. Cor. The rectangle OA.O B is henceequal to the rectangleO C.O D. 
103. Scholium. This proposition, it may be observed, bears a great analogy 

to the preceeding, and differs from it only as the two chords AB,CD, instead of 
intersecting each other within, cut each other without, the circle. The follow¬ 
ing proposition may also be regarded as a particular case of the proposition just 
demonstrated. 

THEOREM XX. 

104. If from the same point without a circle, a tangent and a secant be drawn, 
the tangent will be a mean proportional between the secant and its external 

segment. 
From the point O (fig. 74,) let the tangent O A, and the secant O C be drawn; 

then will, O C:0 A: :0 A:OD, or O A4=0 C.O D. 
For joining A D and A C, the triangles O A D, O A C have the angle O com¬ 

mon ; also the angle O A D, formed by a tangent and a chord, has for its meas¬ 
ure half of the arc A D ; and the angle C has the same measure ; hence the 
angle O A D=C therefore the two triangles are similar, and we have the propor¬ 
tion, O C;0 A: :AO:0 D. which gives O Ai=0 C.O D. (100). 

THEOREM XXI. 

105. If either angle of a triangle is bisected by aline terminated on the oppo¬ 
site side, the rectangle of the sides including the bisected angles is equal to the 
square of the bisecting line together with the rectangle contained by the segment 
of the third side. 

Let A D (fig. 75) bisect the angle A; then will A-.B A C=A D2+B D.D C. 
Describe a circle through the three points A, B, C; produce A D till it meets 

the circumference, and joins C E. 
The triangle B A D is similar to the triangle E A C ; for by hypothesis the an¬ 

gle BA D=EAC: also the angle B=E since theyboth are measured by half 
ofthearcAC ; hence these triangles are similar and the homologous sides give 
the proportion, B A : A E ! 1 A D : A C ; hence B A. AC=A E.A D; but 
AE=AD+1)E and multiplying each of these equals by AD, we have 
A E. A D=A Da -)-A D . D E; now A D . D E=B D . D C hence finally 
BA.AC=AD +BD. DC. 

THEOREM XXII. 

106. In every triangle the rectangle contained by two sides, is equal to the 
rectangle contained by the diameter of the circumscribed circle, and the perpen¬ 
dicular let fall upon the third side. 

In the triangle ABC (fig. 76) let A D be drawn perpendicular to B C ; and 
let E C be the diameter of the circumscribed circle ; then will ABA C=A D 
C E. 

For joining A E, the triangles A B D, A E C are right-angled the one at D, 
the other at A; also the angle B=E ; these triangles are therefore similar, and 
they give the proportion, AB: C E II AD: A C and hence A B . A C=C E.A D. 

107. Cor. If these equal quantities be multiplied by the same quantity B C 
there will result A B, A C, B C=C E, A D, B C ; now A D, B C is double of 
the surface of the triangle ; therefore the product of the three sides of a triangle 
is equal to its surface multiplied by twice the diameter of the circumscribed cir¬ 
cle. 

The product of three lines is sometimes called a soiled, for a reason that shall 
be seen afterwards. Its value is easily conceived, by imagining that the lines 
are reduced into numbers, and multiplying these numbers together. 

108. Scholium. It may also be demonstrated, that the surface of a trian¬ 
gle is equal to its perimeter multiplied by half the radius of the inscribed circle. 

For the triangles A O B, B O C, A O C as in (fig. 77 ;) which have a common 
vertex at O, have for their common altitude the radius of the inscribed circle; 
hence the sum of these triangles will be equal to the sum of the bases A B, B C, 
A C, multiplied by half the radius O D ; hence the surface of the triangle ABC 
is equal to the perimeter multiplied by half the radius of the inscribed circle. 

THEOREM XXIII. 

109. In every quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, the rectangle of the two dia¬ 
gonals is equal to the sum of the rectangles of the opposite sides. 

In the quadrilateral A B CD (fig. 78); we shall have AC.BD=AB.C 

D+AD.BC. 
Take the arc C 0=A D, and draw B O meeting the diagonal A C in I. 
The angle A B D=C B I, since the one has for its measure half of thearc A D, 

and the other half of C O, equal to A D ; the angle A D B=B C I, because they 
are both inscribed in the same segment A O B ; hence the triangle A B D is sim¬ 
ilar to the triangle 1 B C, and we have the proportion A D:C I: :B D:B C. hence 
A D.B C=C I.BD. Again the triangle A B I is similar to the triangle BDC; 
for the arc A D being equal to C O, if 0 D be added to each of them, we shall 
have the arc A 0=D C ; hence the angle A B I is equal toDBC; also the an- 
gle B A I to B D C, because they are inscribed in the same segment; hence the 
triangles A B I, D B C, are similar, and the homologous sides give the propor¬ 
tion A B:B D: :A ]:C D ; hence A B.C D=A l.B D. 

Adding the two results obtained, and observing that A l.B D+CI.B D=(A 
1+C I.) B D=A C.B D, we shall have A D.B C-f A B.C D=A C.B D. 

110. Scholium. Another theorem concerning the inscribed quadrilateral may 

be demonstrated in the same manner. 
The similarity of the triangles A B D and B1C give the proportion B D:B 

C: :A B:B I ; hence B l.B I)=B C.A B. If C O be joined the triangle ICO, 
similar to A B l, will be similar to BDC, and will give the proportion B D:C 
O: :D C: O I; hence O I B D=C O.D C, or because C 0=A D, O l.B D=A 

D.D C. 
Adding the two results, and observing that B l.B D+O l.B D is the same as 

B O, B D, we shall have B O.B D=A B.B C+A D.D C. 
If BP had been taken equal to AD and C K P been drawn, a similar train of 

reasoning would have given us, C P.CA=A B.A D+B C.C D. 
But the arc B P being equal to C O, if B C be added to each of them it will 

follow that C B P=B C O ; the chord C P is therefore equal to the chord B O 
and consequents B O.B D and C P.C A are to each other as B D is to C A ; 
hence, BD:C A:":A B.B C+A D.D C:A D A B-f B C.C D. 

Therefore the two diagonals of an inscribed quadrilateral are to each other, as 
the sums of the rectangles under the sides which meet at their extremities. 

These two theorems may serve to find the diagonals when the sides are given. 

THEOREM XXIV. 

111. If a point be taken on the radius of a circle and this radius be then pro¬ 
duced and a second point be taken on it without the circumference of the circle 
these points being so situated that the radius of the circle shall be a mean propor¬ 
tional bet ween their distances from the centre then if lines be drawn from these 
points to any point of the circumference, the ratio (of these lines) will be con¬ 

stant. 
Let P (fig- 79) be the point within the circumference, and Q the point with¬ 

out ; then if C P : C A :: C A : C Q, the ratio of Q M and M P will be the 
same, for all positions oflhe point M. 

For by hypothesis, CP: C A:: CA: C Q: or substituting C M for C A, 
CP:CM::CM:CU( hence the triangles C P M, C G M, have each an 
equal angle C contained by proportional sides; hence they are similar (102) ; 
and hence the third side M P is to the third side M Q as C P is to C M or C A. 

But by division, the proportion C P : C A :: C A : C Q gives C P : C A :: C 
A — CP: CQ — CAorCP:Q A:: AP: AG; therefore MP:MQ::A 
P: A Q. 

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. 

$ - 

PROBLEM I. 

112. At a given distance, parallel to a given straight line A B, (fig. 80. pi. 2.) 
to draw a straight line, C D. 

In the given straight line A B, take any two points as A D or B C in your 
compasses, with one foot in A describe the arc at D, also in B describe another 
at C draw a line through C and D and it is done; lor the line C D will be 
parallel to the line A B. 

PROBLEM II. 

113. To bisect or divide a given straight line A B (fig. 81.) by a perpendicular. 
Take any distance in your compasses greater than half the line A B, then with 

one foot in B describe the arc CFD; with the same distance, and one foot in A, 
describe the arc C G D ; cutting the former arc in C andD ; draw the line C D, 
and it will bisect A B in the point E perpendicular. 
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PROBLEM III. 

114. To make an angle that shall contain any proposed number 

from a givenpointyin a given line. 
Case 1 When the given angle is right or contains 90° let LA 

the given line, and C the given point. . 
On C erect a perpendicular C D and it is done, for the angle DC A is an angle ot 

90°, or thus on the point C, as a centre with the chord* of 00° m your compasses, 
describe an arc G H and set off thereon from G to H the distance ol the chord of 
90° and from C through H draw C H D, which will form the required angle 

D C A of 90°. 
115. Case 2. When the angle is acute as (fig. 83 ;) as for example 36® 30' 

let C B be the given line and C the point at which the angle is to be made. 
With the chord of 60° in your compasses and one foot in C as a centre des- 

cribe the arc F B, on which set oft from B to F, the given angle 36° 30’ taken from 
the line of chords ; through F and the centre C draw the right line A C, and it 
is done, for the angle A C l! will be an angle of 36° 30' as was required. 

116. Case 3. When the given angle is obtuse, as for example 127° 20' let 
C B (fig. 84) be the given line and C the angular point. 

Take the chord of 60° in your compasses, and with one foot in C as a centre, 
describe an arc BGHE, upon which set ofif the chord of 60° (which you al¬ 
ready have in your compasses) from B to G, and from G to H ; then set off from 
G to E, the excess of the given angle above 60° wThich is 67° 20' taken from 
the line of chords; or you can set off from H to E the excess of the given angle 
above 120° which is 67° 20' draw the line C E and it is done, for the angle 
E C B will be an angle of 127° 20' as required. 

of degrees, 

(fig. 82) be 

PROBLEM IV. 

117. To bisect a given arc of a circle as A B (fig. 85) whose centre is C. 
Take in your compasses any extent greater than the half of A B, and with 

one foot in A describe an arc; with the same extent and one foot in B, describe 
another arc, cutting the former in D ; join C D and it is done, for this line will bi¬ 
sect the arc A B in the point E, and divides it into two equal parts. 

PROBLEM V. 

118. From a given point B (Geometry, Plate III. fig. 1.) at the extremity of 
a given straight line, A B, to draw a perpendicular. 

Take any point, E above the line A B, and, with the radius B E, describe the 
arc d B C cutting A B in d: draw the straight line d E C, and join B C, which 
will be the perpendicular required. 

PROBLEM VI. 

119. From a given point C (fig. 2) to let fall a perpendicular to a given straight 
line A B. 

From the point C, with any radius greater than the distance of A B, describe 
an arc cutting A B ate and f\ from the points e andf, as centres with any equal 
radius greater than the half of A, describe arcs cutting each other in D, and draw 
C D, which will be the perpendicular required. 

PROBLEM VII. 

126. To describe the segment of a circle, which shall have a given length or 
chord, A B (fig. 3) and a given breadth or versed sine, C D. 

Bisect the straight line A B by a perpendicular C E ; from the point D, where 
the perpendicular cuts the chord A B, make D C equal to the breadth, or versed 
sine; join A C ; and make the angle CAE equal to the angle ACE; from E 
as a centre, with the radius E A or E C, describe the arc A 0 B which will be 
the segment required. 

PROBLEM VIII. 

PROBLEM XI. 

124. Upon a given straight line A B, (figs. 7 and 8) to describe a regular po¬ 

lygon of any number of sides. 
Produce the side A B to P, and on A P, from the centre B, describe a semicir¬ 

cle A C P ; divide the semi-circumference A C P into as many equal parts as 
the number of sides intended : through the second division, from P draw the line 
B C ; bisect A B and B C by perpendiculars cutting each other in S ; from S, 
with the radius AS, B S or C S describe a circle ABODE, then carry the 
side A 15 or B C round the remaining part of the arc, which will be found to con¬ 
tain the remaining sides of the number required. 

Fig. 7 is an example of a pentagon; fig. 8 is an example of a hexagon ; but in 
this figure, we need not-proceed by the general method ; we have only to make a 
radius of the given side A B and take the points A and B as centres ; and from 
the arcs A G and B G and strike a circle with the radius G A or G B, which will 
contain the side A B six times. 

PROBLEM XII. 

125. In a given square, A B C D (fig. 9) to inscribe a regular octagon, so that 
four alternate sides of the octagon, may coincide with four sides of the square. 

Draw the diagonals A C and B D, cutting each other in S : on the sides of the 
square make A L, A F,B E, B H : CG,CK; and D I, DM, each equal to half the 
diagonal; join M E, F G, PI I, K L ; then will FGHIKLMEF be the oc¬ 
tagon required 

PROBLEM XIII. 

126. In a given triangle ABC (fig. 10) to ensc.ribe a circle. 
Bisect any two angles, A and B by the straight lines A E and B E and 

the point E, the intersection of these two lines will be the centre of the in¬ 
scribed circle ; draw E D perpendicular to A B cutting A B in D ; from E with 
the radius E D, describe the circle D F G, which will he enscribed in the trian¬ 
gle A B C, as required. 

PROBLEM XIV. 

127. A circle, D E F, (fig. 11,) and a line A B, touching it, being given, to 

find the point of contact. 
From the centre C draw the perpendicular C D cutting A B in D, which is the 

point of contact required. 

PROBLEM XV. 

128. Two straight lines, A B, B C (fig, 12) forming any angle being given to 
describe a circle to touch each of these lines at a given point A, in one of them. 

Make B C equal to B A, and draw A D perpendicular to A B, and C D perpen- 
diculartoBC: from the point of intersection D, with the radius DA or D C 
describe the circle ACE which is that required. 

PROBLEM XVI. 

129. In a given circle A B C D (fig. 13) to enscribe a square. 
Draw the diameters A U and B D at right angles, and join A B, B C, C D, 

D A, then A B C D will be the square required. 

PROBLEM XVII. 

130. To describe a segment, A B C of a circle by means of an angle. 
Let A B (fig. 14) be the length or chord and D C the versed sine, join C A and 

C B produce C A to F and C B to E making C E and C F of any^ length, not 
less than the chord A B prepare two straight edges, C E and C F and fasten 
them together at the angle C so that their outer edges may form the angle A C B 
and to keep them to the extent, fix another slip across them at D to keep them 
tight: put in pins at A and B, and move the angle thus formed round these pins, 
hold a pencil to the angular point at C, it will describe the segment required. 

121. Through three given points A, B, C, (fig. 4) to describe the circumfer¬ 
ence of a circle. 

Join A B, B C and bisect each of the lines A B and B C, by a perpendicular, 
and let the perpendiculars meet each other in I : from the centre 1, with the dis¬ 
tance I A, I B, or I C, describe the circle A B C, which is that required. 

PROBLEM IX. 

122. Upon a given straight line A B (fig. 5) to describe an equilateral tri¬ 
angle. 

From the centres A and B, with the radius A B, describe arcs cutting each 
other at C, join A C and B C, then ABC will be the equilateral triangle requir¬ 
ed. 

PROBLEM X. 

123. Upon a given straight line A B (fig. 6) to describe a square. 
From the point B draw B C perpendicular to A B, make B C equal to A B : 

from the points A and C as centres, with a radius equal to A B or B describe arcs 
cutting each other in D and join A D and D C ; then A B C D is the square re¬ 
quired. 

• For the description of the line of chords sec (fig. G, pi. 1.) which will be explained hereafter. 

ANOTHER METHOD. 

131. Let A B (fig. 15) be the length of the chord, and C D the versed sine, 
(or the perpendicular height in the middle) join A D, and draw D E parallel to 
A B, making D E of any length not less than A D, form a triangular piece of 
wood, A D E : bring the angular point D of the triangle, to the point A, (put in 
pins at the points A D B1 and move the triangle, so that the side D A may slide, 
upon A, and the side D E upon D ; then if during the motion a pencil be held 
at the angular point D, with its point tracing over the plane, the arc A D will be 
described by the point of the pencil, the arc A D being described, the arc D B 
will be described, in a similar manner : and consequently, the whole segment of 
the circle, as required to be done. 

PROBLEM XVI11. 

132. To describe an ellipsis, or any segment of an ellipses, having a diameter 
and a double ordinate, by means of points being found in the curve, without 
finding the parameter. 

Let A B (fig 16,) be a diameter (or double ordinate) let C D be its conjugate, 
and let E D be the height of the segment. Through D draw F G parallel to 
A B; also through the points A and B draw AF, and B C parallel to D E cutting 
F G in F and G. Divide A E and E B into a like number of equal parts, as 
four ; likewise B G, and A F, into the same number of equal parts. From the 
pointD, through the points 1, 2, 3,in A F, and BG, draw 1 D, 2D, 3D. From 
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the point C, through the points 1, 2, 3, in A B draw Ca, Cb, Cc, cutting the lines 
1 D 2 D 3 D, in a,b,c, they will be in the periphery of the ellipsis ; a curve being 
traced through these points, will form the ellipsis required. 

But if the curve is very large, as in practical works the best way is to put in 
nails or pins at the points, a, b, c, &c. bend a slip round them, and draw a curve 

by it, it will appear quite regular. 
(Figures 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21) are drawn in a similar manner. 

PROBLEM XIX. 

133. To describe a hyperbola by finding points in the curve, having the diam¬ 
eter or axis A B (in figs. 22 and 23) its abscissa B C and double ordinate D E. 
Through B draw G F parallell to D E ; from D and E draw D G and E F paral¬ 
lel to B C cutting G F in F and G. Divide C D and C E, each into any num¬ 
ber of equal parts, as four through the points of division 1, 2, 3, draw lines to A. 

Likewise divide D G and E F, into the same number of equal parts, viz. four 
from the divisions on D G and E F draw lines to B and a curve being drawn, 
through the intersections at B a b c E, will be the hyperbola required. 

(Figures 24, 25,26, 27, 28, 29, and 30.) Need no explanation, they being 

drawn in a similar manner. 

PROBLEM XX. 

134. To describe a parabola upon a given ordinate, A E, and a given abscissa 
E D (fig. 31.) Make E C equal to E A, and complete the rectangle A F G C ; 
so that the opposite side may pass through D. Proceed as in problem 15 except¬ 
ing that, instead of drawing the lines 1, 2,3, &c. to A as in (figs. 22 and 23) draw 

them perpendicular to AC. 

PROBLEM XXL 

135. To describe the figure of the sines (fig. 32) describe the quadrant F H G 
equal to the heighth of the figure, and divide the arc H G into any number of 
equal parts, the more of these the more perfect will be the operation; and ex¬ 
tend the chords to double the number ofparts upon the line A C which is a con¬ 
tinuation ofF H, and make, the points of division. 

Draw the lines 1 k, 2 /, 3 m, &c. perpendicular to A C; and from the points 
1, 2, 3, &,c. of division in the quadrant draw lines 1 k 2 l 3 m, &c. parallel to 
A C, and'through the points Akim, &c. draw a curve which will be the fig¬ 
ure of the sines, as required. 

PROBLEM XXII. 

136. To describe a conic section, to touch two right lines A B (fig. 33) and BC, 
in the points A and C, and to pass through a given point D. 

Join the points A, and C ; through D, draw D E and D F, parallel toB A and 
B C, through D, draw G H parallel to A C, cutting B A and BC in G and H, 
and divide l) G, and D H, D E, and D F each into the same number of equal 
parts. From C through the points 1, 2, 3, in D F draw the lines -C a, C b, 
Cc &c. from A, through the points 1,2, 3, in D G, draw 1 A, 2 A, 3 A, cut¬ 
ting the former in a, b, c, which are in the curve. 

In the same manner may points be found between D and C. 

PROBLEM XXIII. PLATE 4. 

137. To describe a triangle, whose three sides shall be equal to three given 
lines provided that any two of them are greater than the third. 

Let A, B, C, (Geometry, plate 4, fig. 1) be the three given straight lines. 
Take one of the given lines as A, and make the base of the triangle D E. 

Upon E, with the length ofB in your compasses, describe an arc at F. Upon 
D with the length of C, describe another arc intersecting the former at F,and join 
D F, and F E, then D F E, is the triangle required. 

In this manner a triangle may be made equal to another given triangle; for 
this is only making the sides of the triangle equal to those of the given triangle. 

PROBLEM XXIV. 

138. To form a trapezium from a given triangle, let G, 1,H, (fig. 2) be the giv¬ 
en triangle ; and described in the same manner as (fig. 1.) The two sides G K, 
and I K being given, take the length of G K in your compasses and upon G de¬ 
scribe an arc at K ; upon I with the length of I K describe another arcintersect- 
ing the former at K, and join G Iv and I K : then is G K1 H the trapezium re¬ 
quired. 

The line drawn GI, divides the trapezium into two obtuse angled triangles, and 
is called the base line, and to let fall the perpendiculars K, H to M and N on the 
base line G I ; then it becomes four right angled triangles. 

PROBLEM XXV. 

139. To make a rectangle equal to a given triangle A BC (fig. 3.) It is requir¬ 
ed to make a rectangle equal to the gieen triangle. Draw D C perpendicular to 
AB, and divide D C into two equal parts at g, through g draw E F, parallel to 
A B from B draw B F, perpendicular to AB, through A draw AE parallel to BF. 
Then the rectangle. A BE F will be equal to the triangle A B C, as required to 
be done. 

PROBLEM. XXVI. 

140. To make a square equal to a given rectangle. Let A B C D (fig. 4) be 
the given rectangle produce the side A B of the rectangle to li, and make B h, 
equal to B C draw B G perpendicular A B ; and on i h as a diameter, describe 
the semicircle AG A, and on the straight line B G describe the square BGFE; 
which is the thing required to be done. 

of Geometry, &c. 

We now see that a triangle maybe reduced to a rectangle, and a rectangle 

may be reduced to a square ; therefore a triangle may be reduced to a square. 
(Figures 5 and 6) these two figures are described similar to the figures 1 and 2. 

PROBLEM XXVIL 

141. Given two circles to find a third equal to them both. 
Let A B and A C (fig. 7) be the diameters of the given circles, perpendicular 

to each other at the point A ; join C B on which, describe a circle and the thing 

18 d°ne‘ PROBLEM XXVIIL 

142. Given any two similar figures,to find another equal and similar to them 

,J°Let E and F (fig. 8) have their sides A B and A C placed perpendicularto each 
other join B Con which describe a figure similar to E or F, and the thing is done. 

PROBLEM XXIX. 

143. Given three straight lines to find a fourth proportional. 
Let A C (fig. 9) be one of the given lines, make any angle with the line C E 

and from B, one extremity of another given line, draw B D the third any how 
to meet C E, and through A draw A E parallel to B D, and AE will be the 

fourth proportional required. 

PROBLEM XXX. 

144. Having given two lines, to find the third proportional. 
Let C B and C D (fig 10.) be the given lines, and let them have any inclina¬ 

tion at the point C ; join B D, and produce C D and C B to A and E making C A 
equal to C D ; through A draw A E parallel to B D, and C E will be the third 

proportional required. 

PROBLEM XXXI. 

145. To find a line equal to a given arc of a circle. 
Let ABC (fig 11) bethe given arc, join A C which bisect in D, by the per¬ 

pendicular B D j join A B, and produce A C till A E be equal twice A B ; divide 
C E into three equal parts, and makeE F equal to one of these parts; then will 
A F be nearly equal to the arc ABC. 

PROBLEM XXXII. 

146. To divide a given line in the same proportion as another line is divided. 
Let d e (fig 12.) be the line proposed for division. On d e describe an equilater¬ 

al triangle, d'Ce; produce the sides C d and C e till each of them be equal to 
A B ; join A B and from C to the points of division,/ g, h, draw the lines Cf 
Cg, and Ch, which will cut d e in the points i,h, l, in the same proportion as A B 
is cut. Or thus— 

147. Let B D (fig. 13) be the given line whose divisions are required. 
Upon B D raise B A perpendicular at the point B, which make equal to B D; 

produce A B till A C be equal to the given divided line C E, dravv C E perpen¬ 
dicular to A C, and produce A D to E, to the points of division f, g, h, i; from 
A draw the lines A/, Ag, Ah, and Ai, which will divide the line B D, in the giv¬ 
en proportion. 

PROBLEM XXXIII. 

148. To dividea quadrant of acircleinto any number of equal parts. 
Bisect the diameter A B (fig 14) perpendicularly in C, produce C E till E F 

be equal to three fourths of A C or B C, join F A which produce to meet D G. 
drawn through D parallel to A B : divide DG into the proposed number of equal 
parts in the points h, i, k, l, and join F/j, Ft, Fk, and F/, which will divide the 
quadrant A D, into the proposed number of equal parts nearly. 

PROBLEM XXXIV. 

149 Having the abscissa E D (figs. 15 and 16) and a double ordinate A B to 
describe-a parabola. Produce E D to B, making D B equal to D E and join 
ABandCB. Divide A B into any number of equal parts, numbering them 
from A to B, and divide B C into the same number of equal parts, numbering 
them from B to C, join 11, 22, 33, &c. and the parts of the straight lines, com¬ 
prehended between the entersections, will form the parabola,being all tangents at 
different points. 

PROBLEM XXXV. 

150. To describe a parabola by a continued motion. 
Let G H (fig. 17) be the straight edge of a ruler, and K L'Q the internal right- 

angle of a square, and let the edge which is parallel to K L coincide with the 
straight edge G H. Suppose now one end of a string fastened at F, and the 
other end to the end G of the square. Let F I be perpendicular to G H, meet¬ 
ing G H in I. Suppose the ruler to remain fixed, and the square to be moved, 
keeping the upper edge against the straight edge G H : then if both parts, F M, 
M Q, be kept straight by a pencil atM the point M will describe the half of the 
parabolic curve. 

PROBLEM XXXVI. 

151. Given the axis major and two foci of a conic section, to describe the 
curve. 

Let A B (figs. 21 and 27) be the axes major and the points 1/ the foci. Pro- 
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duce B A, if necessary, to F, and make AI equal to A F ; from the remote lo¬ 
cus^ describe an arc Q I. Through Q draw f M : then find the point M, by 
sloping with a compass or dividers, so that F M may be equal toMQ; then M 
is a point in the curve. 

By employing F the same manner as has now been done, in respect to f 

we shall obtain the curve r Bs. 
N. B. In the ellipse (fig 27) it will be most convenient to describe one-half by 

means of the focus/, and then the other by the other focus F. 
In the parabola (fig. 20) the arc Q I will become a straight line, this being un¬ 

derstood the point M, and every other point will be found as in (figs. 21 and 27.) 

PROBLEM XXXVII. 

152. To describe an elipse having the two axes given. 
On A B (fig. 22) describe the rectangle G H I K, whose sides G H and G K 

are epual to the given axes. Divide C D into any number of parts, q, r, s, t, and 
D Ginto the same number a, b, c, d,; from B through the points of division q, r, 
s, t, draw lines B M &.c. and from A to the points of division, a, b, c, d, draw 
A a, Ab, &c. meeting the former in M, then will M be a point in the curve: and 
thus may all the points be found, through which draw the curve itself. If the 
curve is large it would be well to put in pins or nails at the points and bend a 
slip of wood around to draw the curve by. 

PROBLEM XXXVIII. 

153. The transverse and conjugate axes A B and D D in (fig. 23,) of an ellip¬ 
sis being given to find the two foci, from thence to describe an ellipsis. 

Let F andybe the foci make F M+/M equal to A B, supposing F M+/M 
to be a cord or string. Then move the point M, round taking care to keep the 
string always tight and the point M will in its motion, trace out the curve A D 
B D, which is the ellipse required. 

PROBLEM XXXIX. 

154. To describe an ellipse round a given rectangle. 
In (fig. 24) let I T, be half the longest side of the rectangle and make I G 

equal to I T : join T G, cutting A B inH then GI is the semi-transverse and 
G H the difference of the semi-axes. Therefore, the curve may be described. 
Or thus— 

In (fig. 25) g, i, is the semi-transverse, and g, h, the difference of the semi-axes. 
The point g, is supposed to move in the groove exhibited in one arm of the tram¬ 
mel, while A, moves in the other and the point i, traces out the curve. 

surface of the cylinder, generated by the line parallel to the axis, ’ is termed the 
curved surface, which is either straight or convex, according as a straight edge 
is applied, parallel to the axis, or in any other direction. 

159. A Right Conk is that which is formed by supposing a right-angle trian¬ 
gle to revolve about one of its legs or perpendicular sides; the. fixed leg, or line 
is called the axis ; the surface generated by the other leg is called the base ; and 
the surface formed by the hypothenuse, or sides opposite the right angle is de¬ 
nominated the curved surface, which is either straight or convex, according as a 
straight edge is applied upon the surface from the vertex, or in any other direction 

1G0. A Sphere or Globe is that which is formed by supposing a semi-circle re¬ 
volves upon its diameter; the diameter upon which the semi-circle revolves is cal¬ 
led the axis, and the surface formed by the arc of the semi-circle is called 
the curved surface which is convex, in whatever way it may be tried by a 
straightedge. 

161. An Ellipsoid is formed or generated by supposing a semi-ellipse to re¬ 
volve upon one of its axis the axis thus fixed is called the axis of the ellipsoid 
and the surface generated by the curve is termed the curved surface. 

PROBLEM XLT1. 

162. To describe a conic section, from the cone, through a line given in posi¬ 
tion in the section passing through the axis. 

Let ABC (Figures 1,2, and 3 plate 5) be the section of a right cone, and let 
D E be the line of section. Through the apex or top ol the cone, C, draw C F 
parallel to the base A B of the section, and produce E D to meet A B in D, as 
in figures 2 alid 3 or A B produced in G,asin fig. 1, as also to meet C F in F. 
On A B describe a semi circle which will be equal to halt the base of the cone, 
in the semi-circle take any number of points, a, b, c, &c. Draw D d, in figures 
2 and 3 and Get in fig 1, perpendicular to A B and Got in fig. 1. perpendicular to 
G F ; as also Dd, figures 2 and 3, perpendicular to D F: From the points a, b, c, 

&c. draw lines a e, bf eg, &.C., cutting Gd (fig. l)and Di/ (tigs. 2 and 3) in the 
points e,f g, &.c. in figure 1, make in Gr, Gf, Gg; &o. equal to Ge, Gf Gg, &c. 
and in D d, (figs 2 and 3) make De, D/j Dg, &c. equal to De, D>/, Dg, &c.— 
Through the points e,f g, &c. draw lines to F. Through the points a j b, c, &c, 
draw lines perpendicular to A B. From the points of section in A B, draw 
lines to the vertex C of the cone cutting the. sectional line, D hi, in /, m, n, &lc. 

1 hrough the points of section l,m, u, &c. draw Ih, mi, nk, &,c. perpendicular to 
D E. Through the points D, h, i, k, in fig. 1 or d, h, i, k, &c. in figs. 2 and 3, 
draw a curve which will be the conic section required. 

OBSERVATIONS. 

PROBLEM XL. 

155. Todescribe an ellipse by means of circles. 
From the centre C (fig. 26) with a distance equal to the semi-conjugate, de¬ 

scribe the quadrent D h, g, and from the same centre, with the semi-transverse 
as a distance, describe the arc i B, bisect D h g in h ; join C h which produce to i 

through h draw7 h, k parallel to C B and from i draw i k perpendicular to h k 

then will k be a point in the curve, produce D C to L, and bisect the distance Dk, 

perpendicularly, which bisecting line produce to meet D C in L, then will L be 
the center of the circle, describing one part of the curve. 

Again ; through l draw l m parallel to h k meeting the arc D n m,\nm\ join 
mB, which produce to meet the curve in n, join n / cutting A B in g ; gis the cen¬ 
ter of the circle whence the vertical part of the curve is described. 

HYPERBOLA PROBLEMS XLI. 

156. Given the transerve axis o( an hyperbola and an ordinate, to find the 
conjugate axis and assymtotes, (which are two straight lines such as, if produced 
lidefinitely with the curve will never meet each other) and thence to describe 
the curve itself 

Let Aa (fig. 28) be the transverse axis, and let P M be an ordinate. MakeP D 
equal to A P. Then on a D describe the semi circle a N D, produce P M to N. 
Draw A R pependicular to C D, and make A R equal to C A. Join N R and 
produce N R and D A, it necessary, to meet each other in S ; and draw M S, 
cutting A R in Q, produce Q A to T and make A T equal to A Q. Then Q T 
will be the conjugate axis or A Q, A T, will each be the semi-conjugate axis.— 
Through the points C, T, draw J H ; and through the points C Q, draw I K : 
then J H and 1 K areUe assymtotes by which the curve may be described. 

157. The three curves of the conic sections,—Problem. 
The vertical section of a right cone being given and the position of the axes of 

a conic section, to describe that section. 

Let AY B (fig. 29) be the section of a cone through its axes; let ig be the 
line of the axes, and let it cut the sections A V B at h1 and the opposite side 
B V, produced, at g. On g h describe the semicircle hq sg. Draw Vp parallel 
to A B, cutting tl.e axis lap. BisectAginr and draw pq.rs, perpedicularly 
toh g. Make p w equal pV ; then with the transverse axis h g, at the ordinate 
p to, describe the ellipse hwtg, cutting r s at t; then rt is the semi-conjugate 
axes. 

GEOMETRY OF SOLIDS. 

DEFINITIONS OF SOLIDS. 

158 A Right Cylinder is that which is formed by the revolutions of a rec- 
tangle about one of its sides; the line round which the rectangle revolves is 
called the axis (plural axis); and the circles generated by the two opposite sides 
of the rectangles perpendicular to the axes, are termed the ends or bases. The 

163. In the first of these figures, the line of section cuts both sides of the sec¬ 
tion of the cone in this case the curve D hi k and e E is an Ellipse. In fig 3 
the line of section D E is parallel to the side A C of the section of the cone in 
this case the cuive d h i &.c. E is a Parabola. In fig. 3. the line of section DE 
is not parallel to any side of the cone ; it must therefore, when produced’ with 
the sides of the section through the axis, meet each of these two sides in differ¬ 
ent points, in this case, the section d,h, i, &c. E is either an Ellipse or Hyperbola 

but the case is determined to be an hyperbola by the line of section meeting the 
opposite side B C at A C, where it cuts above the vertex, at the point B. 

Here we may observe, that, the line of section, D E is the same as that which 
has before been called the abscissa the part E B produced, contained between 
the two sides of the section is called the axis major ; and the line D d, perpen¬ 
dicular to D E, an ordinate. F ’ 

Hence the same section may be found by the method already shown in the 
problem; viz. by drawing any straight line d e b, fig. 4 ; make d e equal to D E, 
h§* 3, and e b equal to E B, fig. 3. Through d draw the straight line 
D D at right angles to d b : make d ' > equal to D d, fig. 3. then with the axis 
major b t the abscissa e d, and the ordinate d-D, on each side of the abscissa de¬ 
scribe the curve of the hyperbola which will be of the same species as that 
shown in fig. 3. 

PROBLEM XLI11. 

1 Uti x vj ucav_i a y^ynuuiDCLuuu uiruugn a line , i pwoiLiuu upuu me 

section passing through its axis (fig. 4:) 

This is no more than a particular case of the last problem. 
F or a cylindric may be considered as a cone, having its apex at an infinite dis¬ 

tance from its base ; or practically, at a vast distance from its base, in this case 
all the lines for a short distance, would differ insensibly from parallel lines • and 
this is the construction shown at fig. .5, which is therefore evident. But as the 
section of a cylinder so frequently occurs I shall here give a more practical de- 
script ion of it. Thus:— 

Let ABHI (fig. 5) be a section of a right cylinder, passing through its axis, 
A B being the side which passes through the base, and let DE be the line of 
section. On A B describe a semi-circle; and in the arc take any number of 
points «, 6, c,&c. from which draw lines perpendicular to the diameter AB 
cutting it in Q, R, S, &c. : perpendicular to AB or parallel to A I or B H, draw 
the lines CA q, K r, b s, &c. cutting the line of sections D E, in the points a r s 

&c. from the points of section q,r,s, &c. draw the lines qi,rk,sl,&. c perpen¬ 
dicular to the line of section, D E, make the ordinates qi, rk, si, &c. each respec¬ 
tively equal to the ordinates Qa, R6, Sc, <|-c. ; and through the points D, ik, l, 

<Yc. to L draw a curve, which will evidently be the section of the cylinder as 
required. J ’ 

The same may be done in this manner; viz :-Bisect the line of section DE 
in the point t. Drawtiraperpendicularto D E. 

Make* m equal to the radius of the circle which forms the end ofthe cylinder ; 

turn sx isfesr' ■* 
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CARPENTRY. II 

A DEFINITION. 

165. A cuneoid is a solid ending in a straight line, in which, if any point be 
taken, a perpendicular from that point may be made to coincide with the sur¬ 
face, the end of the cuneoid may be of any form whatever. 

The cuneoid which occurs in architecture, has a semi-circular or a semi-ellip¬ 
tical end, parallel to the straight line to which the perpendicular is applied. 

PROBLEM XLIV. 

166. To find the section of a cuneoid with a semi circular base the given data 
being a section through the axis, perpendicular to the vertex or sharp end, and 
the line of section upon that end. 

Let A B C (fig. 6) be the section through the axis perpendicular to the sharp 
edge, and let D E be the line of section. 

This construction is similar to that of finding the section of a cylinder, except¬ 
ing that instead of drawing parallel lines from the base A B, they are in this fig¬ 
ure drawn from the points of section in A B to the point C w'hich is the vertex of 
the cuneoid : the ordinates Q.a, R6, Sc, &c. being transfered respectively to qi, 
rk, si, &c. ; and the curve D, i, k, l, & to E being drawn through the points D, 
i, k, l, &c. by hand. 

CARPENTRY. 

Carpentry is the art of applying timber in the construction of buildings. The 
cutting of the timbers, and adapting them to their various situations sn that one of 
the sides of every timber may be arranged according to some given surface as 
indicated in the designs of the architect, requires profound skill in geometrical 
construction. 

For this purpose it is necessary, not only to be expert in the common problems 
generally given in a course of practical geometry, but to have a thorough knowl¬ 
edge of the sections of solids and their coverings. Of these subjects, the first has 
already been explained in the series of problems given in the geometrical part of 
this work and 1 am now about to treat on the other ; that is the method of cover¬ 
ing them. 

As no line can be formed on the edge of a single piece of timber so as to ar¬ 
range with a given surface, nor on the intersection of two surfaces, (by workmen 
called a groin) without a complete understanding of both, the reader is required 
not to pass them, until the operations are perfectly familiar to his mind. 

For the more effectually rivetling the principles upon the mind of the student, it 
is requested that he should m jdel them as he .proceeds and apply the sections and 
coverings found on the paper to the real sections and surfaces by bending them 
around the solids. 

The surfaces which limbers are required to form are those of cylinders, cylin- 
droids, cones, cuneoids, spheres, ellipsoids, &c. either entire or as terminated by 
cylinders, cylindroids, cones, and cuneoids. 

The formation of Arches, Groins, Niches, Ahgle brackets, Lunettes, Roofs &c. 
depend entirely upon their sections or upon their covering or upon both. 

This branch of carpentry from its being subjected to Geometrical rules and de¬ 
scribed in schemes or diagrams upon a floor, sufficiently large for all the parts of 
the operation has been called descriptive carpentry. 

In order to prepare the reader's mind for this subject, it will be necessary to 
point out the figures of the sections, as taken in certain positions. 

All the sections of a cylinder, parallel to its base are circles. 
All the sections of a cylinder parallel to its axis are parallelograms. And ifthe 

axis of the cylinder be perpendicular to its base all these parallelograms will be 
rectangles. If a cylinder be entirely cut through the curved surface and if the 
section is riot a circle, it is an ellipse. 

All the sections of a cone parallel to its base are circles; all the sections of a 
cone passing through its vertex are triangles ; all the sections of a cone which 
pass entirely through the curved surface and which are not circles are ellipses: 
all the sections of a cone which are parallel to one of its sides, are denominated 
parabolas , and all the sections of a cone which are parallel to any line within the 
solid passing through the vertex are denominated hyperbolas. 

All the sections of a sphere or globe made plane are circles. 
The solid formed by a semi-ellipse revolving upon one of its axis is termed an 

ellipsoid. 
All the sections of an ellipsoid are similar figures: those sections perpendicular 

to the fixed axis are circles and those parallel thereto are similartothe generating 
figure. 

OF THE COVERINGS OF SOLIDS. 

PROBLEM I. 

Let A B C D (fig. 7 pi. 6) be the generating section of the frustum. 
On B C describe the semi-circle BEC, and produce the sides B A and C D, 

of the generating section A B G D to meet each other in F. 
From the centre F with the radius F A describe the arc A FI: and from the 

same cenlre F with the radius F B, describe the arc B G ; divide the arc BEC 
of thesemicircle into any number of equal parts; the greater the number the more 
correct will be the result of the operation ; repeat the chords of one of those equal 
arcs, upon the arcB G, as often as the arc BEC contains equal parts; then 
through G, the extre-mity of the last part, draw G F, cutting the arc A H at H 
then will A BG H be the covering required, of the frustum of a right cone. 

To find the covering of the frustum of a right cone when cut by two concentric 
cylindric surfaces, perpendicular to the generating section. 

Let ABCD (fig. 7 also) be the given section, and AD, B C, the line on 
which the cylindric surface, stands, (find the arc B G as before described) and 

mark the points 1,2, 3, &.c. of division both in the arc BG and in the semi¬ 
circumference: from the points 1,2,3, &e. draw lines to F ; also from the points 
1, 2, 3, (Sic. in the semi-circumference draw lines perpendicular to BC so that 
each line thus drawn may meet or cut it. From the points of division in B C 
draw more lines to F, cutting the arc B C in a. b, c, <^-c. from the points a, b, c, Spc. 

draw lines parallel to B C to cut the side B A from the centre Fthrough each point 
of section in B A, describe an arc, cutting the lines drawn from each of the points 
1, 2, 3, &.c. in B G at a,b, c, *fyc. then will B e G be the curve, which will cover 
the line B C on the plan, or B C will be the seatof the line B e G. 

In the same manner A H theoriginal of the line A D,will be found ; and con¬ 
sequently, BcGH A will form the covering over the given seat A B C D as re¬ 
quired to be done. 

PROBLEM II. 

To find the covering of a right cylinder. 
LetABCD(fig. 8 pi. 5) be the seat or generating section. 
Produce the sides D A and G B to H and G, and on BC describe a semi-circle 

and make the straight line B G equal to the semi-circumference; draw G H paral¬ 
lel to A B, and A H parallel to B G, then will A B G PI be the covering requir¬ 
ed. 

PROBLEM III. 

To find the covering of aright cylinder contained between two parallel planes 
perpendicuular to the generating section (fig. 9. pi. 5.) Through the point B 
draw I K, perpendicular to A B ; and produce D C to K, on B K describe 
a semi-circle and make B 1 equal to the length of the arc of the semi-circle 
by dividingit into equal parts and extending them on the line B I. Through 
the points of section 1, 2, 3, &,c. in the line BI, draw lines la, 26, 3c, &c. 
parallel to B A, and through the points 1, 2, 3, &.C. in the arc of the semi¬ 
circle, draw the other lines 1 a, 2b, 3c, &c. parallel to B A cutting A D in. 
a, b, c, &.c. draw aa, bb, cc, &.C. parallel to B K : then through the points a, b, 

c’&c, draw the curve A H and A H will be the edge of the covering over 

A D. 
In the same manner the other opposite edge B G will be found, and the whole 

covering will therefore be A B GH. 

PROBLEM IV. 

A B C D (fig. 10 pi. 5) being the seat of the covering of a semi-cylindric 
surface, contained between the surfaceof two other concentric cylinders of which 
the axis is perpendicular to the given seat; it is required to find the covering. 

Through B draw 1 K perpendicular to A B ; and produce D C to K. On 
B K describe a semi circle and divide its circumference into equal parts, at the 
points 1,2, 3, &c ; the more of these the truer will be the opperation ; and re¬ 
peat the chord on the straight line B I, as often as the arc contains equal parts, 
and mark the points' 1,2, 3, &c. of division. Through the points 1,2,3, &c. in 
the arc of the semi-circle, draw the lines 1 a, 2d, 3c, &c. parallel toB A ; and, 
through the points 1,2, 3, &c. in B 1, draw lines la, 26, 3c, &c. parallel BA,— 
Draw?aa, bb, cc, &c. parallel to K I, and through all the points a, b, c, &c. draw 
the curve line A H, which is one of the edges of the covering. 

In the same manner the other edge B G will be found ; and consequently, the 
whole covering A B G H. 

PROBLEM V. 

To find the covering of that portion of a semi-cylinder contained between two 
concentric surfaces of two other cylinders the axis of these cylinders being per¬ 
pendicular to ABCD (fig. U,pl, 5.) Join BC and in this case BC will beperpen- 
dicularto AB. Produce C B to G ; and on B O describe a semi-circle. Divide 
the arc of the semi-circle into any number of equal parts, and extend the chords 
upon the straight line B G marking the points of section both in the semi-circle 
and in the straight line BG. Through the points 1,2, 3, &c. in the arc of the 
semi-circle,draw lines la, 26, 3c, &c. parrallel to A B ; and through the points 1, 
2, 3, &c, m B G, draw the lines la, -2b, 3c, &c. parallel to A B ; also draw 
aa, bb, cc, &c.parallel to B G, and, through the points a, b, c, &c. draw a curve, 
which will from one of the edges of the soffit: the opposite edge is formed in 

the same manner. 

GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF HIP ROOFS. 

To find the bevels for cutting the various timbers in a hipid roof, and the length 
and backing of the hip rafters. 

Let A B C D (fig. 12, pi. 5) be the plan of the building, or the outlines of the 
wall-plates, A E, B E, and C E, D E, the seats of the hips, draw EA, E B, 
and E C, E D; the base lines over which the hip rafters are to stand, let P n, m, 

be the pitch of the roof, and 0 n the perpendicular height, draw E F at right an¬ 
gles with E A and equal to the height of the perpendicular 0 n, then draw A F 
which is the length of the hip rafter, draw h, k, h, at any distance from the an¬ 
gle A and at right angles with A E make k i equal to k r, or from k to the near¬ 
est point of the top line of the hip rafters draw h i and ih, which is the backing 
of the hip rafter required. This method will give the backing of the hip rafter, 
whether the building be square or bevelling. 

To find the bevels of a purlin upon a hip rafter giving the seat of a common 
rafter, and the seat of the hip rafter, and the angle which the common rafter 
makes with its seat. 

Let AB C D, (figs. 13 and 14) be the outlines of the wall plates A F, D F, 
and B E, C E, the seats of the hips and E F the seat of the ridge-piece. Place 
the section-purlin in its real position with respect to the common rafter. Pro¬ 
duce that side of the section of the purline, of which the bevel is required, upon 
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the hip toward the seat ; from one extremity of the line thus produced, and, with 
the length of the said line as a radius, describe a circle. Draw three lines, par¬ 
allel to the wall-plate, to meet the hiped line; viz. one from the centre of the cir¬ 
cle, one from the point where the line meets the circle and the third a tangent to 
the circle. From the point in the seat of the hip-rafter where the middle line 
meets the said seat draw a line perpendicular to that middle line to meet the tan¬ 
gent; join the point where this perpendicular meets the tangent to the point 
where the line drawn from the centre meets the seat of the hip-rafter, and the 
angle formed by the line thus joining, and the line drawn from the centre of the 
circle will be the bevel of the purlin. 

Example, (fig. I S pi. 5) A F bring the seat of a hip-rafter, J F that of a com¬ 
mon rafter and F I L the angle which the common rafter, makes with its seat, 
and abed, the section of the purlin. Now suppose it were required to find the 
bevel of that side of the purlin represented by a of. Produce a d to any point,/; 
and from a, with the radius a f describe a circle f g h, parallel to the adjacent 
wall-plate, A B draw three lines to cut the seat A F, of the. hip; viz; from the 
centre a draw a {and from the point f where a/ meets the circle draw f k, the 
former cutting the seat in i, and the latter in k. Draw k l, perpendicular to f k, 
and draw the tangent e /, cutting k l ml-, and join i l then l i a is the angle re¬ 
quired. 

In the same manner by producing a b, we shall find the angle formed upon the 
end of the side of which its section is a b. 

In order that the differe nt inclined planes, which form the sides of a roof, should 
have an equal inclination to the horizon, the seats of the hip-rafters ought to bi¬ 
sect the angles of the wall-plates. 

When a roof is wider at one end than at the other as in order as in (fig. 15) to 
prevent its winding let IK and OP be the seats of the two common rafters, passing 
through each extremity of the ridge-piece and let the rafters I L and KL be found as 
before ; divide O P into two equal parts, in, E ; draw E R perpendicular to O P. 
Make the angle E P R equal to the angle F K L ; then E R will be the height 
of the roof upon the seat O P. 

If this should be objected to, because it makes the ridge higher at one end than 
at the other, let E (fig. 17) be the end of the seat of the ridge next the narrow end 
of the roof. 

Bisect all the four angles of the roof by the straight lines A F, B E, C E, D 
F ; and through E, draw E G, parallel to A B cutting A F in G ; and draw EH 
parallel to C D, cutting D F in H; and join G H ; then G H will be parallel to 
A D. This is true, because, since all the angles are bisected, if we imagine per¬ 
pendiculars drawn from E to the three sides, the three straight lines thus drawn 
will be equal; and because E G is parallel to A B, the perpendiculars drawn from 
the points E and G, to the straight line A B, are equal; from the same reasons, be¬ 
cause E H is parallel to C D, the perpendiculars drawn from the points E and H 
to the straight line C D, are equal therefore the perpendicular drawn from the 
point G, to the straight line A B, is equal to the perpendicular drawn from H to the 
straight line C D. 

And, since the angles BAD and C D A are bisected by the straight lines A. 
G and D H, the two perpendiculars, drawn from G to the sides A B and A D, 
are equal, as also the two perpendiculars from the point H to the sides D A and 
DC; but the perpendicular drawn from G, to the side A B, is equal to the per¬ 
pendicular drawn from H to the side C D ; therefore the perpendiculars, drawn 
from points G and H, to the straight line A D, are equal to each other ; but when 
the perpendiculars drawn between tw o straight lines are equal, these two straight 
lines are parallel : therefore the straight line G H is parallel to A D. 

Whence if all the angles of a roof be bisected, and if any point be taken in 
any one of the bisecting lines, and if a line be drawn through the point thus as¬ 
sumed, parallel to one of the adjacent sides, to meet the next bisecting line and 
so on from one to another, til! only one lice remains to be drawn, then if the point 
assumed be joined to the point where the parallel meets the last bisectin'' line 
the line thus joining will he parallel. 

(Fig. 16) Is one half of the plan of the roof and the stretch-out of the rafters 
of (fig. 15) 

OF DOMES. 

(Fig. 1 pi, 6) is a design for a;i hemispherical dome, the ribs are constructed of 
thin boards and small pieces of plank. • The principle of this form of roof con¬ 
sist in placing a number of hoops one above the other, and of such sizes as when 
properly placed, will form the contour of the dome. These hoops are here for¬ 
med by pieces of plank as represented on the plan of the dome in (fig. 1 no. 2) 
Near each one of these is a long mortice, the position of these is shown in 
the section d d d Sfc. in (fig 1 no. 1) one of the ribs or rafters is shown in (fig. 1. 
no. 3) with a mortice in the middle of it long enough to receive the thickness of 
two hoops, as also may be seen in (fig. 1 no. 4). At each end of these ribs is 
a sliding mortice of half the length, as represented in the section cc c Sec. in 
(fig. 1 no. 1) when these are to be put together, the wall plate (which should be of 
two thicknesses of boards, and made to break joint) should be first laid, and 
then a piece of the rafter, as (fig. 1 no 3) should be fixed upright in its proper 
place arid secured bv a tenon at the lower end, which must go through the plate. 
It should be observed, that the rafters are of two lengths which should break 

joint; of course one of the first pieces should be but half the length of No. 4. 
when one set of the rafters are fixed all round, the pieces which form the hoops 
or which I shall call the purlins, are fixed in them and secured by wooden keys 
which are driven, on each side of the rafter, through the mortice. By driving 
these keys, more or less, the hoop may be lenghtened or contracted, so as to 
bring it to the exact form or contour of the dome. After the first set of purlins 
are fixed and properly keyed, another set of rafters are placed, and then anoth¬ 
er set of purlins, until the dome is complete. The figure in the plate, for the 
sake of making its parts more clear has been drawn considerably out of propor¬ 
tion, the materials being much too large and a much greater number of purlins 
would be proper. This principle of covering mav be extended to a great span 
and when the rafters come too close together, at the top every other one may be 
Jeit out as may be seen in the proceeding figures. 

Figures 2 and 3, are so similar constructed to each other, a particular expla- 
| nation is not required of both. Therefore 1 shall proceed with fig. 3. 

(Fig. 3 No 1. pi. 6) is a design for an ellipsoidal dome, the plan being elliptic, 
and one of the vertical sections circular. The ribs are constructed without 
trusses. In order to divide them as equally as possible, a purlin is introduced 
to support the upper ends of the jack-ribs. As this dome is supposed to rise from 
an elliptic well hole the timbers are carrid below the base, from a. b,c,'d, e, f 
No. 1 is the elevation No. 2 the plan, showing the upper face of the wall-plates 
purlin and curb, (fig. 3, No3, fig, 3. No. 5. fig. 3 No, 7,) are the entire ribs, to 
be placed upon A, C, E, in the plan, and (fig 3 No. 4 fig. 3, No. G, fig. 3No. 3) 
are the jack-ribs to be placed upon B, D, F, on the plan the upper ends of all 
the ribs terminate upon the curb, or upon the purlin, with a sally, or birds mouth, 
which is the usual method of fitting them (fig. 2 No 1) Is a design for an hemis¬ 
pherical dome, constructed in the same manner as the elliptic dome fig. 3. 

In large roofs constructed of a domic form, without trussing the ribs may be 
made in two or more thicknesses, in such a manner that the common abutment 
of every two pieces, in the same ring may fall as distant as possible from the 
abutment of any other two pieces, in a different ring. The number of purlins 
must depend upon the diameter of the dome. 

To find the form of the boards for an ellipsoidal dome, the plan being an 
ellipse, and the vertical section upon the axis-minor a semi-circle ; so that the 
joints of the boards may be in planes passing through the axis-major of the 
plan. 

Let A B C D, (fig. 4 No. 1. pi. 6) be the plan of the dome, AC the axis ma¬ 
jor and DB the axis-minor ; E the centre. From E, with the distance ED, or EB 
describe the semi-circle B F D. Divide the arc into such a number of equal 
parts, that one of them may be equal to the breadth of a board, and let the 
points ol division be at 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. draw the lines la, 2b. 3c, 4d, perpendicu¬ 
lar to B D, cutting B D at the points a, b, c, d. Then upon A C, as an.axis-ma¬ 
jor, and upon Ea, E6, Ec, FA, as so many axis-minor, describe the semi-ellipse 
A«C, Ai(J, AcC, Ac/C, which will represent the joints of the boards upon one 
side ol the dome. Now since all the sections of this dome, through the line A C 
are identical figures, the vertical section upon the line AC, will be identical to 
the half plan A B C or ADC. Divide, therefore, B A into any number of 
equal parts, by the points of division, e,f g, h, i, k, l; the more correct will be 
the operation. Draw the straight lines em,fn,go, hp.iq, kr. Is, perpendicular to 
A C, cutting AC at the pointsm, n,o,p. q, r, s, and the semi-ellipse AdC, in the 
points t, u.y, w,x,y, *, on the straight lines G H, (fig. 4 No. 2) setoff the equal 
parts Em, mil, no, 8pc. from each side of the centre ideach equal to one of the 
equal parts Be, ef,fg, 8fc. in the semi-elliptic, curve, 4 B C, in the plan No I. 

1 hrough the points m, n, o, p, 8pc., No 2, draw tt. uu, vv, Spc. perpendicular 
to GII. Make mt, mt, each equal to ml, in the plan No. 1, and nu, mi. No. 2, 
each equal to nu, in the plan No. 1 ; then through all the points t, u, v, 8pc. draw 
a curve on each side of the line A C, to reach from A to C, and each curve will 
be the edge of a board. It the work be large it would be well to tack in nails at 
the several points and bend a slip around to'describe the curve. 

(Fig. 4, No. 3) show the longitudinal elevation : viz : on the line A C of the 
plan. 

(Fig. 4. No. 4) exhibits the transverse elevation, the contour being identical to 
that of the section on the line A B. 

I o find the covering for a sphere or globe which is supposed to be divided into 
four parts or quarters. 

Let A C B D (fig. 5, pi. 6) be the circumference, and A B and C D the diam¬ 
eters which divide the circle, into four quadrants ; divide the arc A C into a like 
number of equal parts, (six in this example) draw E G through the arc at L, and 
take the six divisions from the arc A C and set them offfrom E to F on the line 
E G, produce the same number of parts from F to G, draw F M and F N at 
right angles with E G ; take three of the divisions from the arc A G, and set them 
offfrom F to I, and from F to FI, on the line M N, on M as a centre describe 
the arcE H G, cutting the point in H, on N as a centre describe the arc E I G, 
cutting the point in I. 

Then will E I G H be one quarter of the covering required. 

METHODS OF BOARDING CIRCULAR ROOFS. 

With regard to boarding of roofs for slates there are two methods. 
In the first place ; if a round solid be cut by two planes, each parallel to the 

base, the portion of the surface ol the solid, between these planes, will nearly co¬ 
incide with a conic surface, contained between sections perpendicular to the 
axis of the cone of the same diameter each as those made by cutting the 
round solid ; therefore the whole ol the round solid may be looked upon as so 
many conic frustums, laying one upon another; therefore to cover all the conic 
frustums is to cover the round solid. 

The other method of covering a round solid is to suppose the base divided into 
equal parts and the solid to be cut by plaues passing through the points of divis¬ 
ion, and through the fixed axis ; then the surface of the body will be divided into 
as many equal and similar parts : so that if any one of these portions of the solid 
be covered, thecover willof course fit any other portion thus divided ; and as all 
the horizontal sections of each portion of the solid is the sector of a circle, the 
chords of all the sectors will be parallel to each other; therefore the curved sur¬ 
face-will be nearly prismatic. 'This therefore affords another method of forming 
the boarding. 

The first of these methods is called the horizontal method and the second the 
vertical method of covering a dome. 

Let ABC (fig. 6 pi. 6) be a vertical section ofa circular dome, through its axis 
and let it be required to cover the dome horizontally ; bisect the base A C. in the 
pomt H, and draw Id T perpendicular to A C cutting the semi-circumference in B, 
divide the arc B C into such a number of equal parts that each part may be less 
than the bieadth ofa board ; that is to say, allowing the boards to be ofa certain 
length, each part may be of the proper width, allowing for waste. Then if, be¬ 
tween the points of division, we suppose the small arcs to be straight lines, as 
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13 ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY, &c. 

they will differ very little from them, and if horizontal lines be drawn through 
the points of division to meet the opposite side of the circumference the trapezo¬ 
ids will he the sections of so many frustums of a cone and the straight line H 1 will 
be the common axis for every one of these frustums. 

Now, therefore, to describe any board, which shall correspond to the 
surface of which one of these parts, ab, is the section, produce ab to meet H I inc; 
then will the radii cb, ca, describe two arcs ; then radiating the end to the centre 
the lines thus drawn will form the board required. 

In the same manner any other board may be found ; as is evident from the 
principle described. 

This kind of work should be described out on a floor or some other extensive 
plane; by so doing you can draw all your moulds and cut the joints, both for 
the frame and the covering before it is erected. In case the dome should be so 
large that it cannot be described on a floor, take a thin board of suitable length 
for the first course of boarding, bend it around on the plain of the rafters and 
scribe it down to the base line of the dome, when it is well fitted, gauge it to a 
width and this will make you a pattern to mark out the remainder of the first course 
and for thesecond course take the upper edge of the pattern of the lower course 
to mark out the lower edge ot the second course, when this is done gauge it to a 
width ; and for the third course, proceed in the like manner and so on until the 
roof is completed. 

To find the forms of the boards for covering an annular vault. 
Let A D (fig. 1, pi. 7) be the outer diameter of the annulus, C G the inner, E 

the centre, and A C the thickness of the ring. 
On A C describe the semicircle ABC: then if A B C be supposed to be set 

perpendicular to the plane of the paper, it will represent half the section of the 
ring. From E with the radius E A, describe the semi-circle A F D ; and from 
the same centre E, with the radius E C, describe the semi circle C HG , then 
A F D is the outer circumference and C H G is the inner circumference ; and 
consequently A F D G HC, A is the section of the ring, perpendicular to the 
fixed axis ; and the section A B C of the solid itself is perpendicular to the sec¬ 
tion AFDGHC. 

To find the form of any board ; divide the circumference A B C of the semi¬ 
circle into such a number of equal parts as the hoards or planks out of which 
they are to be cut will admit. 

Let ab be tiie distance between two ahjacent points ; through the cen¬ 
tre E draw II I perpendicular toAl): and through the points a and b, draw 
the straight line ac, meeting H I in the point c ; from c, with the radius ca, de¬ 
scribe an arc ; and from the same, centre, c, with the radius cb, describe another 
arc. and inclose the space by a radiating line at each end ; and the figure houn¬ 
ded by the two arcs, and the radiating line will be the form of the hoard required. 

In the same manner the form of every remaining board may be found. It is 
obvious that, as common hoards are not more than from ten to twelve inches in 
breadth, the hoards formed for the covering cannot be long, if so they will pro¬ 
duce much waste. 

To cover au ellipsoidal dome, the major-axis of the generating ellipse being the 
fixed axis. 

Let ABC (fig. 2. pi. 7) be the section through the fixed axis or generating il- 
lipse which w ill also he the vertical section of such a solid. Produce the fixed 
axis A C to 1, and divide the curve ABC into such a number of equal parts that 
each may be equal to the proper width of a board. Then as before, draw a 
straight line through two adjacent points a and b, to meet the line A 1 in c; then 
with the radii ca and <cb, describe arcs and terminate the. board at its proper 
length 

(Fig. 2 No. 2) is an horrizontal section of the dome, exhibiting the plan of the 
boarding. 

(Fig 3 pi, 7) is a section of a circular roof. The principle of covering it with 
hoards bent horizontally, is exactly the same as in the preceding examples. 

It is now necessary only to explain one general principle which extends to the 
whole of these round solids. The planes which contain the conic frustums are 
all perpendicular to the fixed axis, which is represented by H C, in all the fig¬ 
ures. Produce ab to meet the fixed axis H l in c ; then with the radius ca, de¬ 
scribe an arc, which two arcs will form the edges of the board, the ends 
are formed by radiating lines. 

Either of these figures which we inspect we shall find this rule to apply as the 
boards approach nearer to the revolving axis ;they may be made either wider oi 
longer hut as the boards approach near to the fixed axis the waste will be greater, 
and consequently, the boards must be shorter, when the boards come very near to 
the bottom of the dome, the centre, for describing the edges of the boards will be 
to remote for the length of a rod to be used as a radius. 

In this case we may have recourse to the following method. 
Let ABC (fig 7, pi. 7) be the section of the dome as before, and let e be the 

point in the middle of the breadth of a board : draw ed parallel to A C, the 
base of the section, cutting the axis of the dome in g, and join Ae, cutting the axis 
in f. (Then by Problem 7 Geometry) describe the segment of a circle through 
the three points d,f, e, and this will give the curve of the edge of the board as re¬ 
quired. 

(Fig. 7. No 2) exhibits the manner of using the instrument, (this instrument 
is also described in problem 17 geometry) Thus suppose we make D E equal to 
de, fig. 7 No 1 ; Bisect D E in G and draw G F perpendicular to D E and 
make GF equal to gf, in (fig. 7 No. 1) draw F H parallel to D E and make F H 
equal to F E, and join E H : then cut a piece of board into the form of the tri¬ 
angle H F E ; then let H F Ebe that triangle ; then move the vertex F from F 
to E keeping the leg F E upon the point E; and the leg F.'and the angular point 
F of the piece so cut, will describe the curve, or perhaps as much of it as may 
be wanted. 

It must be here observed that the line described is the middle of the board ; 
'but if the breadth of the board is properly marked off at each end, on each side 
ol the middle, we shall be able to describe the arc with the same triangle, or if 
the concave edge of the hoard is hollowed out the convex edge will be found by 
gauging the hoard off to its breadth. 

As all the conic sections approach nearer and nearer to circles, as they are 
taken nearer to the vertex, so a parabola whose abseissa is small, compared to 
its double ordinate will have its curvature nearly uniform, and will, consequently 
coincide very nearly vvitli the segment of a circle and as this curve is easily de¬ 
scribed I shall employ it here instead of a circular arc as in No. 3 and 4. 

Draw the chord D E as before, and bisect it in G. Draw G F perpendicu¬ 
lar toD E and makeG F equal to g/, in No I ; so far the construction of the dia¬ 
grams, No. 3 and 4 are the same, hut in what follows they are different, therefore 
1 shall speak of each seperately—No. 3. 

Divide each half. D G, G E, into the same number ofequal parts ; and, through 
the points of division draw lines perpendicular to D E; also from the points D 
and E at the extremities, draw perpendiculars ; and make each of these per¬ 
pendiculars equal to G F then divide each into as many equal parts as D G or 
G E is divided into, and, through the points of division draw lines to F, intersect¬ 
ing the perpendiculars, and through the points of intesection, draw a curve on 
each side of the middle point F. and this will be the form of the edge of the board 
nearly. 

In No 4 makeF H equal to gf, No. 1, and join D H and H E. Then di¬ 
vide D H and LI E each into the same number of equal parts, then, through the 
corresponding points of division draw straight lines and the intersection of all the 
lines will form the curve sufficiently near for the purpose. The lines thus drawn 
being tangents to the paraholic curve. 

'1 lie proceeding method of covering round solids requires all the boards to be 
of different curvatures, and continually quicker as they approach nearer to the 
crown ; but by the following method of covering a dome, with the joints in vertic¬ 
al planes, when the form of one of the moulders is obtained this form will serve 
for moulding the whole solid. The waste of stuff in this case is not less than in 
the other. 

The. method which I am about to explain is not only useful in the formation of 
the boards of a dome but in the covering of niches. 

In (Figs. 4, 5,-and 6pl. 7) No. 1 is the plan, No. 2 the elavation ; the counter of 
the latter being a vertical section passing through the axis. Fig. 4 is a dome 
which represents a round body of which the vertical section is an ogee or a curve 
of contrapy flexure, to (Figs. 5 and 6) Fig. 3 represents a dome whose counter is 
a semi-circle, fig. 6 represents a segmental dome. ; 

I shall proceed first with (figs. 5 and 6.) Through the centre of the plan G, 
draw the diameter A C ; and the diameter B D, at right angles to A C ; and pro¬ 
duce B D to E. Let B D figs. 5 and 6 be the base of the semi-section of the dome 
on B D apply the semi-section CF D ; and as the dome represented by fig. 3, is 
semi-circular, the point F will coinside with the point A in the circumlerence of 
the plan. In fig. 5 and 6 divide the curve F D, of the rib into any number of 
equal parts, and extend the curve D F upon the straight line D E, from D to E; 
that is, make the straight line D E, equal in length to the curve D F. Through 
the points ofdivision, in the curve D A, draw lines perpendicular to D G, cutting 
it at the points a, b, c, then, extending the parts of the arc between the points 
of division upon the line D E, from D to 1, from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3 &c. make 
D d equal to half the breadth of a board, and join d G; produce the lines 1 a, 2b, 
3c, &fc. draw through the curve D F to meet the line d G in the points d, c,f, &.C. 
Through the points 1, 2, 3, &c. in DE, draw perpendiculars tg, <2h, 3/, 8fc. 
make 1 g, 2/;, 3i, &,c. respectively equal to ad, be, cf, <$-c, and through the points d, 
g, It, i, 4*c. E draw a curve, which will form oneedge of the board, the other edge 
being similar, we have only to describe a curve equal and similar, so as to have 
all its ordinates respectively equal from the same straight line D E. 

In fig. 4, the form of the mould for the boards is found in a similar manner ex¬ 
cept that the curve D E is one side of the elevation, No. 2 ; Lines are drawn 
from the points of division in D E perpendicular to the diameter A C which is 
parallel to the base of No, 2 and the points of division are transfered from the 
radius G C to the radius G D which is the base of the section. The remaining 
part of the process is the same as in figs. .5 and 6 

In Fig. 5 the curved edge of the board is a symmetrical figure of the sines ; 
the curves of the mould, fig. 6 is a smaller portion of the figure of the same curve 
and in fig. 4 the mould is a curve of contrary flexure ; and if the curve D E be 
composed of two arcs of circles, the curve of the edges of the mould for the boards 
will still he compounded of the figure of the sines-set on contrary sides ; and if 
the curve D E be compounded of two elliptic segments, the edge of the mould 
for the formation of the boards will still be-of the same species of curve ; viz. the 
figure of the sines. 

This figure occurs very frequently in the geometry of building. 

COVERINGS OF POLYGONAL ROOFS. 

The plans of these roofs are here supposed to be regular polygons, and all the 
sections prallel to the base, similar to the base and consequently similar to one 
another. 

They are made of prismatic solids meeting each other in planes perpendicu¬ 
lar to the plane of the base,; and these mitre-planes meet each other in one 
common axis, which passes through the centre of each polygon. 

In (pi. 7. fig. 8.) the plan is denoted by the letters A B C D E F A. Then 
thecentreof the polygon being the point I, draw the lines Al, BI.CI,&c. Bi¬ 
sect any of the sides as A B, in the point L, and draw LI, then LL is perpendic¬ 
ular to A B. 

Produce the line ! L to M and let I L N be the section applied upon 1 L. In 
the curve L N take any number of points I, 2, 3, at equal distances, and trans¬ 
fer these distances, to the line L M, so that L M may be equal to the. arc L N. 
Through the points 1, 2, 3, &c. in L M, draw lines lg, 2h, 3i, &.c. parallel to, 
A B;and through the points 1, 2, 3, &c. in the arc LN, draw lines lrf 2e 3f &c. 
also parallel to A B, cutting L I at the points a, b, c, &c. and B 1 at the points 
d, e.f &c. Make lg, equal to a d, 2A, equal to b c, 3i equal to c f &c. Through 
the points g, k, i, &c. draw a curve, which will be the edge of the joint over the 
mitre. 

To find the angle-rib through tfife points d,e,f &c. drawrfL, el, fm, &c. per- 
4 
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pendicular to B I. Make dk, el,fm, &c. respectively equal to al, J2, c3, &c. I 
through the points k, 1, m, &c. draw a curve which will be the edge of the angle- 
rb as required. 

Fig. 9 exhibits the method of framing the ribs for such kinds of roofs. 
Fig. 10. shows the manner of describing the covering and ribs of a domical 

roof. 
Fig. 11 shows the manner ofdescribing the covering and ribs of a roof whose 

vertical section is a figure of contrary curvature. 
Fig. 12 exhibits the manner of forming one of the ribs for an ogee roof, or that 

of a contrary curvature. 

GROINS AND ARCHES. 

Groins are the intersections of the surfaces of two arches crossing each other. 

CONSTRUCTION OF GROINED ARCHES. 

Groined Arches may be either formed of wood and lathed for plastering, or be 
constructed of brick or stone. 

When constructed of brick or stone, they require to be supported upon, wooden 
frames, boarded over so as to form the convex surface, which each vault is re¬ 
quired to have, in order to sustain the cross arches during the time of turning 
them. This construction is called a centre and is removed when the work is fin¬ 
ished. The framing consists of equi-distant ribs fixed in parallel planes perpen¬ 
dicular to the axis of each body ; so that when the undersides of the boards are 
laid on the upper edges of the ribs, and fixed, the upper sides of the boards will 
form the surface required to build upon. 

In the construction of the centering for groins one portion of the centre must 
be completely formed to the surface of its corresponding vault, without any re¬ 
gard to the cross arches, so that the upper sides of the boards will form a com¬ 
plete cylindric or cylindroidic surface. The ribs of cross vaults are then set at 
the same equal distances as that now described : and parts of the ribs are fixed 
on the top of the boarding at the same distances and boarded in; so as to inter¬ 
sect the other, and from the entire surface of the groin required. 

Groins constructed ofwood in place of brick or stone, and lathed under the ribs, 
and the lath covered with plaster, are called plaster groins. 

Plaster groins are always constructed with diagonal ribs intersecting each oth¬ 
er, then other ribs are fixed perpendicular to each axis, in vertical planes at equal 
distances, with short portions of ribs upon the diagonal ribs ; so that when lath¬ 
ed over, the lathed angle may be equally solid to sustain the plaster. 

When the. axis and the surface ol a semi-cylinder cuts those ofanother of grea¬ 
ter diameter, the hollow surface of the lesser cylinder, as terminated by the great¬ 
er is called a cylindro-cylindricareh, and vulgarly a Welsh groin. 

Cylindro-cylindric Arches or Welsh groins, are constructed either of brick, 
stone or wood. If constructed of brick or stone, they require to have, centres 
which are required to be formed i n the same manner, as those for groins ; and 
if constructed of wood, lath and plaster the ribs must be formed to the surfaces. 

In the construction of groins, and of cylindro-cylindric arches, the ribs that are 
■shorter than the whole width are termed jack ribs. 

Cellars are frequently groined with brick or stone, and sometimes all the 
rooms of the basement stories of buildings in order to render their superstructure 
proof against fire, the surfaces of brick or stone on which the first arch stones or 
course of bricks, are placed, are called the springing of the arches. It is evident 
that the more weight put on the side walls which sustain arches, the more will 
they be able to sustain the pressure ofthe arches ; therefore the higher a wall is, 
the greater the weight will be on each of the side walls ; and for this reason 
groins are often constructed with wood in upper stories, instead of brick or stone 
as not being liable to thrust out the walls, or bulge them hy the lateral pressure 
ofthe arches. The upper stories of buildings are never groined with stone or. 
brick, unless when the walls are sufficiently thick to sustain the lateral pressure of 
the arches. 

The ceilings of Gothic buildings were frequently constructed with groined 
arches of stone, which are obliged to be supported with buttresses, at the spring¬ 
ing points of the arches.* 

GROINS AND ARCHES. 

Given the plan of a rectangular groined arch or vault, of which the openings 
are of different widths, but of the same heighth and a section of one of the arches, 
as also the seats ofthe groins to find the covering of both arches so as to meet 
their intersection. 

Let AAA &c. (fig. l,No. I, pi. 8) be the plan ofthe piers and ab, cd, the 
seats of the groins.f 

Let the section.of the arch standing upon the lesser opening, B C, be a semi¬ 
circle ; it is required to find the section upon the greater opening and the ends of 
boards, so as to meet the groin, or line of intersection, of the two surfaces. 

On the diameter B C describe a semi-circle, and divide the quadrant into any 
number of equal parts c/i fg, gh, Syc. and from the points e,f g, Sfc. draw the 
line parallel to the axis FL-, to meet the seat ab of the groined line, or line of in¬ 
tersection of the two surfaces. From the points k, l, m, fyc. of intersection, draw 
the lines A-Q, IR, mS, Sfc. parallel to the axis of the other vault, to meet the line VQ, 
perpendicular to that other axis in the points G, R, S, <^-c. Then upon any line 
D E transfer the points Q, R, S, &c. tog, r, s. Sfc. and draw qv, rw, sx, A-c. 
perpendicular to D E and transfer the ordinates Fe, G/^ Hg, of the semi-cir* 

* A specimen of this kind of structure may be seen in A. Pugin’s eminent works on Gothic Architecture 
taken trom various ancient edifices in England (vol. 2, pi. 47.) 

t The difference between the plan of any body and the seat of a point or line is distinguished thus. The 
plan is a figure upon which a solid is carried up so that all sections, parallel to the plan, “are equal anil sim- 
Uar to that plan, and the surfaces are perpendicular ; but the seat of a line is not in contact with the line it- 

lhie itself PerPen(“c“ar crectcd from any point in the seat will pass through the corresponding point ofthe 

'cle, to qv, rw, sx, &c. and through the points v, w, x &c. draw a curve ; then q, v 
E will be half the section required. 

To find the covering ofthe semi-cylinder. Upon any straight line YZ, No. 2, 
set off the distances Im, mn, no,fy c. each equal to the chord e/or fg, &c. in No. 
1 ; and draw IK, mL, nM, &e. in No. 2, perpendicular to YZ. Make LK, wL 
jiM, &c. in No. 2, equal toL/f MlNm, &c. of No. 1, and through the points, 
K, L, M, &c. No. 2, draw a curve. Then will the figure K/Z be half the cov¬ 

ering of the cylinder. 
To construct the covering, No. 3, for the great opening. 
Jn the straight lineng, No. 3 makers, vt, ts, &c. equal to the parts. Es, zy.yx, 

&c. of the elliptic curve No. 1. In No. 3 draw rB, uO, (N, sM, &.c, and make 
ziB, wO, fN, s-M, &c. No. 3 equal \b, Uo, Tn, Sm, &c. No. 1 '• and in No. 3 draw 
a curve through the points B, O, N, M &c ; then grBKg will be the covering re¬ 
quired. 

To find the groin of a cylindro-cylindric arch. 
Let AAAA (fig. 2 pi. 8) he the plans of four piers which from the opening of 

different widths. On the lesser opening P M as a diameter, describe a semi-cir¬ 
cle. Divide the quadrant next to 1’ into any number of equal parts, and through 
the points of section draw the lines lG, 2H, 3l, &c. perpendicular to PM,. 
cutting P M in B, C, D, &c. and through the same points 1,2, 3, &.C. draw 
the lines la, 2b, 3c, &c. parallel to P M, cutting a line qe perpendicular to P M, 
in the points a, b, c,: produce the line which contains the points a, b, c, through 
the greater opening ; and upon the part of the line thus produced, which is inter¬ 
cepted between the piers A, A, describe a semi-circle. 

Produce the line M P to Land from q describe arcs af bg,c.h, &.c. cutting 
B k in the. points f g, h, &,c. draw fk, gl, Inn, <$zc. parallel to the base of the great¬ 
er semi-circle to cut the arc of the same in the points k.l,m.&Lc. From the 
points k, l, m, &.c. draw the lines LG, /H, ml, &c.. parallel to P M; then through 
the points G, H, I, K, L, draw a curve, G, H, l,Iv, L, which will be the scat of 
the groin. 

To find the diagonal or groin-ribs of a vault, of which the lesser openings are 
semi-circles, and the groins in vertical planes passing through the diagonals ofthe 
piers. 

On ah, (fig. 3. pi. 8) the perpendicular distances between two adjacent piers of 
the lesser opening describe a semi-circle abh ; and in the arc. take 1, 2, 3, &,c 
any number of points and draw the lines 1/, 2m, 3n, &c. cuttingthe diagonal Ik 
in /, m, n, &c. Draw as before Iq, mr, ns, &c. perpendicular to ik and through 
the [joints i, q, r, s, &c. draw a curve ; then ink will be the edge of the rib to be 
placed in the groin. 

The edgeof the ribs for the other opening, will be found thus; From the 
points /, m, n, Sfc. draw the lines /I, mK, «L, 4'c. parallel to the axis of the 
opening of the larger body cutting H B at the points C, D, E, &,c. Make Cl, 
DK, EL, &c. each equal to cl, d'i, c3, &c. then through the points Bl KL, &c. 
draw a curve : and the line thus drawn will be in tile surface of the greater 
opening, so that BN II will be one of the ribs ofthe body-range, 

The method of placing the ribs is, exhibited at the lower end of the diagram, 
fig, 3; the ribs of each opening being placed perpendicular to the axis of each 
groin. 

T o draw the arches of groins whether right or rampant so that their arches will 
intersect or mitre togetherasin (figs. 4, 5, and 6.) Fig. 4 is the plan of a rec¬ 
tangular groined arch or vault of which the openings are of different widths but of 
the same heighth. 

This form is ealled the Gothic or pointed arch. 
rl lie section of thearch being given standing upon the lesser opening abh, and 

ad being divided off into a like number of equal parts as in Fig. 3, you can pro¬ 
ceed to find the ribs for the wider opening as in the former examples. 

A rampant arch one of which (see fig. o) the abutments or seats rises from an 
inclined plane. 

This form of a groined arch is frequently met with in the ceilings of the under 
' sides of galleries in Gothic churches. 

ft is but seldom the ceilings of galleries run horizontally for they are generally 
raised up from the base line on the outer wall for the sake of clearing the tops of 
the lower range of windows or thatmore light may be produced. 

To find the diagonal ribs of a vault as in (fig. 5) suppose jh and jlc to he the 
base or horizontal lines, and a, h, and i, n the seats ofthe groins, draw ja and ji 
at right angles with jh and jk and make ji equal in height to ja draw the diagonals 
ah and ?L, (thearch in the lesser opening being described as in fig. 27) divide the 
arc ab into a like number of equal parts (as above described) draw lines from the 
points 1,2,3, &c. through c, d,, e, parallel to at until they intersect the diagonal 
line ik, then in the wider opening draw lines through l, m, n, &,c. parallel to ij, and 
transfer the ordinates 1c, 2d, 3e, &c. in the lesser opening to Iq, mr, ns. &,c. in the 
wider opening, and through the points q,r,s, &c.draw the curve, then will i, p, u be 
halfofthe section required. 

On the. remaining part of (he plate are a number of examples of the Gothic or 
pointed arch, as designed and described in the works of A. Pugin. 

7. T he semi-circular Arch was the principal one used in all buildings until 
about the middle of the 12th, century, though a solitary instance of the pointed 
Arch may now and then be proved to be of earlier construction. 

8. Aich described from one centre placed above the base line.—This form has 
been denominated the horse shoe, it is common in some buildings of eastern 
countries. 

9. Semi-circular, but including a portion of the perpendicular jambs above 

»ii\ folI11 's seen 'n a s>de—nrch of the rood tower of Malmsbury 
Abliy Church where the transepts being narower than the nave and choir, two 
of the four arches were limited to a less breadth, though required to equal the 
others in height. 

10. -11 and 12 Elliptical Arches described from three centres—Arches of this 
form are not only found in Norman buildings, mixed with the semi-circular but 
frequently over doors and windows in the early part of the fifteenth century, 
along with the pointed Arch and the other characteristics of the stvle of that pe¬ 
riod. J 
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CARPENTRY. 15 

13. Semi-circular Arches intersecting each other.—Some instances occur of 
intersecting pointed Arches and others of Arches if they may be so called, 
described by strait lines forming a series of intersecting triangles raised on one 

Semi-circular and LatTcet Arches combined.—Such mixture is common¬ 
ly found in buildings of the twelth century, when the pointed Arch began to pre- 

v'lil 
15. Elliptical, resembling a pointed Arch only rounded at the top. 
1G. Moorish—This form maybe classed with the horse-shoe, No. 8. 
It is described from two centres placed above the impost Arches, somewhat of 

this form are occasionally met with in buildings of the early pointed or Gothic 
style, they are only found placed over narrow apertures. 

17. Lancet Arch described from two centres on the out side of the Arch— 
Those termed lancet have been happily applied to the tall narrow windows which 
enlighten the structers of the thirteenth century. 

Salisbury Cathedral is the most complete specimen of that style. These 
lights have"each a pointed arch at top, and the arch is frequently raised on straight 
lines above the mouldings of the impost where such mouldings occur; this is in¬ 
deed the lancet from comparing the arch to the head of the lancet. 

18. Equilateral where the point of the base and crown form an equilateral 
triangle.—This may be called the standard form of the pointed arch and is per¬ 

haps the most beautiful. 
19. Four-centred pointed—some beautiful varieties of decoration were struck 

out from this form, but it must still be regarded as less perfect than the simple 
.arch struck from two centres, as in Nos. 17 and 18, 20, 21, and 22. The com¬ 
bination of circles, and portions of circles, being so infinitely diversified in spe¬ 
cimens of florid tracery especially in the larger windows of the fourteenth centu¬ 
ry it would be in vain to attempt to analyze all their principles. We may ob¬ 
serve however that most of them w'ere divided at first into a few large forms, and 
these again subdivided into as many openings as the space would allow, so that 
the openings were never broader than those of the perpendicular lights of the win¬ 
dow and seldom less than one-half of the breadth of one of these. J n proportion- 
ins the void and solid parts of windows we seldom find the mullion exceed one- 
tlm-d of the light in the larger divisions, nor smaller than one fifth. 

23 and 24. Four-centred Arches whose centres must be upon the same diag¬ 
onal lines, which are found by dividing the base-line of the arch into more or less 
parts, according to the fixed height of the arch,—These are some of the various 
(forms of what has been called the Tudor arch ; beingchiefly found in buildings 
.erected under the reigns of the princes of the house of Tudor, w'e find however 
ithat this flattened arch was used more than fifty years before the accession of 
Henry 7th, the first English sovereignof that name. 

25 and G. Methods of describing a pointed arch by the intersection of straight 
,]ines._This arch may be classed with the four-cent«red. being of a less curve 
in the upper part than the lower. Many actual examples of arches appear to 
have been struck out, by the intersections of straight lines, in specimens of the 

latter period. 
27. Rampant pointed, described also, by the intersection of straight lines.— 

{See what is said of fig. 5.) 
28 and 29. Mode of describing a pointed arch by the crossing of straight lines. 

This arch also may be classed with the four-centered. 
30 and 31. Four-centered pointed of the same class as Nos. 23 and 24, but 

differently described. 

THE ROOFING. 

The roof is that.part of a building raised upon the wall, and extending over¬ 
all the parts of the .interior, in order to protect it from depredation, and from the 
severities and changes ot the weather. 

The Hoof in Carpentry, consists of the timber-work which is found necessary 
for the support of the external covering. 

The several timbers of a roof are, principal rafters, tie-beams, king-posts, queen 
posts, struts, collar-beams, straining-sills, pole plates, purlins, ridge-peices, common 
rafters, and camber-beams. Trie use of these will appear from the following 
description of them. 

Principal-rafters, are the two pieces of timber, in a framed roof, that form the 
two equal sides under the covering. 

A Tie-beam, is a piece of timber, connecting the end of the principal rafters, in or¬ 
der to prevent.them from spreading, by the weight of the covering. The tie-beam 
is therefore used as a string, and is in a state of tension. 

A king-post or principal-post, is a vertical piece of timber, extending from the 
meeting of the two principal rafters to the tie-beam, for the purpose of support¬ 
ing the tie beam in the middle. 

Queen-posts, are two pieces of timber, equidistant from the middle of the truss 
the one suspended from the head of one of the principal rafters, and the other 
with a level piece of timber between them. 

Stmts are those props which support the principal rafters in one or more points 
so as to divide them into equidistant parts. 

A collar-beam, is the piece of timber framed between two queen-posts. 
A straining-sill is a horizontal peice of timber, disposed between the end of the 

queen-posts, to conteract the efforts of the struts, in pushing the principals nearer 
to each other. 

A pole-plate is a beam over each opposite wall, supported upon ends of the 
tie-beam or upon the feet of the principal rafters. 

Purlins are horizontal pieces of timber, supported by the principal rafters. 
A ridge piece is a beam at the apex of a roof, supported by the king-post, only 

the heads of the principals. 
Common rafters are inclined pieces of timber, parallel to the principal rafters, 

supported by the pole-plates. 
Camber-beams are those limbers which are supported upon purlins over the 

‘Collar-beams and support the boarding for a leaden platform. 
Fig. 1, is a design for a roof of a very narrow span, which ought not to be 

DESIGNS FOR ROOFS.-(PLATE 8.) 

employed over a space exceeding fifteen or twenty feet Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 
examples which may be employed for a space of thirty or forty feet where the 

roof is shingled, or tinned. 
Fig. 6 is a design for a roof for a narrow span, and calculated for an arched 

ceiling, having only one collar beam, without a tie at the bottom. 
Figures. 7 and 8 exhibits two designs of trusses suitably constructed for the 

roofs of churches, and are calculated for a span of seventy or eighty feet.—fig. 9 
is a truss suitable fora small church of forty or fifty feet span. 

Figures 10, 11 and 12 shows the elevations, and the construction of the tim¬ 
ber work of a roof and cupola, for a small church o( forty or fifty feet span.— 
Fig. 10 represents the side of the truss and frame. 

Fig. 12—represents the frame as seen in the length of the roof.—Fig. 11 — 
shows the plan of the frame part of the deck of the belfrey which the upper 
part or story is framed into, these timbers should be well locked together and bol¬ 
ted ; which I think will Insufficiently strong without the posts and timbers being 
extended down and framed into the collar beams, as they are generally for it is 
a bad practice to load down a roof" with unnecessary timbers ; the least timber 
that can be put into a roof to make it sufficiently strong the better. 

The upper part of this cupola is framed out with planks or joist projecting out 
far enough to receive the entablature. 

Fig 13.—is a design for a truss suitably constructed fora church or any other 
large building where it is designed to raise an arched ceiling and is calculated 
for, sixty or seventy feet span. 

In this example it will be necessary to make the roof steeper than in the other 
examples heretofore described ; and the timber also should be well seasoned, 
which will make the work better.—Fig. 14 shows the method of connecting the 
tie beam to that of the principal rafter.—Fig. 15-shows the longitudinal section 
of the tie beams and king post. The tie beams are locked into each other, so 
that the outsides of each are in the same, plane. The king post is to be made in 
two parts, and a space cut away in each half so as just to admit the tie beams 
when locked together to pass through them.—Fig. 16.-shows three different 
methods for scarfing timber. 

CONSTRUCTION OF STONE AND WOODEN BRIDGES. 

Fig. 1—Shows the centre of Westminister Bridge which is partly' supported by 
pieces strutting from the. footings, and partly by piles driven into the bed of the 
river.* 

Fig. 2—Is the centre of Blackfriars Bridge ; which is entirely supported by 
pieces strutting from the footings and pier.—References.—-AAA Timbers which 
support the centering.—BB.CC Upper and lower striking plates cased with cop¬ 
per.—DD Wedges between the striking plates for lowering the centre.—EF.E 
Double trussing pieces to confine the braces.-—FFF Apron pieces to strengthen 
the ribs of the centre.—GGG Bridgings laid on the back of the ribs.—HHH 
Blocks between bridgings to keep thematequal distances.—III Small braces to 
confine the ribs tight.—KKK Iron straps bolted to trussing pieces and apron 
pieces.—LLL Ends of the beams at the feet of the truss pieces.—MMM Princi¬ 
pal braces. 

Fig. 3-A longitudinal section of an arch of Waterloo bridge, showing the piles 
on which the piers are raised, the masses cf bricks composing the standards, and 
the centre supporting the arch. The dotted line shows the direction of a curve 
in which the weight is so distributed that the different pressures to which the edi¬ 
fice is exposed have no tending to change the form of the arch. 

Fig. 4—Shows a longitudinal section of the arch and centre of the Bridge that 
is biult over the little river crossing Main street in the city of Hartford, (Conn.) 
The form of the centre of the bridge is different from those described : it is more¬ 
over well constructed. The bed of the river is a solid rock, and runs nearly on a 
horizontal plane between the two hutments ; during the summer season the river 
is generally'shallow, which made it convenient for bedding the sills and timbers 
into which the struts are framed.—References.—A, shows a part of the longitudi¬ 
nal and transversection of the timbers running horizontally inthe bed of the river, 
into which the struts are framed,—B Shows the form of the wedges that are pla¬ 
ced under the feet of each strut for lowering the centre.—C Shows a part of the 
transversection of the frame.—D Is a section of the arch ribs.—E shows the man¬ 
ner in which the joints are connected. 

* The first bridge that was built in England of any note, was what is called the "London Bridge.” 
This bridge was originally begun in the year 1176 by a priest, called Peter, curate of St. Mary Colechurch, 
a celebrated architect of those times, it was thirty-three years in building ; but this period will not appear 
surprising, when it is considered that it was built over a river in which the tide rises twice every dav, from 
thirteen to eighteen feet. I he bridge at first consisted of twenty arches, but in 1758 the middle pier was 
taken down and the two adjacent arches were converted into one, the span of which is seventy two feet; its 
breadth is forty-five feet, and for many ages there were houses along each side of it, but these were removed 
when the middle pier was taken down in 1758. The remaining arches are narrow, and the piers inconven- 
intly large, being from fifteen to twenty-five feet in thickness. The passage over the bridge is commodious, 
but in other respects there is nothing remarkable about it. 

The foundation Stone of Westminster Bridge was laid by the Earl of Pembroke (a nobleman distinguish¬ 
ed by his taste in A rchitecture) on the ‘24th of January, 1739. It consists of thirteen large and two small 
semi-circular arches, of which the middle one is seventy six feet span, and the parapets forty four feet. The 
engineer was M. Labelye, a native of France; James King is believed to have aided in its design. 

About ten years after this magnificent edifice was completed, another was begun about a mile lower 
down the river, known by the name of Blackfriars ; the design was by Robert Mylne ; it consists of nine 
arches of an elliptical form, of which the middle one is one hundred feet in span, and the breadth across the 
bridge is forty three feet six inches. The arches being elliptical, and of wider span than those of Westmin¬ 
ster, th? bridge of course has a lighter appearance. The general style of it bespeaks a mind emboldened by 
the success of his predecessors, to advance with cautious step in the practice of bridge building. It is a 
work of great merit and will stand a comparison with any other constructed in the same age. It was finish¬ 
ed in 10$ years. 

But the glory of England in bridge building, may be seen in the Strand or Waterloo Bridge, recently 
erected by Bennie, between Westminster and Blackfriars Bridges. Many other excellent Bridges have 
also been constructed in Great Britain, both of wood, iron, and stone. 

The stone Bridge over the Little River, Hartford, Con. was built in the year 1832 ; the design of its centre 
was given and erected by James Chamberlain, a practical architect and builder of this city, and Elisha Rath- 
bun being the master-mason. It consists of an arch of 90 feet span, and in breadth 100 feet. 

The bridge over the Hockanum river in East-Hartford, which fell a few years since, was occasioned by 
driving over a large drove of fatted cattle. There has since been a substantial covered bridge erected after 
Town’s patent. 



16 THE BUILDER’S GUIDE. 

The remaining part of the plate shows five designs which 1 have given for wood¬ 
en bridges. 

Fig. 5, is a side elevation of the frame, clearly showing all the timbers and the 
tnanner in which they are connected together. This design I think sufficiently 
strong for a bridge of ninety and even a Hundred feet span If there be any 
cause forgiving away, it will be from the spreading of the two outer butments : 
it these be built sufficiently strong to keep the lower struts to their proper place I 
think there will be no danger. 

A bridge of this description should be filled in with puncheons between the prin¬ 
cipal timbers on each side of the truss or strings, standing vertically and not more 
than two feet apart from centre to centre, and covered over with boards on both 
sides, which should he matched or feather-edged, and strongly nailed with large 
nails or spikes, which not only keep the timber from being exposed to the storms, 
but makes the work more substantial, and it also prevents the timbers in a great 
measure from working or springing up and down which is of great injury to a 
bridge. This is the reason that Town’s patent bridge has so good effect. 

It is not by common travel that our bridges are injured and sometimes broken 
down, but by driving over large droves of cattle and horses. Drovers should be 

articularly careful in crossing a bridge, not to let their whole drove enter the 
ridge at the same time, for if their immediate weight does not break the bridge it 

will materially injure it. 

Figures 6 and 7, are designs for bridges, which may be from fifty to sixty feet 
span or even wider, if they are built of good timbers and strongly covered.—Fig.6 
is supported by three iron bolts and two posts, the tenons may run through the sill, 
or tie beam and plate, and may be kpyed. Fig. 7 is supported by three posts 
which are locked to the sill and plate, the posts are in two parts as represented in 
t -—G shows the manner in which they are locked to the sill and plate. The 
posts should be made of white-oak timber, as the ends which run below and 
above the sill and plate, will not be as liable to split. These being well locked 
and bolted together, will make a strong work, and will answer all the purposes 
of long iron bolts, and even better. 

Figures 8 and 9 are of the same principle as figure 7, only calulated for a less 
span. 

PLATE U. 

This plate exhibits a number of useful machines and their construction as 
made use of by builders and mechanics in general. 

Figure l,No, 1, and fig. 1, No. 2 shows the elevation of a machine that is call¬ 
ed a craue ; this machine is used to raise stone and other heavy bodies on to 
buildings, and it is also placed on wharves for the purpose of unloading small ves¬ 
sels and boats, it can be constructed so as to be taken apart and put together 
again as occasion may require. 

Figure I, No, 3, shows a planofa framedrawn on a small scale. 
Fig. 1, No. 4, shows a plan of the cap of the upper part of the frame ; there 

must be a sufficient weight placed on the frame at A, to keep it in its place. 
I he cog wheel to which the wench or cylinder is attached and about which 

the rope winds is generally lrom 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet in diameter, and the other 
wh"el to which the crank is attached should bo about one third of the size of the 
other. 

f ig. 2, No. 1, fig. 2 No. 2, shows the elevation of a machine which is mostly 
used for hoisting peersfor shop fronts, 8fc. 

I he frame part should be made of light timber, pine or spruce would be most 
proper, as it may be easily handled ; the foot of the frame should be placed near 
the place where you intend to set your pier, and a little inclined as represented 
at No. 2 ; it may be secured by guy ropes, or by two light poles being made fast 
at the upper part of the frame. The cast iron cog wheels may be of the size of 
those of the crane, heretofore described. 

Fig. 3, No. 1, fig. 3. No. 2, and fig. 3, No. 3, shows the plan and elevations of 
a wheel suitably constructed for raising goods &c. The wheel and machinery is 
generally erected in theupper part of wholesale stores for thcpurpose of hoisting 
and lowering goods from one loft to another.- 

The design that I have here given consists of three shafts ; and to hoist heavy 
goods, the centre shaft should be used, which is attached to the great wheel, and 
to hoist light goods, such as boxes, bales, &c.; when they are to be raised many 
stories the two outer shafts will answer all purposes, and the work may be per¬ 
formed with much greater rapidity; you can either hoist upon one, and lower on 
the other, or hoist and lower both at the same time. The great wheel is generally 
made from 8 to 14 feet in diameter, and the shaft from 8 to t2 inches. ABC 
Shows a plan of a check or lever to stop the force of the wheel, which should be 
strongly secured at A, and a rope attached at the end B, leadingover a pully at C, 
then passing through to the lower story. 

Fig 4 shows a method of raising a stone column with lewis irons, D is the plan 
ol a lewis which should be let into the end of the column very tight, having no 
room to play. A, A views of the capstan’s. B and C a view and plan of the 
lrame ol a capstan The frame which the large falls are attached to, maybe 
secured by guy ropes or light poles as described in fig. 2, No. 2. 

note. The vveight of a stone column or any other form of a stone may be ac¬ 
curately ascertained, by finding the number of cubic feet and inches it contains 

y the rules given m (section 2d of mensuration) and multiplying the number of 
teet thus round by 125, which is the number of pounds contained in a cubic foot of 
stone. 

A column that is 2 feet 6 inches at the lower diameter, and two feet at the up¬ 
per, and 15 feet in length, contains about 60 cubic feet, and 60X125=7500 
pounds j a column of this size, and even larger may be raised. 
• jl1?- ° shows a method of raising a truss by a gin pole. 

, , j6,s^oaH.°fa su’table length to raise the tru^s to ilsjdestined heighth, and 
t honk be made either of pine or spruce, so as to be easily raised or lowered ; a 
stick that is from 10 to 12 inches in diameter at the bottom and from 6 to 8 at 
sop. will be sufficiently large to raise a truss from 60 to 90 feet span. 

J his when placed upright should be secured by small falls for the guyes which 

| will be more convenient, and safer than guy ropes, three in number will be all that 
is necessary, letting them run off at different angles, and properly secured at the 
bottom. A shows the manner in which they are secured at the top, and also the 
big block of the large fall, the fall part runs down and passes through a snatch 
block at B, then off on to the capstan atC. 

In raising the trusses of a church they should be put together on the main floor 
and well secured ; commence raising them atone end of the building, and when 
you have .got one raised and placed to its proper place and well braced, slip the 
gin along where the second one is to stand, and this being raised and properly 
secured to the other, proceed in this manner through the whole building; a good 
set of hands working under a master workman, w ill generally be able to complete 
the whole in one day. 

Fig. 6, shows the manner of rasing a purchase which is called hy seamen a 
Spanish burden ; A is a large single block which the runner is rove through, and 
one end of the runner is made fast to the double block at B, the other end hooks 
on to the weight at C, and also the single block of the fall, the fall part being rove 
through a snatch block at D, for the purpose of attaching a horse or a yoke of 
cattle, &c. This machine will be found useful for loading stone or large logs, on 
two set of wheels; this being placed near one end of a log and properly fixed for 
hoisting, fasten a horse to the fall and raise one end tot the log up to a proper 
heighth, place one set of wheels under and lower the end, then the machine being 
placed at the other end, and raised in the same manner; this way ofloadingstone 
or logs is easily and quickly performed. 

Figs. 7 and 8, show the elevations of a pile driver, a machine for driving 
piles into the ground, of which there are many kinds, some are worked by a num¬ 
ber of men who raise a heavy weight to a small heighth, anti then let it fall upon 
the pile, till by reiterated blows they drive it to the required depth. This 
machine is extremely simple. A long thick plank of wood is fixed up close to 
the pile, having a mortise through the upper end, in which a pully is fitted ; a rope 
goes over this to suspend the rammer which is a large block of bard wood, pro¬ 
perly hooped to prevent it from splicing. In rising and falling, it slides against the 
base of the plank, and is guided by irons which are fixed to the ram and bent 
around the edges of the plank in the manner of hooks. The plank when placed 
upright is secured by guy ropes in the manner of the mast of a ship ; the end of 
the great rope which suspends the ram has ten or twelve small ropes spliced into 
it, for as many men to take hold of. to work it. They raise the ram up three or 
four feet by pulling the ropes all together, and then letting thpni go, the ram falls 
upon the pile head. When the pile becomes firm enough to cause the ram to re¬ 
bound, they take care to pull the ropes instantly after the blow, that they may 
avail themselves of the leap it makes. This is the simplest form of the machine. 

But for large works such as bridges, &,c. the piles are driven by a different kind 
of machine: this has a very heavy iron ram as represented at E and F, in (figs. 7 
and 8) with mechanical powers, by which it is raised to a very considerable 
heighth, and then let fall, instead ofcontiunally repeatingsmall blows. This ma¬ 
chine is constructed by two uprights erected on the frame, and supported by two 
braces, which is framed into the uprights and the cross feet or frame at the bot¬ 
tom, then let two pieces be framed horizontally, one on each side, running from 
the uprights into the braces at B, then let two maple planks be framed into these, 
and the bottom at A standing vertically, one on each side of the frame, for the 
crank and cylinder to run in, of which they should be from six to eight inches 
wide, and about two inches in thickness, the upper part of the frame may be con¬ 
structed as represented in figs. 7 and 8, with a pully attached to the upper part of 
the frame, at I and J, for the rope to run over, of which one end of the rope is 
made fast to the cylinder atC, and the other end running over the pully at J, and 
so down to H, where it is made fast to the eye, or hoop of the tongs, H is a piece 
called a follower, consisting of a wooden block sliding between the uprights, 
and morticed to receive the iron tongs, which take hold of an eye on the top of a 
cast iron ram, or weight at E. 
The rope is attached to the follower by an iron hoop, of which the form of it is seen 

,in fig. 7, through which the centre pin of the tongs passes near H of the follow'd-; 
the ram or weight E being held by the tongs, is drawn up hy turning the crank at 
D till the tails of the tongs come to the inclined planes at the upper part of the 
frame, which opening the lower ends of the tongs, disengages them from the eye 
of the ram, and it falls upon the head of the pile. G is the plan, or form ofllie 
ram, showing the enter grooves, made in the edges by which it is guided as it rises 
and falls. , 

The fillets of iron are fixed withinside of the uprights, and they should be 
from 1 to 1 finches in thickness, and about 2 in width, and they should be let into 
the sides of the uprights, one inch and properly fastened. 

DESIGNS FOR FRONTISPIECES AND PORTICOES. PLATE 12. 

There are two designs for frontispieces and two for porticoes, of a suitable 
size for modern buildings. 

In drawing these examples I have followed as nearly as possible their respec¬ 
tive orders, or style ; there is a scale of feet and inches applied to each example- 
of which their general proportions may be measured, though it is not expected' 
that the architect will govern his work by these scales, or at least in all parts. 

Fig. 1, No. 1, shows the elevation of a frontispiece cased with a Grecian arcli- 
atrave (for further particulars respecting the form of the archatrave, see figs. 8 
and 9, pi. 16.) The frame of the door, and side lights is recessed into the -hall 
or house, forming a kind of porch which is quite fashionable at the present day. 

Fig. 1, No. 2, shows a section of the jambs and the manner of casing the 
same. 

Fig. 1, No. 3, the plan. A is the form of the panels at BB. 
Figs. 9 and 10, pi. 19, shows a design of a console* drawn to a larger size, 

they should be neatly wrought, and also the ornaments, if otherwise, being so 
close to the eye, the work will look better plain, but if the work be neatly done, 
it will have a pleasing effect. 

* Consoles are also called according to their form ancones or trusses, mutates and jnodillions. 
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(for further particulars respecting the form of this door and ornaments see fig. 1. 

P Fi". 2. No. 1. Shows the elevation of another which is more plain the antae 
and entablature is taken from the order of the little Ionic Temple on the river 
lllvssus. To proportion this frontespiece let the height of the antae be divided 
into eight or eight and a half parts and give one of these parts for the diameter 
of the antae, which make a scale of sixty minutes, and then proportion the mould¬ 
ings as given in plates 10, and 11, volume 1 of orders. 

The frame of the door and sidelights is recessed as in the other example see 
(go-. 2, No. 2.) the plan ; C represents the form of the diamond panels at DD 
' pig. 3. The elevation of a portico ofthedoric order. Its general porpotions 
is nearly the same as the examples of the order as represented on Plates, 5 and 
6, volume 1 of orders. 

The columns are six diameters in height, and the entablature two making eight 
diameters for the whole height. This example is more suitable for a narrow 
door way than one of wider dimensions for it is not in character to have the col- 
ums two much spread in this order, and they cannot be well coupled unless the 
portico be of larger dimensions, (for a description of the door see fig. 2 pi. 18.) 

, Fig. 4. An example fora portico, of which its proportions and outlines are in 
imitation of that order represented on plate 3, volume 1 of orders. 

In this example I have also made the columns six diameters in height and given 
about one diameter and fifty minutes for the height of the entablature. This 
design is calculated for a house of large dimensions ; and the entablature should 
project four feet and ten inches from the face of the building being equal to one 
halfof the length of the entablature in front. The soffit of the epistylium may be 
made from fifty four to fifty six minutes in breadth and make the antae equal 
in breadth to the soffit and give one fourth of the breadth to the antae for the 
projection; and I should recommend the antae capital, that of the Choragic 
Monument of Tryeallus see Plate 9 of orders instead of the one given on 
plate 3. This example and also that of fig 3, may have the same proportions. 

The plan of these t wo examples I have not given, but the door frames are cal¬ 
culated to be cased between the jambs or the walls of the building. F shows a 
section of the impost and rosettes (fig. 4.; G the section of the frets at H H which 
are drawn about one third the full size. 

Plate 13 Exhibits two more examples for porticoes of a richer character. 
Fig. 1 is an elevation, of an Ionic portico ; its proportions and outlines are in 

imitation of that order as represented on plate 14 volume 1. The columns 1 
have made, equal to eight and a half diametersin height, including the base and 
capital, the general rule is nine, the columns being so far spread it is necessary 
that they should be encased in size. The antae and soffit of the epistylium 
may be made equal in breadth to fifty four minutes and the soffit may be con¬ 
tinued across between the antae the same as in front of the portico between the 
columns. C is the plan of the portico and door way; The columns set on 
buttressess, of which the steps are carried up between them ; the door and side¬ 
lights are recessed into the house, which make, a better finish, and gives a more 
pleasant appearance; the door is of the Grecian style and is similar to the one of 
the Ionic portico of the Temple of Minerva as represented on plate 13 volume 
1. the door may be decorated with ornaments, or left plain as choice directs, and 
one half of the number that is given here will be sufficient, unless the door be 
of a large size, (for further particulars respecting the form of this door and orna¬ 
ments see fig. 1. plate 18.) 

Fig 2. Is an elevation of a Corinthian portico ; its proportions and outlines are 
in imitation of that order on Plate 23, volume 1 of orders as taken from the Chor¬ 
agic Monument of Lysicrates at Athens. 

The columns 1 have made equal to nine and a half diametersin height includ¬ 
ing base and capital, being I think a suitable porpotion for a portico of these di¬ 
mensions. (Ten diameters is the general porportion.) B is the plan of the por¬ 
tico and door-wav which is similar to the other examples the door and side lights 
being recessed into the house and finished with an architrave round the side-lights. 
A shows the side view of the consoles setting under the soffit of the architrave. 
F shows the section of the impost and ornaments under the consoles in front: 
C shows a section of the front of the door, D the small ornaments, E the centre 
piece of the door. 

DESIGNS FOR SHOP FRONTS PLATE 14. 

This plate exhibits a number of designs for shop fronts and one design for a 
green house. 

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, are designs with columns which are suitable fronts for city 
or country shops. Fig. 6 is a design for a building which is calculated for two 
shops or stores, one is represented shut, and the other open ; in buildings of this 
description, the first story is generally built of free stone or granite ; granite is 
the most substantial for the piers, as it is more hard than free stone. 

Figs. 7 and 8, shows the side and end elevations of a green house supposed to 
standjoining some edifice as represented on plate 25. The antae and entabla¬ 
ture is from theChoragic Monumentof Trysallus as represented on (pi. 9 vol. 1 of 
orders) asigned to be used here ; the windows on the side and ends may be made 
to admit glass of seventeen by eleven, those on the roof, or the sashes should be 
made of a different form ; the bars of the sashes may be made of wood or cast 
iron with a suitable rabit for to receive the glass and they should not exceed six 
inches apart, the glass should be of a thick quality to prevent injury by hail.— 
Two thirds of the height of the roof will be all that is necessary to be covered 
with glass, and this may be divided into two parts or sashes, let the lower sash 
be made stationary to the frame or rafters, and the under side of the upper sash 
should lie on a plane with the upper side of the lower one so they may be lowered 
or raised by pulleys and the top rail of the upper sash should run into a grove un¬ 
der the butts of the shingles or whatever the upper part of the roof may be cover¬ 
ed with. 

DESIGNS FOR SHUTITNG WINDOWS (PLATE 15,) 

Fig. 1 Shows a section of the sash-frame, shutters &c. 
A, top of a stone sill. B, blinds.—C sill of the sash frame, being of a different 

section to the uprights.—D A section of the lower sash.—E Shutters showing 
their form when folded. F Soffit at the head of the window—G Section of the 
inside bead of the sash frame.-H Parting-bead, and serves to separate the 
upper from the lower sash, in order that they may work freely and independently 
of each other. I Pulley stile of the sash-frame. J Inside lining. K Weights 
to balance, the sashes. L Back lining of the sash frame. M Outside lining. 
N Hanging stile. O Hook and hinge. P Brick work. QQ The rough fur- 
rings. R Back lining. S Grounds. T The plastering. U Pilaster or arch¬ 
itrave. V shutters folded back into the boxing. W Ivnob. Fig. 2, Is a vertical 
section through the head of the sash-frame. A Stone cap. B Brick work. 
C Lintel to support the brick-work. D Rough furring. E Grounds. F Pilas¬ 
ter. G Showing a vertical section of the tablet. H Hanging stile. 1 Out¬ 
side lining. J Head of the sash-frame. K The soffit tongued into the head 
of the sash frame. L Inside bead or stop of the sash frame. M The pulleys. 
N Parting-bead. O Hook and hinge. Fig. 3 Is a vertical section through the 
lower part of the window. A Stone sill. B Bottom rail of the blind. C Sill 
of the sash-frame. D Parting-bead. E Inside bead or stop. P Bead con¬ 
nected with the sill and hack. G Shutter butt. H Section of the back under 
window. I The elbow. Figs. 4 and 5 are two examples showing a section of 
the stiles the mouldings and part of the pannel to shutters, drawn at full size for 
practice. Figs. 6, 7. and 8 are designs for mouldings. Fig. 6 is of a suitable size 
for out-side doors. P igs. 7 and 8, for inside doors, shutters &x. 

Plate, 16. Fig. 1 exhibits an interior elevation of a window, with shutters, 
which fold into the boxing, parallel to the plane of the window or wall, as repre¬ 
sented at fig. 5 below. This method of casing windows for shutters is conven- 
ent where the wall is not sufficiently thick to admit of boxing-room in the side 
jambs ; or where the room cannot be spared in the interior. 

Fig 2 Exhibits an interior elevation of a window with shutters, the jambs be- 
ing splaying as represented on pi. 15 ; which clearly shows all its details placed 
in their proper position. Figs. 3 and 4 are two examples showing a section of 
the meeting rails and part of the vertical bars and stiles. A A shows two methods 
in which the meeting rails may be connected. B The groove to receive the glass. 
C and D Sections of the vertical bars, and top rail. Fig. 5 Section of the 
sash frame, and shutters, as represented in fig. 1. A The lower sash. B and C 
shutters folded into the boxing; the back shutters C is designed for blind slats 
in room of being panneled ; the slats should he made of hard wood and stand 
vertically in the frame of the shutter. D Pilaster. E, F and G section of the 
plinth, in which the pilaster is placed. 

This plinth and pilaster may he brought forward so as to have the vertical 
edge of the bead of the pilaster stand vertically at 1 as represented on the eleva¬ 
tion in fig. 1. M Shows the plan and section at N in fig. 1 also. 

Fig. 6. Shows a section of the pilasters the block against which the pilas¬ 
ters end at the. tipper angles of the window. A Is a section at B. And C is 
the section at D which the section of the moulding being transverse to that 
ofAB: either of these examples will make a good finish; the blocks should 
be mitred together and well glewed and for modern size rooms 6) inches will 
be a suitable width for the blocks and 6~ for the pilasters and let the blocks 
he about ,3a of an inch thicker than the pilasters. Fig. 7 exhibits another 
example for an interior window, which is cased with architraves and a 
surbace,the shutter ts designed to slide into a boxing or between two partitions 
as represented in Fig. 10. The frame part of the shutter should be put together 
whole, and let the middle tier of muntins bo double the width of the others 
and the stiles, and run a dado through the centre to receive the bead. Figs. 8 
and 9 exhibits two examples for architraves, with their respective ornaments. 
These ornaments and all others which are liable to close inspection, should be 
well expressed, and neatly finished. Architraves should be proportioned to the 
size of the room and the apartments for which they are designed. Rooms which 
are from sixteen to eighteen feet square and ten feet between joints ; seven to 
seven and a half inches will be a suitable proportion for these two examples.— 
For frontspieces and apartments which are of larger dimensions, they may be 
from nine to twelves inches in width, or wider according to the size and altitude. 
Fig. 10. Shows a section of a sash frame and shutter which is designed for a framed 
house. A Sill of the sash-frame. B Sill of the interior part of the surbase. C 
Shutter as standing in its vertical position which slides into a boxing, back to H 
between the two partitions. D is a rod of iron on which it runs, this rod may 
be from j to Ts8 in diameter, and one half of the thickness of it let into the sill 
or cap and properly fastened, and then let two window pulleys be let into the un¬ 
der side of the bottom rail of the shutter within about two inches of the stiles 
which will run much easier than on common sash rollers. E, E E, The rough 
furrings. F, F F. The vertical studs of the frame. G Outside covering. 

DESIGNS FOR DOORS AND THEIR DECORATIONS. PLATE 17. 

Figs. 1,2, 3 and 4—Exhibits four designs for sliding doors.—Two of these 
examples are cased with architraves and pilasters, and Two with antae 
and entablatures. The doors to all of these examples are drawn of nearly the 
same, width and heighth, it is necessary that the room should be higher between 
joints when finished with antae, instead of architraves or pilasters, it should not 
be less than twelve feet in height. The proportions of these two orders may 
be taken from figs. 1 and 2 pi. 19, which are drawn toa larger scale and expres¬ 
sed in minutes and parts ; and the doors may be drawn from the scale which is 
given in feet and inches near Fig. 4. The other two examples which are finish¬ 
ed with architraves and pilasters may be drawn from the scale near Fig 3. 
Fig. 5 shows the plan and manner of casing them. A and B shows two designs 
of iron rods for the doors to run on. A consists of a round rod of iron or brass 
about f of an inch in diameter, one half of its size should be let into the floor and 
properly fastened with screws. This method is much cheaper than the other, 
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and will answer all purposes for light doors. Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 exhibits four de¬ 
signs suitably constructed for the same apartment, for which the sliding doors 
were intended,those should be arranged and proportioned according to the size 
and altitude ol the room in which they are to be placed. Where a room is from 
15 to 18 feet square, and from 9 to 10 feet in height, the common doors are gen¬ 
erally 7 feet or 7 feet 2 inches in height, and 3 feet in breadth, and the folding or 
sliding doors which connect the two parlors, may be 8 feet in height and 3 feet 
3 inches in breadth. If a room be of a larger size and from 10 to 12 feet between 
joints they may be from 7 feet 3 inches to 7 feet 6 in height, and from 3 feet to 3 
feet 3 inches in breadth ; and those that slide may be from 8 feet 3 inches to 8 
feet 6 in height, and from 3 feet 3 to 3 feet 6 in breadth. The stiles top and frieze 
rails and inuntins, may be from 4J to 5 inches in width; the bottom rails 9 inch¬ 
es, and the middle rails in Figs. 7 and 8 may be from 7 to 7| inches, and the stiles 
and rails &c. of the sliding doors should be made about i inch wider than the 
others. 

Plate 18—Exhibits a number of designs of doors, architraves, pilasters, base 
and surbase mouldings, impost mouldings, frets, <£-c.—Figs. 1 and 2 shows the 
manner in which the doors may be put together, of three of those designs which 
are given on pis. 12 and 13.—Fig. 1 is calculated and drawn foradoorof3 feet 
4 inches in width, being nearly one half the full size. There is a scale twenty 
inches for the width of one half the door given, by which the parts may be mea¬ 
sured. A, A, the turned ornaments, which should be for a door of this size, one 
placed at each angle on the inner frame ; then let them be placed on the venical 
part of the door so as the divisions will be equal to the breadth AA, which will be 
one hall of the number that is described on the doors represented in Fig. 2 pi. 12, 
and Fig. 1 pi. 13. BB shows two designs for ornaments, which are drawn to a 
full size for practice. Fig. 2 shows a part of the frame of the door that is descri¬ 
bed in Fig. 3 on pi. 12, which is drawn one half the full size. 

Figs. 3, 4^ 5 and 6, shows three methods of casing doors with architraves and 
pilasters. Fig, 3 is cased with architraves standing on plinths at the bottom, 
which should be equal in height to the plinth of the base. A the partition 
plank. BB grounds. G(J lath and plastering DD Mopboards. E and G 
architraves. H rabbit casing. I furring. J part of the door. Fig. 4 is cased 
with pilasters which are worked whole or in one piece, and rabbited at AA and 
a bead turned on the edges. B is the butts which should be set out far enough 
to have the door swing clear of the casings, as represented by the dotted line. 
Fig. 5 and 6 shows the plan and vertical section of casing a door with pilasters. 
A in Fig. 5 is the plinth. B pilaster which stands on the cap of the plinth. C 
the base that finishes against the pilaster. DD plinth of base which is dadoed at 
E. F and GG the grounds and furrings. H lath and plastering. Fig 6 AA 
grounds. B and C facings which the pilasters set upon. Figs. 7, 8, 9, "and 10. 
are designs for pilasters, architraves, and surbase mouldings for the finishing of 
windows. All these mouldings in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, are drawn one 

third of the lull size for practice for common size rooms which are from 9 to 10 
feet in heighth- 

A BCandDinFig.il are given four designs for impost mouldings, which 
aie drawn about three fourths of the lull size for practice for common size 
doors. 

. F'.g- exhibits five designs for base mouldings, that are drawn one half the 
lull size for practice for common size rooms. 

On the lower part of this plate are designs given for frets. 
Plate 19—Figs. 1 and 2 exhibits two designs ofantaeand entablatures which 

are more suitably constructed for frontispieces and interior finishing, than those of 
the orders. 

Fig. 1 is imitated from the Choragic Monument of Trysail us, that stands at 
the foot of Acropolis or citadel of Athens. 

Fig 2 is chiefly of my own design. The capital and mouldings are of the Gre¬ 
cian style. The heighths and projection of the mouldings and parts are expres¬ 
sed in minutes and eighths. 

The remaining part of this plate is taken up with Grecian ornaments, and or- 
namented mouldings &c. which seems to require no particular description. 

Fig. 3 represents the enriched moulding of the antae capital of the Temple of 
MmervaPohas at Athens as represented on (pi 13, vol. 1.) 

Fig. 4 Egg and Tongue with beads below, belonging to the same cap. 
Fig. 5 represents the ornament betw'eeu the bead and small projecting band of 

•of the same. 

Fig. 6 is the ornament on the Cymatium ofthe door of the same temple, stretch¬ 
ed out on a flat surface. 

Figs. 9 and 10 represent a front and a side view of a console of the same door, 
most of the remaining part of these figures were taken from Grecian structures, 
which on account of their foilage are more graceful, than those of the Romans. 

OF STAIRS AND STAIR-CASEING. 

DEFINITIONS OF THE PARTS OF STAIRS. 

, ,A .P1^1 of s!fPs so ca,lled> means an assemblage of steps, so formed and uni- 
ted, that by walking on them, we ascend or descend from one height to another. 

J be surfaces on which we set our feet are called treads ; and these for their 
convenience of walking, are set at equal distances and parallel to each other. 

n ordei to give a solid appearance to the whole, every adjacent pair of treads 
are connected by a third and vertical piece, called a riser. Each riser and tread 
w hen fixen together, is called a step. The wall which supports the ends of the 
steps is called the stair-case. 

W hen the ends of the steps terminate upon a vertical prism or pillar, the prism 
or pillar is called a newel. y 

If the ends of the steps be cut through in the surface of the newel and the pil¬ 
ar or prism be supposed to be removed, the space left open by the removal of 

the solid is called the wtll-hole. 

Stairs that have a well-hole, or hollow in the centre, are called Geometrical 

The meeting of the sides which form the external angles ofthe steps is called 
the line of nosing : but sometimes the line of nosing is covered with a moulding 
and then this moulding is called the nosing. 

When the steps are of equal breadth ; that is when the distance from the line 
of nosing to the riser is every where equal, the steps are denominated flyers. 

When the treads of the steps diminish in breadth toward the well-hole, the 
steps are called w'inders. 

As the ends qf the steps generally terminate upon a surface which is perpen¬ 
dicular both to the risers, and treads, the surface on which they thus terminate 
is generally that of a cylinder. 

A number of contiguous flyers are called a flight. 
When the tread of the step is so broad as to be equal to two or more of the 

other steps, and situated between floors, it is called a resting place. 
If the tread of the resting-place form a right angle, that is if the two rises be 

perpendicular to each other, the resting-place is called a quarter space, or quar¬ 
ter-pace. 

When the breadth of the tread of a step is contained between the same ver¬ 
tical plane, or makes two right angles round the axis of the well-hole, the tread 
is called a half space or half pace. 

Half-space, and quarter-spaces are generally made on floors ; and in this case 
are called landing places. 

The carriage of a stair consists of several peices joined, or framed together ; 
when they are so constructed is called the carriage of the stairs. 

A flight of steps is genearally supported by two pieces of timber, placed un¬ 
der the steps and parrailel to the wall, being fastened atone or both ends, to pieces 
perpendicular thereto. 

ri he pieces of timber or planks which are thus placed under the steps are call¬ 
ed rough strings. 

Dog-legged Stairs are those which have no well-hole, and consists of two 
flights without winders. The hand-rail, on both sides, is framed into vertical 
posts, in the same vertical plane, as well as a board which supports the ends of 
the steps. The boards are called string-boards, and the posts are called newels. 
The newels not only connect the strings, but they afford the principal support to 
the rail ; and thus it may be affirmed that the newel posts and hand-rail, are all 
in one plane. 

Open neweled Stairs are those which have a rectangular well-hole and are 
divided into two or three flights. 

Bracketed Stairs are those where the string board is notched so as to permit 
risers and treads to lie upon the notches, and passover beyond the thickness of 
the string boards ; the ends of the steps are concealed by means of ornamental 
peices called brockets. 

Geometrical stairs, are generally bracketed ; but the dog-legged and open-new- 
elled stairs, only those of the best kind are bracketed. 

A Pitching Piece is a piece of timber wedged into the wall, in a direction per¬ 
pendicular to the surface of that wall, for supporting the rough strings at the top 
of the lower flight where there is no trimmer, or where the trimmer is too distant 
to be used for the support of the rough-strings. 

Bearers are pieces of timber or planks fixed into and perpendicular to, the sur¬ 
face of the wall, for supporting the winders where they are introduced ; the 
other end ofthe bearers is fastened to the string-board. 

A Notch Board is a board into which the ends of the steps are let : it is fas¬ 
tened to the wall, or one of the walls of the staircase. 

Curtail Step is the lowermost step of the stairs, (and has one of its ends next 
to the well-hole formed into an ornament representing a spiral line. 

These are the principal parts which belong to a stair or stairs; other parts 
connected with it belong to the hand-rail. 

PROPORTIONS OF STAIRS ^-c. 

The breadth of steps to common stairs is from nine to twelve inches. The 
breadth in elegant houses and public edifices, ought never to be less than ten, nor 
more than fifteen inches. 

A step of greater breadth requires less height than that of a less breadth. 
The general rule may therefore be as follows ;— 
Multiply the breadth and height of a given step together and divide the pro¬ 

duct by the breadth ofthe required step, and the quotient will be the answer ; or 
by reciprocal proportion, as the given breadth belonging to the height required, is 
to the breadth of the given step, so is the height of the given step to the height of 
the required step. 

For example, taking as a standard a step of 11 inches in breadth, and 6 inches 
in height, we may easily find the height of another of a given breadth, which we 
shall suppose to be 9 inches. The operation is thus ; 

9:6 :: 11 : 
6 

9)66(7.33 
63 

30 
27 

30 
27 

TV e find it to be 7\ inches for the height, which agrees with what would be al¬ 
lowed in common practice. 

Before we lay out the stairs in a building, we must consider the height of the 
story and determine upon the height of the steps ; which being done, we must 
bring the height of the story into inches and divide the number of inches in the 
height of the story, by the height of the step. Thus for example, suppose the 
height of the story to be ten feet three inches, and the height of the step to be sev- 
en inches, how many steps will be required in order to ascend to the given height. 
I he operation is ® 
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12 7)123(17 
10-3 7 

120 53 
3 49 

123 inches 4 
Thus we find the number of steps to be seventeen and a trifle over, but as we 

must not have a fractional part, therefore the step must be over seven inches in 
height; we will proeeed thus ; 

17)123(7.23 
119 

40 
34 

60 
51 

We find the height of the step to be inches ; being a trifle less than 7). 
This will answer very well ; but, if we are still confined for room on the plan,we 
may throw the semi-circumference round the newel into winders. 

The breadth of stair-cases may be from four to fifteen feet or more according 
to the destination of the building ; but if the steps be less than two feet six inches 
in length, they become inconvenient for the passing of furniture, as is generally 
the case in small houses. 

When the height of the story is very high, resting-places become necessary. 
In high stories, that admit of sufficient head-room and where the plan or area of 
the stairs is confined, the stairs may make two revolutions in the height of the 
story ; that is the ascendant or descendant may go twice round the newel or 
well-hole and this becomes necessary; otherwise the steps would be enormously 
high, or extravagant floor-room must be allowed for the stairs. 

In laying out the rise and run fora stair case, there will beone more riser in 
number than treads, that is by not conuting the upper one or landing which forms 
that part of the floor ; It may not be amiss to give an example here for a prin¬ 
cipal building, in order to show the number of steps and risers both in the grand 
and common stair-case. 

For this purpose, suppose the story of a house to be twelve feet one inch high 
from floor to floor, and we may have sixteen feet ten inches for the run of the 
grand stair-case, the number of steps of the grand stair case to be twenty in num¬ 
ber, that is there will be twenty risers and nineteen treads, what will be the 
breadth of the treads and risers. 

Now the height of the story 12 feet I inch being reduced to inches is 145, and 
the run, which is 16 feet 10 inches being reduced to inches gives 202, and first 
dividing by 18.—for the run 

19)202(10.63 divide by 20)145(7.25 
19 140 

120 50 
114 40 

«0 100 
57 100 

3 
We find the breadth of the tread to be 10r|i inches and for the riser 7f/ff in¬ 

ches. 
Now for the stair-case of that for the servants, we cannot have for instance 

but twelve feet nine inches for the run, and of course the height will be the same 
as in the former; therefore we must have a less number of steps to bring it into 
proporiion. 

For example let there beeighteen risers in number and seventeen treads. 
The run which is 12 leet 9 inches being reduced to inches is 153 and thus 

17)153(9 18)145(8.05 
153 144 

100 
90 

10 
Which gives 9 inches for the breadth of the tread ; and 8,f 0 for the riser be- 

ing large 8 inches. This will make-a good proportion. 
In layipg out the rise of a stair-case, we may divide the whole height from 

floor to floor inlo equal parts on the string boards, then when the strings are set 
tip level at their proper places, scribe off the thickness of one tread on the lower 
step or curtail, and this will drop it down the thicknes of one at the upper part 
of the landing, so when the steps are put together they will be all equal in height 
A farther description of laying out and putting up stair-cases will be described 
hereafter. 

HAND-RAILING. 

“ The art of forming Hand-rails round circular and elliptic well-holes, without 
the use of the cylinder, is entirely new. Mr Price, the author of '■The British 
Carpenter,’ is the first who appears to have had any idea of forming a wreath-rail. 
Subsequent writers have contributed little or nothing towards the advancement of 
this most useful branch of the Joiner's profession and have contented themselves 
with the methods laid down by Price, which were uncertain in their application ; 
and, consequently, led to erroneous results in practice. ' 

The first successful method of squaring the wreath, upon Geometrical prin¬ 
ciples, was invented and published by Peter Nicholson, in 1792 in a work called 
‘The Carpenter's New Guide? a book well known to, architects and workmen. No 
previous author seems to have had any idea of describing the section of a cyl¬ 
inder through any three points in space making a mould to the form of the sec¬ 

tion, and applying it to both sides of the plank, by the principles of solid angles 
so that by cutting away the superfluous wood, the piece thus formed might have 
been made to range over its plan. 

Since the first invention of the method, the author’s experience and researches 
have produced many essential requisites, which were not thought of at first; so 
that this branch, as here presented, is now much improved. 

The principle of projecting the rail furnishes the workman with a method by 
which he can ascertain, with great precision, the thickness of the plank out of 
which the rail must be cut. To do this in the most convenient way, the dia¬ 
gram must be made to some aliquot portion of the full size which will supercede 
the necessity of laying it down on a floor. 

It must however, be observed that the thickness of stuff found by this meth¬ 
od is what will completely square the wreath or piece. But as the rail is reduc¬ 
ed from the square to an oval or elliptic section, much thinner stuff maybe made 
to answer the purpose ; so that, generally for rails of common size of 2 or 2 j in¬ 
ches thick, instead of requiring a four inch, when one of two and a half may be 
made to answer the purpose.” 
Note.—Since 1 commenced compiling this work, a number of young builders 

have requested me to make some of my drawings full size, I have therefore added 
two double plates, on which a part of the examples are described sufficiently 
large for practice. 

TO DRAW THE SCROLL FOR A HAND-RAIL, AND THE 
MOULDS FOR EXECUTING THE SAME, AND ALSO THE 

CURTAIL-STEP (PLATE 20.) 

Fig. 1, Shows a method for drawing the scroll to a hand rail, and curtail step, 
to a lull size for practice. The full lines that are drawn represents that part of 
the scroll, and the dotted lines the curtail step. 

To draw the scroll,—Divide the line A B the width of the scroll, into nine 
equal parts. Draw A D and BC at rightangles with A B, and make each equal 
in length to one of the nine parts ; join C D, and also the diagonal line B D.— 
Draw E F perpendicular to A B, and at a distance from A of four of the nine 
parts into which A B is divided. Draw the semi-circle E F O. Thence 
draw the diagonals E O G and F O H cutting the diagonal B D in the point 
O. Join G H, H I, 1 J and J K ; Then will E F G H I J K be the centres 
for describing the scroll and curtail step. 

Then from the centre E, with the distance E B, in your compasses, describe 
the quadrent B L. Then from the centre F, with the radius F L describe the 
quadrent L D ; From the centre G with the distance G D. describe the quadrant 
D M ; FronTthe centre H with the distance H M describe the quadrant M N. 
From the centre I with the distance 1 N describe the quadrents N P. From 
the centre J with the distance J P describe the quadrant P Q. Then from the 
centre K with the distance K Q describe the arc at R ; which finishes the outer 
spiral of the scroll. 

Thence set off the bigness of the rail, from B to S on the-line A B. 
Again, from centre E with the distance E S in your compasses describe the 

quadrent S T. From the center F with the radius F T descride the quadrant 
T (J. Then ftom the center G with the distance G U describe the arc at R, 
which will complete the inner spiral and terminate in the point R as required. 

The curtail step is described in the same manner, and from the same centres, 
as that of the scroll, which the lines on the face of the curtail terminates at W 
W, where there is two grooves cut out by running a saw through to let the ends 
ofjthe veneers which bend around on the faceorsurface of the riser, as represent¬ 
ed by the two dotted lines, in the diagram of the figure—XXXX Shows the 
bigness of the newel post : and YYV Y the bigness of the mortise that is made 
through the step, which should also run through the floor, and a mortise made 
through the tenon of the newel on the underside of the floor and keyed, to draw 
the step down close to the floor. The circles thatare described in the diagram 
of the figure represent the balusters ; The different sections of the remaining 
part of the curtail step is plainly drawn showing the manner in which it is put 
together; it will not require any further explanation : therefore we will proceed to 
describe the face mould for the scroll of the hand-rail. 

To Draw the Face Mould, for Squareing the Twisted part of the Scroll. Let 
A A A in (fig. 2) be the pitch board ; and A the angular point as standing over 
the front edge of the riser of the curtail-step, at the bottom. Let the line ABA 
be continued to 14 untill it meets the line L 14 in (fig. 1.) Then in (fig. 1) let 
the line B C be produced until it meets the line L 14 also; and divide this line in¬ 
to any like number of parts : commenceing at B then 1,2, 3. 8f c. to 14 as repre¬ 
sented in the diagram of the figure. Then draw lines through these several divis¬ 
ions parallel to A B, untill they meet the diagonal line ABA in (fig. 2).— 
Thence on the diagonal line AB in (fig, 2) draw lines B S, 111, 222, 333, $*c at 
right-angles with AB. 

Then take B S the bigness of the rail from (fig. 1) and set it off from B to S in 
(fig. 2.) take also the distances 111, 222, 333, 444, &,c from (fig. 1.) and set them 
off from 111, 222, 333, 444, &c. in (fig. 2.) When you have got all these distan¬ 
ces or ordinates transfered from one to the other ; then with a pencil trace out 
the curve through the several points in (fig. 2) which will give the form of the 
face mould as required. 

To draw the falling mould of the scroll as in (fig. 3 ) This figure or mould is 
drawn on a smaller scale, being only one third of the size of those of (figures 1 and 
2.) To draw this mouldlet B V in (fig. 3) be made equal in length to the stretch 
out, from B around to V in (fig. 1) the scroll. Then let B V in (fig. 3) be divided 
into three equal parts; and from the first divisional I-, lay on the pitch board as 
represented at AAA. From B raise a perpendicular to C. Thence divide 1 C 
and 1V each into a like number of equal parts, and form the curve by the inter¬ 
section of lines. Then set down the thickness of the. rail from V to D and from 
A to E, and join E D. This mould should be made of thick paper, and bent 
around the scroll to form the curve of the upper edge of the rail. This being 
done and the upper edge of the rail squared, the curve of the lower edge may be 
obtained by gauging. 
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Fig. 4 shows a method of getting a scroll out of a solid piece of wood, having 
the grain of the wood run in the same direction with the rail; which is far pre¬ 
ferable to any of the other methods. 

To square out this scroll. Let AAAA be the block of wood of a suitable 
breadth and thickness,and let the underside ofit be faced over and one edge be 
made square. Then let the block of wood be set up on the bench in a raking 
position, and place your pitch board under it as represented at EEE, DD repre¬ 
sents the line of the bench on which it is placed. 

Then with a pair of compasses scribe through from F to G, and work off the 
corner or the angle AFG on the lower part. This being done and the underside 
of the scroll FG being faced over true and square, place the pattern of the scroll 
as in (fig. 1) on the under side and mark all around it, and thence square up from 
the underside, instead of drawing a face mould, and working by it from the up¬ 
per side. This method is much quicker and as accurate. When you have got 
the scroll squared up around perpendicular to the plan. Then bend around 
your felling mould, so as to have BC in (fig. 3,) stand perpendicular to BC in (fig. 
*4.) or stand perpendicular to B on the plan in (fig. 1.) If the scroll is required to 
be worked out of thinner stuff. Let the joint be made and glued together at aa in 
(fig. 1.) And in this case it is not necessary to draw the face mould farther than 
at, nain (fig. 2,) scrolls are frequently made in this way. 

Fig. 5 shows an elevation of a scroll, curtail step, balusters, &c. and two de¬ 
signs for brackets. The rail of stairs should be squared out, and the joints all 
made and cut to a length, before it is rounded or moulded. This being done and 
spaced off for the balusters or plummed up, square across upon the under side 
of the rail, and then lay your pitchboard on as represented at A, and with a pen¬ 
cil mark down upon the side of the rail, which will be a guide to you in boreing, 
or to morfice by. B shows the manner in which the base makes a finish under 
the siring board of the stairs. 

Fig. G shows the form of a rail screw, which secures the joints and screws 
them tight together. The screw is let into the centre of the rail, and the nuts are let 
in on the under side within about 1 % inches ofthe joint or shoulders of the rail. 
The nut at A is made square, and should be let into the mortice without much 
play, so as not to have it turn around within the rail. B is made round with 
creases cut into it, for the purpose of turning the nut on or off within the rail. C 
shows the plan of the same nut. 

TO TIND THE MOULDS FOR EXECUTING A HAND RAIL ON A SEMI-CIRCULAR PLAN 

WITH EIGHT WINDERS ; AND ALSO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CARRIAGE 

OF THE STAIR. PLATE 21. 
f 

Let ABC (fig. 1) be the plan of the eight winders, as described upon the floor 
over which the stair is to be built. The full line that is drawn ABC repre¬ 
sents the concave side ofthe string-board. And the dotted line at D E represents 
the concave side of the hand rail, which projects over the vertical lace of the 
string-board. FF the treads. GG risers. HH the falls or back risers, in which 
the bearers of the winders are framed. II bearers of the winders. J the middle 
-bearer of a step. 

Fig. 2 clearly shows the section of the stretch out of the eight winders as they 
would naturally appear when erected ; and also one of the treads of the flyers 
both above and below the winders. 

But before we proceed to lay out this stair-case and to draw the moulds for exe¬ 
cuting the hand rail &,c; let us suppose it to be made to some aliquot portion of the 
full size. F or instance let the treads of the flyers be equal to 1 Of inches in breadth 
and the rise or risers equal to 7J inches in height; and the breadth of the treads 

•of those ofthe winders should be made equal to one half ofthe breadth of those of 
the flyers : that is, on the concave part of the well hole ; and thus by placing two 
balusters into a tread of the flyers, and one in the winders of each tread. Then 
the balusters in the winders and flyers will be at equal distances from each oth¬ 
er, which will give a much better appearance. Therefore we will suppose the 
breadth of the winders to be inches, on the concave part of the well hole ; and 
the height of the risers of course will be the same as those of the flyers. Now it 
becomes necessary to know how large th|r well hole must be in diameter to re¬ 
ceive the eight winders ; which may be found by the following operation. Thus 
SfX 8 =42 inches, the stretch out of the well hole, orthe semi-circumference. 

Then the circumference of the whole oircle will be equal to 84 inches, and 
thus by (Art 13. section 1 of mensuration) 

as 22 : 7::84 ; 
7 

22)588(26-72 
. 44 
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132 

160 
164 

60 * 
44 

16 

Which we find the diameter to be 26. ,7/,' inches, being a trifle less than 26f. 
Now the hand rail generally, projects over the string board from f to | of an 
inch ; which renders it necessary for us to know what the diameter is, and also 
the circumference of the concave part of the rail, or the convex circumference 
of the semi-cylinder, which is called the working cylinder, as represented in (fig. 
JO.) 

Let us suppose the working cylinder ofthe rail to be 25 j inches in diameter. 
Then we may find the circumference by (Art. 12 of mensuration.) 

7 : 22; ;25,5 : 
22 
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56 

10 
7 
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28 

Thus we find the semi-circumference of the cylinder to be 40TJ0 inches. 
We will now proceed to describe the falling moulds, and also lay out the run 

and rise of the eight winders,and find what the length of the hypothenuse lines 
will be, of the string board, and that of the rail also. 
First let a line be drawn upon a floor as ABC in (fig. 2); and make BC equal in 

length to the semi-circumference ABC in (fig, 1) which is equal to 42 inches. 
From C raise the perpendicular C D, and make it equal in height to the eight 
winders ; which we suppose takes 62 inches. Draw thehypothenu.se line AD. 
From B draw BE perpendicular to AC. Then will AE and ED be the length 
of the hypothenuse line of the two quadrants which is the length of the concave 
side of the string board A D. From A draw A F one of the treads or 
more; of the flyers draw DG also. And thence set off the width of the 
string board, from these lines down ; and draw the lower line parallel to them 
and whenever these lines meet in their angular point, they form the curve by the 
intersection of lines, as represented, (which is called byworkmen the easing of 
the angle.) 

To construct the falling mouldfor the hand-rail. In (fig. 2 draw L m parallel 
to AC; and make L,n,m equal in length to the stretch out ofthe dotted line ABC 
in fig. I,) which is 40rV„ inches (as calculated heretolore.) 

Fromm, draw the perpendicular, mi ; and equal in height to the eight wind - 
ers, or C D. Draw the hypothenuse line LJ and fromra, draw no, perpendicula r 
to Lm. Thence from L draw LIN one of the flyers, or the pitch board, at the 
bottom, and one also at J/iH, at the upper part of the windows. Then from L 
set offLM the bigness of the rail,and NO, JK and HI also,and draw OM, JV1K 
and KI ; and wherever the angular points meet at LM and JK, form the curve 
by the intersection of lines, which will complete the falling mould. 

To find the straight part of the rail, for the lower and upper w-reath pieces or 
quadrants. From L let the line Lm be continued across the rail until it cuts the 
upper side at U. 

Then U L will be the straight part of the rail for the lower wreath piece, and 
VKthe upper one, which are the same as the straight part AD in (fig. 3) the 
plan, or AD in (fig. 4 ) 

To find the height of the rail, that is for the lower and upper wreath pieces. 
At o, square across the rail, and divide it into tw-o parts, at the centre Q. Thence 
draw PQ perpendicular, to Lm, and continue the line PQ up to R, and draw 
RX at right angles with RP, cutting the joint of the straight part of the rail at X 
Then when you come to draw the face moulds as in (figs. 5 and 7,) take the dis¬ 
tance from R down to the under side of the rail at S, and set it off on the line R 
S in (fig. 7); and for the lower wreath piece, take the distance from P up to the 
upper side of the rail at T, and set it off on the line from P to B in (fig. 5.) 

The reader in order to understand what has already been described, should 
recollect that the hypothenuse A D (fig. 2) (the string board) is longer than U 
ofthe hand rail. 

It has been proved heretofore that the semi-circumference of the well-hole A 
BC is about tw-o inches longer than that of the rail Lnm ; the difference may 
not appear so much on the plate. 

It maj' not be amiss to give an example here to show the learner how he may 
obtain the length of these hypothenuse lines AD and LJ ; and also ascertain 
what their difference will beinthe lengths. This may be done by extracting 
the square root of the sum of the two legs, or by the properties of the triangle 
in Trigonometry, or it may be performed by Logarithms which is the same thing. 
Each method will be fully explained hereafter in their proper place. The oper¬ 
ation will be as follows 

1=42 in CD=62 in Lm=40-07 in Jm—62 in 
42 62 40-07 62 

84 124 28049 124 
168 372 1602800 372 

1764 3844 16066049 3844 
1764 16056049 

56-08(74-88 54-49-60-49(73- 
49 49 

144)708 143)549 
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14968)129600 14762)31649 
119744 29524 
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The length of A D we find to be 74rW inches, and LJ being 73TW gives 

nearly 1TV difference. 
For further particulars see (Art. 34 of mensuralion.) 
To find the face mould of the rail. Let ABG (fig. 3) be the plan of the con¬ 

cave side of the rail, and make A G equal in diameter to DL in (fig. 1,) let Ar 
and BC be the thickness of the rail, and let AD the straight part of the rail be 
equal in length to UL or KV in (fig. 2.) Now it is not necessary to draw or 
make a pattern of only one of these quadrants, as in (fig. 3) and together with 

the straight part of the rail AD and EF. The most simple and the most con¬ 
venient way to draw the face moulds at a full size for practice is as follows. 

Take a board of a suitable breadth and length, face over one side and 
straighten one edge of it, of which the board should be of the breadth ol GIT in 
(ho-. 4) or wider and equal in length to GG on the edge of the board. From 
thence square across this board at GH in (fig. 4) and place the pattern ol the 
lower wreath piece (which you have already made as in fig. 3) on the board so 
as to have the two angular points of the pattern at B and D stand on the line G 
PI. This pattern being tacked on the board, mark around it ; you must be par¬ 
ticular in marking the joints at BC, AF and DE when this is done take the pat- 
lern off the board, and then divide the quadrant AB,intoany number of parts, 
as 1, 2, 3, Hfc. the greater the number the more correct will be the operation. 

And thence set a guage on the edge of the board GG so as to draw a line 
from the angular point B through NP up to B in (fig. 5.) Then set it across in 
A and run it from L through A M, up to Lin (fig-5.) Then in F draw JkF to.1. 
Then in D draw DI to D. Then in E draw HE to H also. Thence draw the 
lines through 1,2, 3, 4, &c the quadrant part of the rail. 

And then square across the board at PH in (fig. 5.) 'Then take the distance 
from P up to the upper side of the rail at T in (fig. 2) and set it ofl from P up to 
B in (fig. 5.) And draw the hypothenuse line BH, and continue the line from B 
out to the edge of the board at G. Then take a thin board to make your pat¬ 
tern, and face it over, and straighten one edge, which should be equal in length 
to GH and HO the breadth. Then place the edge of the board, on the hypo¬ 
thenuse line GH, and tack it down to the. other ; and thence square across this 
board atthe several divisions HDJLt 2 3 4 5 B and G. Then take the distance 
of G C in your compasses in (fig. 4) and set it off on the line from G to C in (fig. 
5.) Then take the distance ol BN in (fig. 4) and set it off from B to N in (fig. 5) 
Then take the distances of 555, 444, 333, 222. Ill in (fig. 4) and set them off on 
the lines at 555, 444, 333, 222, 1 11 in (fig* 5.) I hen take also LAM, JIvT , 
Dland HE, from (fig 4)and transfer them to LAM, JKF, DI and HE in (fig. 5.] 
Then in (fig. 5 draw the lines BC and DE, which will form the joints of the rail. 
And draw A D and EF the, straight part of the rail. Then to draw the curve 
tack in brads at the several points AFMandal 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, BN an 1 C 
and bend a thin slip of wood around, with a pencil trace out the curves which 
will complete the face mould for the lower wreath piece of the rail as required. 

The face mould of the upper wreath piece of the rail, may be found in the same 
manner, as described in (figs. 6 and 7) only the pattern as in (fig. 4) mnst be tur¬ 
ned over so as to have the straight part of the rail, come on the edge of the board 
as represented in the diagram of (fig- 6.) Then take the distance from R down 
to the under side of the rail at S in (fig. 2); and set it off from 11 to R in (fig. 7); 
and draw the hypothenuse line. BT. Thence you may transfer the several ordi¬ 
nates from (fig. G) to (fig. 7) as heretofore described in (figs. 4 and 5,) and com¬ 

pile it in the same manner, 
Figs 8 and 9 shows the method of cutting the rail out of a plank; the plank 

should be from 3 to 3j inches thick, to square out the wreath pieces of the rail, 
when the rail is fro m21 to 21 inches in thickness. To do this let (fig. 8) be the 
plank ; lay your pattern on the face, so as to have the angular points stand upon 
the edge at BD, and mark around it, then take the pattern off and turn the plank 
up, upon its edge as represented in [fig. 9.] Then lay your pitch board [ol the 
winders] on at BLG, and draw the vertical line BL ; and lay it on also at AD 
the straight paYt of the rail, and draw the vertical lines AE and DC. Thence 
turn your plank down upon the other side, and turn the pattern ofthe face mould 
over also, so as to have the angular points at BD in [fig .8] stand on the edge of 
the plank at LC in (fig. 9], When the pattern is laid upon the face as above, de¬ 
scribed, mark around it, as was done in [fig. 8]. And then cut away the super¬ 
fluous wood on both sides of the rail, which is generally done by screwing the 
plank into a vice ; then set a narrow frame saw in on the line BL in (fig. 9); two 
men are required to work it, one on each side of the plank, so that they may govern 
the saw, anti work to the lines which are drawn on both sides of the plank. This 
being done and the rail trimmed down smooth to the lines, take the pattern of 
the falling moulds as in (fig. 2) which should be made of a thin board or thick 
paper, and bend it around on the concave side of the rail, and draw the upper 
side of the mould, and then the thicknessofthe rail may be obtained by gaugeing, 
after the upper side is squared around perpendicular to the plan, or the working 
cylinder. 

It will be well however to leave the rail a trifle thicker at the ease-offs, that 
is where the straight part of the rail joins on to the wreath pieces. Then when 
the rail is screwed together, and set to its proper place ; you may in a short time, 
with a coarse file work it down, so as to have the curve appear natural and easy. 
And the string board of the stair should also be worked in the same manner, since 
by thus doing you will be less liable to make cripples. 

The greatest art of hand railing, depends on finding the section of a cylinder to 
pass through three given points on its surface, as heretofore described ; therefore 
the reader is requested to understand this part thoroughly, before he actually 
'Commences his study upon hand tails; for if the principles are not comprehend¬ 
ed he will always be in difficulties and liable to spoil his work. 

Fig 10 shows, a section of the hand rail as formed to the prismatic mould or 
the working cylinder. 

This method which was formerly practised for forming the wreaths and fitting 
the rail together, is now of no other use than merely to help the conception of the 
learner ; therefore it may be better for the inexperienced to form his work to a 
working cylinder. To do this let the cylinder be made equal in length to the 

■height of ten steps as represented in (fig. 10): and the convex circumference 

equal to ten also, that is the semi-circumference shall be equal to the eight wind-- 
ers, as ABG in (fig. 3) together with the two fliers AH and GI, or HAB in (fig, 
10) shows one halfofthe plan of the vertical section ; andCEDandFGI the two 
fliers and JHLMNOPF the winders* 

Fig. II shows the method of laying out the notch board of the stair case, in 

which the treads and risers enter. 
Let AB and CD be the width ofthe board or plank, and from the underside 

AC gauge on one inch at the line EF ; then lay your pattern or pitch board on 
as represented at GH1, and draw GH and Hi ; then slip the pattern along to O 
NP and draw ON and NP, and so on until the whole are drawn. 

Then with a pair ofdividerssetoffGM and HL.the thickness of the riser, and 
draw LM; then also set offHK and IJ, the thickness of the tread,, and draw JK 
&,c. The nosing of the steps may be drawn with dividers, or work a small piece 
in wood for a pattern, and lay it on at its proper place and mark around it; the 
pattern should be made a trifle less in size than that of the step so as to have it fill 
up tight. If the treads and risers are calculated for wedging let the steps be 
laid out as above described, then from P set off a suitable thickness for the wedgJ 
es at PP and PR, and run them out to a point atNN. 

In regard to this method of wedging the steps into the notch board, there is not 
the necessity of wedging them in an open stair case as in a tight one, that is where 
the stair is carried between two partitions. Wherever there is to be a nice stair 
case built of this description, the steps should be let into the notch boards, or 
strings, upon both sides ; which is done by letting the step boards and risers in on 
the under side ofthe strings or stairs, the step boards and risers should also be 
tongued and grooved, and put together with glue, and also the wedges, as descri¬ 
bed in the diagram of the figure. 

The notch boards in which the steps are let in, are generally from 1 j to 2 inch¬ 
es in thickness, they should not be less than 1 ] ; then lowering § for the thickness 
of the lath and plastering, there will be | left for the thickness of the base ; or if 
the plank be If inches thick, lowering f for plastering, there will be I inch left for 
the thicknessofthe base, which generally is as thick as required. If the plank 
be 1 j inches thick, the steps should be let into them at least 1 inch ; and to hava 
firm steps they should not be less than If in thickness. 

To put up a tight stair case of the above description ; first lay out your notch- 
boards, or strings as heretofore described, and then nail them to their proper pla¬ 
ces, and be careful also to drive the nails upon the under side of the steps so they 
may not be seen. Then if your stair be all the way of equal width in the opening, 
square, and saw off all the treads and risers, and the hollows of the nosing to their 
right length and also have the wedges made, and the square blocks tif wood which 
isglued into the internal angles ofthe risers and step boards ; then commence at 
the bottom by letting the lower riser into the floor, or scribe it down tight to it. 
We must remember, that this riser can neither be let in upon the under side or 
wedged, nor tongued into the first step board; therefore we must cut it one inch 
shorter than the rest, and so slip one end into the notch board, the depth of one 
inch, then draw it back into the otherso as to divide them equal, then nail it down 
tight to the^floor, and the notch boards by driving the nails obliquely on the back¬ 
side ofthe riser. Then put in the step boards, and when you have got them ail 
in and wedged firm, and glued, commence putting in the risers ; the tongues of 
the risers and step boards should be glued into the grooves. 

The hollow of the nosing must however be put into its place before the riser. 
When the risers are put in and wedged ; nail them strong to the stepboards, upon 
the backside taking care the nails do not go through the face. 

Then glue in the square blocks in the internal angles of the risers and step 
boards, as represented at NN, in (fig. 11,) which will strengthen the work and 
prevent them in a great measure from becoming ricketty ; and though this stair 
be done with the utmost care, it can never be made so firm as nok to yield to the 
passenger ; especially those of an open stair case. 

Fig. 12, Shows the method of diminishing and traceing one bracket lrom 
another, in a staircase ; A B being the breadth of (hose of the fliers : and AC 
those of the winders. 

To find the Falling and Face-Moulds foran Eliptical planed Stair (Plate 23.) 
The plan and section of the rail being laid down as in (fig. 1, No. 1.) 
The reader will observe, that the ends of the steps are equally divided off, 

around the eliptical wall and also at the rail or well hole. In order to cut the 
rail out to the best advantage, it should be made in three lengths, as represented 
at ABC. 

The plan of this rail must be divided into as many equal parts, as there are 
steps; then take the treads of as many steps as you please ; suppose there be 
eight in A, and six in B and C ; let A A at (fig. 1, No. 2.) be the tread of eight 
steps, that is the stretch out of the eight steps at A, and let H A, be the stretch 
out of the six steps at B and C. Thence draw the perpendiculars h m and HA, 
and make h m equal in height to the eight risers at A, and H k, equal in height to 
the six at B and C; and then draw the hypothenuse line A m. which will be the 
underside of the falling mould. Then set up the thickness of the rail m n and kl, 
and draw n l parallel to k m, which completes the falling mould. This falling 
mould, will be a straight line, excepting a little turn at the landing, and at the 
scroll where the rail must bend, in order to bring it level with the landing, and to 
the scroll. 

To construct the face mould. Draw the chord line for each piece to the joints 
at A B C ; also, draw lines parallel to the chords, to touch the convex side of the 
plan of the rail, as A A at A, and FI A at B and C ; and then from every joint draw 
perpendiculars to their respective chords. Then take the distance of A n in 
(fig. 1, No. 2.) and set it off from A to n in F ; and draw the hypothenuse line n, t 
and then take the distance of FI l in (fig. 1. No. 2.) and set it off from H to / in 
D and E, also draw the hypothenuse line l i. From thence you can transfer the 
several ordinates in A B C to D E F and complete the face mould as in the fore¬ 
going plate. 

Fig. 2, No. 1, and fig. 2, No. 2. Shows a plan and elevation of a semi-circu¬ 
lar w'ell-hole for a stair and fig. 3, No. 1, and fig. 3, No. 2, shows the method 
of drawing the face mould of the hand-rail, and fig. 4, No. 1, shows a method 
of describing a vertical scroll appertaining to the same. All of these figures are 
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drawn at one third the size for practice. This stair-case is calculated for a 
straight run ; and the well-hole is inserted at the landing of the floor. 

To construct the well-hole as in (fig 2, No. 1,) let the semi-circle ABC that 
part of the string board be worked out of two pieces of plank ; and let the grain 
of the wood run vertically ; and spring them by taking the angular corners off at 
D C Iv, EKJ and FH1 &c. Then let a groove be run in them at H, and glue 
them together bv putting in a false tongue. Each piece should however be work¬ 
ed or rounded out to a pattern before they are glued which can be done with 
more facility and convenience, than when they are put together. The dotted 
lines at R S shows the projection of the outer edge of the upper step-board of 
the well-hole, and P Q. the hollow under the step-board, or the nosing; MN is the 
opening between the rough string board and the trimmer joist—W is the rough 
string.—X the upper riser which mitres into the string-board of the well-hole at 
A. The step-board of this well-hole should be worked in one piece, that is, from 
S where it mitres to the upper riser let it be continued across to T at the centre 
of the trimmer joist, and let R T be a square joint, where it finishes to the level 
flooring; then from T let it be squared across to the centre of the trimming joist 
at U. Thence let it run from U on the centre of the joist acrossdjie stair into 
the notch-board. The hollow of the nosing, which is worked around in the well- 
hole should be worked out of a square piece of board. This may be done by 
cutting the well-hole off that part of the string-board, on a plane at the under¬ 
side of the hollow of the nosing. 

When the well-hole of the siring is set in atits proper place, take a board the 
thickness of your hollow, and fit it in close between the rough string and trimmer 
joist, as represented by the dotted lines at L M NO. Then set a pair of dividers 
of the projection of the hollow and from P scribe around the well-hole to Q, and 
this part after it is sawed out. must be worked out around with a gouge ; and let 
the joint at P O be square, where the hollow on the level pju t ends, and the joint 
also at L M left square, so return the hollow on the piece from Q. to L, and let 
the hollow on the upper riser end square to it. 

The upper step-board may be worked around the well-hole in the same man¬ 
ner as above described. 

To describe the falling mould or the ease-off of the well-hole as in (fig. 2, 
No. 2.) 

The ease-off should be made where it can be at the centre, as represented at 
E. In order to describe it in this manner ; let A B C in (fig. 2 No. 2.) be equal 
in length to the stretch out of A BC in (fig. 2, No. 1,) and C D in IS'o. 2, be 
equal to the height at the level part of the landing: Then to square around 
within the well-hole, let a pattern of the pitch-board be made of thick paper as 
represented at F G H ; and place the square side of this pattern on the verti¬ 
cal line or edge at C D, so as to have the square corner at H come upon D, and 
bend it around on the plane of the well-hole. With a pencil draw the line D E to 
the centre ; then turn the pattern over upon the other edge as represented at F 
G H and draw the line F E cutting the line D E at the centre E. Form the 
curve by intersecting lines, or trace the curve around with a pencil, which two in¬ 
ches each way from the angular point E will be sufficient to form the curve. The 
string-board of the stair in which the risers mitre into and finishes with that 
part of the well-hole at F 1 ; the width of this siring may be ascertained by 
drawing out one step at full size from F I. 

To draw the face mould of the handrail as in (fig. 3, l^o. 1, and fig. 3, 
No. 2,) which stands over this semi-circular well-hole- 

The reader will observe, this rail is not worked on a spring as is sometimes 
done; the quadrant part asin No. 1, lies on a perfect plane every way; that of 
No. 2, also lies on a plane one way, and the other, which, by running up on its 
true raking position brings the rail high enough upon the level landing at B D 
where the joint of the rail is made. 

Patterns of this face mould may be made of a thin board or thick paper.— 
In No. 1, draw the quadrant E A B the inside of the rail ; from A setofi the big¬ 
ness of your rail to C, and draw the quadrant C D ; Then from A C draw so 
much of the straight part of the rail as is necessary,and draw the line E D, which 
will form the joint of the rail at B D, which completes the pattern for the level 
part of the rail. 

To draw the pattern or the face mould for the raking part of the rail as in (fig. 
3, No. 2.) First place your pitch-hoard of the stair, as represented at E F G so 
as to have the lower angular point come at E, and draw the raking line from E 
to G. Take the pilch-board off the paper or board, then continue the line G E to 
H, and draw the lines E A C and H 1 J at right angles with G H. Then take the 
distance of E A in No. 1, and set it off from E to A in No. 2, and from Htol also 
and draw the straight line. A 1. Then take the bigness of the rail, AC in No, 1, 
and set it off from A to C in No. 2,-and at I J also, and draw the straight line C J; 
which will complete so much of the straight part of the rail as will be necessary. 
Then divide the line E Din No. 1 into any like number of parts as 1, 2, 3, &c. 
and through these several divisions, draw the line 1 a J, 2 c d, 3 ef &zc, parallel 
to C E, until they meet the line G H in No. 2. Then through 1, 2,3, &c, in 
No, 2, draw the lines 1 a b, 2 c d, 3 e f, &c. parallel to E C, or at right angles to 
G H. Thence take the distances 1 a b, in No. 1, and transfer them to 1 a b 
in No. 2. Then take 2 c d in No. 1, and set them off at 2 c d in No. 2, and so 
on until you have got all of the several ordinates transfered from No. 1, to No. 
2. Then with a pencil draw the curve A B in No. 2, through the points at ace 
&c. then at C D through bdf fyc, which completes the face mould. 

In order to work this rail out, let us suppose No. 2, to be the plank, and the 
pattern of the face-mould being laid on upon the face of it as represented in the 
diagram of the figure ; mark around on the inside of the pattern at B A I, and on 
the outside also at D C J. Take the pattern off, and let the plank be turned up 
upon its edge as represented on the plate, at the right of No. 2, then place your 
pitch board on the edge as represented at A B C and draw the vertical line A D; 
slip the pitch-board along at E, and draw E F, to G also, and draw G H.— 
Then let the plank be turned down upon the other side, and turn the pattern of 
the face mould over so as to have the edge E B D, lie upon the edge at D F H, 
and mark around it as above described. Then let this plank be screwed into a 
vice, and set your compass-saw in on the line E F upon the edge of the plank as 

represented at the right of No. 2, and saw the quadrant part around to A D, by 
following the lines which are drawn upon both sides of the plank. Then set the 
saw in on the line G H and let this be worked around in the same manner_ 
Thence if your rail be .round, draw the circle as represented at E F, G H, which 
does not require the plank to be thicker than that of the level part as represent¬ 
ed at the left of No. 1. 

To draw the vertical scroll of the hand rail. This is generally made about 
eight inches in height; therefore we will suppose the height on the line A B as 
in fig. 4. No. l,to be eight inches. Then let the line A B be divided into eight 
equal parts, then each division will be equal to one inch, and bisect the fifth di¬ 
vision at the centre 1, from A down; from 1 draw 1,2, at right angles to A B, 
which make 1, 2, equal in length to one inch or one of the eight parts (see fig. 4, 
No. 2, on which the centres are drawn to the full size;) bisect A B at the cen¬ 

tre H. 
Draw the lines B G C and H E D, at pleasure, and at right angles to A B.— 

Take the distance of B H in your compasses, and set it off from B to G and 
draw the lineE F G parallel to A B. Bisect E G at the centre E—Then take 
the distance of G F and set it off from G to C and draw C D parallel to G E.— 
Then will A B C D and E be the centres as represented at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in 
No. t. 

To describe the scroll as in No. 1. Take the distance of 1 A in your com¬ 
passes and on I as a centre draw the quadrant A C. Then on 2, as acenlre with 
the distance of 2 C draw the quadrent C D. Then on 3 as a centre with the 
distance of 3 D draw the quadrant D E. Then on 4 as a centre with the dis¬ 
tance 4 E draw the quadrant E F. Then on t> as a centre with the distance of 
5 F draw F G. Then from Aset down the thickness of your rail at H ; and 
then in 1 as a centre with the distance of 1 11 draw the quadrant H G, cutting 
the former at G: which completes it. 

To draw the ease-off of the tailing-mould ; let a line be drawn from A at I, at 
right angles to the perpendicular A B. From A set off 2j inches to J. Then 
place your pitch board on as represented at 1 J K, and draw the raking line J K 
and set off about 3 inches from J to 1, and form the curve by the intersecting 
lines. 

In putting up a continued rail of the above description there should he one or 
more iron balusters inserted near the, well-hole at the landing, to support the 
rail and prevent it from trembling ; or you may let an iron run from the under 
side of the raking rail off into the trimmer joist, as represented at A B C in Fig. G. 

To describe a scroll for a hand-rail as in fig. 5, No. I- The reader will ob¬ 
serve the scroll that has already been described on this Plate, is suitable for one 
of 8 inches ; and the one that has been described on Plate 20, is suitable for one 
of 10 inches ; which is drawn at full size And the. one that 1 am now about to 
describe, will be suitable for one of 12 inches; though either of the above men¬ 
tioned examples, may be increased, or diminished, as choice may direct. 

To describe this scroll as in fig. 5, No. 1, suppose the line A B the width of the 
scroll to be twelve inches. Then divide the line A B into eleven equal parts, and 
from 1, at the sixth division from A, draw 1, 2, at right angles to A B and make 
1,2, equal in length to one of the eleven divisions. We will now turn to fig. 5, 
No. 2, where the centres are drawn at full size. Let AB be equal in length to 
1, 2, or one of the eleven divisions as in No. 1. Bisect A B asin No, 2, at the 
centre K ; from Iv draw K H at right, angles to A B and make Iv 11 equal to K 
A or K B ; join the diagonals II A and H B. From B draw B J C at pleasure, 
and at right angles to A B ; from H draw H J parallel to A B ; and bisect H J 
at the centre G ; then bisect H G at the centre I; and from I draw I L parallel 
to B C, which make l L equal in length to I J ; from L draw L (1 parallel to I J; 
produce the line C L to D and make L D equal in length to L C. From D draw 
DE parallel to L I or B C until it meets the diagonal IIA at E ; From E draw 
E F parallel to A B, until it meets the diagonal H B at F ; from F join F G.— 
Then will ABCDEF and G be the centres, which is the same as 1234J6 and 7, 
in No. 1. Thence in No. 1, take the distance of I A in your compasses, and one 
foot in 1 as a centre draw the quadrant A C. Then in 2, as a centre, with the 
distance of 2C draw the quadrant C D. Then in 3 as a centre with distance of 
3D draw the quadrant D E. Then in 4-as a centre with the distance of 4E, 
draw the quadrant E F. Then in five as a centre, with the distance of &F draw 
the quadrant F G. Then in 6, as a centre with the distance of 6 G draw the 
quadrent G H. Then in 7 as a centre with the distance of 7 H draw the arc to J. 

Then set off the bigness of your rail from A toJ. And again, with one foot 
of your compadb in 1 as a centre with the distance of 1J draw the quadrant J K. 

Then in 2, as a centre with the distance, of 2K draw the quadrent KL. Then 
in 3 as a centre with the distance of3L draw the arc at 1, intersecting the former 
at I, which completesit. 

Fig. 7, Shows a section of a clog-legged stair with newel-posts. 
The proportions are figured off in feet and inches. 
The shortest newel, as represented at the landing stands opposite to the other. 

The hand-rail of the stair finishes with a knee at the bottom, and is mitred into a 
cap, which is turned on the upper part of the newel, the cap being turned in the 
form of the rail. And the rail miters into the cap of the newel-posts at the upper 
part, and is ramped up in the form of a Swan-neck, so called, being concave be¬ 
low and convex on the top, and terminating at the newel, so as to be parallel to 
the horizon. 

This kind of stair, is substantial when finished, but its erection requires double 
the labor necessary for the completion of continued rails, as described on this 
plate. 

DESIGNS FOR CHIMNEY-PIECES. (PLATE 23.) 

Fig. 1 represents a design for a Grecian Chimney-piece, suitable for a Dining 
Room. The ornaments in the pilasters represents ripe fruit; the tymphan of the 
pediment, an antique wreath, with ribbons ; the extremities of which are ter¬ 
minated by Grecian heads, taken from models in the British Museum. The de¬ 
sign is by Mr. Elsam, taken from an English work. 
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Fig. 2 represents a design for a Grecian Chimney-piece, with antae, imitated 

from the Choragic, Monument of Trysallus. 
Fig. 3 represents a design with pilasters, suitably adapted for a modem size 

Fig. 4 is a design with columns after the Grecian style. 1 he tablet and truss¬ 
es of the frieze both in this example and also in that of fig. 3, are finished with 
diamond pannels ; and the opening between the trusses and tablet are pannel- 
ed • they may be sunk about half an inch, and the form of them upon the lace 
,nay be made like those at AC (pi. 12.) The trusses and entablature may pro¬ 
ject i to } of an inch from the pannels of those which are sunk into the lneze. 

The plans of these designs are not described ; but the columns of that in ng. 
should stand clear from the face of the wall or the stiles of the frame ; that is, let 
the abacus be perfectly square so as to have the capital ol the column stand clear. 

The pilasters of that of fig. 3 may project equal to one fourth ol their bieacltti, 

which will be about two inches. ,,, ,• , 
in fig- 2, let the antae project equal to one half of their breadth or diameter, 

which will be 4} inches ; and then let one of the antique wreaths be cut in the 
centre, and place the halves on the returns of the ends of the frieze. 

That of fig. 1 should project so far as lo have so much of the head show on 
the ends as it does in front. This example and those of figures 2 and 4 are cal¬ 
culated for large size rooms ; there is a scale of feet and inches applied loi each 
example, though their general outlines are expressed in feet and inches, by hgures. 
A is a section of the dentil band as in fig. 2, drawn at full size for practice—L> 
the antae capital at full size also.—C is a section through the front of the cap ot 
shelf of the Chimney-piece.—D the bed-mould under the shell which is recessed 
into the soffit, the height e, e.—E a section of the capital of thcco umn at lull 
size, as in fig. 4.—F and G a section of the cap and bed-mould at full size also. 
g, g, shows so much of the bed-mould as is recesssed into the soffit. 

Plans and Elevations for Country Villacs. (Plate 24.) 

Fig. I exhibits the plan of the main body of the house, and elevation of the 
same, with a portico in front ; the order is ol the Grecian Doric. 

An addition to the main body, as represented at AAA is usually erected loi a 
kitchen, wash-room &.c. The doors at DD enter the kitchen from th earning 
room and hall. The door at C in the hall, leads out into an open colonnade, and 
the two windows also at BB in the setting room, come down near to the level of 
the floor, forming a step out. The sash frames should be so constructed as to 
make the sashes go higher up than the top ol the window, in order that a peison 
rnay walk out without stooping. The rooms are. calculated lobe heated with 
coal, the grates are set at E,E,EE and the flues go up within the walls as lepie- 

sented on the plan. ... , , 
There is a scale of feel applied, on which the different parts may be measuied ; 

or the dimensions are as follows :—The whole length of the building fiom the 
extremities of the antae is 48 feet 4 inches. The breadth of the portico at the 
top of the columns is 32 feet, audits height, from the surface of the ground to the 
top of the crowning mould of the cornice, 27 feet 10 inches; the entrance lsiaised 
2 feet above the level of the ground, and ascended by three steps. I he columns 
are 20 feet in height, and 2 feet 11 inches in diameter, being a trifle less than 
seven diameters ; which we may consider a suitable proportion for a private 
dwelling. The Entablature is two diameters in height, which is 5 feet 10 inches. 
The height of the Architrave and Frieze are each made 44 minutes, equal to 2 

feet 1-J inches for the height of each. The Triglyph’s are made 28 minutes in 
breadth, nearly 16 f inches. The breadth of the metopes is made 42 minutes, 
equal to 24} inches. The height of the cornice is 32 minutes, equal to 18} inch¬ 
es, and the projection is 27} minutes, equal to 16} inches. 

The breadth or diameter of the antae are 55 minutes, being equal to 2 feet 7} 
inches, and they project from the face, of the wall 8 inches, or the length of one 
brick. The capitals of the anfae are taken from the Choragic Monument of 
Trysallus, as described in {Jig- 6. pi. 9, vol. 1 of Orders.) J he face ol the antae 
is on a vertical line with the face of the architrave ; and the breadth ot the soffit 
of the architrave or epistylium, is equal to the breadth of the antae or 55 min¬ 
utes : that is, in the pediment pari. The glass of the windows in the first story 
are 18 by 12 inches ; and those of the second story 16 by 12. 

Note.—Among all the entablatures of the Five Orders, the Doric is the most 
difficult to distribute : it is on account of the intervals between the centres of the 
triglyphs, which will not admit of being increased or decreased, without materi¬ 
ally injuring the symmetry and characteristic beauty of the composition. And 
whenever the composer doubts in such a case, it will be better to leave them ofl 
entirely, and only employ the dentil-band, as represented in (figures 3, 4 an 5, on 
Plate 26.) For we may conceive by comparing this plan and elevation to that 
of fig. 2, their proportions of the piers or spaces are not so correct, neither upon 
the exterior part, nor in the interior part of the rooms. 

Fig. 2 represents a plan and elevation of a Country Villa, with a portico in 
front, in the Ionic Order; taken from the little Ionic Temple on the river Ilyssus 
near Athens ; as described on (pi. 10, vol. 1 of Orders.) The dimensions ol this 
building are nearly the same as the other, or as follows. The whole length from 
the extremities of the antae is 48 feet 6 inches. The breadth of the portico at the 
top of the columns is 30 feet 2 inches. The whole height from the surface of the 
ground to the top of the crown moulding of the cornice 27 feet 6 inches, lhe 
three steps that ascend is equal to 2 feet. The columns are 20 feet 2 inches in 
height including the base and capital; and their diameter is 2 feet 4 inches, 
which is equal to 8} diameters or nearly. The entablature is 2 diameters and 
17 minutes, which is equal to 5 feet 4 inches. The height of the architrave is 
55| minutes, and equal to 2 feet 2 inches. The frieze 49f minutes or 23 inches. 
The cornice 32 minutes or 15 inches. The projection of the cornice 39 minutes 
?r 18} inches. The breadth of the antae is 54 minutes, which is equal to 25 } 
inches; and the soffit of the epistylium of the portico, the same. The antae 
project from the face of the wall 6 inches, and the face of them stand on a line 
perpendicular to the face of the architrave of the entablature. The glass in the 

windows of the first story are 18 by 12 inches, and those of the second slorv 16 

by 12. 
Plate 25 exhibits the plans and elevations for Country Villas, after the Castel¬ 

lated or Gothic style ; or more properly called, British Architecture. The de¬ 

signs are by M. A. Nicholson. 
.Fig. ]. Elevation of a Castellated Gothic Villa, with buttresses, &c. The 

whole length of this building is 78 feet ; and its height from the surface of the 
ground to the top of the battlements, 34 feet 2 inches. The battlements are con¬ 
tinued all around the building, and the height of them is 2 feet 6 inches. The 
buttresses are 29 feet 3 inches high, with two water tables, on the top of which 
is a cornice. The cornice is continued all round the building. The windows 
on the ground floor are 4 feet 3 inches from the ground, their height 9 feet, and 
width 4 feet. The top of each window is crowned with a tablet, which reaches 
a little below the top of the window, on each side. The chamber-floor windows 
are 19 feet from the ground, their height is 8 feet, and width 4 feet, and they are 
crowned with a tablet, as below. The entrance is on the flank to the left, raised 

1 foot 6 inches above the level of the ground, and ascended by three steps ; it is 
enclosed within a porch of 12 feet in front, and 8 feet deep ; the openings of the 
front and sides of the porch are 8 feet, and 4 feet 10 inches. The height to 
the springing of the arches is 8 feet, and to the top of the arch 3 feet 10 

j inches, over which runs a band, and is of the same height as that in the octagonal 
front of the building; on the right flank is a green-house, which will have a very 
beautiful effect on entering, as seen atone extremity of the passage through a 
sash-door. 

Fig. 2.—Ground Plan of the Principal Story. A Porch, 8 feet by 6 feet; B 
Passage, communicating with the different apartments, 74 feet long by 6 feet 
wide ; C Staircase to the Bed-chambers, steps 3 feet 6 inches long, treads 11 
inches, risers rather more than 6 inches; Breakfast-room, 20 feet by 17 feet 6 
inches ; Dining-room, 20 feet by 17 feet 6 inches ; Drawing-room, 30 by 30 feet ; 
Library, 20 feet by 17 feet 6 inches ; E Parlour, 20 feet by 17 feet 6 inches ; D 
Waiting-roim or Dressing-room, 19 feet by 15 feet; F Water-closet, which is en¬ 
tered by a door under the staircase ; Green-house, 42 feet 6 inches by 12 feet 6 
inches. The Servants'1 apartment &c. are on the basement, which is entered by 
the staircase, C. 

Fig. 3.—Elevation of a Castellated Gothic Villa, with Buttresses and Pinna¬ 
cles, on a straight Front. The extent of this building, from the extremity of one 
wing to that of the other, is 60 feet ; extent of each of the wings, 11 feet 10 inch¬ 
es. The body of the building, 36 feet 4 inches. The entrance, 3 feet 4 inches 
wide, with a Gothic head, receding from the central part of the front, 3 feet 6 
inches, forming a Porch, and raised above the level of the ground 1 foot 6 inches ; 
ascended by 3 steps of 6 inches rise. The entrance to the Porch is 4 feet 10 
inches wide, and it rises 6 feet to the springing of the arch; the arch is 4 feet 
high and is ornamented with mouldings and crockets on each side. The win¬ 
dows of the ground floor on each side of the Porch, are 6 feet 6 inches high by 4 
feet 6 inches wide ; those in the bed-chamber 4 feet 3 inches high and 4 feet 
wide. 

Fig. 4.—Ground Plan of the Principal Story. A flight of three steps to the 
Porch, L, 7 feet 7 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. 1 Hall, 9 feet 6 inches by 7 feet 7 
inches. N Staircase, steps 3 feet 3 inches, their rise is 6} inches, and the tread 
10j inches. PP Passage to the different apartments, 57 feet 8 inches by 4 feet. 
B Lireakfast-room, 14 feet 3 inches by 12 feet. A Dining-room, with folding 
doors, 14 feet 3 inches by 12 feet. F 12 feet 3 inches by 10 feet 7 inches. D 
Parlour, 12 feet by 10 feet 4 indies. C Library, 12 feet by 10 feet 4 inches. 
H Servants Waiting-room, 7 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 3 inches. E Kitchen, 12 
feet 3 inches by 10 feet 7 inches. G Wash-house, 10 feet by 7 feet 6 inches. O 
Water-closet, 4 feet 2 inches by 3 feet. 

Plate 26.—Elevations for Villas. Fig. 1 Elevation of a plain Country Villa. 
The dimensions are as follows breadth 24 feet, its’ height from the surface 
of the ground to the top of the crown-mould of the entablature, 25 feet. The en¬ 
trance is raised 2 feet 10 inches above the level of the ground, and ascended by 
four steps. The height of the entablature 3 feet 11 inches. The architrave 1 
foot 6 inches ; frieze 1 foot 6 inches; cornice 11 inches. The glass in the low¬ 
er windows are 10 inches by 11. Those of the upper 15 by 11. 

Fig. 2. Elevation of a Villa with antae and an entablature. The breadth 
of the building 24 feet 4 inches ; its height from the surface, of the ground to the 
top of the crown-mould of the entablature, 25 feet 8 inches. The entrance is 
raised 2 feet 10 inches from the level of the ground, and ascended by four steps. 
The height of the antae is 18 feet 2 inches; their breadth or diameter 2 feet 4 
inches orthe length of 3} bricks ; and their projection from the face of the wall 
4 inches or the breadth of one brick. The height of the entablature 4 feet 8 inch¬ 
es, or two diameters. The height of the architrave is 22 inches ; the frieze 19} 
inches cornice 14} inches. The Antae Capitals are taken from (fig'. 2 on pi. 11 
vol. 1 of Orders.) 

The entablature may be taken from pi. 10 or from pi. 1 ; or the entablatures 
from plates 24 or 25 may be used if a dentil cornice is required. Let the breadth 
or diameter of the antae be divided into 60 minutes, and proportion the mouldings 
&c. from the scale. The glass in the lower windows are 16 inches by 11, and 
those in the upper, 15 by 11. 

Fig. 3.—Elevation of a Villa with antae and an entablature. The dimen¬ 
sions of this building are nearly the same as the one last described, or as follows : 
Its breadth 24 feet 4 inches ; the height from the surface of the ground to the top 
of the crown-mould of the cornice, 25 feet 4 inches; the height of the antae, 18 
feet 2 inches; their breadth 2 feet 4 inches, or the length of 3} bricks ; projection 
4 inches, or the breadth of one brick. The. height of the entablature is 4 feet 4 
inches, or 111 minutes ; the architrave is 21 inches, or 45 minutes ; the frieze 17 
inches or 36 minutes ; and the cornice 14 inches or 30 minutes. The antae cap¬ 
ital is taken from (fig. 6, pi. 9, vol. 1 of Orders,) the height of which is 27} min¬ 
utes, or equal to 12} inches. The proportions of the entablature are from (pi. 3,) 
only the mutules are left off and the frieze is made 4 minutes higher. Figures 1 
2 and 3 are drawn from the scale of feet which is exhibiied at Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4.—Elevation of a Villa, with a Belvedere turret, or an observatory, which 
if the building be erected on elevated ground, will afford a favorable situation for 
viewing the surrounding country. 

The Order or style of this building is the same as the one last described; and 
the dimensions are as follows ; The extent of the front of this building to the 
extremities of the antae, is 46 feet; its height from the surface of the ground to 
the top ol the crown-mould of the cornice, 29 feet 5 inches. There are four steps 
8 inches each, which are equal to the height of 2 feet 8 inches from the level of 
the ground. The height of the antae 21 feet; their diameter or breadth 3 feet, 
or the length ol 4] bricks ; they project 8 inches, or the length of one hrick. The 
height of the entablature is 5 feet 9 inches, or 1 diameter and 55 minutes. The 
architrave is 2 feet 4} inches nearly, or 47 minutes ; frieze 1 foot 8 inches, or 37 
minutes; cornice 1 foot 6| inches, or 31 minutes. The ledge or belt above the 
cornice, is ICR inches in height, or 18 minutes. The gutters of the roof should 
lie on the back side of this belt, and they may be made of tin, copper, or any oth¬ 
er metal. The face of this belt stands out about 4 inches from the vertical face 
of the entablature, and the chimney-shafts stand a little within so as to have the 
water run freely in the gutter, betwixt the belt and chimney. The roof should 

■be covered with tin or some other metal, especially that part below the belt. 
The roof rises 8 feet from the top of the crown-mould of the cornice, to the un¬ 
der side,of the belvedere. The belvedere is 10 feet in breadth; and its height 
Irom the under side of the plinth or pedestal to the top of the cornice, is 15 feet. 
The plinth on which the antae sets is 1 foot 5 inches in height. The height of 
the antae is 10 feet, and their breadth or diameter is 1 foot I0j- inches ; and they 
project 6 inches. The height of the entablature is 3 feet 7 inches, or 1 diameter 
and 55 minutes. The architrave is 1 foot 5j inches, or 47 minutes nearly ; the 
Ineze is I foot If inches, or 37 minutes; and the cornice is Ilf inches, or 31 
minutes. The windows are of the Grecian style, the breadth of them are 3 feet 
10 inches, that is, the sashes ; their hgight is 7 feet. The architraves are 9 inch¬ 
es in breadth, and are similar to those of (fig. 8 or 9, on pi. 16.) The sashes 
should be made in one part, and so constructed as to run higher up above the top 
of the sash-frame into the entablature. The glass in the windows of the princi¬ 
pal story may be from 18 to 20 inches by 12; and those of the chamber windows 
16 to 18 by 12. 

Fig. 5, shows an Elevation of a building suitably constructed for a City block, 

°f ,]• 'll-6 tl,le,buildiDe is continued from one street to another or around a square, 
and is divided into a number ol tenements. The dimensions and parts of this 
building may be taken from the scale of feet. The basement story is supposed 
to be finished, and the windows in front consist of six panes of glass, and the size 

■oi them are 20 inches by 12. Those in the principal story consist of twelve panes 
each, the size of which is 20 inches by 12. And those in the first story of the 
bed-chambers are 18 inches by 12 ; and in the next, 16 by 12. The alticstory is 
designed to be finished also, with frieze windows, in the frieze of the ontablatuie. 
1 hese w indows are generally concealed with some kind of ornament, either 
foliage or a fret as represented. The walls of the basement and principal story 
are calculated to be built of stone, and that of the principal story rusticated, 
i he thickness of the basement wall is 20 inches, ar.d that of the principal story 
16. Above the principal story the walls are supposed to be built of brick, w ith 
antae; the antae projects inches, their diameter or breadth is 3 feet, or the 
length of 4j bricks. Their height is 20 feet; and the entablature is 6 feet or two 
diameters. Above this entablature is a Balustrade ; the height of which is 5 
leet, or 100 minutes. The height of the base or plinth is 1 foot 2j- inches, or 24 
minutes t he die of the pedestal is 3 feet in height, or 60 minutes ; and their 
breadth is also the same ; the height of the cornice is 9v inches or 16 minutes. 

TIate 27.—Ground Plan and Elevations of a Church in the Grecian Style.— 
I he design is by M. A. Nicholson. 

References to the plan. The Portico (a) of four columns, projects out from 
the front of the wall, 8 feet 6 inches. The Vislibule (b) leads to the body of the 
chapel and side stair-cases ; diameter, 19 feet 9 inches within the columns. 

° , elllptlcal fo™ (fc) leading to the gallery, 22 feet1 8 inches by 
20 feet 9 inches ; length of treads, 4 feet 10 inches ; breadth in the middle, 11 
inches ; risers rather more than 6 inches. Side Entrances, (//.) 

I he body of the Church may be 89 feet long and 54 feet 3 inches broad, and 
it will contain sixteen hundred sittings, (including free seats,) exclusive of seats 
lor children in front of the organ. . 

hhhh, represents Pews 3 feet wide ; seats 1 foot; book-desk 5 V inches; oo, 
larger Pews ; pp, spaces between the free-seats. The Pulpit (n) of an hexa- 

ft^r ca rm ! 1 r‘atr as.cencJP;S Reading-desk, (m) with clerk’s seat in front; 
stair ( ) ascending to it. The Communion-place of a circular form, with four 
three-quarter columns, and two antae ; betwixt the columns are two niches and 
a window in the centre. 

The Vestry-room {s') is 22 feet 2 inches by 15 feet 4 inches. The entrance to 

£ptC^-arh alk o r eafbrl'?'i0 ■‘braiy above. The Anti-room under Portico (u) 10 
feet 5 inches by 8 feet. 1 he Robmg-room [t] 22 feet 2 inches by 15 feet 4 inch- 

I rhew“pTD 10/®et 5 niches by 8 feet. X Entrance to the Cata- 
inches." " Back-portico of four columns, projecting out from the wall 5 feet 6 

. ?h!SCriFti°\0f tllef *J0M Elevation. The extent of the front of this buildup 
to the extremities of the antae, is 64 feet 9 inches ; the breadth of the portico at 
the top of the columns, is 37 feet. The columns are raised 1 foot'7 j inchesabove 

described'1 f pf 23 VoMnf O f‘T the Monurnent of Lysicrates, as 
on LFJ. 23 V ol. 1 of Orders.] their diameter is 3 feet, and height inc ud- 

mg the base and capital, 29 feet. The height of the entablature is 7 feet 4 inch- 

2 fin^q -rC ktraVe^i[eet 9 lnches ’ the frieze, 1 foot 10 inches ; and the cornice 
_2 feet 9 inches. The ornament which stands on the top of the cornice is 13 
inches high, and is continued all round the building. The antaeLe nf fh! 

caphals^folie'antae^6 UPPef dialn-®terof the columns, and do not diminish. The 
SvWrr ■ k a composition, as there are no antae to be found in this 
style of Grecian architecture. The principal entrance is ascended by three steps 
m front of the port.co, of 6 * inches rise ; tread 1 foot. Its width atthebotlorn 

is 6 feet 11 inches ; it diminishes to the top, and its height is 14 feet. The side 
entrances are each 6 feet 7 inches at bottom, and diminish to the top ; their 
height 12 feet 9 inches, with an architrave round them and a cornice at the ton 
supported at each extremity by a console. The niches on each side of the prin ’ 
cipal entrance are 4 feet 3 inches wide and 9 feet 10 inches high, and diminish on 
each side parallel to the sides of the columns. The Attic, which stands over 
the cornice of the entablature, is 5 feet 9 inches high, with a dentil cornice and 
three iascias below. The height of the pediment is 7 feet 10 inches from the ton 
ol the cornice on the attic. The height of the pedestal, from the bottom of the 
pediment to the top of the columns round the belfry, is 7 feet 10 inches. The col¬ 
umns and entablature round the belfry are 20 feet 10 inches high, and are similar 
to those in the portico ; the wall which is seen between the columns, is rusticat¬ 
ed above the two plinths. The apertures in the belfry for letting out the sound" 
are 4 feet 2 inches wide, and 11 feet 3 inches high. 

The part where the dials of the clock are placed is of an octagonal form ■ its 
height, including the two circular steps from the top of the cornice, round the’ en¬ 
tablature ot the belfry, to the top of tne cornice, above the dials, is 9 feet 10 inch¬ 
es. 1 here are four dials in it at right angles to each other, and four small aner 
hires m the diagonal faces, each 3 feet, wide and 4 feet high, filled in with perfora- 
ted tuner hoarding in the form of scales. 

ihe part over the dials above the two circular steps, is of an octagonal form- 
with eight columns supporting an entablature. Its height, including the two cir¬ 
cular steps at the top of the entablature, is 15 feet 8 inches. The diameter of 
each column is t foot 6] inches and II feet 7 inches high; (he entablature c> 
feet 7 inches. 1 he height of the small pediments above the entablature is 1 foot 
9 inches, with a honey-suckle betwixt each. 

; ™fe fr$-t0[tlle spire above the top of the pediments to the top of the cross 
is 44 feet 9j inches and this potion is ornamented with scales to the height of 23 

ttciosr'sT^ fir height °‘ thestce‘jle’ Aground to the top of 

Description of the Flank Elevation— The whole extent of this front, including 
the projecting porticos on the bottom line of [he entablature, is 166 feet 3inehes° 
1 hat between the two extreme halfanlae, on fcach side of the bows, is 146 feet 
8 inches ; and the pain part between the bows, is 88 feet 2 inches Each of the 
bows is 6 feet 3 inches. T he height, from the lop of the steps to the top of the 
sills of the lower windows, is 3 feet 8 inches. The lower windows are 5 feet 2 
inches wide, diminishing a little at the top, and their height is 4 feet 10 inches 
I he height between the under side of the lintel of the lower windows and the 
top of (he sill of the upper windows is 6 feet 7 inches. The height of the win¬ 
dows above is 9 feet 6 inches; and the breadth, at the bottom, 5 feet, diminishing 
to the top about 3j inches. The height from the under side of the lintel of the 
upper windows, to the lower line ot the entablature, is 4 feet 5 inches The 
height from the ground to the top of the roof is 50 feet 7] inches. T he frames of 
the windows to be of metal. All the ornaments on the exterior of this building 
may be of terra-cotta, or of stone, if built in a country where both labour and 
SLOiiG are cneap. 

Plate,28 •—Ground Plan and Elevations of a Chapel.—A. represents the Porch 
recessed within two columns, 26 feet 4 inches by 4 feet 6 inches. B an elliptic-’ 

a‘ S'’ f''th pl'aste';sahd niches’ lighted from the top, 27 feet 3 inches by 
16 feet 10 inches. D and C, Side Staircases to gallery, 25 feet by 13 feet • with 
a circular staircase in one corner, leading to the children's gallery and tower. 

1 he size of the interior body of the chapel is 83 feet by 5 8 feet. The princi¬ 
pal passage, representing the free seats, is 8 feet within the clear of the pew doors. 
1 he side passages are each 3 feet to the front of the seats next the walls. The 

ffTOtTmches1. WKe 5 theSeatS ' foot; the book-desk 3 finches; and the doors 

pLhe P,&Ui W,is ?f ,a,n hexag°nal form, with stairs ascending up to it. o, 
Reading-Desk, with clerk’s seat in front. ’ 

The little black circles represent the columns which support the gallery. The 
Communion-Place [H] is of an elliptical form, and raised one foot hi'di. E Ves- 

lncbf bV8 fe?1’ wkP a fire-place, and small closets in the, 

M 6 feet Si fTf CltSet' $ 6 fePt 2 ,n0llPS by 5 feet 2 inches' Water-Closet 
nh I ,‘r\ f?etf9*nches> the mean prpporhon. F, Robing. Room, with fire- 

vaults. d °f h® Sam® d,mensions as Vestry-Room. G, entrance to the 

Description of the Front Elevation.—This building is in the style of the Grc- 

1 ^ extent ?f itafront, to the extremities of the pilasters, is 66 feet. 
Its height, from the ground to the top of the cross, is 112 feel. The entrance or 
door, is raised 2 feet 8 inches above the level of the ground, ascended by 5 steps 
of rather more than 6 inches rise, which are continued allround the building. 

he opening of the door is 7 feet 3 inches in the clear at bottom, and 6 feet 10 
inches at the top; diminishing about one-seventeenth part of the breadth. The 

?°.0r,‘s 0‘,oak I'*,13 divided into eight panels, and opens in two halves, to the 
leight of the bead betwixt the third and fourth panel; and is hinged to a vertical 
bead, which runs up bythe side of the architrave of the door. The architrave is 
about two-ninths ot the breadth of the door. That part of the architrave which 

nfceln^pT theft0p-°,fthe door’is a little Irss- Over the architrave is a Cor- 
„V nf f? Pedl™en,t’ Wlth ai1 ornament at each corner, supported at each extrem- 

w^th bas s -an fnl°ri"tion. ^ ^ & Pand> which may be filled in 

. '{he columns are 31 feet 5 inches high; their diameter at bottom 5 feet 2* 

S:-anS t0P4/?et' Jhe pilasters are of the same width as the top of the 

Th nsvilnsTh T,hp0l1wpgS are those of the Monument of 
m hnttni ;f r bfwixt the piasters, are 5 feet 5 inches wide 
at bottom and at top 5 feet lj inches. The windows above are of the same 
width at bottom as those below, and at top 5 feet 3J inches. The architraves 
are 1 foot 1 ] inches with a break at top, of about 2 inches. The bars of the 
wmdowsarB of metal. The sills of the windows are 1l£ inches. 

The height of the Arch, rave, Frieze, and Cornice, is 8 feet. The breadth of 
the triglyphs is 2 feet n inches. The height of the Pediment, from the top of the 
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cornice to the top ofthe Cymalium, is 11 fee: 6 inches: on the top, and at each 
extremity of which are placed Acroterice. 

That part which projects heyond the bottom ofthe Cupola, is to admit light 
into the vestibule by means of six small windows in the faces of the pedestal of 
the Cupola, which is concealed within it. The windows in the belfry are 4 feet 
5 inches wide, and !1 feet 6 inches high, to the top of the arch. The aperture 
of the latter is filled in with horizontal luffer-boarding. The pilasters round 
the belfry are 16 feet 6 inches high, and 1 foot 11 inches wide ; the moulding in 
the caps, are the same as those in the front; the bars are similar to the attic base ; 
the height of the entablature is 4 feet 2 inches, with wreaths in the frieze, and 
ornaments above the cornice. 

The part above the belfry, which contains the clock-work, is of an octagonal 
form, with a cornice and continued ornament above, similar to that on the 
top of the cornice of the Monument of Lysicrates. (Orders Plait X'XIIf.)— 
The faces of the octagonal part is filled in with four dials, at right angles to each 
other, and four small windows, 3 feet 6 inches wide, and 3 feet high : the aper¬ 
tures of which are filled in with luffer-boarding, in the form of scales. Above 
the octagonal part is a circular dome raised upon a step, with a ball and cross 
over it. 

Description of the.Flank Elevation.—The whole length of this elevation is 142 
feet between the two outer pilasters. That part between the pilasters, wherein 
the windows are, is 79 feet. The heights of the doors, pilasters, entablature, and 
cupola, are the same as those in the front elevation. The lower windows are 5 
feet 4 inches wide, and 4 feet 7 inches high, and diminish at the top one inch and 
a half: the windows above these are 5 feet 4 inches wide, aud 9 feet 8 inches 
high, and diminish 3 inches and three quarters at top. The architraves are 
foot 1 inch anrl a half, with a hrpak at«tnn nf ahnut 9 I 

I as a bracket. The next has three marks, or faces ; viz. at the right, a queen, in 
front, a king ; on the left, a bearded man, rather defaced. Above these runs a 
course of foilage displayed in large leaves. The uppermost division has six fig¬ 
ures, one beneath each of the little abutments, which guard the angles of the 
window. Against the wall on the right hand, is a man covered with hair, and 
with a long beard, holding a bird m one hand, in the other a branch ; next to him 
an angel playing upon a cithern : Then a king with a long beard, on his left hand' 
an old man clothed in a mantle ; beyond this figure, ayoutli in a close robe ; and 
lastly, against the wall, a bearded man, rather disfigured. A plan, or horizontal 
section, taken at two different heights, is drawn in the upper part ofthe Plate, D, 
L,; below is an enlarged section of the bracket, showing the projection of all its 
mouldings, with their several measurements. These details are also represented 
separately, with letters referring to the elevations B. Head upon the little brack- 

bpnL°H'Btl°f i1'1 - leb,'ank llshts- CA PaueI’ with sec,ion, of those 
beneath the lights. F loping of a buttress. H Finial rising from the crockets 
over every light. All examination of the interior of the oriel is unfortunately ob¬ 
structed by a modern chimney, built up within it. 

PLATE 30.—TURRET AND GABLE OF KING’S COLLEGE CHAP¬ 
EL, CAMBRIDGE. 

foot 1 inch and a half, with a break afftop of about 2 inches on each side : over 
.the top of the architrave is a cornice and a pediment, with a honey-suckle at each 
►extremity. 

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. 

Although much has been said against this style of building, yet it must be ac- 
iknowledged that we are indebted to Gothic Architects for many improvements 
in our present mode of construction. We find a lightness in Gothic designs, i 
and a boldness in their execution, which the Greeks and Romans never attain-1 
ed, or the moderns duly appreciated till within the last century. Formerly ev- 
ery design which did not perfectly accord with Grecian or Roman models was 

■ censured as barbarous and unworthy the attention of modern architects : but an 
■abatement of that enthusiastic zeal for classic structure which for a time univer¬ 
sally prevailed in Europe, opened the wav for a revolution in architecture.— 
Within the last century, many Gothic buildings have been erected in Great 
Britain that are admirable both for the art with which they were designed, and 

’the taste with which they were executed. The English Architect has studied 
the antiquities of Ins own country as well as those of Greece and Rome ; and 
the Gothic abbeys, cathedrals, and baronial castles of his ancestors, are no lon¬ 
ger considered as void of ornament or convenience. The ancient architecture of 
England is at the present period held in high esteem, and though the edifices of 

olden times ’ are fast falling to ruin, yet a remembrance oif them is preserved 
fin the beautiful buildings which are erected in every part of the country for 
•worship ; education, benevolence, and the accommodation of mankind. 

It would afford me much satisfaction to speak of Gothic Architecture at con¬ 
siderable length, but the limits of the present work will not permit me to enter its 

Jf any person desires to be thoroughly acquainted with this style of 
'building, he should examine the works of A. Pugins, where the subject is exten¬ 
sively treated of, and from which, the specimens here given were taken. 

PLATE 29-—FiG. 1,—PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE OPEN 
PARAPET AND TURRETS OVER THE WESTERN ENTRANCE 
OF HAMPTON COURT PALACE. N ^ 

A succession of three gates with towers over them, leads from the western 
lirontto the interior ofthe place, where king William’s buildings join to the an¬ 
cient courts. 

1 he embattled parapet here represented, has a very light airy effect; the 
tracery being all pierced, as is shown on the plan. The pinnacles, formed into 
slender copies ofthe turrets, instead of shooting up into pointed spires, as in ear¬ 
lier buildings, are peculiar to the latest period of Gothic taste. The same sort 

^pinnacle18 seen uPon the battlements of the hall, and in other parts of the pal- 

Fig. 2.—.Plan and Elevation of an Oriel Window, John of Gaunt's Palace, 
Lincoln. 

rJJZTT™ invcst;safe>'of domestic antiquities will not fail to appreciate this 
remnant of a once splendid habitation. In delineating its form and enrichments 
mosLcrupulms care has been taken to give a full and exact portrait: such an 

fit t'k?. sPecmen be,ng very rarely seen. The elevations ofthe front and pro- 

whirhbpltnhmL°re i1 Wiat ??tually ®xists’ except the tops of the pinnacles, 
which being broken off level with the foliage between them, are here restored in 

S£^EP0^"I?WI? ue ornaments; Jt may be also proper to notice, that 
three lights, which, no doubt, were once cloised well with roiallglass.—[Old Ro- 

2 | 6 ^quire of Low Degree] are now blocked up, and the mouldings 
w Sl ^ by plastering. I he bracket which sustains the frame of the 

The 1 ’ 't Cr°red W,t - scuj?ture’ divided by plain mouldings into four tiers._ 
The lowest of these consists of a single figure, representing an angel, serving 

7 

n„TrC u,131!?1 .^.^mg’s College, Cambridge, has been as much celebrated as 
any Gothic building in Europe, so that nothing need be said here respecting the 

f"™1;Bh.aract® °f '[s architecture. At the left of this Plate represents the up- 
pei part of one ofthe four lofty turrets which adorn its angles ; with a portion of 

fihVh'Hf|’C gab e‘ Jhetu[ret8 are corniced up without any ornament as high 
‘ ,e b.attlcrJietits of thereof above which they are beautifully decorated, as is 

shown m the 1 late. Fhe character of these decorations deserves a particular 
examination ; the projections and recesses are bold and decisive, producing a 
cleai and distinct effect even at the great height they are placed. The fretted 
compartments in the sides are pierced quite through the walls, giving light to the 
interior, and making the turrets appear very rich on the outside. The armorial 
badges and crowns refer to Henry VII., who contributed very largelv to the 

I completion of the structure, though it was not effected in his day. A, Plan ta- 
king in the lower compartments of the elevation. B, one cornel- of the same on 

| of fhf gable 6” C’ Mu l0n* An enIarSed elevation ofthe Cross upon the crest 

from°OxPfordht °f th'S ^ deS'gnS °f buttresses and one battlement, as taken 

»IS oxSs“ °f wi”dows-as ,alen f"» diiw 

and Henry VlP^Chapeb'S’ 5 are Cor"ioe* from We.tminster Abbey 

• Tbef.ect'ons these six specimens are drawn on a larger scale than the front 
views, the better to show the turns of the mouldings. S 

’igs. 1, 2, and 4 have crests of small battlements above the cornices and 

fZ TZS?liZ° '“',"71 With ””11 °rar““ ”f «■* set aUntervalsl— r igs. 3 and 5 have crests of leaves, arranged to a pattern of great elegance and 
which was very frequently used in the 15rh century. TheSof Fk 6 an 

ed on fthrn niece^ r°,ed ° A Thj? sPecil?en beingof wood, the entail is work- eti on a thin piece, inserted afterwards into the casement. 

Whrdsor.8 ’ 8’ 9 and 10’ 3re sPecimensof Parapets from St. George’s Chapel, 

1 lie upper roof of this magnificent structure is guarded bv a straight naranet 

a!sTpliced0n>KTeefotSfV'Vh']St theaislef have an embattled parapet, which is 
n ices Isstudded w th [oar-examples that are exhibited on this Plate, the cor- 

'fo1 which^thedruikfmg6was^erected^'whe^f'exhillitions 

gravest and most polished characters’ 

requi're^io'Kxpfonation!.0neSPOnd'ng scction of eachof these specimens seem to 

'«c.Pit„sa„d baie! orP„la„, 

tivthfcic’ 2 ai4d 3’ sbows tbl'<Ve specimens offoilated capitals, with their resDec- 
ve bases. It may be useful to observe, that in designing a can a ol d is sort 

bfi i”T,lird before «*—wC ,tol r ’ *i are applied , a small neck-mould is required to distinguish the can 

n heTco d6 andrrthe leaves -hoodlould such as fh t marked 
resnondini , % comparing the letters on the sections with the cor! 
responding ones on the elevations, the whole will be clearly explained Nos 1 

Lnl:0ftL:Uh0effc4nd °f the 14th No 3 ° the early part olMhe 

KSSSr1 1feel ani1 ind"by 4™- »"d“f«how !b. 

Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, are enrichments of cornices, 

of the capifofof a1cofom<n>!bIe ’ which is ^ptured with leaves, after the form 

Nos' 14 Tsd arc, sPecimens of running foilage, fruit, &c. 
„„f, .V * ,, a"d 17< are specimens of knots on the intersections of riho in 

an nhhtev? c*'6 *1?hown 111 P‘ofilo. a8 well as in front. In ?7, ^the letters IHS 
rntion ofthe sacred name Jesus, are wrought amongst the foilage. ’ 



APPE^I)L\-DECIMAL FRACTIONS. 

DECIMAL FRACTIONS. 

Fractions or Vulgar Fractions are expressions for any assignable part of an unit; 
they are usually denoted by two numbers, placed one above the other, with a 
line between them : thus, ( denotes the fraction one-fourth, or one part of four 
of some whole quantity, considered as divisible into four equal parts. The low¬ 
er number 4 is called the denominator of the fraction, shewing into how many 
parts whole or integer is divided ; and the upper number 1, is called the numera¬ 
tor, and shews how many of those equal parts are contained in the fraction. And 
it is evident that if the numerator and denominator be varied in the same ratio, 
the value of the fraction will remain unaltered : thus if the numerator and de¬ 
nominator of the fraction | be multiplied by 2, 3, or 4, SfC. the fractions arising 
will be a j>„, &,c. which are evidently equal to a. 

Decimal Fraction is a fraction whose denominator is always an unit with some 
number of ciphers annexed, the numerators of which may be any numbers what¬ 
ever ; as ,§3-, TJJ„,&c. And as the denominator of a decimal is always one 
of the numbers 10, 100, 1000, &c. the inconvenience of writing these denomina¬ 
tors may be avoided, by placing a point between the integral and the fractional 
part of the number ; thus x30 is written 3 ; and Ty„ is written 14; the mixed num¬ 
ber 3 TVo, consisting of whole numbers and fractional ones, is written 3.14. 

In setting down a decimal fraction, the numerator must consist of as many pla. 
ccs as there are ciphers in the denominator; and if it has not so many figures the 
defect must be supplied by placing ciphers before them; thus, Ti|==.16, TjV*«« 
.0016, &c. And as ciphers on the right hand sideof integers increase their value 
in a tenfold proportion, as .2, 20,200, &c. so when set on the left hand of decimal 
fractions, they decrease their value in a tenfold proportion, as .2, .02, .002. &c. 
but ciphers being set on the right hand of these fractions can make no altera¬ 
tion in their value, neither in their increase or their decrease; thus .2 

is the same as .20 or .200. The common arithmetical operations are performed 
the same way in decimals, as they are integers; regard being had only to the par¬ 
ticular notation, to distinguish the integral from the fractional part of a sum. 

ADDITION OF DECIMALS. 

EXAMPLE I. 
Multiply 4.35 by 5.6 

4.35 
5.6 

2.610 
21.75 

Answer 24.360 
In one of the factors is one decimal, 

and in the other two, their sum 3 is 
the number of decimals of the product. 

EXAMPLE H. 
Multiply 0.6 by 0.8. 

0.6 
0.8 

Answer 0,48 

• EXAMPLE Ilk 

Multiply 4.33 by .04. 
4.33 

.04 

Answer 17.32 

EXAMPLE IV. 
Multiply .12 by .09 

.12 

.09 

Answer .0108 
In each of the factors are two decimals, 

the product ought therefore to contain 4, 
and there being only 3 figures in the pro¬ 
duct I prefix a cipher. 

EXAMPLE V. 
Multiply .16 by 26. 

.16 
26. 

96 
32 

Answer 4.16 

EXAMPLE VI. 
Multiply 33.2 by 2.5. 

33.2 
2.5 

16.60 
66.4 

Answer 83.00 

Addition of decimals is performed exactly like that of whole numbers, placing 
the numbers of the same denomination under each other, in which case the deci¬ 
mal separating points will range straight in one column. 

EXAMPLES. 

Miles. Feet. Inches, 
34.6 4.30 4.53 
45.18 3.44 127.05 

126.306 12.25 .047 
.004 1.346 35.6 

Sum 206.090 21.336 167.227 

SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS. 

Subtraction of decimals is performed in the same manner as in whole num¬ 
bers, by observing to set the figures of the same denomination and the separat- 
ng points directly under each other. 

EXAMPLES. 

From 35.345 54.46 2.340 1246.2 
Take 3.23 .032 .286 25.164 

32.115 54.428 2.054 1211.036 

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS. 

Multiply the numbers together the same ns if they were whole numbers, and 
point off as many decimals on the right hand as there are decimals in both fac¬ 
tors together; and when it happens that there are not so many figures in the pro¬ 
duct as there must be decimals, then prefix as many ciphers to the left hand as 
will supply the defect. 

DIVISION OF DECIMALS. 

Division of Decimals is performed in the same manner as in whole numbers ; 
only observing that the number of decimals in the quotient, must be equal to the 
excess of the number of decimals of the dividend above those of the divisor.— 
When the divisor contains more decimals than the dividend, ciphers must be af¬ 
fixed to the right hand of the latter to make the number equal or exceed that of 
the divisor. 

EXAMPLE I. 
Divide 14.625 by 3.25. 

3.25)14.625(4,5 
1300 

1625 
1625 

In this example there are 2 decimals 
in the divisor, and 3 in the dividend, 
hence there is one decimal in the quo¬ 

tient. 

EXAMPLE II. 
Divide 0.35 by 0.7 

7).35(.5 
.35 

EXAMPLE 111. 
Divide 3.1 by .0062. 

Previous to the division I affix a 
number of cyphers to the right hand of 
3.1, which does not alter its value. 

.0062)3.100000(500.00 
310 

0000 
Therefore the answer is 500.00 or 

EXAMPLE IV. 
Divide 9.6 by .06. 

06)9.60 

Answer 160 
Here by affixing a cypher to 9.6 it be¬ 

comes 9.60, and has then 2 decimals in it 
which is the same number as is in the di¬ 
visor, therefore the quotient is an integer 
number. 

EXAMPLE V. 
Divide 17.256 by 1.16 
1.16)17.25C00(14,875 

116 

565 
464 

1016 
928 

880 
812 

680 

580 

500. 100 



DECIMAL FRACTIONS, iiC. if 

REDUCTION OF DECIMALS. 

If you wish to reduce a vulgar fraction to a decimal, you may add any num¬ 
ber of cyphers to the numerator, and divide it bv the denominator, the quotient 
will be the decimal fraction; the decimal point must be so placed that there may 
be as many figures to the right hand of it as you added cyphers to the numerator: 
if there are not as many figures in the quotient, you must place cyphers to the 
left hand to make up the number. 

EXAMPLEI. 
Reduce j to a decimal. 

5)1.0 

Answer .2 

EXAMPLE If. 
Reduce f to a decimal. 

8)3.000 

Answer 375 

EXAMPLE Ill. 
Reduce 3 inches to the decimal of a 

foot. 
Since 12inches=l foot, this fraction isf 

12)3.00 
EXAMPLE V. 

Reduce 1 foot and 6 inches to the de¬ 
cimal of a yard. 

Answer. .25. Here 1 foot 6 inches 18=inches. 
And 1 yard = 36 inches, therefore 

this fraction is if ; 
36)18.0(.5 Answer. 

| 180 
Ifyou have any decimal fraction, it is easy to find its value in the lower de¬ 

nominations of the same quantify ; thus if the fraction was a decimal of a yard, 
by multiplying it by 3 we have its value in feet and parts; if we multiply this by 
12, the product is its value in inches and parts ; and in the same manner the val¬ 
ues maybe obtained in oth’er cases. 

EXAMPLE TV. 
Reduce 3j inches to the decimal of a 

foot. 
3^ =}. this divided by 12isJr. 
Answer, 24)7.000(.291 

48 

220 
216 

First multiply 9 inches by 3, saying, 3 times 9 is 27 inches, which make 2 feet 
3 inches ; set down 3 under inches, and carry 2 to the feet, saying, 3 times 7 is 
21, and 2 that I carry make 23 ; set down 23 under the feet. 

Then begin with 6 inches, saying, 6 times 9 is 54 parts which is 4 inches and C 
parts ; set down 6 parts, and carry 4, saying, 6 times 7 is 42, and 4 that I carry is 
46 inches, which is 3 feet 10 inches ; which set down, and, add all up together, 
and the product is 27 feet 1 inch 6 parts. 

Example 2, Let 7 feet 5 inches 9 parts be multiplied by 3 feet 5 inches 3 
parts. 

F. 
Multiplicand 7 
Multiplier 3 

I. 
5 
5 

P. 
9 
3 

40 
24 

16 

22 •• 5 
3 - I 

1 

3 S. 
4 9 T. 

10-5-3 

Product 25 8 6-2-3 

EXAMPLE VI. 
Required the value of 3.25 yards. 

3.25 
3 

.75 
12 

9.00 
Answer S yards, 0 feet, 9 inches. 

EXAMPLE VII. 
Required the value of 7.231 days. 

7.231 
24 

924 
462 

5.544 
60 

32.640 
60 

38.400 
Answer 7 days, 5 hours, 22 minutes, 

and 33 seconds. 

MULTIPLICATION OF FEET, INCHES AND PARTS ; OR DUO¬ 
DECIMALS. 

The multiplication offeel and inches is generally called duodecimals, because 
every superior place is 12 times its next inferior in this scale of notation. This 
way of conceiving an unit to be divided, is chiefly in use among artificers, who 
generally take the linear dimensions of their work in feet and inches : It is like¬ 
wise called cross multiplication, because the factors are sometimes multiplied 
crosswise. 

RULE I. 

I . Under the multiplicand write the corresponding denominations ofthe mul¬ 
tiplier ; that is, feet under feet, inches under inches, p arts under parts, <^-c. 

2. Multiply each term in the multiplicand, beginning at the lowest, by the feet 
in the multiplier ; write each result under its respective term, observing to carry 
an unit for every 12, from each lower denomination to its next superior. 

3. In the same manner multiply every term in the multiplicand by the inches 
in the multiplier, and set the result of each term one place removed to the right- 
hand, of those in the multiplicand. 

4. Work in a similar manner with the parts in the multiplier, setting the result 
of each term removed two places to the right-hand of those in the multiplicand. 
Proceed in like manner with the rest of the denominations, and their sum will be 
the answer requuired. 

Example 1. Let 7 feet 9 inches be multiplied by 3 feet 6 inches. 

In this example, I first begin with 3 feet, and thereby multiply 7 feet 5 inches 
and 9 parts : First, I say, 3 times 9 is 27 parts, that is 2 inches and 3 parts ; set 
down 3 under the parts, and carry 2, saying, 3 times 5 is 15, and 2 I carry is 17, 
that is, 1 foot 5 inches ; set down 5 inches, and carry 1, and say, 3 times 7 is 21, 
and 1, I carry is 22 ; set down 22 feet: Then begin with 5 inches, saying. 5 
times 9 is 45, which is 45 seconds, which makes 3 parts and 9 seconds ; set down 
9 seconds a place towards the right hand, and carry 3 parts, saying 5 times 5 is 
25, and 3 I carry is 28, which is 2 inches and 4 parts, set down 4 parts and carry 2, 
saying 5 times 7 is 35, and 2,1 carry is 37, which is 3 feet 1 inch; set down 3 feet 
1 inch ; and begin to multiply by 3 parts, saving 3 times 9 is 27 thirds, that is % 
seconds and thirds; set down 3 thirds, and carry 2, saying 3 times 5 is 15, and 2 
I cariy is 17, that is, I part and 5 seconds; set down 5 seconds, and carry I, say¬ 
ing 3 times 7 is 21,and 1 l carry is 22, which is 1 inch and 10 parts, which set down 
and add all up, and the product is 25 feet 8 inches 6 parts 2 seconds 3 thirds, 

rule ii. 

When the feel in the Multiplicand are expressed by a large number. 

Multiply first by the feet in the multiplier, as before. Then, instead of multi¬ 
plying by the inches and parts, &c. proceed as in the Rule of Practice, by taking 
such aliquot parts of the multiplicand as correspond with the inches and parts, 
die. ofthe multiplier. Then the sum of them all will be the product required. 

Example 3, Let 75 feet 7 inches be multiplied by 9 feet 8 inches. 

In 
4 
4 

F. 
75 

9 

I. 
7 Multiplicand. 
8 Multiplier 

680 
25 
25 

3 
2 
2 

Product 730 

F. 
Multiplicand 7 
Multiplier 3 

I. 
9 
6 

23 
3 

3 Parts, 
10 - 6 

Product 27 

Multiply by 9 feet first, as above directed ; then instead of multiplying by the 
8 inches, let them be divided into aliquot parts of a foot, as 4 and 4, because 4 is 
the third part of 12. So ifyou take the third part of 75 feet 7 inches, and set it 
down twice, and add all together, the sum will be 730 feet 7 inches 8 parts. To 
take the third part, say, how often 3 in 7, which is twice ; set down 2 ; then be¬ 
cause twice 3 is 6, say, 6 cut of 7, and there remains 1, for which you must add 
to to the 5, and it makes 15 ; then the threes in 15 are 5 times ; set down 5 ; and 
because three times 5 is 15, there is 0 remains. Then go to the 7 inches, saying, 
the three in 7 are twice; set down 2 in the inches; and because twice 3 is 6, 
take 6 out of 7, and there remains 1 inch, which is 12 parts ; threes in 12 are 4 
times, and 0 remains. So the third part of 75 feet 7 inches is 25 feet 2 inches 4 
parts ; which set twice over, and add them together as in the example. 

Example 4. Let 37 feet 6 inches 5 parts, be multiplied by 4 feet 8 inches 6 parts 

I. 
0 

P. 
6 

F, 
37 

P. 
5 Multiplicand. 
6 Multiplier. 

150 
12 
12 

1 

5 
6 
G 

8 
5 
5 
9 

S. 
8 
8 
8 

T. 
6 

Product 177 

In this example I first multiply by 4 feet as usual. Then for the 8 inches I say 
4 inches is the third of a foot, therefore 1 take the third part of 37 feet 7 inches 5 
parts, which is 12 feet 6 inches 5 parts 8 seconds, and setitdowm twice. Then 
for 6 parts, Isay, 6 parts are the eight of four inches, because 12 parts make 1 
inch ; hence it follows^, that whatever be the value, or product, by 4 inches, the 
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value of 6 parts will be one-eighth thereof; therefore 1 take one-eighth of 12 feet 
6 inches 5 parts 8 seconds, and find it to be 1 foot 6 inches 5 parts, 8 seconds, 6 
thirds ; so that the sum of the whole is 177 feet 1 inch 5 parts 6 thirds. 

EXTRACTION OF THE SQUARE ROOT. 

If a square number be given; 

To find the Root thereof, that is to find out such a number, as being multiplied 
into itself, the product shall be equal to the number given ; such operation is call¬ 
ed, '.The Extraction of the Square Root; which to do, observe the following di¬ 
rections. 

1. You must point your given numbers ; that is, make a point over the unit's 
place, another over the hundred’s, and so over every second figure througout. 

2. Then seek the greatest square number in the first period towards the left 
hand, placing the square number under that point, and the root thereof in the 
quotient, and subtract the said square number from the first point, and to the re¬ 
mainder bring down the next point, and call that the resolvend. 

3. Then double the quotient, and place it for a divisor on the left hand of the 
resolvend; and seek how often the divisor is contained in the resolvend (reserv¬ 
ing always the unit’s place) and put the answer in the quotient, and also on the 
right hand side of the divisor ; then multiply by the figure last put up in the quo¬ 
tient, and subtract the product from the resolvend (as in common division) and 
bring down the next point to the remainder (if there be any more) and proceed 
as before. 

A Table of Squares and their Roots. 

Root 1 1 1 2 1 3 I 4 1 6 1 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 

Square 1 1 1 4 1 9 1 16 1 25 1 36 I 49 1 64 | 81 

Example 1. Let 4489 be a number given, and let the square root thereof be 
required. 

14489(67 
36 

127)889 Resolvend. 
889 Product. 

First, point the given number, as before directed ; then by the little table 
foregoing, seek the greatest square number in 44 (the first point to the left-hand) 
which you will find to be 36, and 6 the root; put 36 under 44, and 6 in the 
quotient, and subtract 36 from 44, and there remains 8. Then to that 8 bring 
down the other point 89, placing it on the right-hand, so it makes 889 for a re¬ 
solvend ; then double the quotient 6, and it makes 12 ; which place on the left- 
hand for a divisor, and seek how often 12 in 88 (reserving the unit’s place) the 
answer is 7 times ; which put in the quotient, and also on the right hand side of 
the divisor, and multiply 127 by 7, as in common division, and the product is 889, 
which subtracted from the resolvend, there remains nothing ; so is your work fin¬ 
ished ; and the square root of 4489 is 6? ; which root if you multiply by itself, 
that is 67 by 67, the product will be 4489, equal to the given square number, and 
proves the work to be right. Had there been any remainder it must have been 
added to the square of the root found. 

Exampte 2. Let 106929 be a number given, and let the square root thereof 
be required. 

106929(327 
9 

62)169 Resolvend. 
124 Product. 

647)4529 Resolvend. 
4629 Product. 

thirst point your given number, as before directed, putting a point over the 
units, hundreds, and tens of thousands ; then seek what is the greatest square 
number in 10 (the first point) which by the little table you will find to- be 9, and 3 
the root thereof; put 9 under 10, and 3 in the quotient; then subtract 9 out of 10, 
and there remains 1 ; to which bring down 69, the next point, and it makes 169 
for the resolvend ; then double the quotient 3, and it makes 6, which place on the 
left hand of the resolvend for a divisor, and seek how often 6 in 16 ; the answer 
is twice, put 2 in the quotient, and also on the right hand of the divisor making 
it 62. Then multiply 62 by the 2 you put in the quotient, and the product is 124; 
which subtract from the resolvend, and there remains 45 ; to which bring down 
29, the next point, and it makes 4529 for a new resolvend. Then double the 
quotient 32, and it makes 64, which place on the left side of the resolvend for 
the divisor, and seek how often 64 in 452, which you will find 7 times ; put 7 in 
the quotient, and also on the right hand of the divisor, making it 647, which mul¬ 
tiplied by the 7 in the quotient, it makes 4529, which subtracted from the resolv¬ 
end. there remains nothing. So 327 is the square root of the given number. 

Note. The root will always contain just so many figures, as there are points 
over the given number to be extracted : And these figures will be whole num¬ 

bers or decimals respectively, according as the points stand over the whole num¬ 
bers or decimals. The method of extracting the square root of adecimalis ex¬ 
actly the same as in the foregoing examples, only if the number of decimals be 
odd, annex a cypher to the right hand to make them even before you begin to 
point. The root may be continued to any number of figures you please, by an¬ 
nexing two cyphers at a time to each remainder, for a new resolvend. 

EXTRACTION OF THE CUBE ROOT. 

To extract the Cube Root, is nothing else but to find such a number, as be¬ 
ing first multiplied into itself, and then into that product, produceth the given 
number; which to perform, observe the following directions. 

1. You must point your given number, beginning with the unit’s place and 
make a point, or dot, over every third figure towards the left-hand. 

2. Seek the greatest cube number in the first point, towards the left-hand, 
putting the root thereof in the quotient, and the said cube number under the first 
point, and subtract it therefrom, and to the remainder bring down the next point, 
and call that the resolvend. 

3. Triple the. quotient, and place it under the resolvend ; the unit’s place of 
this under the ten’s place, of the resolvend ; and call this the triple quotient. 

4. Square the quotient, and triple the square and place it under the triple quo¬ 
tient ; the units of this under the ten’s place of the triple quotient, and call this 
the triple square. 

5. Add these two together, in the same order as they stand, and the sum shall 
be the divisor. 

6. Seek how often the divisor is contained in the resolvend, rejecting the unit’s 
place of the resolvend (as in the square root,) and putthe answer in the quotient. 

7. Cube the figure last put in the quotient, and put the unit’s place thereof un¬ 
der the unit’s place of the resolvend. 

8. Multiply the square of the figure last put in the quotient into the triple quo¬ 
tient, and place the product under the last, one place more to the left-hand. 

9. Multiply the triple square by the figure last put in the quotient, and place 
it under the last, one place more tp the left-hand. 

10. Add the three last numbers together, in (he same order as they stand, and 
call that the subtrahend. 

11. Subtract the subtrahend from the resolvend, and if there be another point, 
bring it down to the remainder, and call that a new resolvend, and proceed in all 
respects as before. 

Note. To square a number is to multiply that number by itself. And, 
To cube a number is to multiply the square of the number by the number it¬ 

self. 

A Table of Cubes and their Roots. 

Roots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Cubes 1 8 27 64 125 216 343 512 729 
' 

Example I. Let 314432 be a whole number, whose root is required. 

314432(68 Root. 
216 

98432’ Resolvend. 

18 Triple quotient of 6. 
108 Triple square of the quotient 6. 

1098 Divisor. 

512 Cube of 8, the last figure of the root. 
1152 The square of 8, by the triple quotient. 
864 The Triple square of the quotient 6 by 8. 

98432 The subtrahend. 

After you have pointed the given number, seek what is the greatest cube num¬ 
ber in 314, the first point, which, by the little table annexed to the rule you will' 
find to be 216, which is the nearest that is less than 314, and its root is 6 ; which 
put in the quotient, and 216 under 314, and subtract it therefrom, and there re¬ 
mains 98 ; to which bringdown the next point, 432, and annex it to 98; so will 
it make 98432 for the resolvend. Then triple the quotient 6, it makes 18, which 
write down the unit’s place, 8, under 3, the ten’s place of the resolvend. Them 
square the quotient 6, and triple the square, and it makes 108, which write un¬ 
der the triple quotient, one place towards the left-hand ; then add those two 
numbers together, and they make 1098 for the divisor. Then seek how often 
the divisor is contained in the resolvend, (rejecting the unit’s place thereof) that 
is, how often 1098 in 9843, which is 8 times ; put 8 in the quotient, and the value 
thereof below the divisor, the unit’s place under the unit’s place of the resolvend. 
Then square the 8 last put in the quotient, and multiply 64, the square thereof 
by the triple quotient 18 ; the product is 1152 ; set this under the cube of 8, the 
units of this under the tens of that. Then multiply the triple square of the quo¬ 
tient by 8, the figure last put up in the quotient, the product is 86 4 ; set this down 
under the last product, a place more to the left-hand. Then draw a line under 
these three, and add them together, and the sum is 98432, which is called the sub¬ 
trahend ; and being subtracted from the resolvend, the remainder is nothing : 
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which shows the number to be a true cubic number, whose root is 68 ; that is, if 

68 be cubed, it will make 314432. 
For if 68 be multiplied by 68, the product will be 4624 ; and this product, mul¬ 

tiplied, again by 63, the last product is 314432, which shows the work to be right. 

Example 2. Let the cube root of 5735339 be required. 
After you have pointed the given number, seek what is the greatest cube num¬ 

ber in 5, the first point, which by the little table, you will find to be 1, which 
place under 5, and 1, the root thereof, in the quotient; and subtract 1 from 5, and 
there remains 4 ; to which bring down the next point, it makes 4735 for the di¬ 
vidend. Then triple thel, audit makes 3; and the square of 1 isl, and the 
triple thereof is 3 ; which set one under another, in their order, and added, makes 
33 for the divisor. Seek how often the divisor goes in the resolvend, and pro¬ 

ceed as in .the last example. 

• • • 

.5735339(179 Root, 
1 

The length of lines which are measured with a chain, are in general way set 
down in links, as whole numbers, every chain being 100 links in length. There¬ 
fore after the dimensions are squared or the superfices found, it will be in 
square links, when this js the case it will be necessary to cut off five of the fig¬ 
ures on the right hand for decimals, and the rest will be acres. These decimals 
must be then multiplied by 4, for roods, and the decimals of these again, after 
five figures are cut off by 40 for poles, and the five decimals again by 2721 for 
feet. 

Article J. To measure a square, having equal sides. 
Rule.—Multiply the side of the square into itself, and the product will be tha 

area or superficial content, of the same name with the denomination taken, 

either in inches, feet, or yards, respectively, 
Let ABCD (fig. I pi. 34, of Mensuration,) which represents a square whose 

sides are 12 inches, or ) 2 feet. Multiply the side 12 by itself thus■— 
12 inches, 12 feet. 
12 inches, 12 feet. 

Area,-144 inches. 144 feet. 

4735 
3 Triple of the quotient 1, the first figure. 

3 The triple square of the quotient 1. 

33 The divisor. 

343 The cube of 7, the second figure of the root. 
,147 The square of 7, multiplied in the triple quotient 3. 
21 The triple square of the quotient multiplied by 7, 

3913 The subtrahend. 

•822339 The new resolvend. 

Art. II. To measure a Parallelogram or long square. 
Rule.—Multiply the length by the breadth and the product wHl be the area, 

or superficial content. 
Let ABCD, (fig. 2,) represent a parallelogram, whose length is 16 feet, aqd 

breadth 10 feet Length 16 
Breadth 10 

Area, 160 Ans. 
To demonstrate these examples let two sides of the given squares, be divided 

into equal parts as represented in the figures, and draw lines through the several 
divisions parallel to A B and A D which will divide the figures into as many lit¬ 
tle squares as it contains inches, feet, respectively, 

51 The triple of the quotient 17, the two first figures. 
867 The triple square of the quotient 17. 

8721 Divisor. 

729 The cube of 9, the last figure of the root. 
4131 The square of the 9, multiplied by the triple quotient 51.• 

7803 The triple square of the quotient 867 by 9. 

822339 The subtrahend. 

In this example, 33, the first divisor, seems to be contained more than seven 
times in 473, the dividend, after the unit’s place has been rejected ; but il you 
work with 9, or 8, you will find that the subtrahend will be greater than the di¬ 

vidend. 

MENSURATION 

Of Superfices and Solids. 
Section I. or superfices. 

The areas or superfices of any plane figure is estimated by the dumber of 
squares contained in its surface ; the side of those squares being either an inch, 
a foot, a yard, a link, or a chain according to the measures peculiar to differ¬ 
ent artists. 

Our common measures of length is given in ihe tables below the right hand ta¬ 
ble, it is the square measure as taken from the other by squaring the. several num¬ 
bers. 

1 
Lineal Measure. 

12 Inches 1 Foot. 
3 Feet 1 Yard. 
6 Feet 1 Fathom 

16A Feet ) S 1 Pole or 
5- Yards J ) Rod 
40 Poles 1 Furlong 

8 Furlongs 1 Mile 

2 
Square Measure. 

144 Inches 1 Foot. 
9 Feet 1 Yard. 

36 Feet 1 Fathom. 
272j Feet ) 5 1 Pole or 
301 Yards ) l Rod 

1600 Poles 1 Furlong. 
64 Furlongs 1 Mile. 

Land is generally measured by a chain of 4 rods or 66 feet in length, called 
Gunters chain, from the name of the inventor. 

This chain is made up of 100 links, and every tenth link, from cither end, is 
marked by a small brass plate attached to it and notched to designate its number 
from the end. This chain being divided into one hundred equal parts is a con¬ 
venient one, since the divisions, or links, are decimals of the whole chain and in 
the calculations may be treated as such. 

The length of the chain being 4 poles or 66 feet, is equal to 792 inches which 
being divided by 100, gives 7,92 inches for the length of each link a mile being 
equal to 320 rods, therefore 80 chains is equal to 1 mile, and 40 chains is equal 
to half a mile, and 20 chains is equal to one fourth of a mile. And ten square 
phainsor ten in length and one in breadth, make an acre, or 160 square poles or 
100,000 square links each being the same in quantity. Forty perches or square 
poles make a rood, and 4 roods, make an acre. 8 

Art. III. To measure a Rhombus. 
Rule.—Multiply the side by the length of a perpendicular let fall from one of 

,the obtuse angles to the opposite side. 
What is the area of a rhombus ABCD (fig. 3) the length A B being 5 feet 

9 inches, and the perpendicular height A E 5 feet, 9 inches. 
By duodecimals. By decimals. 

5-9 5-9 5-75 
5-9 5-9 5-75 

4-3-9 28-9 2875 
28-9 4-3-9 4025 
- -=— 2875 

Ans.33-0-9 Ans. 33-0-9-r 
f i ii f i ii Ans. 33,0625. 

Art. IV. To find the area of a Rhomboid. 

Rule.—Multiply one of the longest sides by the perpendicular let fall from 
one of the obtuse angles to the opposite side. 

What is the area of a rhomboid ABCD (fig. 4) whose length A B is lOf. 9 
and the perpendicular height A E 4f.-6i. 

10-9 10-9 10-75 
4 6 4 6 4.50 

5-4-6 43-0 53750 
43-0 5-4-6 4300 

Ans. 48-4-6 48-4-6 48,3750 
f i H f i ii 

Demonstration of the two last figures; let B F in (fig. 3 and 4) be drawn per¬ 
pendicular to A B, and produce the line C D to F, then will the angles A D E be 
equal to the angles B C F and A B E F will be a square in fig. 3, and fig. 4 will 
be a rectangle. 

Art. V. To find the area of a Trapezoid. 

Rule—Mu ltiply the half sum of the parallel ends, by the length and the 
duct will be the area. 

nd B C 3f-8 and 12f 3 inches long. 
End A D= 4-6 12-3 12-3 

4-1 End B C = 3-8 4-1 

divide 2)8-2 1-0-3 49-0 
— 49-0 1-0-3 
4-1-half sum -- 

Ans. 50-0-3 

/ * H 
50-0-3 

pro- 

4f-6 

Art. VI. To find the area of a Triangle. 

Rule.—If it be a right angled triangle multiply the base by half the perpen¬ 
dicular, or half the base by the perpendicular, and the product will be the area ; 
but if it be an oblique, obtuse, or acute angled-triangle multiply the base by half 
of the perpendicular let fall on the base from the angle opposite to it, and the 
product will be the area. 
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What is the area of the triangle ABC (fig. 6.) whose base A B is 24f-and 
the perpendicular B C 18f. 6i. 

Base A B=24-0 Or perp, B C=18-5 
a Perp. B C= 9-3 J Base A B=12-0 

6-0-0 
216-0 

3700 
185 

Ans. 222-0-0 222.00 
To demonstrate this figure let A G be drawn perpendicular to A B ; at 

E the half of the perpendicular height, draw E F G parallel to A B, draw C H 
parallel to E G, and make equal in length to E F, and through F draw H F D 
parallel to B C (Geometry, Theorem, 1.) and thus, the triangle C E F is equal 
to the triangle A G F, and if the trangle CEF be taken and placed upon the 
angle A G F, then will A B E G become a rectangle which proves the first me¬ 
thod. Again let the triangle ADF be taken away and placed upon the angle 
CHF then BCDH becomes a rectangle which proves the second method. 

And the proceeding figures may also be demonstrated in the same manner. 
To find the area of the triangle ABC (fig- 7) whose base AB is 16/, and the 

perpendicular CD is 10/2 i. 
Base AB=16.0 or Perp CD=10.2 

lPerpCD= 5.1 £BaseAB= 8.0 

1.4.0 
80.0 

81.4.0 
/. i.ii 

14.0 
80 

81.4.0 

Art. \ II. There is another method of finding the area of triangles the three 
sides being given. 

Rule.—Add the three sides together, then take the half of that sum, and out 
of it subtract each side severally ; and multiply the halfofthe sum and these 
remainders continually, and the square root of this product will be the area of 
the triangle. 

. What is the area of the triangle ABC (fig. 7) theside AB being 16 /. and the 
side AC 14/ and the side BC is 12/ 

side AB=16 
side AC=14 
side BC=12 

21 
16 

21 
14 

21 
12 

2)42 sum 
6 first diff. 7 sec. diff. 9 third diff. 

21=half the sum 
X.5 

105 
X.7 

735 
X.9 

6615(81.33= area 
64 

161)215 
161 

1623)5400 
4869 

- 16263)53100 
6615 48789 

If any two sides of a right angled triangle be given the third side may also be 
found ; this part will be fully explained hereafter in trigonometry. 

Art. VIII. To find the area of a trapezium. 

Rule.—Draw'a diagonal line from one of the angles to the opposite angle as 
AC in (fig. 8) and then will the trapezium be divided into to two triangles of 
which the diagonal is the common base; then letting fall perpendiculars from 
the opposite angles as BF and DE to the diagonal line AC : and then add 

these perpendiculars BF and DE together, and multiply half that sum into the 
diagonal, or half of the diagonal into the perpenciculars, and that product will 
be the area of the trapezium. 

What is the area of the trapezium ABCD (fig. 8) the base AC is 18 Ch 74 Li • 
the perpendicular BF 6Ch 90Li andDE 7Ch 56Li. 

Perp BF =6.90 Base AC=18.74 
PerpDE=7.56 J Perpendicular= 7.23 

Divide by 2)14.46 

7.23 

5622 
3748 

13.118 

What is the area of the irregular figure ABCDEF in (fig. 9.) Draw the diagonal 
FC,and let fall the perpendicularsFG, FH, andBl andDK, then we will com¬ 
mence on the base A B which is 12C/t 8Li,andthe base FC 10Ch 86Af, the base 
ED 8Ch 68Li, the perpendiculars FG6CA49Li, FH 4Ch 95Li, BIGCA 80Li and 
DK 5Ch 90Li. ' a 

Perp FG =6.49 
Perp FH=4.95 
Perp Bl =6.80 
Perp DK=5.90 

Base AB=12.08 
Base FC=10.86 
Base ED= 8.68 

Divide by 2)24.14 

12.07 

31.62 
j Perp= 12.07 

22134 
63240 

3162 

acres=38.16534 
4 

roods=.6613G 
40 

rods=26.45440 
272 

90880 
318080 
90S80 

. „ . , feet=l 23.59680 
Art. X. lo find the area of a Trapezoid. 

Rule. Add the parallel sides together, and multiply half that sum by the per¬ 
pendicular breadth, and the product will be the area. 

What is the area of the trapezoid ABCD (fig. 10) the side AB being 9f the side 
CD 12/62, and the perpendicular height AE 9/ 8t. 

By duodecimals. By practice. 
side AB= 9.0 
side CD=12.6 

21.6=sum 

10.9 half of sum 
height AE= 9.8 

96.9 
7.2.0 

10.9 
9.8 

7.2.0 
96.9 

103.11.0 

acres.=1354902 
4 

roods=2.19608 
40 

rods=7.84320 
272 

168640 
590240 

168640 

feet=229.35040 
Art. IX. To find the area of any irregular figure. 
Rule.—Divide the figure into triangles, by drawing diagonals from one angle 

to another, then measure all the triangles by either of the rules, already taught, 
at Arts. 6, 7, or 8,(and the sum of the several areas of all the triangles will be the 
area of the figure. 

ans. 103.11.0 

/ i ii 
Art. XL T° find the area of any regular polygon. 
Rule.—Multiply the whole perimeter or sum of the sides by halfofthe per¬ 

pendicular, or multiply half of the perimeter bv the whole perpendicular let fall’ 
from the centre to the middle of one of the side's. ’ 

Example 1. What is the area of the pentagon ABCDE (fw. 11 ) the sides AR 
BC &c. being 6f. Ii. and the perpendicular height from F to the centra of the- 
figure or pdygon, is 4/U'. 

Sides = 30-0-0 or 2)30 
i Perp. FG=2-0-6 13.0 

- Perp.=4-1 
60-0-0 _ 

1-3-0 1.3.0 

- 60-0 
area 61-3-0 - 

/ i-ii. 61-3-0 
1 o demonstrate this figure by the first method, let a line be drawn F, F in 

(hg. 12) and make F, F equal in length to the whole perimeter of the stretchout 
of the five sides in (fig. 11) of which is 30 feet, then take half of the perpen- 
dicular FG in (fig. ll)and set it up from F, F to G, G in (fig. 12) and draw 
the line G, G which will be parallel to FF ; then take the several trapezoids 
from (ng. 11) and transfer them to (fig. 12) commencing at FB the half side, then 
the sides BC, CD, DE, EA, and AF &c., and place them on the line F, F in 
(fig. 12 ;) then take the five small angles n, n, n, 8fc. in (fig. 11) and transfer 
them to n, n, n, <fec. in (fig. 12,) which completes the figure, and now we can see 
that any regular polygon can be formed into a parallelogram. Again, by the 
second rule ; let FO or OF in (fig. 13 be drawn equal in length to half of the 
perimeter (which is 15 feet) and make FO and OF equal in height to the whole 
perpendicular, which being 4/ D. and draw OF parallel to FO, then will this 
figure contain the same quantity of space as (figures 11 and 12,) and it is made 
up of the five equal angles from (fig. 11,) that is four wholes and two halves ; as 
may be seen in the diagram of the figure, therefore these parallelograms are equal 
to the pentagon, which proves the rules correct. 

Example 2. What is the area of the hexagon ABCDEF (fig. 14) each side 
being 14/ 6i. and the perpendicular height from G to the centre of the polygon, 
is 12/ 8i. r 

half of the length of the side is = 43-6 

the perpendicular is = 12-8 

29-0-0 
522-0 

Ans. 551-0-0 
/ i. ii. 
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This figure may also be demonstrated in the same way as (fig. II) for every 
Tegular polygon is equal to the parallelogram or long square whose length is 
.equal to half the sum of the sides, and breadth equal to the perpendicular of the 
polygon as has been proved heretofore ; this figure is made up of six equilateral 
triangles, and the parallelogram H1JK is also composed of six equilateral trian¬ 
gles, that is five whole ones and two halves, as may be seen in the diagram of the 
figure ; therefore the parallelogram is equal to the hexagon. 

But lor finding more readily the area of a regular polygon, and also the perpen- 
«dicular and the radius, the following table is introduced ; containing the multi¬ 
pliers for all regular figures from the triangle to the duodecagon. 

1 
No. of 
Sides. 

2 
Name of the 

Polygon. 

3 
Area 

multipliers. 

4 
Perpendicular 

multipliers. 

5 
Radius 

multipliers. 

6 
No. of 

degrees. 

3 T rigon 0.433013 0.2886751 0.5773603 120 

4 Tetragon 1.000000 0.5000000 0.7071068 00 

5 Pentagon 1.720477 0.6881910 0.8606508 72 

6 Hexagon 2.598076 0.8660254 .lSide=rad. 60 

7 Heptagon 3.633912 1.0382617 1.1523825 5 He 
8 Octagon 4.828427 1.2071068 1.3065630 45 
9 Nonagon 6.181824 1.3737387 1.4610022 40 

10 Decagon 7.694209 1.5388418 1.6186340 36 
11 Undecagon 9.365640 1 1.7028437 1.7747329 32t\ 
12 Duodecagon 11.196152 | 1.8660254 1.9318516 30 

as 7 : 22; ;6:6 : 
65 

as 113:355: :6.5: 
65 

110 
132 

7)1430(20.42 the circum. nearly 
14 

1775 
2130 

113)23075(20.42 
226 

30 
28 

452 
475 

20 
14 

230 
226 

Art. XIII.—What is the diameter of a circle whose circumference is 20.TYjft* 
as 22 : 7. -.20.42 : as 355 : 1130: :20.42 

7 2042 

22)14294(6.5 diam. nearly 
132 

109 
110 

2260 
4520 

22600 
355)2307460(6-5 dm. nearly. 

2130 

Rule 2.—Multiply the square of the side by the tabular area and the product 
will,' be the area of the polygon. Or multiply the side of the polygon by the tab- 
ular perpendicular, and the product will give the perpendicular from F to the 
centre of the polygon as in (fig. 11.) And by] multiplying the side of the poly¬ 
gon also by the tabular radius, and the product will give the length from ABC, 
&c. to thecentre of the polygon. 

examples.— 1 If the side of a pentagon be 6 feet what is the area. 

6 1.720477 tabular area. 
6 36 

86=square 10322862 
5161431 

2 

3 

answer 61.937172 
What is the area of an octagon whose sides is 8 feet 3 inches. 

8.25 4.828427 
8.25 680 

4125 386274160 
1650 28970562 

6600 
ans. 328.3330360 

680625 

If the sides of a pentagon be 6 feet, what is the length of the perpendicular. 
6881910 , 6 

4.1291460 
4 If the sides of a pentagon be 6 feet what is the length of the radius. 

8506508 
6 

1774 
1775 

We now see the proportions of these examples are nearly correct, the latter 
however is the most accurate. 

Circles like all othersimilar plain figures are in proportion to one another, as the 
squares of their diameters and their circumferences, are to one another as their 
diameters of circles, or radii. 

The proportion of the diameter of a circle to its circumference has never yet been 
exactly determined. This problem has engaged the attention, and exercised 
the abilities of the greatest mathematicians for ages ; no squares or any other 
right lined figures, has yet been found that shall be perfectly equal to a given 
circle. But though the relation between the diameter and circumference has 
not been accurately expressed in numbers, it may be approximated to any as¬ 
signed degree of exactness. Archimedes, about two thousand years ago, discov¬ 
ered the proportion to be nearly as i to 22; other and nearer ratios fhave since 
been successsvely assigned, viz : as 106 to 333, or 113 to 355 ; this last propor¬ 
tion is useful, for being turned into a decimal, it agrees with the truth to the 6th 
figure inclusively. 

Art. XIV. To find the area of a circle. 

Rules.—1. Multiply half the diameter by half the circumference, and the 
product will be the area. 

2. Multiply the square of the diameter by .7854, and the product will be the 
area. 

3. Multiply the square of the radius by 3.1416 and the product will be the area. 
4. Multiply the square of the circumference by .07958, and the product will 

be the area. 

If the diameter be given, find the circumference by Art. XII. 
If the circumference be given, find the diameter by Art. XIII. 
What is the area of a circle whose diameter is 6/6, and circumference 20/! 4t. 

By Rule I. By Rule II. 
i 20/14i. = 10-2 diameter 6-5 
} 6/. 6i. = 3-3 6-5 

ans. 5.1039048 2-6 6 3*5 
30-6 390 

And in case it is required to find the tabular numbers answering for the perpen¬ 
dicular, where the polygon has more than twelve sides ; they may be found by 
Trigonometry. There may be instances where the sides of a polygon may be 
obtained where the perpendicular cannot, and if we can have the length of the 
sides and perpendicular, it is all we want to find the area. 

Note.—There is no letter described at the centre of the polygon in the dia¬ 
gram of the figure ; therefore we will suppose that the angles at the centre of the 
polygon (as in fig. 11) to be designated by the letter O. 

To find the tabular numbers ; thus, find the angle of the centre of the polygon 
as O in (fig. 11) by dividing the number of sides by 360°; then suppose each 
side of the pentagon in (fig. 11) be 1 or AB the log. of 10 then AF would be 5 the 
half log. 

Example ; divide 360° by 5 (the number of sides in the pentagon) and the 
quotient is 72° for the angle AOB the half of which is 36° the angle FOA whose 
complement to 90° is 54° the angle OAF. Then say. 

As cosecant FOA 36°. 10.230701 
Is to 5 the half side FA log. 0.698970 
So is sine OAB 54°. 9.907958 

To the perpendicular FO 0.6881910 - - 0.837709 

Art. XII—The diameter of a circle being given to find the circumference; or 
the circumference being given to find the diameter. 

Rules.—As 7 is to 22, so is the diameter to the circumference nearly ; or as 

22 is to 7 so is the circumference to the diameter nearly. 
2 Or more exactly as 113 is to 355 so is the diameter to circumference, or as 

355 is to 113 so is the circumference to the diameter, 
examples.—What is the circumference of a circle, whose diameter is 6 ft. 6 in- 

Ans. 33-0-6 4225 sq. of diameter 
/• «• s. 7854 

16900 
21125 

33800 
29575 

Ans. 33,183150 

To demonstrate the first rule, let ABCD (fig. 15) be the circle, and ABC half 
of the circumference ; and BE the semi-diameter. Let a line be drawn FG 
parallel to the diameter AC ; and divide the quadrants BA and BC into any 
like number of equal parts ; or take the stretch out of BA and BC and produce 
them to F and G ; and draw HF and G1 parallel to BE ; and produce the di¬ 
ameter AC to H. and I. Then will the parallelogram HIGF contain the same 
area as the circle ABCD ; for every circle may be conceived to be a polygon of 
an infinite number of sides ; now the semi-diameter, must be equal to the perpen¬ 
dicular of such a polygon ; and the circumference of the circle equal to the peri¬ 
phery of the polygon ; therefore half of the circumference multiplied by halfof the 
diameter will give the area of a circle. 

Demonstration of Rule II. All circles are to each other as the squares of the 
diameters, and the area of a circle whose diameter is 1, is 7854 (by the second 
example ;) therefore as the square of 1 which is 1 to .7854, so is the square of the 
diameter of any circle to its area. 

Art. XV. Having the diameter circumference or area of a circle given ; to 
find the side of a square equal in area to the circle and the side of a square inscrib- 
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«d in the circle, or having the side of a square given to find the diameter of its 
circumscribing circle, and also of a circle equal in area, &c. 

Rules—1. The diameter of any circle multiplied by 8862269 will give the 
side of a square equal in area, as in (fig, 16.) 

2. The circumference of any circle multiplied by 2820948 will give the side 
'of a square equal in area. 

3. The diameter of any circle multiplied by 7071068 will give the side of a 
square inscribed in that circle. 

4. The circumference of any circle multiplied by 2250791 will give the side 
of a square inscribed in that circle. 

5. The area of any circle multiplied by 6366197 and the square root ot the 
product extracted will give the side of a square inscribed in that circle. 

6. The side of any square multiplied by 1.414236 will give the diameter of its 
■circumscribing circle. 

7. The side of any square multiplied by 4.4428829 will give the circumfer¬ 
ence of its circumscribing circle. 

8. The side of any square multiplied by 1.1283791 will give the diameter of 
a circle equal in area to the square. 

9. The side of any square multiplied by 3.5449076 will give the circumfer¬ 
ence of a circle equal in area to the square. 

Art. XVI. To find the area of a semi-circle. 

Rule.—Multiply the fourth part of the circumference of the whole (that is 
ball the arc line) by the semi-diameter, the product is the area. 

W hat is the area of the semi-circle ABC (fig. 17) the arc AB being 17f. 4| i. 
and the semi-diameter BD is 1 If. 3i. 

Art. XX. The chord and height of a segment being given to find the radius 
of the circle. 

Rule.—To the square of the half chord, add the square of the height, anddi- 
vide the sum by twice the height of the segment, and the quotient will be the ra¬ 
dius of the circle, when it is less than a semi-circle. 

The chord AC (fig. 19) of a segment being 48 feet, and the height BD 18 
feet, what is the radius of the circle. 

• -7-2)48 

18 the height. 
24 half the chord. 
24 

96 
48 

ijj £ 576 square of the halfchord. 
( 324 the square of the height. 

36)900(25 the radius required. 
72 

18 

144 
18 

324 

1« 
2 

180 
180 

36 twice the height. 

By Duodecimals. 
Cir. AB = 17-4-6 

11-3-0 

By Practice. 
17.4-6 
11-3-0 

191-1-6 
4-4-1-6 

Ans. 195-5-7-6 
f. i. p. s. 

4-4-1-6-0 
191-1-6 

195-5-7-6-0 

Art. XV IT. To find the area of a quadrant. 

Rule.—Multiply half the arc line of the quadrant (that is the eighth part of 
the circumference of the whole circle) by the semi-diameter, and the product is 
tne,area oi the quadrant. 

What is the area of the quadrant ABC (fig. 18) half of the arc BC is 8f. 9i. 
and the semi-diameter AC is 1 if- 3 i. 

By Duodecimals. By Decimals. 
11-3 11-25 

8 9 8-75 

90-0 5625 
8-5-3 7875 

Ans. 98-5-3 
f. i. p. 

9000 

98,4375 

,4^ Givfen, ar,y two Paral!4 choi;ds in a circle, and their distance, to 
hnd the distance of the greater chord from the centre. 

, Rule.—To the square of the distance between the chords, add the'souare of 
half the lesser chord. The difference between this sum, and the square of half 
he greater chord divide by twice the distance of the chords, will give the dis¬ 

tance ol the centre from the greatest chord. £ 

A^nM|hE'^liPP0SeLil1?grerater ch°>d CD(fig.20)is48 feet, and the lesser 

the!gre'aterchord CEL ^ what 13 the distance EF from the centre to, 

13 ,30=15 -i 43 — 94 

13 15 * S4 ' 

39 
13 

169 

75 
15 

225 sq. of the lesser ch. 
1C9 sq. of the distance. 

394 2 X 13 

f^t- The chord and height of a segmcnt being given to find the chord 
of the half arc. 

Rule.—To the square of the half chord add the square of the height, and the 
square root of the sum will be the length of the chord of half the arc. 

the heisht BD 18 feet. 

Add 

2)48 18 

24 
18 

24 144 

96 
18 

48 
324 

576 square of half the chord. 
324 square of the height. 

900(30, length of half the chord. 
9 

00 

96 
48 

576 sq. of the greater clu 
394 

26)182(7 = EF dist. req’d. 
182 

toSdterfi.'dS.*Ch°rd0,1* Ci,Cl” a"d “S <•» toM 

Rule.—To the square of the half chord, add the square of the distance from 
the centre, and the square root of the sum will be the radius required. 

Example* Given the chord CD (fig. 20) 48 feet, and HisHnoo rr*t-t* r. 

the centre 7 feet, required the radius of the circle. ’ ‘ ' Plom 
j 48 = 24 and 24 X 24 =576 

7 X 7 = 49 

of the wS Jbefng ^en.^ "B °fa CU'Cle’ thahalpchord and chord 

Rule.—Subtract the chord of the whole arc from double the chord of the 
half ar.c 1 add one third of the remainder to the double chord of the half and the 
sum will be nearly equal to the length of the arc. ’ d th 

tSt STofare ABC ”> -*» ** ac ^ 
2X30=60 the double chord of the half arc. 

48 the chord of the whole arc. 

3)12 
4 

60 the double chord of the half arc. 

a 64 die length of the arc required. 

625(25 the radius. 
• 4 

45)225 
225 

Art XXIII. Given any two parallel chords in a circle, and the distance he 

th^circumferemie^ Perpendicular height from the middle of either chordto 

oiR^T?i*KtheiiearerSt ^stance of the greater chord from the centre, by Art. 
21, and find the radius of the circle by Art. 22, add the distance between the 
two parallel chords, and the distance between the greater chord and the centre 
of the circle together; this sum being taken from the radius, will give the per- 
peudicular height from the middle of the lesser chord, to th; circumferenceP or 
height of the lesser segment; to the lesser segment add the distance between the 
parallel chords and the sum will be the height of the greater segment. 

Examples.—Given the greater cnord CD (fig. 20) 48 feet anH thn IPceoi. i 

AB 30 feet. their distance EG 13 feet, required the distance GH perpendicular 
from the middle of AB to the circumference. The distance from Te cenfee to 
Je greater chord will be found to be 7 feet by Art. 21, and the radius 25 feet by 

a? + ?' T™ a"d 25~ 20 = ,5 feet height of the lesser segment. 
Then 13 -f- to 5 18 the height of the greater segment. \ 

Art. XXI V. To find the area of a secter of a circle. 

Rule.—Multip y the radius or half the diameter by half the length of the arc 
of the secter, and the product will be the area. ^ g ne arC 

arcEBD byArTlT0 whlhVsf^f s?ctor ,4BC (%• 21) first find the half 
12f.4i. y t ’ " " ,s3f- 6l- and the radius or semi-diameter AB being 

Radius ABis= 12-4 
The half arc B D is= 3-6 

6-2-0 
37-0 

Ans. 43-2-0 
f. i. ii. 
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Example 2.—What is the area of the sector ABC (fig. 22) which is great¬ 
er than a semi-circle, half of the arc A B being 72f. 6i. and the radius AD is 

S6f. 3i. 
72-50 
56-25 

36250 
14500 

43500 
36250 

Area 4078,1250 

Art. XXV. To find the area of a segment of a circle, the chord and height of 
the are being given. 

Rule 1.—Find the length of the arc ABC (fig. 23) by Art. 19, and the radius 
of the circle by Art. 20, the area of the sector ABCE by Art. 24. Subtract the 
area of the triangle AEC as found by Art. 6, from the area of the sector, and the 
remainder will be the area of the segment. 

Example 1.—What is the area of the segment of a circle ABC (fig. 23) the 
chord AC being 48 feet and the height BD 18 feet. The length of the arc will be 
found to be 6 4 feet and the radius 25 feet, then 

2)64 25 
— —18 
32 — 

X25 7 perpendicular DE. 
- 48 

160 -, 
64 2)336 

- 168 area of the triangle ACE 
800 area of the sector. 
168 

632 aiea of the segment. 
Rule 2.—To two thirds of the product of the base multiplied by the height, 

add the cube of the height divided by twice the length of the segment and the 
sum will be nearly the area. 

Example 2.—What is the area of a circular segment, the chord being 48 feet, 
and the height 18 feet. 

48 

X 18 

384 
48 

3)864 

288 
X2 

576 

+60-75 

636-75 the area required. 

18 
Xl8 

144 
18 

324 
X18 

2592 
324 

2X48 = 96)5832(60-75' 

720 
672 

480 
480 

To find the area of a segment of a circle which is greater than a semi-circle 
as ABC (fig. 24.) 

Rule 3.—Find the length of the arc ABC by Art. 19, and the radius AD by 
Art. 20, thence find the whole area of the sector ABCD by Art. 24, Example 2 ; 
and then find the area of the triangle ACD by Art. 6, and add the area of the 
triangle to the area of the sector, and it will give the whole area of the segment. 

Example 3 —What is the area of a segment of a circle. ABC (fig. 24.) Sup¬ 
pose the half arc AB to be 86 feet, the radius AD or CD 40 feet, and the chord [ 
AC 68 feet. 

, „ chord AC = 68 
£ arc AB = 86 side AD = 40 74 
radius AD = 40 side GD = 40 68 

3440=area of the sector ABC 
7I6=area of triangle ACD 

4156=whole area of seg. ABC 

2)148 

74 
6 

74 74 
40 40 

34 34 

513264(716 area. 
49 

444 - 
34 141)233 
- 141 
1776 

r 1332 1426)9164 
- 8556 

15096 -~ 
34 608 

60384 
45288 

513264 

Art. XXVI. To find the area of a circular zone as in (fig. 25,) which 

that part of a circle laying between two parallel chords, and the parts of the cir¬ 

cle intercepted by the chords. 
Rule.—Firstfind the area of the whole circle by Art. 14, then find the area of 

the two segments of the circle by Art. 25, and subtract the areas of the two seg¬ 
ments from the area of the whole circle ; and the remainder will be the area of 

the zone. 

Art. XXVII. To find the area of a Luneor Crescent. A Lime is a figure 
made by two circular arcs which intersect each other, as ABCD in (fig. 26.) 

Rule.—If it be a semi-circle, first find the whole area of the semi-circle ABC 
by Art. 16, then find the area of the segments ADC by Art. 25, and subtract 
the area of the segment from the area of the semi-circle, and the remainder will 
be the area of the Lune ABCD. But if it be a segment of a circle, first find the 
area of the whole segment ABC by Art. 25, then find the area of the lesser seg¬ 
ment ADC (by the same Art.) and subtract the area of the lesser segment from 
the area of the greater, and the remainder will be the area of the Lune ABCD, 
&c. 

Art. XXVIII. To find the area of Compound Figures. Mixed or compound 
figures are such as are composed of rectilineal and curvilineal figures together, 
as (fig. 27.) 

Rule.—First find the area of the trapezium ABCD by Art 8, then find the 
area of the segments AED and BFC by Art. 25, and add the areas all together 
and you will have the area of the whole figure. 

Art. XXIX. To find the circumference of an ellipsis, the transverse and 
conjugate axis being given. 

Rule.—Multiply half the sum of the two axis by 3 ; to the product add T part 
of the sum of the two axis, and this sum will give the eircurtiference near enough 
for most practical purposes. 

What is the circumference of an ellipsis whose transverse axis AB (fig. 28,) is 
24 feet, and the conjugate CD 18 feet. 

24 
Xj^ . - 

2)42 

21~ 

X3y 

b3 
X3 

66 feet the circumference. 
Art. XXX. To find the area of an ellipsis, the transverse and conjugate ax¬ 

es being given. 
Rule.—Multiply the transverse axis by the conjugate, and the product by 

7854, will give the area required. 
What is the area of an ellipsis whose transverse axis AB (fig. 28.) is 30 feet, 

and the conjugate CD 20 feet. 
30 7854 

X20 X600 

600 Area 471,2400 
Note.—Ellipsis’ of a large size, are frequently laid out in gardens of which 

they can be accurately drawn, by driving two pins into the ground at the foci of 
the ellipsis, for the chord to revolve around, (as described in Geometry Prob¬ 
lem 38.) 

Art. XXXI. To find the area of an Elliptical Ring, or the space iucluded be¬ 
tween the circumference of two concentric and similar Ellipsis.* 

Rule.—Firstfind the area of the greater ellipsis ABCD (fig. 29 ) by Art. 30 ; 
then find the area of the lesser EFGH (by the same Art.) and subtract the area 
of the lesser from the area of the greater, and the remainder will be the area of 
the ring; or from the product of the two diameters of the greater ellipsis, subtract 
the product of the two diameters of the lesser ; the remainder multiplied by 7854 
will be the area of the ring. 

Note.--This rule will also serve for a circular ring ; for when the diameters 
of each ellipsis become equal to the square of the diameter of the greater circle 
diminished by the square of the diameter of the less, and the remainder multi¬ 
plied by .7854 is the area of the circular ring, or, multiply the sum of the diam¬ 
eters by their difference, and that product into .7854 for the area of a-circular 
ring. 

Art. XXXII. To find the area of a parabola, the base or double ordinate be¬ 
ing given, and the axis or height. 

.Rule.—Multiply the base by the height, and two thirds of this product will 
be the area required. 

What is the area of the parabola ABC (fig. 30) the axis CD being 12f. 3i and 
the double ordinate AB I8f. 6i. 

12-25 
X18-50 

61250 
9800 

1225 

3)2266250 

755416 
X2 

B i 110(1 1 O 1 ,WO 

It is here supposed that the difference between the conjugate diameters is equal to the difference be- 
S’ but jtlswe11 known, that in this case the elliptic arc will not be every 

leaiTdiatanoe'beWveenthe a^er<!nCe betWee” the sem‘-tr“6'’e™ or semi-conjugate diameters bring the 
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Art. XXXIII. To find the area AB,CD (fig- 31) of the frustum of a parabola 
whose parallel ends AB and CD are given, also their distance EF. 

Rule—To the square of the greatest end, add the square of the lesser end, to 
the product of the ends ; divide the sum by the sum of the ends, and the quo¬ 
tient multiplied by the distance of the ends, two thirds of the product will be the 

answer. 
Suppose the end.AB 24, the end CD 20, and their distance EF 5 ; required 

the area ABCD. 
24 20 33 24 

X24 X20 5 20 

96 400 3)165 480 
48 576 

480 55 
576 

24+20=44)1456(33 
132 110 Answer nearly. 

136 
132 

Art. XXXIV. To find the area of a cylinder. 
Rule.—Multiply the circumference by the length of the cylinder and the pro¬ 

duct will be the area. 
What is the area ot the cylinder AB, CD, (fig. 32,))whose diameter AB being 

24 inches, and the perpendicular height or length EF is 128 inches. 
First I find the circumference by Art. 12, of which is 75T\\ inches, this multi¬ 

plied by 128 inches, the length, and divided by 144, gives 67XVV feet the area, 
as 7 :22: : 24 75.42 

22 • 128 

A Table of Cubic Measure. 
1728 cubic or solid inches, make 1 solid foot. 

27 “ “ feet, “ 1 “ yard. 
166f “ “ yards, “ 1 “ pole. 

64000 “ “ poles, “ 1 “ furlong. 
512 “ “ furlongs/1 1 mile. 

Art. XXXV. Of a Cube. A Cube is a solid of six equal sides, each of 
which is an exact square. 

To find the solidity. 

Rule.—Multiply the side of the cubic into itself, and that product again bv 
the side ; and the last product will be the solidity. 

What is the solidity of a cube as ABCD (fig. 33, pi. 34,of Mensuration,) whose 
sides are 12 inches, or 12 feet 

12 12 
32 12 

144 144 
12 12 

1728 inches. 1728 feet. 

48 
48 

60336 
15084 
7542 

Art. XXXVI. To find the solidity of a parallelopipedon. A parallelopipe- 
don, is a solid, having six rectangular sides, every npposile pair of which are 
equal and parallel. 

Rule.—Multiply the breadth by the depth, and that product by the length 
and it will give the solid contents. 

Example 1 .—How many cubic feet is there in a rectangular box as ABCDE 
(fig. 34.) whose breadth AB, is 2f. 4i., depth AC, is 3f. 8i. and length DE, 12f. 3i. 

AC=S-8 Or thus AC=44 inches. 
AB=2-4 • AB==28 inches. 

352 
88 

7)528(75,42 circumference-- 
49 144)965376(67,04 Area. 
- 864 

38 
35 

30 
28 

20 
14 

1013 
1008 

576 
576 

There is to be a circular stair-case built around this cylinder containing 15 
treads and 16 risers ; I demand what the width of these treads and risers will be 
and also the length of the hand rail. 

First 1 divide the 15 treads by 75TW inches, which gives S-wu^inches for the 
width of the treads, being a trifle over 5 inches, then I divide the 16 risers by 
128 inches, and it giyes 8 inches for the height of the risers, and by squaring the 
circumference and perpendicular height, then extract the square root of the two 
sums, and it gives the length of the rail as required. 

15)75,42(5.028 16)128(8 128 
75 128 128 

1-2-8 
7- 4 

8- 6-8 area of base. 
DE= 12-3-0 

2-1-6-0-0 
102-8-0 

Ans. 104-9-6-0-0 
/ i.p. 

1232 area of base. 
DE=147 inches. 

8624 
4928 

1232 

1728)181104(104,80 Ans. 
1728 

8304 
6912 

42 1024 
30 256 

120 
128 

120 16384 
5688 in parts. 

75,42 
75,42 

15084 
30168 

37710 
52794 

5688,1764 

2;20‘72( 148,56 length of rail. 

24)120 
96 

Example 2.—How many feet of wood is there in a load whose breadth is 
3f. 10in., and depth 4f. 3 in., and 8 feet long. 

3- 10 
4- 3 

11- 6 
15- 4 

10- 3- 6 area of the end. 
8 

288)2472 
2304 

2965)16800 
14825 

29706)197500 
178236 

MENSURATION OF SOLIDS. 

Section II. 

Solid measure is the finding the number of cubic inches, feet, yards, &c. con¬ 
tained in any thing that consists of length, breadth and thickness. The least 
solid measure is a cubic inch, and all solids are measured by cubes whose sides 
are inches, feet, yards, &c., and the solidity of a body is said to be so many cubic 
inches, feet, yards, &c., as will fill the same space as the solid, or as the solid 
will contain; that is, 12X12X 12=1728 cubic inches, which makes one cubic or 
solid foot. 

Ans. 130- 4- 0 

f i- P- 

Art. XXXVII. To find the solidity of a prism ; a prism is a body wivh two 
equal or parallel ends, either square, triangular or polygonal, and three or more 
sides which meet in parallel lines, running from the several angles at one end to 
those of the other. 

Rule.—Prisms of all kinds, whether square, triangular or polygonal are meas¬ 
ured by one genera! rule, viz. First find the area of the end or base, by Art. 11, 
and then multiply the area of the end by the perpendicular height or length of 
the prism, it will give the solid content. 

Example 1.—How many feet of timber is there in a stick of which is hewn 
three square, as ABC (fig. 35) the sides being 16 inches, and the perpendicular 
EF is 7 inches, and tho length CD is 14 feet. 

AB=16 inches or thus, area of base=l 12 inches 
EF= 7 inches length CD=168 inches 

112 area of base 
CD=14 feet 

448 
112 

144)1568(10.80 ans. 
144 

1280 
1152 

128 

896 
672 

112 

1728)18816(10.80 ans. 
1728 

15360 
13824 

1536 

Example 2, How many feet is there in in the octagon, or eight squared stick, 
as ABCDEFGH (fig. 36) the sides being 6 inches and f wide, and half of the 
perpendicular height is 4 inches the length 18 feet 6 inches. 
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the sides is=53 inches 
i perp. = 4 inches 

212 area of the end 
length EK=185 inches 

1060 
1606 
212 

Sides* =ie-7 
12-7 

7-4-1 
151-0 

158-4-1 areaofbaso, 
iEF= 10-2 

144)39220(27.23 ans. 
288 

1042 
1008 

340 
288 

520 
432 

88 
Art. XXXVIII. To find the solidity of a cylinder. 

Rule.—The diameter of a base being given, find the area of the end by Art. 
S4, then multiplying the area of the base by the length, that product will be the 
contents of the cylinder. 

What is the solidity of a cylinder as (fig. 37) whose height CD is 12 feet, and 
the diameter AB of the base 2/ 6i. 

26-4-8-2 
1583-4-10 

' Ans. 1609-9-6-2 

Example 3.—What is the solidity of a hexagon pyramid as (fig. 41,) the 
height GH being 39 feet, the sides ABC &c. is 14 f. 6i. and the perpendicular IG 
12i» Gi. 

j of sides=43-6 
perp. IG=12-6 

2.5 7854 
2.5 625 

12.5 39270 
50. 15708 

62.5 
47124 

21- • 9-0 
522- 0 

543- 9-0 
t=13 

1638- 9 
543 

7068- 9 

4908750 area of the base. 
12 

. ans. 58.905000 
Note.—T the circumference of a cylinder be given, multiply the square of the 

circumference by 07958 and the product will be the area of the base, then m5- 
tipiy the area of the base by the length, and it will give you the solid content 

Art. XXXIX. To find the solidity of a cylindroid. 

Rule—The diameter of the base being given, find the area of the end by Art 

end ^ thC lenSth' U'at P‘°dUCt Wil> 

the S^!i,y °fac>l,ndroid « ABODE (fig. 38) the transverse axis 
AB is if Jin, and the conjugate axis CD is 2/3in the length DE 10f. 

• AB=375 84375 J 
CD=225 7854 

Exakeple 4. What is the solidity of a cone, the diameter AB (fig. 42) being 
9 feet, the height CD 27 feet. 6 

9 
9 

81 square of the diameter. 
7854 tab. multiplier. 

7854 
62832 

63,6174 area of base. 
9==j of height. 

1875 
750 

750 

84375 

337500 
421875 

675000 
690625 

662681250 area of base 
10 

ans. 66.26812500 

Art. XL. To find the solidity of a pyramid. 

?lnd the area of the base, whether triangular, square, polygonal, or cir¬ 
cular, by the rules already mentioned in superficial measure ; then multiply this 

pyramid °ne ^ °f the height’ and the Product wil1 be the solid content of the 

Example 1. In a triangular pyramid ABC (fig. 39) the height DF being 15f 
9j and each side of the base is 6f Si the perpendicular DE 2f 1 Of. ° ^ 

side AB=6.6 or thus AB=6.5 

572,5568=content. 

Art. XLI. To find the solidity of the frustum of a pyramid. A frustum of a 
pyramid is what remains after the top is cut off by a plane parallel to the base. 

Kule.—If it be a frustum of a square pyramid, multiply the side of the great- 
er base by the side of the less; to this product add one thiidof the square of the 
dinerence of the sides, and the sum will be the mean area between the bases - 
but il the base be a triangular, polygon or any regular figure, multiply this sum 
by the proper multiplier ofits figure in the table (Art. 11) and the product will be 
the mean area between the bases ; lastly multiply this by the height, and it will 
give the content of the frustum. 

Example 1.-What is the solidity of the triangular frustum of apyramid, the 
sales of the greater base AB (fig. 43) being 9 feet, the side of the less CD 6 feet, 
and the height EF is 10 feet. 

AB—9 q 
CD=6 6 

perp DE=2.10 

5.5.0 
13.0 

of DF= 
18.5.0 

= 5.3. 

6.5 

325 
390 

4225 
tab. area=4330 

3 difference of the sides. 
X3 

3)9=square of the difference. 

3=j of the square. 

54 
Add 3 

57 

433 tab. multiplier. 

4.7.3 
92,1 

ans. 96.8.3 

126750 
12675 

16900 

18.29.4250 
i of DF—5.25 

9145 
3658 

9145 

24,681 =mean area. 
10==height. 

„ 246,810=content. 
Example 2.—What is the solidity of a frustum of a square pyramid, the side 

of the greater base AB (fig. 44) being 9 feet, the side of the less CD 6 feet, and the 
height ED is 10 feet. 

9 AB=9 

6 CD=6 

3=difference. 
X3 

54 
add 3 

Ans. 96.0225 

<66. lhe heifiblEF 

3)9=square of the difference. 57 mean area. 
— height ED=10 
3=| of the square. - 

570=content. 

Example 3—What is the solidity of a frustum of an octagonal pyramid 
whose sides AB (fig. 45) of the greater base is 9 feet (as before,) the lesser CD 6 
feet, and the height ED 10 feet. 
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AB=9 
CD=6 

3=difference of the sides. 
X3 

3)9=square of the difference. 

2=) of the square. 

AB=9 
CD=6 

54 
Add 3 

57 
4828 tab. multiplier. 

33796 
24140 

"5196=mean area. 
10=height. 

2751,960 content- 
In measuring square timber where the sticks run tapering, the best method 

is, viz : Take the girth of it in the middle; square^of the girth, or multiply it 
by itself in inches. Then say as 144 inches is to that product, so is the length 
taken in feet, to the contents in feet. 

Example 4.—What is the solidity of a tapering square stick of timber, whose 
sides of the largest end is 14 inches, the least end 10, and the length 40 feet. 

One fourth of the girth in the middle= 12 and 12X12=144, the area in the 
middle”; then as 144 : 144:: 40 feet : 40 feet the content. 

or thus 12X12=144 
40=length. 

144)5760(40 content. 
576 

There is more timber of this description measured' by the following rule, than 
any other, viz : By adding the area of the two ends together, and one half of the, 
sum multiplied into the length and divided by 144 for the solid content; but it is 
not so correct as the former, see the following example. 

14X14=196 
10X10=100 

2)296 

148 
X40=length. 

144)5920(41,11 content. 
576 

160 
144 

160 
144 

160 
144 

16 
There is more than a foot’s difference in the two examples; but in measuring 

small timber of not much value, tiiis rule may apply; to find the area of a board 
that runs wedging, this rule is correct, as may be seen by Art. 5. And if it be a 
tapering three square stick of timber, you may find the area midway from the 
end, then as 144 is to the area, so is the length taken in feet, to the content in 
feet. Or by multiplying the area of the two bases together, and to the square 
root of the product add the two areas ; that sum, multiplied by one third of the 
length, will give the solidity of any frustum. 

Example 5. What is the solidity of a tapering square stick of timber, the 
greater end being 14 inches (as in example 4) the lesser end 10, and the length 40 
feet. 

14X14=196 Area=l 96 
10X10=100 100 
- 140 

1-96-00(140 
1 

00 

436 
i of 40=13,33 

1308 
1308 

1308 
436 

144)581188(40,36=content. 
576 

518 
432 

868 
864 

Art. XLII. To find the solidity of a wedge as ABCDEF, (fig. 4G.) 
Rule.—Multiply the area of the base ABC, by the length BE, and half of the 

product will give the solidity. 

Required the solidity of a wedge ABCDEF, the side AB beine 9 inches and 
AC 18 inches, the length BE 4 feet. 

AC=18 
AB= 9 

162 
BE =4 

2)4,50 

2,25=content. 

144)648(4,50 
576 

720 
720 

Art. XLI1I. To find the solidity of a frustum of a cone. 
Rule.—Multiply the diameters of the two bases together, and to the product 

add one third of the square of the difference of the diameters ; then multiplying 
this sum by 7854 it will be the mean area between the two bases ; which being 
multiplied by the length of the frustum, will give the solid content. 

Note.—In general way in measuring or guaging a frustum, it is best to find 
the mean area in inches. Then by multiplying the inches by the height in feet, 
and by dividing the product by 12, the quotient will be the answer inboard 
measure, or divide by 144, the quotient will be in square measure ; or if you mul¬ 
tiply the mean area in inches, by the height in inches, and divide the product by 
1728, gives it also in square feet; and when we have the solid content in cubic 
inches, we can easily find the number of gallons and bushels, &.C., by dividing 
by 231 for wine gallons, 282 for ale gallons, and by 2150.4 for bushels; of gua¬ 
ging, this part will be fully explained hereafter. 

Example 1 .—What is the solidity of a frustum of a cone ; whose greater base 
AB (fig. 47) being 60 inches, the lesser CD 51 inches, and the perpendicular 
height EF 6 feet 6 inches. 

AB=60 60 
CD=51 51 

60 
300 

3060 
Add 27 

3087 
7854 

12348 
15435 

24696 
21609 

2424,5298=mean area. 
6,5jfeet=length. 

9=difference. 
X9 

3)81 square of the difference. 

27=5 of the square. 

144)157560(109,41 feet content. 
144 

1356 
1296 

600 
576 

12120 
14544 

240 
144 

9G 
157560=content. 

Example 2. What is the solidity of a mast or spar, whose diameter is 30 
inches at one end, and 18 inches at the other, and 80 feet long. 

30 
18 

240 
30 

540 
Add 48 

588 

7854 tab. multiplier. 
X588 

62832 
62832 

39270 

46181,52=mean area. 
80= length. 

30 
18 

12=difference. 
Xl2 

3)144 square of the difference. 

48=j of the square. 

144)3694480(256,56 feet content. 
288 

814 
720 

944 
864 

803 
720 

880 
864 

16 
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Art. XLIV. To find the solidity of an ellipsis frustum of a cone. 
Rule.—Find the area of the two bases by Art. 30, and thence multiply the 

areas of the two bases together, and to the square root of the product add the two 
areas; that sum multiplied by one third of the height. This rule will give the 
solidity of any frustum ; for it is plain when figures run uniformly taper but not 
to a point, they being considered as portions of the cone or pyramid ; we may 
find the solidity by supplying what is wanting to complete the figure, and then 
deducting the part cut off. 

A general rule for completing every straight sided solid whose ends are paral¬ 
lel and similar : As the difference of the top and bottom diameters is to the per¬ 
pendicular height, so is the longest diameter to the altitude of the whole cone or 
pyramid. 

Example.—What is the solidity of a frustum of a cone, as ABCD, EFGH, 
(fig. 48) whose transverse axis AB of the greater base is 60 inches, the conju¬ 
gate axis CD 42 inches, and the transverse axis EF of the lesser base 40 inch¬ 
es, and the conjugate GH 28 inches, the height DH 6 feet. 

The area of the greater base ABCD=1979 inches. 1979=area. 
The area of the lesser base EFGH= 879 inches. 879=area. 

- 1318=sq. root ofprod 
17811 

13853 
15832 

1'73‘95'41(1318 
I 

4176 
2=\ of height. 

144)1884960(13,09 content. 
144 

444 
432 

1296 
1296 

Art. XLVIII. To find the solidity of a sphere or globe, 

lidhy LE’~Multip,y the °Ube °f the diameter by 5236 and the P^uct is the so- 

What is the solidity of a globe whose diameter AB (fig. 52) is 4 feet. 
AB=4 5236 

4 64 

16 
4 

2094 4 
31416 

144)8352(58 feet content 
720 

23)73 
69 

261)495 
261 

2628)23441 
21024 

1152 
1152 

2417 

64 cube. 33,5104 content. 
Note.—If it be a sphere of a semi-circle as in (fig. 53,) first find the whole so¬ 

lidity as in (fig. 52,) and divide the product by 2, and the quotient will be the an- 
/er. 

Art. XL1X. To find the solidity of a segment of a globe. 

Rule.—To three times the square of the semi-diameter of the base, add the 
square of the height; then multiplying (hat sum by the height, and then the nro- 
duct multiplied by 5236 will give the solidity. 

What is the solidity of a spherical segment; the diameter of the base AB (fie. 
54) being 18 feet, and the height of the segment CD is 4 feet. 

i of 18 is=9 the semi-diameter. 5236 
9 

81 =square. 
X3 

Art. XLV. To find the solidity of a parabolic conoid ; the diameter AB (fig. 
49) of the base being given, and the perpendicular height CD. 

Rule 1. Multiply the square of the diameter of the base by .3927, and the 
product by the height will give the solidity. 

Example 1. What is the solidity of a parabolic conoid, whose diameter AB is 
30 feet, and the height 50 feet. 

3927 multiplier. 
AB 30X30 = 900 

3534,300 

50=height. 

243 
4X4=16 

1036 

31416 
15708 

52360 

542,4496=solid content. 

259 

X4=height. 

1036 

17671,700 the solidity required. 
Rule 2.—Multiply the area of the base by the height, and half the product 

will be the solid content. 
Example 2. AB 30X30=900 (as before. 

7854 
900 

7068600=area. 
50=height. 

2)353430000 

17671.5=content. 
Art. XLVr. To find the solidity of the frustum of a parabolic conoid ; the 

greater diameter AB, (fig. 50) the lesser CD, and the perpendicular height EF, 
being given. 

Rule. To the square of the diameter of the greater end AB, add the square 
of the diameter of the lesser end CD; multiply the sum by 3927, (being one half 

°f w£4,)-anL the.Pi:0(luct bf thf! height EF will give the solidity required. 
What is the solidity of a parabolic frustum, the diameter of the greater end AB 

being 5 feet, the lesser end CD 4 feet, and the distance of the ends EF 4 feet. 
AB 5X5=25 3927 
CD 4X4=16 41 

41 sum. 3927 
15708 

161007 

4=the distance EF. 
64,4028=content. 

Art. XLVII. To find the solidity of a parabolic spindle. 
Rule.—Multiply the square of the middle diameter by .41888 (bein* 

.7854) and that product by its length; the last product is the solid content 
. wpat is the solidity of a parabolic spindle whose middle diameter AB (fig. 51) 
is 30 inches, and its length CD 5 feet. ° 

AB=30 41888 
30 900 

Art-L. .T° find h solldlty a spherical zone, the radius AB (fig. 55) and 
CD of the two parallel circles at the end being given and their distance BC. 

Rule—Jo the square of the two radii add one third of the square of the 

left ’ mu tlp y tbe sum tbe be’gbt' and the product by 1.5708, will give the 

[ What is the solidity of a spherical zone, whose greater radius AB is 10 feet, 
the lesser CD 8 feet, and the height or distance of the ends BC is 6 feet. 

AB 10X10=100 6 1,5708 
CD 8 X 8— 64 6 1056 

Add 12 — __ 

—~ 3)36=square. 94248 
1J6 — 78540 
X6—height. 12=iofthesq. 157080 

. . T t ^ , 1658,7648=content. 
Art. El. 1 o find the solidity of a spheroid, the fixed axis and the revolving 

axis being given. ° 

Rule.—Multiply the square of the revolving axis by the fixed axis, and that 
product by .5236 for the solidity. 

What is the solidity of a prolate spheroid whose transverse axis CD (fig. 56) 
is 10 feet, and the conjugate AB 6 feet. ' 

AB=6 5236 
6 360 

36 
CD=10 

360 

314160 
15708 

188,4960=content. 

of 

900=square. 37699200 

s=length. 
carried up. 

Art. LII. To find the solidity of an annulus or a cylindric ring, whose thick¬ 
ness and inner diameter are known. 

Rule 1.—To the thickness of the annulus, add'the inner diameter; multiply 
the sum by the square of the thickness, and the product by 2.4674 will give the 
solidity sought. ° 

What is the‘solidity of an annulus, whose inner diameter AB (fig. 57) is 9 
inches, and the thickness of the annulus BC is 3 inches. 

8 2,4674 
3 99 

11 
3X3=9 

222066 
222066 

p c, Ayr n* i - 244,2726—content. 
Kule-Multiply the circumference round the middle of the annulus, or that 

circle generated by the centre of the generating circle, by the area of the genera¬ 
ting circle, and the product will give the solidity. 6 

Note.—This last method will give the solidity of any part of an annulus or 
ring comprehended between any two planes passing through the fixed axis. 
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OF THE FIVE REGULAR SOLIDS. 

Definitions 1. A regular solid, is a body that either may be inscribed or cir¬ 
cumscribed by a sphere, in such a manner as to be contained under equal and 
similar planes; alike posited, and equally distant from the centre of the sphere. 

II. The Tetraedron, is contained under four equilateral triangles. 
III. The Hexaedron, is contained under sixequal squares. 
IV. The Octaedron, is contained under eight equilateral triangles. 
V. The Dodecaedron, is contained under twelve equilateral and equiangular 

pentagons. 
VI. The Icosaedron, is contained under twenty equilateral triangles. 

TO FIND THE SCPERFICES, AND SOLIDITY, OF ANY OF THE FIVE REGULAR BODIES. 

To find the Superfices.—Multiply the area (taken from the following Table) by 
the square of the linear edge of the solid, for the superficies. 

To find the Solidity.—Multiply the tabular solidity by the cube of the linear 
edge, for the solid content. 

A Table of the Surfaces and Solidities of the five regular Solids. 

No. of sides. Names. Surfaces. Solidities. 

4 Tetraedron 1.73205 0.11785 

6 Hexaedron 6.00000 1.00000 

8 Octraedron 3.46410 0.47140 

12 Dodecaedron 20.64573 7.66312 

20 Icosaedron 8.6b025 2.18169 

Example 1.—If the linear edge or side of a tetraedron be 3, required it super¬ 
ficial and solid content. Thus 1.73205X 9=15.58845 superficies. 

And 0.11785X27= 3.18! 95 solidity. 
■ Example 2.—What is the surface and solidity of the hexaedron, whose linear 

side is 21 Answer $ superficies =24 l 
Answer ^ solidity = 8$ 

Example 3.—Required the superficies and solidity of the octaedron, whose 
linear side is 2. . < superficies = 13.8564 ) 

AnSWer- \ solidity = 3.7712$ 
Example 4.—What is the superficies and solidity of the dodecaedron, whose 

linear side is 2? . C superficies ='82.58292 ) 
Answer ^ solidity = 61.30496] 

Example 5.—What is the superficies and solidity of an icosaedron, whose li¬ 
near side is 2? A_ ( superficies = 34.641 I 

(solidity = 17.45352$ Answer 

For finding Convex Surfaces of Solids. 
Art. LIII. To find the convex surfaces of a cube, ora square box as in (fig. 

33, PI. 34, of Mensuration.) 
Rule.—Find the surface or area of one of the sides as in section first, and mul¬ 

tiply it by 6, and the product will be the whole surface. 
What is the convex superficies of a cube or a box whose sides is 2 feet 4 inches. 

2-4 
2-4 

9-4 
4-8 

6-5-4 
6 

32-8-0= the whole, surface. 
Art. L1V. To find the convex surfaces of a parallelopipedon as in (fig. 34.) 
Rule.—Find the surfaces of the depth, breadth, and one of the ends, and 

double it, or multiply it by 2, which is the same thing. 
What is the convex superficies of a parallelopipedon whose depth is 2f. 8i. 

and breadth 3f. 2i., and 4f. 7i. in length. 
2-8 2- 8 
3-2 3- 2 

g_0 5-10=depth and breadth. 
_ 4- 7=length. 
8-5-4 =the surface of one end. - 

3-4-10 
23-4 

add 8-5-4 

35-2-2=whole surface. 

Art. LV. To find the convex surfaces of any prism, as in (figures 35, and 36.) 
Rule.—Multiply the circumference of the base by the length of the prism, the 

product will be the upright surface, to which add the area of the bases ; the sum 
will be the whole surface. 

Art. LVI. To find the convex surfaces of a cylinder. 
Rule.—Multiply the circumference by the length of the cylinder (as in figs. 

37, 38,) the product will be the surface of the length, thence add the area, or the 
surfaces of the two ends, and the sum will give the whole surface. 

Art. LVI1. To find the convex superficies of a pyramid or a right cone, (as 
in figures 39, 40, 41, and 42,) the circumference and slant side being given. 

Rule.—Multiply the circumference of the base by the slant side of the 
cone and half the product will be the area ; or multiply the slant height 
by half the circumference of the base, and the product will be the upright sur¬ 
face. To which the area of the base may be added, for the whole surface. 

Art. LVIII. To find the convex surface of a frustum ofa right cone as in (figs. 
43, 44, 45, 47, and 48) the circumferences of both ends being given, and the slant 
side of the cone. 

Rule.—M ultiply the sum of the circumferences by the slant side of the cone, 
and half the product will be the area. 

Or multiply half the sum of the perimeters of the two bases by the slant height 
and to the product add the areas of the two bases for the whole surface. 

Art. LIX. To find the superficies of a sphere or globe as in (fig. 52.) the 
greatest circumference being given. 

Rule.—Multiply the square of the circumference by .3183, and the product 
will be the superficies. 

Example. What is the superficies of a globe the greatest circumference being 
10.6 feet. Thus 10.6xl0.6x.3183=35.764188 the superficies required. 

Art. LX. To find the convex superficies of the segment, sphere, or globe, as in 
(fig. 54.) the diameter of the base of the segment, and its height, being given. 

Rule.—To the square of the diameter of the base add the square of twice the 

height, and the sum multiplied by .7854 will give the superficies. 
Example. What is the convex surface of the segmentofa globe, the diameter 

of the base being 17.25 feet, and the height 4.5 feet. 
2X.4.5=9 twice the height. 
9 X .9=81 square of twice the height. 
--2 

17.25=297.5825 square of the diameter of the base. 
Then 297.5625-(-81 X.7854=297.3229975 the superficies required. 

Art. LXI. To find the convex surfaces of a spherical zone, the diameters 
of the ends and their distance being given, as in (fig. 55.) 

Rule.—Find the diameter of the sphere by Arts. 21, and 22, in section first of 

superficies ; then multiply the diameter of the sphere, and the distance of the pa¬ 
rallel ends of the zone together, and the product by 3.1416, will be the superficies 
required. 

Example. In a spherical zone the distance of the parallel ends being 4 inches 
the diameter of the greater end 24 inches, and that of the lesser end 20 inches, 
what is the convex superficies, when the centre of the sphere is without the 
zone. 

The distance of the greater chord from the centre, will be found to be 3.5 inch¬ 
es by Art. 21. 

The radius will be found to be 25 inches, by Art. 22 or the diameter 50 inches. 
Then 50X4X3.1416=628.92 the answer. 

Note.—If the .diameter is given, find the circumference, and proceed as be¬ 
fore. 

Art. LXI1. To find the convex superficies of an annulus, or ring as in (fig.57.) 
whose thickness and inner diameters are known. 

Rule 1.—To the thickness of the ring add the inner diameter ; multiply the 
sum by the thickness, and the product by 9.869 will give the superficies requir¬ 
ed. 

Rule 2.—Multiply the circumference of the generating circle by the circum¬ 
ference round the middle of the ring, or that line generated by the centre of the 
generating circles and the product will be the area. 

Note.—This last method will give the convex superficies of any part of an 
annulus or ring, comprehended between two planes passing through the fixed 
axis. 

Example. What is the convex superficies of an annulus or ring, whose inner 

diameter is 8 inches, and the thickness 3 inches. 
Thus 3+8X3X9.869=325.677 the superfices required. 

Of measuring irregular surfaces and solids. 
Definition. An irregular surface or solid, is such a surface or solid as have 

their bounds by lines or surfaces in any manner whatever, of no particular kind of 
form or shape but merely accidental, according as they are to be found or given. 

Art LXI 11. 'To measure any irregular surface whatever by means of equidis- 
taordinates. 

Rule 1 .-—To the half sum of the two outside ordinates, add the sum of all the 

other remaining ordinates; multiply the whole sum by the distance between any 

two ordinates, and the product will be the superficial content. 
Example 1. Let (fig. 58, pi. 24, of mensuration) be the curve proposed, whose 

equidistant ordinates, AB, CD, EF, GH, IK, LM, and NO, are respectively if. 
5f. 6i. 6f. 7f. 9f. lOf. and 8f. and the distance of AC, CE, EG, Sfc. is 3 feet, re¬ 
quired the area of the curve. 

AB=5 
NO=8 

2)13 

6.6=half the sum of the outside ordinates* 
CD=5.6 
EF=6.0 
GH=7.0 
1K=9.0 

LM=10.0 

44.0 
3 

132=superficies. 
Example 2, Let ABCD (fig. 59) be a circle whose diameter AC or BD is IO 

fe.et, it is required to find the area by means of equidistant ordinates, marked 3f 
4f. 4.5f. 4.9f. and 5f. being at the distance of 1 foot from each other. 
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0 
5 

2)5 

2.5halfsum of the outside ordinates* 
3 
4 
4.5 
4.9 

18.9 area of one quarter. 
4 

75.6 feet, area of the whole. 
If the diameter, which is 10 feet, be multiplied by .7854, the 'product, 78.54, 

will be the area. From hence it appears that the mode of operation by means of 
«quidistant ordinates, is very near the truth in measuring irregular planes ; for it 
will produce the area of a circle, which is one of the most oblique curves possible 
as the ends raise quite perpendicular to the axis, from only 10 equidistant spaces 
within the 5V part of the truth ; and would be still nearer when applied to meas¬ 
uring any plane surface, where it is bounded partly by concave and partly by 
convex curves ; because, if wholly bounded by a convex curve, or curves, the 
area will be something less than the truth, but if bounded by aconcave curve, or 
curves, the area will be something greater than the truth ; and if the extremities 

■of the ordinates are joined by straight lines, the area so found will be exactly 
true; but the following is a method of approximation still nearer the truth, 
whether the curve be convex or concave to the axis. 

Rule 2.—Divide the given curve, by ordinates, into any even number of equal 
parts, then add into one sum four times the sum of all the even ordinates; twice 
the sum of all the odd ordinates except the first and last, and also the first and 
last ordinates ; and if one third of that sum be multiplied by the common dis¬ 
tance between any two ordinates, the product will be the answer. 

Example 1. Let (fig. 58) be a curve of any kind, whose equidistant ordi¬ 
nates AB, CD, EF, GH, IK, LM,and NO, are respectively 5f. 5f. 6i. 6f. 7f. 9f. 
lOf. and 8f., and the distance between the ordinates is 3f. required the area of the 
curve. 

CD, GH, and LM, will be the even ordinates ; that is the second, fourth, and 
sixth; EF and IK, the odd ordinates, that is, the third and fifth ; AB and NO, 
the first and last. 

f. i. f. 
CD=5.6 EF=6 
GH=7.0 1K=9 

LM=10.0 — 

- 15 
2 22.6 

4 

30 
90.0 four times the sum of the even ordinates. 
30.0 twice the sum of the odd ordinates. 

5.0 first ordinate. 
8.0 last ordinate. 

3)133.0 sum 

44.4 
3 

133.0 the area or superficial content. 
Now By comparing this area, viz: 133 feet, with the area found in rule 1, ex¬ 

ample 1, viz: 132 feet, there appears to be a difference of 1 foot; but the last 
method is the most correct. 

Example 2. Let ACEGILN (fig. 60) be a concave curve, whose equidistant 
ordinates A, BC, DE, FG, HI, KL, and MN, are respectively 0,1, 3, 6, 10,15, 
21, and the common distance 2, required the area. 

•By example 1. 0 
21 

2)21 

10.5 
1 
3 
6 

10 
15 

45.5 
2 

By Example 2 
91.0 the area greater than the truth. 

2. 3 1 
10 6 
— 15 
13 — 

2 22 
— 4 
26 

88 
< 26 

0 
21 

3)135 

45 
2 common distance. 

90 the area very near the truth 
Example 3. Let AHI (fig. 61) be a parabola, whose ordinates, A, BC, DE, 

FG, and HI, are respectively 0,7, 12, 15, and 16, and their common distance 6, 
required the area of the curve. 

7 12 
15 2 

22 
4 

24 

88 four times the sum of the even ordinates. 
24 twice the sum of the odd ordinates. 
16 sum of the end. 

3)128 
42| 

6 

256 the true area. 

Art. LXIV. To find the superficial content of a mixed figure, partly a curve 
and partly right lined. 

Rule.—Find the area of the curve part of the figure by the last example, by 
dividing it intoequidistant ordinates ; divide the right lined parts of the figure by 
ordinates drawn through every angle, which will divide the right lined parts of 
the figure into trapezoids and triangles ; find the area of each part, according to 
their respective rules add the areas of all the parts together, and the sum will give 
the area of the whole figure. 

Example. Let ABKNORS (fig. 62) be the figure proposed to find its area. 
As the end AB turns round nearly perpendicular to the base AS, draw the or¬ 

dinate CB in such a manner, as it may cut off the most perpendicular part of the 
curve AB at the end, and divide it by ordinates, which are respectively 1,2,1 j, 1, 
0, at the distance of 3 from each other ; the part CBKL of the equidistant space 
isalsodivided into four equal parts, between the first and last ordinates BC, KL 
by the ordinates ED, GF, HI, and LK, which are respectively 12, 13, 12, 10, 9, 
and their common distance 4 ; the other parts of the figure are divided into 3 
trapezoids, KLMN, MNOP, OPQR, and the triangle QRS, by ordinates from 
the angles at K, N, O, and R ; the whole figure being thus prepared, by dividing 
it into curvilineal parts, trapezoids, and triangles, each part will be measured 
according to their respective rules. The measures or dimensions are marked on 
their respective places on the figure ; the contents of each part is computed 
separately, as is shown in the following operation. 

carried up. 

3 
1 

3 
4 

12 
3 
1 

3)16 

H 
3 

13 
10 

23 
4 

92 
24 
12 
9 . 

3)137 
45.6 

4 

12 
2 

9 
16 

34 2)25 

12J 
4 

50 
( area of the tra- 
l pezoids KLMN. 

. - I area of the 
b ( part ABC. 

182.4 area ofthe part CBKL. 

16 13 2)14 
16.0 13 14 7 

132.4 _ _ 
50.0 2)29 2)27 7 
43.5 14.5 13* 
27.0 3 2 49 
49.0 _ i 
— 43.5 area of MNOP 27 area ofOPQR 

367.9 sum ofthe areas, or contents of the whole figure. 

area of the tri¬ 
angle QRS 

Art LXV. To find the superficies of a groin. 
Rule 1.—When the sides ofthegroin are semi-circles, to the area of the base 

add jth part of itself and the sum will give the superficies required. 

Example 1. What is the curve superficies of a circular groin, each side of the 
square, base being 14 feet, as ABCD (fig. 65.) 

14 7)196(28=to I 
14 14 

56 
14 

196 area of the base, 
add 28 

56 
56 

224 area ofthe groin. 
Rule 2.—When the groin stands upon a rectangular plan, the sides being 

either segments of circles or segments of an ellipsis. 
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The area of each two opposite parts of the surfaces of the cylinders, or cylin- 
droids may be computed in the following manner, viz : let ABC D (fig. 63) be the 
plan of the groin ; AC and BD are the intersection of the planes of the diagonals ; 
MNQO is one of the cylindrical, or cylindroid surfaces stretched out on a plane ; 
HV1 is one of the side arches. Then to find the area of any two opposite quar¬ 
ters of the cylindrical, or cylindroidal surfaces to the arch line HVI standing 
over BC on the plan ; that is, NM when stretched out on the plane, add four 
times the arch standing over FG on the plan taken in the middle between the 
end BC, and the vertex at E, that is, QR when stretched out on the plane; mul¬ 
tiply one third of the sum by ES, or PO, which is ecpial to it, and the product 
will be double the area of the two opposite cylindrical or cylindroidal surfaces, 
standing over AED and BEC. 

Example 2.—Let ABCD be the plan of a groin, the sides AB and BC are 
each equal to 8 feet; let MN, the length of the arch HVI, standing over BC on 
the plan, be 10 feet, and PO, equal to ES be 4 feet; that is the distance measur¬ 
ed along from the vertex at E, to either of the ends at S, and QR the length of 
the arch over FG, be 4 feet; required the superficies of the groin. 

4 
4 

16 four times QR. 
10 the end. 

3)26 

1T8i. 
4 • 

34-8 area of the two opposite parts AED, and BEC. 
2 

69-4 area of the whole groin standing over ABCD on the plan. 

Art. LXVJ.—To find the Tonnage of a Ship. 
“ By a law of the Congress of the United States of America, the tonnage of a 

ship is to be found in the following manner. 
If the vessel be double-decked, take the length thereof from the fore part of the 

main stem to the after part of the stern post above the upper deck; the breadth 
thereof at the broadest part above the main wales, half of which breadth shall 
be accounted the depth of such vessel; and deduct from the length three fifths of 
the breadth, multiply the remainder by the breadth, and the product by the depth; 
divide this last product by ninety-five, and the quotient will be the true content 
or tonnage of such vessel. 

If the vessel be single-decked, take the length and breadth as above directed, 
in respect to a double-decked vessel, and deduct from the length three fifths of 
the breadth, and taking the deapth from the under side of the deck plank to the 
deling in the hold ; multiply and divide as aforesaid, the quotient will be the true 
content or tonnage of such vessel.” 

Example.—Suppose a double-decked vessel is 98 feet, and the breadth 30 feet; 
what is her tonnage. 

30 Length=98 95)36000(378-94 tonnage. 
X3 18—| 285 

5)90 80 750 
- X30=breadth. 665 

Rule.—Divide the cube of the side by 231, the quotient will be the answer in 
wine gallons, or by 282, and the quotient will be the answer in beer gallons; or 
by 2150.4 and the quotient will be the number of bushels. 

Example.—Required the number of wine gallons contained in a cubic cistern 
the length of whose side is 60 inches. Multiplying 60 by itself, and the product 
againby 60 gives the solidity 216000 ; which divided by 231, gives the content 
935.x°5V wine gallons. 

In the like manner the content of any other figure may be found, by finding the 
number of cubic inches in the body by the rules already taught in section second 
of mensuration; then bring it into gallons, bushels, &c. by dividing the number of 
cubic inches found in the body by 231 for wine gallons, and by 282 for ale gal¬ 
lons ; and by 2150.4 for bushels ; or you may multiply the number of cubic inch¬ 
es found in the body by 004329 for wine gallons, and the product will be the 
number of gallons; and by 003546 for ale gallons; though the shortest and best 
method of gauging a frustum of a cone, and a body in a cylindrical form will be 
found by the following examples. 

Art. LXV1II.—To find the number of gallons or bushels contained in a body 
of a cylindrical form (see fig. 37, pi. 34, of mensuration.) 

Rule.—Multiply the square of the diameter by the height of the cylinder, and 
divide the product by 294, the quotient will be the number of wine gallons; if 
you divide, by 359, the quotient will be the number of ale gallons ; and if you di¬ 
vide by 2738, the quotient will be the number of bushels. 

Note—These divisors are found by dividing 231,282 and 2150.4 by 7854. 
Example.—How many wine gallons is there in a cylinder, whose diameter of 

its base is 30 inches, and the length 50 inches. 
30=diameter. 

X30 

900 square of the diameter. 
X50=height. 

294)45000(153.06 gallons. 
294 

1560 
1470 

900 
882 

1800 
1764 

36 

Art. LXIX.—To find the number of gallons or bushels contained in a body 
of the form of a frustum of a cone, (see fig. 47, pi. 34 of mensuration.) 

Rule.—Multiply the top and bottom diameters together, and to the product 
add one third of the square of the difference of the same diameters: multiply this 
sum by the perpendicular height, and divide the product by 294 for wine gallons 
by 359 for ale gallons, and by 2738 for bushels. 

Example.—How many wine gallons is there in a frustum of a cone whose 
greatest diameter is 70 inches, the lesser 61, and the height 72. 

70 61 =the lesser diameter. 294)309384(1052.32=galls. 
61 X70=the greater diameter. 294 

18-=| of breadth. 
2400 

^ of 30= 15 
850 
760 

9 difference. 4270 j 533 
X9 add 27 1470 

12000 900 
2400 855 

3)81(27=1 of square. 4297 
6 X72=height. 

684 
588 

36000 450 
380 

21 8594 
21 30079 

960 
882 

70 
Carpenters, in finding the tonnage, multiply the length of the keel by the 

breadth of the main beam and the depth of the hold in feet, and divide the pro¬ 
duct by 95 ; the quotient is the number of tons. In double decked vessels, half 
the breadth is taken for the depth. 

OF GAUGING. 

Gauging is the art of measuring and finding the contents of all kinds of ves¬ 
sels, in gallons or cubic inches ; such as casks, brewers vessels, &c. 

Having found the number of cubic inches in any body by the rules given in 
(section 2 of solids.) You may thence determine the contents in gallons, bush¬ 
els, &c. by dividing that number of cubic inches in a gallon, bushel, &,c. respec¬ 
tively. 

A wine gallon, by which most liquors are measured, contains 231 cubic inch¬ 
es. A beer gallon by which beer, ale, and a few other liquors are measured, 
contains 282 cubic inches. A bushel of corn, malt, &,c. contains 2150.4 cubic 
inches. 

Note.—In all the following rules, it will be supposed that the dimensions of 
the body are given in inches and decimal parts of an inch. 

Art LX\ ll.—To find the number of gallons or bushels in a body of a cubic 
form, (see fig. 33, pi. 34 of mensuration.) 101 

309384 73o 

588 

Note.—It may be proper here to remark, that cisterns, frustums, &c. built 
either ot wood, brick or stone, are generally made by the hogshead; and in 
gauging the above, we bring it first into wine gallons, then allow one hundred 
gallons for a hogshead. 

Cisterns that are built of brick, are mostly built in the form of a cylinder, and 
a cylindroid, (see tigs. 37, and 38, pi. 34 of mensuration,) and are arched over. 
And in gauging the above, if it be in the form of a cylinder, find the contents of 
the straight part by Art. 38, or by Art. 67; and if the arch be a semicircle find 
the contents by Art. 48 ; but il it be a segment of circle find the contents by Art. 
49, and add them together which will give the whole content. 

But if it be in the form of a cylindroid, find the contents of the straight part by 
Art. 39 ; and the contents of the arch by Art. 52, then add them together which 
will give the whole content; and when you have obtained the content in cubic 
inches, thence you may determine the contents in gallons, bushels, &c. (by the 
rules given at Art. 64,) by dividing the number of cubic inches by 231, the quo¬ 
tient will be the answer in wine gallons, or by 232, the quotient will be the an¬ 
swer in beer gallons, or by 2150.4, and the quotient will be the number of bush¬ 
els, &c. 
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LOGARITHMS. 

The learner, who for the first time becomes acquainted with the wonderful 
properties of Logarithms, maybe not a little surprised to find himself introduced 
to a system of numbers, so new in their nature, and which, surpassing all his for¬ 
mer knowledge of figures, afford so many facilities for shortening the labor and 
lessening the difficulty of arithmetical calculations. 

He will admire to find, that by help of these, the labor of hours, and, in some 
calculations even, the labor of days, may be reduced to as many minutes! The 
invention of Logarithms was justly regarded as “a favor from heaven because, 
in many departments of science, essential to the happiness of man, they have 
saved him ages of toil. 

Although it does not come appropriately into the design of this volume to en¬ 
ter minutely into the history of their invention, nor the yet more difficult process 

■by which they were originally constructed, yet a familiar explanation of their 
properties and uses, adapted to the apprehension and wants of the learner, is ne¬ 
cessary, in order to his making a proper application of their great advantages in 
practice. 

Logarithms, then, we may first observe, never stand for the numbers them¬ 
selves, of which they are composed, but invariably for other numbers, of which 
they are only the representative exponents, or indices. Their great utility in 
arithmethical operations consists, chiefly, in this—that addition takes the place 
of multiplication, and subtraction, that of division. That is, to multiply numbers 
we have only to add their logarithms ; to divide, we have only to subtract the 
logarithm of the divisor from that of the dividend ; to raise a number to any pow¬ 
er, we multiply its logarithm by the exponent of that power; and to extract the 
root of any number, we merely divide its logarithm by the number expressing the 
root to be found. 

The constant number upon which the tables in common use are constructed, 
and which is called the base of the tables, is 10 ; and every conceivable number, 
large or small, integral, mixed, or decimal, is considered as some ascertained 
power or root of 10. 

I must be 2, &c. The rule holds universally true, that the index of a logarithm is 
I always one less, than the number of integral figures in the natural number whose 
logarithm is sought. 

The same rule holds in mixed numbers. The logarithm of 6.40 is 0.80618, the 
same as for 640 (see the last example) differing only in the index. Here, the 
integral part (6) of the given number, consists of but one figure, and the index of 
its logarithm, being one less, must be 0. And, generally—having obtained the 
logarithm of any number, large or small, we have only to change the index, agree¬ 
ably to the above rule, in order to obtain the logarithm of every other number, 
consisting of the same significant figures, whether they be integral, fractional, or 
mixed. Thus:— 

The logarithm of 7596 
759.6 
75.96 
7.596 
.7596 
.07596 
.007596 

is 3.880585 
2.880585 
1.880585 
0.880585 

— 1.880585 
— 2.880585 
— 3.880585 

When the natural number is less than 1, the index of its logarithm becomes 
less than 0, or negative-, and is indicated by placing the sign—just before or 
above it. Suppose it were required to affix the proper index to the logarithm 
of .000007596. Here, (he number of cyphers on the left including the decimal 
point, is 6, which, being fitted with the negative sign —, becomes the proper in¬ 
dex of the logarithm. And universally. The negative index is always equal to 
the number of cyphers on the left, including the decimal point. 

Before any one can avail himself of the great advantages of logarithms in 
expediting the operations of Arithmetic and Trigonometry, he must become so 
familiar with the tables, that he can readily find the logarithm of any number; 
and, on the other hand, the number to which any logarithm belongs. 

10' the first power of ten is 10, whose exponent is 1. 
103 the second power of ten is 100, whose exponent is 2. 
103 the third power of ten is 1,000, whose exponent is 3. 
10‘ the fourth power of ten is 10,000, whose exponent is 4. 
10s the fifth power of ten is 100,000, whose exponent is 6. 
10® the sixth power of ten is 1,000,000, whose exponent is 6. 

It may be remarked, that the first power of any number, is that number once 
repeated; or it is the number itself: The second power of any number, is the 
product of that number mull iplied once by itself: The third power of a number, 
is the product of the number multiplied twice by itself: The fourth power of a 
number, is the product multiplied three times by itself, &c. The index denoting 
the power, is called, in common arithmetic the exponent of that power; and is, 
in other words, the logarithm of the power. 

Log arithms, then, are the Exponents of a series of powers and roots. 

In the above series, the logarithms indicate how many cyphers belong to their 
corresponding numbers. Thus, the logarithm 1 stands for 10, or I and one cy¬ 
pher ; the logarithm 2 stands for 100, or 1 and two cyphers ; the logarithm 3, for 
1000, or 1 and three cyphers, &c. Now if we multiply 10,000 by 100, the pro¬ 
duct will be 1,000,000, whose logarithm is 6 : but to obtain this, we need only 
add the logarithms 2 and 4, which stand opposite the numbers to be multiplied. 
On the contrary, if we divide 1,000,000 by 100, the quotient will be 10.000, 
whose logarithm is 4 : but to obtain this, we need only subtract 2, the logarithm 

■of the divisor, from 6, the logarithm of the dividend. 
Again, the square of 1000, that is, the product of 1000 multiplied by itself, is 

000,000, whose logarithm is 6 : but to obtain the square of 1000, we need only 
double its logarithm 3. On the other hand, the cube root of 1000,000 is 100, whose 
logarithm is 2; but this is obtained by dividing 6, the logarithm of the given number, 
"y pt | ® index of the root. Hence it is manifest, that the protracted labor of 
multiplying or dividing one large number by another, the tedious evolution of 
roots, and the various mistakes incident to long operations, may be almost entire¬ 
ly obviated by the use of logarithms. 

As the logarithm of 1 is alw’ays 0, and that of 10 is but 1, the logarithms of all 
numbers below 10, will be decimals : and as the logarithms in the. common sys- 
tem increase regularly by 1, according to the integral powers of 10, it follows 
that the logarithms of all numbers between 10 and 100, will be more than 1, but 
less than 2 (hat is, they will be 1 and a decimal : the logarithms of all numbers 
between 100 and 1000, will be between 2 and 3—thatis, they will be twoand a 
decimal: and the logarithms of all numbers between 1000 and 10,000, will be 
between 3 and 4—that is, 3 and a decimal. 

lcTr,ith,“ Spnerally consists of two parts ; a whole number, and a decimal. 
i his whole number or integer is called the characteristic, or index, of the loga¬ 
rithm, and is always one less than the number of integral figures in the natural 
number whose logarithm is sought. As the index of the logarithm is omitted in 
the tables, it is important to recollect the principle, or rule, by which it is to be sup¬ 
plied, whenever it is wanted in calculation. Thus, the logarithm of 8 is 0.903090. 
Here, the number (8) consists of but one figure, and the index of its logarithm, 
being one less, must be 0. Again, the logarithm of 16 is 1.204120. Here, the 
given nnmber {16) consists of two figures, and the index of its logarithm, being 
one less, must be 1.—Again, the logarithm of 640 is 2.306180. Here, the given 
number v640) consists of 3 figures, and the index of its logarithm, being one less, 

DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING LOGARITHMS AND THEIR NUM¬ 

BERS FROM THE TABLE. 

In the common tables, the Indices to the logarithms of the first 100 numbers 
are inserted. But, for all other numbers, the decimal part ox\\y of the logarithms 
is given ; while the index is left to be supplied, according to the principles alrea¬ 
dy laid down. 

PROBLEM I. 

T o find the Logarithm of any number between 1 and 100: 
rule.—Look for the proposed number on the left ; and against it, in the next 

column, will be the logarithm, with its index. 

Example. I he logarithm of 50 is 1.698970. The logarithm of 89 is 1.949390. 

PROBLEM II. 

To find the Logarithm of1 any number between 1 and 1000 : or of any num¬ 
ber consisting of not more than three significant figures, with cyphers annexed. 

Rule—Find 'he given number in the left hand column of the table, and di¬ 
rectly opposite, in the next column, is the decimal part of its logarithm, to which 
apply the index as already taught. 

Example. The logarithm of 140 is 2.146128. The logarithm of 781 is 2.892651 
. of358 2.553883. of 974 2.938559 

The decimal part only of these logarithmsare found in the table ; the index 2, 
was affixed to each, because the given numbers consisted, each of three integral 
figures. If there had been cyphers annexed to the significant figures of the given 
numbers, as 14000, 358000, &c. their logarithms would have been precisely the 
same, with the exception of the index only ; and, consequently, would be found 
in the same place in the table. Thus— 

Thelog.of 1400 is 3.146128. The log. of 78IOOO is 5.892651. 
of35800 4.553883. of9740000 6.988559. 

Here the decimal part of the logarithm is the same asbefore ; while the index 
has been increased as many units, as there are cyphers annexed to the given num¬ 
bers. I his rule will hold good in all similar cases. 

PROBLEM III. 

To find the Logarithm of any number consisting of four figures, either with, 
or without, cyphers annexed. 

Rule. Look for the three first figures, on the left hand, and for the fourth fig¬ 
ure, at the top of one of the columns ; the logarithm will be found opposite the 
three first figures, and in the column which, at the head, is marked with the 
fourth figure. 

By reference to the table, it will be seen, that each page contains 10 columns, 
of logarithms, which are severally numbered from 0 to 9. The first column, 
alone, contains six figures ; while every other column has only four figures : but 
it is to be always remembered that the two first figures, of the left hand col¬ 
umn, art common to each of the other columns, and were omitted only to avoid re- 
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petition. These two initial figures, therefore, are to be prefixed to each ol the other 
four, since every logarithm, in our table, consists of six figures, besides theindex. 

Examfle. The log. of 3657 is 3.563125 The log. of 3657 is 3-826?°4- 
of 5696 3.755570 8512 3.930032. 

In the last example, as it will frequently happen, the two initial figures (93) ot 
the logarithm, are not found, in the same line, with the given number (t>5 ,) but 
in the next below it:—And, universally, whenever the third figure ot the loga- 
arithm changes, from 9 to 10, the cypher only is retained m the column, while the 
1 ts carried down to the next lower initial, on the left. To guard against a mis¬ 
take here, points have been substituted in place of cyphers ; and whenever these 
points are found, the cyphers are to be reinstated, and the two initials taken horn 

the line below. 

PROBLEM IV. 

Examples. 
Logarithms. Numbers. 

3.880585 7596 

2.402089 252.4 
1.514946 32.73 

0.629919 4.265 

1.811508 .6479 

2.907680 .08085 

3.962464 .009172 

To find the Logarithm of a number consisting of five or six figures. 
Rule.—Find the logarithm of the first four figures ol the given number, as 

taught in the last problem. Take the remaining figures and multiply them into 
the number standing opposite, in the outside column, headed D ; from l,'e. 
ofthe product, reject as many figures as you multiplied by, and add what is lett 
to the logarithm previously found. This sum, being fitted with a proper index, 

will be the logarithm required. 
Example. Required the logarithm of 45263. Thus— 
The logarithm of 45260 is 
The difference D is 96, which being multiplied by 3, gives 

Logarithm of 45263 required. 
Example 2. Required the logarithm of 75S936. Thus— 

The logarithm of758900 is 
The difference D is 57, which being multiplied by 36, gives 

When great accuracy is required, and the given logarithm is not exactly, or 
very nearly, found in the table, it will be necessary to reverse the rule, under 

problem 4, or 5. Thus— . 
Rule 3.—From the given logarithm, subtract the next less, m the table ; an¬ 

nex to the difference as many cyphers, as you wish the, number of figures in the 
answer to exceed four. Then divide this difference by the common difference in 
the side column D, and annex the quotient to the natural number belonging to 

the less logarithm, and you will have the number required. 
Example 1. Required the natural number, belonging to the logarithm 

3.441049 
next less log. 3.440909 corresponding number 2760 

.89 

4.655715 
28.8 

4.655743 

5.880185 
20.52 

Logarithm of 758936 required. 5.880205 
This process of finding the logarithms oflarge numbers supposes that they in¬ 

crease in the same ratio as their numbers, which is not strictly true, though suffi¬ 
ciently near the truth for general practice. It may be remarked, however, that 
these ratios approach thatoi equality, the larger the numbers, and the less they 

differ from each other. 
The column marked D, contains the average mean differences of the ten loga¬ 

rithms against which they stand, and, consequently, do not always correspond 
exactly to each of the differences, taken separately ; wherefore, when great ac¬ 
curacy'is required, it may be necessary, particularly in the first part of the table, 

to work by 

PROBLEM V. 

To find the logarithm of a number consisting of six or seven figures. 
Rule.—Find the logarithm ofthe first four figures, as before, and take the dif¬ 

ference between this logarithm and the next greater in the table ; multiply this 
difference by the remaining figures of the given number ; reject, from the right of 
the product, as many figures as you multiplied by, and add vvhat is left to the 
logarithm before found ; this sum being fitted with a proper index ; will be the 

logarithm required. 
Example. Required the Logarithm of 4526375. 
To the first four figures, add as many cyphers as there are other figures m 

the proposed number, find the logarithm, which subtract from the next greater, 

Thus— 
The next greater number is 4527000 and its log. is 6.655810 

given number 4526000 ” 6.655715 

diff. of number. 1000 diff. oflogs. 95 
multiply by the other figures ofthe given number_375 

gives the proportional part to be added 35.625 
to the log. of the first part 6.655715 

Gives the log. of 4526375, as required. 6.655750 

PROBLEM VI. 

To find the Logarithm of a Fraction. 
Rule.—Subtract the logarithm of the denominator from that ofthe numerator ; 

or, reduce the fraction to a decimal, and take out the logarithm as for a whole 
number, fitting it with a proper index. 

Example. Required the logarithms of| or .75. 
The log of the numerator (3) is 0.477121 

of the denominator (4) is 0.C02060 

Log. off or 75. Answer. —1.875061 

divide by com. D= 157)14000(quotes 

Number required. 2760.89 
Example 2. Required the number corresponding to the logarithm —3.441049 
The operation in this example, is the same as in the first. Having found the 

corresponding number, as before, prefix the number of cyphers indicated by the 
negative index, thus, 0.00276089. 

PROBLEM VIII. 

DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING THE LOGARITHMIC SINES, TANGENTS, AND SECANTS, 

FROM THE TABLE. 

Rule 1.—If the given angle isless than 45°, look forthe degrees at the lop of 
the. table, and the minutes on the left ; then, opposite to the minutes, and under 
the word sine, at the head of the column, will be found the sine ; under ihe word 
tangent, will be found the tangent, and under the word secant, will be found the 
secant of the, angle required. Thus :— 

Cotangent of 9° 55 is 
Secant of 11 ° 30' is 
Cosecant of 39° 5' 

10.757390 
10.008807 
10.200349 

part of the 

Sine of 12° 35' is 9.3381 76 
Cosine of 21° 40' is 9.968179 
Tangent of 38° 5' is 9.894111 

The first figure is the index, and the other figures are the decimal 
logarithm. . 

2.—If the given angle is between 45 and 90°, look for the degrees at the bottom 
of the table, and the minutes on the right; then, opposite to the minutes, and 
over the word sine at the foot otthe column, will be found the sine; over the 
word tangent, will be found the tangent; and over the word secant, will be 
found the tabular secant &,c. of the angle sought. Thus :— 
Sine of 81° 20' is 9.995013 
Tangent of 73° 25' is 10.526081 
Secant of 64° 45' is 10.386455 

Cosine of 89° 15' is 8’116926 
Cotangent of 54° 5' is 9.859932 
Cosecant of 45° 55' is 10.143677 

3.—If the given angle is between 90 and 180 degrees; subtract it from 180 
degrees, and the tabular sine, tangent, or secant, of the remainder, will be the 
tabular sine, tangent, or secant, of the required angle. Thus:— 
Sine of 99° is the sine of 8T 
Tang, of 102° is the tang, of 78° 
Sec. of 158° 10'=sec. of 21° 50' 

Cosine of 111“ 55'=Cosine 68° 5' 
Cotang, of 127° 8'=Cotang. 52" 52' 
Cosec. of 131 ° 40=Cosec. 48° 20' 

Having thus found the supplement of the angle, when it is obtuse, that is, when 
it exceeds 90 degrees, the tabular sine, tangent, or secant, is found by rule 1st or 
2d. 

It must be observed, that the table of sines, tangents, and secants, in this 
work, are calculated only to every five minutes. 

If, however, greater accuracy is required, work as follows: 
4.—Find the difference between the tabular sine, tangent, or secant, of the 

angle which is next less, and of that which is next greater, than (he given one; 
multiply this difference by double the odd minutes, and add the product, reject¬ 
ing the last figure of it, to the tabular sine, tangent, or secant, of the lesser angle. 
Thus : 

Example. Required the Logarithmic sine of 53° 8' 
Next greater, in the table, is 53 10 = 9.903298 
Next less, do. 53 5 9.902824 

Tabular difference for 5 
Mult, by twice the odd min. 3X= 

474 
6 

PROBLEM VII. 

To find the Natural Number, belonging to any Logarithm. 
Rule 1.—If the logarithm be found within the limits of the table; that is, if its 

index do not exceed 3 ; then neglecting the index, look down in the column of 
logarithms, under 0. for the two or three first figures of yourgiven logarithm, anrl 
if you exactly find all the figures of the given logarithm in that column, you will 
have the corresponding number in the adjoining column, on the left. 

Rule 2.—If the logarithm be not found, exactly, in the column under 0, look 
through the other columns, on the right, till you find it exactly, or very nearly , 
and in the column of numbers directly against it, you will have the first three fig¬ 
ures ofthe number sought, to which join the figure at the top of the column in 
which the logarithm was found, and you will have the number required. 

Note.—When the number is found, you must point offdecimals from it, or 
annex cyphers to it, if necessary, to make it correspond with the index of your 
logarithm, as already taught. 

Add to the lesser angle 53 5 284.4 
Gives log. sine of 53 8 = 9.903108 

PROBLEM IX. 

To find the degrees and minutes corresponding to any given tabular sine, tan¬ 
gent, or secant within the compass of (he table. 

Rule 1.—Look in the column of the same name, for the sine, tangent, or se¬ 
cant, which is nearest to the given one; and if the title be at the head of the col¬ 

umn take the degrees at the top of the table, and the minutes on the left; but if 
the title be at the fool of the column, take the degrees at the bottom, and the min¬ 
utes on the right. 

Example. Find the number of degrees and minutes corresponding to the loga¬ 

rithmic sine 9.673971. 
The nearest sine in the tables is 9.673977. The title of sine is at the head of 

the column in which the numbers are found. The degrees at the top of the page 
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are 28, and the minutes on the left are 10. The angle required, is, therefore, 

28° 10\ 
2._When the given logarithmic sine, tangent, or secant, is not found exactly, 

or very nearly, in the table. , , , 
Find the difference between the next less and the next greater tabular sine, 

tangent, or secant, as in the last example ; multiply this difference by five, and 
divide the product by the difference between the given logarithm and the next 
less, and add the quotient to the degrees and minutes belonging to the ess. i bus: 

Example. Required the degrees and minutes corresponding to the logarithmic 

sine 9.903108. 
Given log. 9.903108 
Next less. 9.902824=53° 5' 

Next greater log. 9.903298 
Nextless 9.902824 

Numbers. 
1. Divide 24163 

by 4567 

Examples. 
Logarithms. Numbers. 

4.38 3151 2. Divide 37.149 
3.659631 by 523.760 

Logarithms. 
1.569947 
2.719132 

Quot. 5.2908 0.723520 Quot. .070927 _ 2.850815 
Here, in the 2d example, the I which is borrowerl for the 7, being added to the 

index 2. because it is positive, makes it 3. But, before it is subtracted, the sign 
is changed from positive 3, to negative —3, from which, take the 1 above it and 

there remains —2 for the index of the quotient. 
3. Divide .06314 —2.800305 or 8.800305 

by .007243 —3.859799 or 7.859799 

2S4 
5 

Divide by 474)1420(3 minutes, added to the less 
Gives 53°. 8' 

474 8.7198 0.940506 0.940506 
Here, 1 carried from the decimal, to the —3, reduces it to —2, which, taken 

from the other —2, leaves 0 for the index of the quotient. To the learner, 
who is unacquainted with algebra, much of the perplexity arising from the em¬ 
ployment of the negative indices, may be avoided, by making them all positive. 

MULTIPLICATION BY LOGARITHMS. INVOLUTION BY LOGARITHMS. 

Rule.—Take from the fable the logarithms of all the numbers to be multipli¬ 
ed, add them together, and their sum will be the logarithm of the product. 'I hen, 
by means of the table, take out the natural number, corresponding to this sum, 

for the product sought. , .. 
Observe, that whatever is to be carried from the decimal part of the logarithm, 

is always positive, and must be added to the positive, or subtracted fiom the nega¬ 

tive index or indices. 

Numbers. 
1. Mult. 326 

by 85 

Examples. 

Logarithms. Numbers. 
2.513218 2. Mult. 8.25 
1.929419 by 112 

Logarithms. 
0.916454 
2.049218 

Prod. 27710 4.442637 Prod. 924.00 2.965672 
3. Multiply the following numbers together : 3.902, 597.16, and .0314728. 

Numbers. Logarithms. 
3.902 0.591287 

597.160 2.776091 
.0314723 2.497935 

Prod. 73.3333 1.865313 
Here, the IT cancels the 2, and the 1 to carry, from the decimal part of the log¬ 

arithms is set down. _ 
4. Multiply 3. 

Numbers. Logarithms. 
3.586 0.554610 

2.1046 0.323170 
0.8372 T.922329 

0.0294 "2.468347 

0.105762 T.268956 Product _ _ 
Here the 2 to carry cancels the 2, and there remains the t to set down, for 

the index of the product. 
In practice, however, it is usual to make all the indices positive. This is done 

by adding 10 to each negative index ; observing, to reject an equal number from 
the final result. 

Thus, for negative —1, we may put down positive 9. 
for negative —2, we may put down positive 8. 
for negative —3, we may put down positive 7. 4'c. 

Because, minus 1, plus 10, equals 9. 
minus 2, plus 10, equals 8. 
minus 3, plus 10, equals 7. Syc. 

5. Repeating the 3d example we have 
Numbers. Logarithms. Logarithms. 

3.902 0.591287 = 0.591287 
597.160 2.776091 = 2.776091 

.0314728 "a.497935 or 8.497935 

Prod. 73.3333 1.865313 1.865313 
Here the sum of the indices is 11 : from which reject 10, and the result is the 

same as belore. 

DIVISION BY LOGARITHMS. 

Rule.—From the Logarithm of the Dividend, subtract the logarithm of the di¬ 
visor ; the number answering to the remainder will be the quotient required. The 
decimal part of the logarithm may he subtracted as in common arithmetic. But 
observe, always to change the index of the, divisor, or suppose it to be changed 
from positive to negative, or from negative to positive ; then add the indices of 
the Dividend and Divisor together where their signs are alike, but subtract the 
less from the larger, if unlike, and prefix to the difference the sign of the greater 
index. 

The sum, or difference, thus found, will be the index to the logarithm of the 
quotient. 

Observe also, that where 1 is borrowed, in the left hand place of the decimal 
part of the logarithm, add it to the index of the divisor when that index is positive, 
but subtract it, from the index if it is negative, and then proceed, as above stated. 

A number is involved, by multiplying it one, or more times, into itself. But a 

number is multiplied by itself, by adding its logarithm to itself; that is, a number 
is raised lo the second power, by multiplying its logarithm by 2. In like manner 
a number is raised to the third power by multiplying its logarithm by 3, and so on. 

Wherefore, we have this general 
Rule_Multiply the logarithm of the number to be involved, by the index of 

the power. The number, corresponding to this product, will be the power re¬ 

quired. 
Example 1. What is the square of 291 ? 
Number 291, its logarithm is 2.463893 
Index of the power 2 

Power required 84681 4.927786 
2. Required the cube of 3.07146 
Number 3.07146 logarithm 

Index of the power 

Power required 28.9758 
3. Required the 10th power of 2. 
Number 2 logarithm 

Index of the power 

Power required 1024 

0.487345 
3 

1.462035 

0.301030 
10 

3.010300 

EVOLUTION BY LOGARITHMS. 

Evolution is the opposite of Involution. Therefore to extract the roots of 
numbers, by Logarithms, we have this 

Rule—Divide the Logarithimof the given number, by the number express¬ 
ing the root to be fouud. 

Note.—When the index of the logarithm is negative, and does not exactly 
contain the divisor, without some remainder, increase the index by such a num¬ 
ber as will make it exactly divisible, and carry the units thus borrowed, as so 
many tens, to the first figure of the decimal, and then divide as in'whole num¬ 
bers. 

Example . Required the square root of 84681, and the cube root of 1 9683000. 
1. Numbers. Logarithms. 2. Numbers. Logarithms. 

Power 84681 2)4.927786 Power 19683000 3)7.294091 
Root 291 2.463893 Root 270 2.431364 

Numbers. Logarithms. Numbers. Logarithms. 
3. Power 0.0932 2)—2.969416 4. Power 0 00048 3)—4.681241 

Root 0.30496 —1.484708 Root 0 078297 —2.893747 
Here, in the 3d example, the divisor 2 is contained exactly once, in the nega¬ 

tive index—2 ; the index of the quotient is therefore —1. But in the 4th exam¬ 
ple, the divisor 3 not being exactly contained in —4, the latter is augmented by 2 
to make up 6, in which the divisor is contained just twice. The 2 thus borrow¬ 
ed. being carried to the decimal figure 6, makes 26, which divide by 3 &c. 

But when to avoid the perplexity of negative signs, the index of the logarithm 
is made positive, it will be needful to add as many tens to the negative index as 
there are units in the dumber expressing the root to be found. 

5. What is the 5th root ofO.OOS926? 
Tower 0 008926 5)—3.950657 or 5)47.950657 

0.38916 —1.590131 9.590131 
A power of a root, that is, a fractional root of any given number may be found 

by the following 
Rule.—Multiply the logarithm of the given number by the index of the pow¬ 

er, and then divide the product by the number, expressing the root. In other 
words, multiply the logarithm by the numerator, aud divide by the denominator. 

Example. What is the (654)f that is, the 8th power of the 9th root of 654, 
Given number 654 log. 2.815578 

Multiply by 8 

Divide by 9)22.524624 
Power required 318-23 2.502936 

COMPOUND INTEREST BY LOGARITHMS. 

Rule.—Find the amount of 1 dollar for 1 year ; multiply its logarithm by the 
number of years; and to the product, add the logarithm of the principal. The 
sum will be the logarithm of the amount for the given time. 
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From the amount subtract the principal, and the remainder will be the inter¬ 

est. 
Example, The last example in Dabolls arithmetic, under Compound Interest, 

is as follows :—“What will fifty dollars amount to, in 20 years, at 6 per cent?” 
This question, wrought out in the most expeditious manner in common arith¬ 

metic, would take the student scarcely less than 3 hours, and the final result would 
be, if done correctly, $160.3567756106422365941496492288974572748800. But 
by logarithms this sum may be done in as many minutes,and the correct answer, 
in dollars and cents, obtained with a very few figures. Thus— 

Amount of 1 dollar for 1 year is 1.06 logarithm 0.0253059 
Multiply by the time 20 

Add log. of principal 50 
0.5061180 
1.6989700 

Amount as above=$l60.35,7 2.2050880 
From the foregoing general principles of the nature and application of 

logarithms, are derived an infinite number ofspecific rules, adapted to particular 
cases ; some of which will be more fully shown under the article T rigonometry. 
We shall in this place, therefore, give only one more illustration of the great utili¬ 
ty of logarithms in facilitating some of the most laborious operations in arithmetic, 
viz: 

Between two numbers given, to find any number of mean proportionals requir¬ 
ed. 

Rule 1.—F rom the logarithm of the greater number subtract the logarithm of 
the less,and divide the remainder by the number of means, increased by 1. 

2. —Add the quotient to the logarithm of the less number, and the sum will be 
the logarithm of the 1st mean proportional. 

3. —To the logarithm last found, add the said quotient, and the sum will be the 
sum of the 2d mean proportional; and thus proceed always adding the same 
quotient to the logarithm of the last proportional found, as far as the question 
requires. 

Example. Required to find between 16 and 64, five mean proportionals. 
Log. of 64 

of 16 

% 

Divide by 5 means, +1 
Com. ratio, 1.26 nearly 
Add log of 19 
1st proportional 20.158= 
To which add said quotient 
2nd proportional 25.398 
Add quotient 
3d proportional 32 
Add quotient 
4th proportional 40.317 
Add quotient 
5th proportional 5U.796 

=6) 

1.806180 
1.204120 

0.602060 
0.100343* 
1.204120 
1.304463^ 
0.100343’ 
1.404806? 
0.1003431 
1.505150 
0.1003431 
1.6054931 
0.1003431 
1.7058361 

TRIGOMOMETRY. 
T rigonometry is that branch of the general science of Geometry which treats | 

of the properties and relations of certain straight lines drawn in and about a cir¬ 
cle, and also teaches to compute the sides and angles of triangles. It is divided 
into two parts, plane, and spherical. 

Plane Trigonometry treats only of Rectilinear Triangles; while Spherical 
Trigonometry treats of triangles, formed by the intersections of three great cir¬ 
cles upon the surface ofa sphere. 

Scarcely any department of mathematics is moreimportant, or more extensive 
in its application to the useful purposes and business of life. By Tigonometry 
the builder determines the length of braces, rafters, beams, the projection of roofs, 
and whatever appertains to the architecture of bridges or arches, and to the proper 
delineation of plans and drawings. There is no branch of science so essential to 
the practical architect, as that of trigonometry. The science of architecture is, 
indeed, the science of trigonometry reduced to examples. Without the latter, 
the former would have remained, at best, but as an art without rules, exactness, 
or order. 

The terms of this science, such as Sines, Tangents, Secants, &c., have alrea¬ 
dy been explained, among the definitions of Geometry. It remains now to show 
their application, and the manner of computing them. Each of these terms, un¬ 
der different circumstances, is but another name for the perpendicular, the base, 
and the hypothennse of a triangle In one triangle for instance, the perpendic¬ 
ular becomes the Sine, and in another perfectly similar to the former, it is as often 
the Tangent, of an angle. The same thing is true of the base, also. It becomes 
first ofall, necessary, therefore, to know, under what cirumstances, the respect¬ 
ive sides of a triangle become sines, tangents, and secants , or cosines, cotan¬ 
gents and cosecants. 

This depends on which side of the triangle the circle is described : for if any 
side whatever be made radius, each of the other sides will be the sine, tangent 
or secant, of the arc described by this radius. 

Fig. 1. 
Case 1.—In every right angled trian¬ 

gle, if the Hypothenuse be made radius, 
one of the sides will be a sine of its oppo¬ 
site angle, and the other side a cosine of 
the same angle. Thus : 

The triangle ABC being constructed 
and a circle described around the centre 
A, with the radius AC, then the perpen¬ 
dicular BC will be the sine, and the base 
AB the cosine of the angle at A. But as 
the sine of either of the acute angles of a 

right angled triangle is the cosine of the 
other, and the contrary ; therefore the 
perpendicular BC, being the sine of the 
angle at A, is also cosine of the angle at C. 

Case 2—If either the base or perpendicular be made radius, the other will 
be a tangent ofits opposite angle, and the Hypothenuse will be a secant of the 
same angle ; that is, of the angle between the secant and the radius. Thus : 

Let an arc or circle, be described around A, 

iVI do6 b,ase as radius, then the perpendicu- 
i A i w* ^ be tangent, and the hvpothenuse 

AC the secant of the angle at A. And because 
the side_ which is the sine, tangent or secant, of 
one of the acute angles of a right angled triangle, 
is the cosine, cotangent, or cosecant of the other 
angle, therefore, the perpendicular BC, being tan- 
gent of the angle at A, is also cotangent of the an- 
gle at C. And the hypothenuse AC, being se¬ 
cant of the angle at A, is, also, cosecant of the an- 
£l6 cLt U# 

Fig. 2. 

Case 3.—If the perpendicular BC be made radi¬ 
us. with the centre at C, then the base AB will 
be the tangent, and the hypothenuse AC (as be¬ 
fore) the secant of the angle atC. And, because 
every side ofa right angled triangle, which is the 
sine, tangent, or secant, of one of the acute an¬ 
gles, is the cosine, cotangent, or cosecant, of the 
other acute angle, therefore, the base AB being 
tangent of the angle at C, is also cotangent of the 
angle at A. And the hypothenuse AC, being 
secant of the angle at C, is also cosecant of the 
angle at A. 

Fig. 3. 

A. T at/ria 

The solution of all the cases in right angled trigonometry, depends upon the 
punciple that the rachus of one circle, is to the radius of any other, as the sine 
tangent or secant, in one, is to the sine, tangent, or secant, of the same number 
ol degrees, in the other. It is also plain, that if the side of any triangle, which is 
made radius should remain unchanged, the other two sides would vary according 
to the size ol the angle ; that is, they would be longer or shorter according as thev 
subtended a greater or less number of degrees. Upon this principle the table of 
sines, tangents, or secants, was computed, to radius 1, for every 5' of a degree. 

In every triangle, there are six parts, three sides, and three angles. Of these 
parts three must be given, including a side, to enable us to find the the rest. To 
find a side, we begin the statement of the problem with an angle. To find an 
angle, we must begin with a side, as in the following rules. 

1. To find a Side —-Call any one of the sides of a triangle radius, and write 
upon it the word radius; observe whether the other sides become sine, tangenti, 
or secants, and write these words on them, or suppose them to be written, as in 
some one of the three last figures. Consider the word thus wril ten upon each, 
side, as the tabular name, of that side. Then institute the following propot' 

As the tabular name* of the given side, 
Is to the length of the side, 
As is the tabular name* of the required side, 
To the length of the required side, 

. -Angle.—P”e of the given sides must be made radius, then insti- 
tute the iollowmg proportion : 

As the length of the given side made radius, 
Is to its tabular name,* that is, radius ; 
So is the length ol the other given side, 
To its tabular name*. 

Having thus arranged the terms of the proportion, look for the corresponding 
logarithms, in the logarithms of numbers, for the length ofthe sides ; and in thl 

?£ S3 r",be lo5”‘l"ic ** ****">*■ 
Rule.—ADD TOGETHER the logarithms of the second and third terms 

AND FROM THEIR SUM, SUBTRACT THE LOGARITHM OF THE FIRST TERM. 

THE REMAINDER WILL BE THE LOGARITHM OF THE ANSWER. 

e ”"TEj7Vom .th.e ProPerty of a Plane triangle, thatthethree angles are togeth- 
er equal to two right angles, or 180 degrees, the following useful corollaries, arise. 

,A Zu *? ang ? °/,r tnaungle are eiven’the third is also said to be given ? 

sum2^lS80Pd'gnreens. ° tW°' ^ may be found by subtractinS their 

2. When one angle ofa triangle is given, the sum of the other two mav be 
found, by subtracting the given angles from the two right angles, or 180 degrees. 

3 Ifone angle ofa triangle hei right, the other two, are acute, and together 
make another right angle; and if one ofthe acute angles be given, the other is 

degrees?11’ b6‘nS ^ Complement of the other given one, or what it wants of 90 

4. The sine or tangent of any angle is to the side opposite to it as the sine 
or tangent, of any other angle is to its opposite side, and the contrary. 

* Which will be either Sine, Tangent, or Secant, &c. 
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• - PROBLEM I. 

GIVEN THE ANGLES AND THE HYPOTHENUSE OP A RIGHT ANGLED TRIANGLE, 

TO FIND THE BASE AND PERPENDICULAR. 

Example 1. In the triangle ABC, right angler! at B, suppose the angle at 
A=50 degrees 30 minutes, aud the hypothenuse, AC=125 feet, or yards ; requir¬ 

ed the sides A B and BC. 
Here, the hi pothenuse being the given side must be made radius ; and BC will 

then become the sine of the angle at A, and AB the cosine ol the same angle, see 

Jpg !• 

angle at A, and the hypothenuse will be secant of the same angle. See fig. 2. 

Hence. 
To find AC 

As radius 90° = 10.000000 

To find the, perp. BC 
As rad. or sine of 90o 10.000000 

Is to hypothenuse 125 3.096910 
So is the sine of L A 50° 30' 9.327406 

10.984316 
10.000000 

To find the base AB 
As radius, sine of 90o 10.000000 

Is to hyp. AC 125 
So is Cos. of A A 50° 30 

(Subtract 1st term) 

2.096910 
9.803511 

11.900421 
10.000000 (Subtract 1st term) 

To perp. BC 96.4 1.984316 To base AB 79.51 1.900421 
note.—Where the first term is radius, it may be subtracted from the sum of 

the other two, by merely rejecting 10 in the index, without the trouble of setting 

it down a second time. 
To find the angle atC, we have only to subtract the angle at A from 90°. 

Thus 90°—50° 30'=39c 30' which is the angle at C. 

2. Making the base radius, the perpendicular BC becomes the tangent of the 
angle A, and AC becomes the secant of A. see Jig. 2. Thence. 

To find BC To find A B 
As secant of it 50° 30' = 10.196489 As secant of A 50o 30' = 10.196489 

Is to hyp. AC 125 2.096910 Is to hyp. AC 125 2.096910 

So is tangent of A 50° 30' 10.083896 So is radius 90° 10.000000 

(Subtract 1st term) 
12.180806 
10.196489 (Subtract 1st term.) 

12.096910 
10.196489 

To perp. BC 96.45 1.984317 To base AB 79.51 1.900421 

3. Making the Perpendicular Radius, the base AB will be the tangent of 
the angle at C, or cotangent of A ; and the hypothenuse AC, will be the secant 
of C, or the cosecant of A 

To find BC 
As cosecantA 50° 30' = 

Seejig. 3. 

10.112504 

Hence. 
To find AB. 

As cosecant of A 50° 30 = 10.112594 

Is to hyp. AC 125 2.096910 Is to hyp. AC 125 2.096910 
So is radius 90° 10.000000 So is cotang, of A 50° 30 9.916104 

(Subtract 1st term) 
12.096910 
10.1 12594 (Subtract 1st term) 

12.013014 
10.112594 

To perp. BC 96.45 1.981316 To base AB 79.51 1.900420 

PROBLEM II. 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1st. Extend the compasses, from 36° 52'the complement of A to 90, on the 
line of sines ; that extent will reach from 288 to 48°= the hypothenuse AC. 

2d. Extend the compasses from 36o 52’ to 53° 8, on the line ot sines; that 
extent will reach from 288 to BC 334 on the line of numbers. 

In working the several cases of right angled trigonomety by Gunters scale, we 
shall always suppose, the hypothenuse radius, (where it can be done,) because it 

is the most simple of the three. 

GIVEN THE ANGLES AND THE BASE, TO FIND THE HYPOTHENUSE AND THE 

PERPENDICULAR. 

In the triangle ABC, right angled at B, given (lie angle at A, 53° 8', and the 
base AB=288, to find the hypothenuse AC, and the perpendicular BC. 

Fig. 4. 

1. Making the hypothenuse radius, the perpendicular 
BC, will be the sine of the angle at A, and the base AB 
the cosine. (See fig. 1,) Hence. 

B 

To find AC. 
As cosine A 53° 8= 9.778119 

To find BC. 
As cos. A 53° 8' = 9 778119 

Is to base AB 288 2.459392 Ts to base AB 288 2.459392 
So is radius 90“ 10.000000 So is sine A 53° 8' 9.903108 

(Subtract 1st. term) 
12.459392 
9.778119 (Sub. 1st. term) 

12.362500 
9.778119 

To hyp. AC 480 2.681273 To perp. BC 384 2.584381 
3. Making the base radius, the perpendicular BC will be the tangent of the 

Is to the base AB 288 2.459392 
So is secant of A 53° 8' 10.221881 

To hyp. AC 480 2.681273 

To find BC 
As radius 90° = 10.000000 

Is to the base AB 288 
So is tang, of A 53° 8' 

To perp. BC 384 

2.454392 
10.124990 

2.584382 

3. Making the perpendicular radius, the base AB will be tire tangent of C, or 
the cotangent of A ; and the hypothenuse AC will be the secant of C, or co¬ 
secant of A. See fig. 3. Hence. 

To find AC. 
As cotangent A 53° 8'= 

Is to the base AB 288 
So is cosecant A 53° 8' 

(Subtract 1st term) 

To hyp. AC 480 

9.875010 

2.459392 
10.096892 

12.556284 
9.875010 

To find BC. 
As cotangent A 53« 8'= 

Js to the base AB 288 
So is radius 90o 

(Subtract 1 st term) 

To hyp. AC 384. 2.681274 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE 

9.875010 

2.459392 
10.0.00000 

12.459392 
9.875010 

2.584382 

1. Extend the compasses from 90° to 50° 30' on the line of sines, and then 
that extent will reach from 125 to 96.45=BC on the line of numbers. 

2. Extend the compasses from 90o (o 39o 30' the complement or cosine of the 
angle A, and that extent will reach from the hypothenuse AC=125, to the 
base AB=79.51, on the line of numbers. 

PROBLEM III. 

GIVEN THE ANGLES AND THE PERPENDICULAR TO FIND THE HYPOTHENUSE 

AND THE BASE. 

Fig. 5. 

Example 1. In the triangle ABC, right angled at B, 
let the angle at C he 35° 30', and the perpendicular 
BC 295 feet; required the base AB and the hypothenuse 
AC. 

1. Making the hypothenuse radius, the perpendicular 
BC becomes the sine of A, and the base AB the cosine. 
See Jig. 1. Hence. 

To find AB 
As cosine of C 35° 30 = 

Is to perp. BC 295 
So is sine C 35o 30' 

(Sub. 1st. term) 

To base AB 210.4 

9.910686 

2.469322 
9.763954 

12.233776 
9.910686 

2.323090 

To find AC. 
As cosine of C 35° 30' 

Ts to perp. BC 295 
So is rad. 08 

(Sub. 1st. term) 

To hyp. AC 362.3 

9.910686 

2.469322 
10.000000 

12.469822 
9.910686 

2.559136 
note.— It is customary to subtract the 1st term from the sum of the other two, 

where it stands, without writing it down the second time, as, for the sake of plain¬ 
ness, we have done in the foregoing examples. 

2. Making the base radius, BC will be the tangent of A, and AC the secant 
thereof. Seejig 2. Hence. 

To find AB. 
As cotang, of C 35° 30'= 10.146732 

To find AC. 
As cotangent C 35° 30'= 10.146732 

Is to perp. BC 295 2.469822 Is to perp. BC 295 2.469822 
So is radius 90 10.000000 So is cosecant C 35° 30' 10.236046 

To base AB 210.4 
12.469S22 
2.323090 To hyp. AC 362.3 

12.705868 
2 559136 

3. Making the per 
cotangent of A ; an 

•pendicular radius, the base will be the tangent of C, or the 
d the hy pothenuse will be the secant of C, or cosecant of A. 

See Jig. 3. Hence. 
To find AB. 

As radius or sine 90 ° = 10.000000 
To find A C 

As rad. or sine 90°= 10.000000 

Is to perp. BC 295 2.469822 Is to perp. BC 295 2.469822 
So is tangent C 35° 30' 9.853268 So is secant C 35a 30' 10.089314 

To base AB 210.4 
12.328090 
2.323090 To hyp. AC 362.3 

12.559136 
2.559136 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1. Extend the compasses from 35° 30' to its cosine 54° 30' on the line of sines; 
and that extent will reach from the perpendicular 295 to the base 210 4 on the 
line of numbers. 

2. Extend the compasses, from 54° 30 the complement of C to 90°, on the 
line of sines; and that extent will reach from the perpendicular 295 to the hypo- 
nuse 362.3 on the fine of numbers. 
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PROBLEM IV. 

CIVEN THE HYPOTHENUSE AND THE BASE TO FIND THE ANGLES AND THE 

PERPENDICULAR. 

1 Making the hypothenuse radius, BC will be the sine of the angle A, and Ab 

“^asusfs. &,AT; ?s*?p.^dic»htBc^ 
As hyp. AC 480 = 2.681241 As radius 90 = louuuuuu 

BUILDER'S GUIDE. 

| tangent of A ; and AC will be the secant of C, or the cosecant of A. See Jig. 3 

H niifP 
To find the angle A. 

As perp. AC = 384 2.584j31 

Is to radius 90° 10.000000 
So is base AB 288 2.459392 

To cotangent A 53° 8 

To find the hypothenuse AC. 
As radius 90° 10 000000 

Is to perp. BC=384 
So is cosec. A 53° 8' 

To hyp. AC 480 

2.584331 
10.096892 

2.681223 

Is to radius 90 
So is base AB 288 

To cosine A 53° 8‘ 

10.000000 
2.459392 

12.459392 
9.778151 

Tsto hyp. AC 480 
So is sine A 53° 8' 

To perp. BC 384 

2.681241 
9.903108 

12.584349 
2.584349 

2. Making the base radius. BC will be the tangent of A, and AC the secant of 

A. See Jig. 2. Hence. 
To find the angle A. 

As the base AB=28S 2.459392 

Is to radius 90° 
So is hyp. AC 480 

To secant A 53° 8' 

10.000000 
2.681241 

12.681241 
10.221849 

To find the perpendicular BC 
As radius 90° 10.000000 

Is to the base AB 288 
So is tang. A 53° 8' 

2.459392 
10.124990 

12.584312 
2.584312 To perp. BC=384 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1st Extend the compasses from the hypothenuse 480, to the base 288, on (he 
line of numbers ; that extent will reach from 90 to 36 52’, on the line of sines, the 

complement of the angle A. 

PROBLEM V. 

GIVEN THE HYPOTHENUSE AND PERPENDICULAR, TO FIND THE ANGLES AND 

THE BASE. 

In the right angled plane triangle ABC, fig. 4. Given the hypothenuse AC 
=480. and the perpendicular BC=384; required the angles and the base 

1. Making the hypothenuse radius, BC will be the sine ol the angle A, and A13 

the cosine ^hereof., See Jig. U Hence. ^ ^ ^ ^ AB 

As radius 90° 10.000000 

10.124961 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1st Extend the compasses from 384 to 288 on the line of numbers, and that 

extent will reach from 45° to 53° 8', on the line of tangents. 
2d. Extend the compass from 53° 8' to 90°, on the line of sines, and that ex¬ 

tent will reach from 384 to 480. on the line of numbers. 

The foregoing examples embrace all the variety of cases that can be solved in 

right angled trigonometry. We are now about to treat of 

OBLIQUE ANGLED TRIGONOMETRY. 

Rule 1.—when tw*o of the three given parts are a side, and its oppo¬ 

site ANGLE. 

Any one side of a triangle, 
Is to the sine of its opposite angle; 
As any other side 
Is to the sine of its opposite angle. 

And, the sine of any angle, 
Is to its opposite side ; 
As the sine of any other angle, 
Is to its opposite side. 

An amj,e, found by this rule is sometimes ambiguous-, for trigonometry gives 
us only the sine of an angle, and not the angle itself, and the sine of every angle 
is also the sine of its supplement. When the given side’ opposite to the given 
angle, is greater than the other given side ; then the angle opposite to that other 
given’side is always acute. But when the given side opposite to the given angle 
is less than the other given side, then the angle, opposite that other given side 
may be either acute or obtuse, and consequently it is ambiguous. 

Rule 2.—when two sides and their included angle are given. 

To find the angle A. 
As hyp. AC=480 2.681241 

Is to radius 90° 
So is perp. BC 384 

To sine A 53° 8' 

10.000000 
2.584331 

9.903090 

Is to hyp. AC=487 
So is cosine A 53° 8' 

To base AB 288 

2.681241 
9.7781 19 

2.459360 

2. Making the perpendicular radius, AB will be the tangent of C, or the co¬ 
tangent of A; and AC will be the secant ofC, or the cosecant of A. See Jig. 3 

Hence. 
To find the angle A. 

As perp. BC=384 2.584331 

Is to radius 90° 
So is hyp. AC 480 

To cosecant A 53° 8' 

10.000000 
2.681241 

10.096910 

To find the base AB. 
As radius 90° 10.000000 

Is to perp. BC=384 
So is cotangent A 53° 8’ 

To base AB=283. 

2584331 
9.875010 

2.459341 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1st. Extend the compasses from the hypothenuse 480 to the perpendicular 
384. on the line of numbers, and that extent will reach from 90° to 53 8' on the 

line of sines. „ , , , r . 
2d. Extend the compasses from 90° to 36° 52’ the complement of A, on the 

line of sines, and that extent will reach from 480 to 288, on the line of numbers. 

PROBLEM VI. 

GIVEN THE BASE AND PERPENDICULAR TO FIND THE ANGLES AND THE HY¬ 

POTHENUSE. 

In the ridit angled plane triangle ABC, fig- 4, given the base AB=288, and 
the perpendicular BC=384, to find the angles at A and C, and the hypothenuse 

AC. 
l! Making the base radius, BC will be the tangent, and AC the secant of the 

SLDfils A. Seefig- 3« HcncGj 
To find the angle A. I To find the hypothenuse AC. 

As base AB = 288 2.459392 J As radius 90° 10.000000 

Is to radius 

As the sum of the two given sides, 
Is to their difference ; 
So is the tangent of half the sum of the opposite angles, 
To the tangent ol half their difference. 
This half difference between the two required angles being added to half their 

sum, gives the greater angle, and subtracted from half their sum, gives the lest. 
The remaining side of the triangle is then found by rule 1. 

Rule 3.—when the three sides are given to find the agles. 

Assume the longest of the three sides as base, upon which suppose a perpen¬ 
dicular to be let fall from the opposite angle. Then. 

As the base or longest side, 
Is to the sum of the two other sides. 
So is the difference of those sides, 
To the difference of the segments of the base. 
Then half the base, or longest side, added to the said difference, gives the grea¬ 

ter segment of the base, and subtracted, gives the less. 
The triangle being thus divided into two right angled triangles, each of which 

contains two given sides, the remaining angles may be found by rule 1. It is to 
he observed, that the greater segment is always adjacent to the greater side. 

To enable us, therefore, to find the sides and angles of an oblique angled tri¬ 
angle, three of them must be given. These may be either 

1. Two angles and a side, or 
2. Two sides and an angle opposite to one of them, or 
3. Two sides and the included angle, or 
4. The three sides. 

PROBLEM 1. 

, < 
given the angles and one side to find the other anole and remaining sides. 

In the plane triangle ABC, given the angle at Fig. 6. 
A=32° 15’, the angle at B=114° 25' and the side 
AB=98, to find the angle C, and the sides AC and 
BC. 

_ 90° 
So is perp. BC 384 

To tangent A 53° 8 

1O.000000 

2.584331 

10.124939 

Is to base AB=288 
So is Secant A 53° 8 

To hypoth. AC 480 

2.459392 
10.221881 

2.681273 

2. Making the perpendicular radius, AB will be the tangent of C, or the co- 

To the angle A=32° 15' add the angle B=114° 
25'and the sum will be 146° 40'; which subtract 
r . _ «CJ 1 • a 1     .1   I „ nQ om rX 1 

To find the side AC. 
Sine of C=33° 20' 9.739975 

fs to side AB=98 1.991226 
As sine B 114° 25',or65°35' 9.959310 

To side AC=162.39 

11.950536 
2.210561 

aE 1. 

To find the sideBC 
Sine C=33° 20' 9.739975 

Is to side AB 98 1.991226 

As sine A 32° IS'' 9.727228 

11.718454 

To side BC, 95.17 1-978479 
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Note.—In all cases where the angle is obtuse, or greater than 90°, subtract it 
from 180, and with the remainder, take out the sine, tangent, or secant, from the 
tables. Thus, if we subtract 114° 25' (as in the above example,) from 180, it 
leaves 65° 35', the tabular sine of which is 9,959310, and is exactly the same for 
114° 25'. And, generally—The tabular sine, tangent, or secant of an obtuse an¬ 
gle, is the same as that of its supplement, and the contrary. 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1. Extend the compasses from 33° 20' to 65u 35' the supplement of B, on the 
line ofsines, and that extent will reach from 93 to 162, on the line of numbers. 

2. Extend the compasses from 33° 20' to 32Q 15', on the line of sines, and that 
extent will reach from 98 to 95, on the line of numbers. 

PROBLEM II. 

GIVEN TWO SIDES AND AN ANGLE OPPOSITE TO ONE OF THEM, 

REMAINING SIDE AND ANGLES. 

TO FIND THE 

In the triangle ABC, (fig. 7.) given the angle 
C—33° 20' the side AB=98, and lire side 
BC=95, 17, to find the angles at A and B, and A 
the side AC. 

a 

Here, agreeably to the observation under 
Rule I. the angle A is acute, and not ambiguous; 
but had the side AB been less than the side BC, 
the arc aa would evidently have cut the side AC 
in two points on the same side of BC. 

Fig. 7. 

BY RULE 1. 

To find the angles A and B. 
AB=98 

: Sine C 33° 20' 
:: BC 95.17 

1.991226 

9.739975 
1.978479 

11.718454 
: Sine A 32° 15’ 9.727228 

The sum of the angles A and C, sub¬ 
tracted from 180°, leaves the oblusean- 
gle B=114° 25'. 

To find the side AC. 
Sine C=33° 20' 9.739975 

: Side AB=98 1.991226 
:: Sine B 114° 25' or 65° 35' 9.959310 

Side AC=162.39 
11.950536 
2.210561 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1. Extend the compasses from 98 to 95, on the line of numbers, and that ex¬ 
tent will reach from 33° 20' to 32° 15', on the line of sines. 

2. Add the angles A=32° 15' and C = 33° 20', together, and the sum will 
be 65° 35 ; then extend the compasses from 33° 20' to 65° 35' on the line of 
sines, and that extent will reach from 98 to 162.4 on the line of numbers. 

C The angle C=33°20')tj • i i a j 
2. Given. < The side BC=95. 17( Squired the angles A and 

(The side AB=60 $ B, and the side AC. 

The geometrical construction of this triangle, (fig. 8.) is exactly the same as in 
the proceeding example ; only AB, being shorter than BC, cuts AC in two points 
on the same side of BC, wherefore the angle A may be either acute or obtuse. 
We may work pjg 9, 

BY RULE I. 

To find the angles A and B. 
Side AB=60 1.778151 

Sine C 33° 20' 
: Side BC 95.17 

9.739975 
1.978479 

: Sine A 

1.718454 

9.940303 
( 60° 39' acute 
( 119° 21' obtuse 

The sum of the angles C and A sub¬ 
tracted from 180°, leaves the angle 13 
=86° 1', if ii he acute; or 27° 1' if it be 
acute It it is evident that the two 
sides BA, and BA, and exactly equal, 
because they are radii of the same arc 
aa. 

To find the 
side AC. 

Sine C=33° 20 

: Side AB 60 
:: Sine B 86° 1' 

: Side AC 108.92 
t 

Sine C=33° 20' 

:Side AB 60 
:: SineB 27° 19' 

9.739975 

1.778151 
9.998950 

Next, subtract the given angle B = 114° 25', from 180, and it 
for the sum of the other two angles. Half of 65° 35' is 32° 47' 30' 

Br Rule 2.—As the sum of the two sides 

Is to their difference 
So is tangentofhalfthe unknown angles 

11.777101 
2.037127 

9.739975 

To tangent of half their difference 
Add this to the sura of the unknown angles 

Gives the greater angle at C = 
Subtracted, gives the less, at A = 

Or— 
As the sum of the two sides 

Is to their difference 
So is cotangent of £ the given angle 57° 12' 30" 

193.17 

2.83 
32° 47' 30 

0° 32' 30" 
32 47 30 

33 20 00 
32 15 00 

193.17 

2.83 

To tangent of f the difference of unknown angles. 0° 32' 30" 
To find the side AC. 

As sine of C =33o 20' 

Is to the side AB 98 
So is sine B= 114° 25', or 65° 35' 

leaves 65° 35’ 
', Then, 

2.285940 

0.451786 
9.809055 

10.260841 
7.974901 

2.285940 

0.451786 
9.809055 

10.260841 
7.974901 

To side AC. 162.39 

9.739975 

1.991226 
9.959310 

11.950536 
2.210561 

BY GUNTER’S SCALE. 

1. Extend the compasses from 193.17 to 2.83 on the line of numbers, and that 
extent will reach from 32° 47j' to 0° 32^' on the line of tangents. This is the 
method of working such examples as this ; but so small an angle as 0° 32^' can¬ 
not be taken from the scale. 

2. Extend from 33° 20'to 65° 35’ on the line of sines, and that extent will 
reach from 98 to 162.4 on the line of numbers. 

PROBLEM IV. 

GIVEN THE THREE SIDES TO FIND THE ANGLES. 

First, find the stim and difference of the two shorter sides. 

Fig. 9. 

Side AC 85 Side AC. 85 
BC 50 BC. 50 

X 
Sum of the two sides 135 Difference 

35 A_^ 75 , , 30 \ 

1.778151 
9.661726 

: Side AC=50.11 

PROBLEM III. 

11.439877 
1.699902 

By Rule 3.—As (he longest side AB =105 

Is to the sum of the other two 135 
So is their difference 35 

To the difference of the segments ED 45 
Half of the said difference, is 22.5 
Added to half the base 52.5 

Gives the greater segment AD 75 
Subtracted, gives the less 30 

2.021 189 

2.130334 
1.544068 

3.674402 
1.653213 

Thus, the triangle is divided into two right angled triangles, ADC and BDC ; 
in each of which the bypothenuse and one side are given, to find the angles, as 
already taught in right-angled trigonometry. 

c_j .1 i_r^. 1 To find the angle DCB1 

As hyp. BC 50 1.698970 

To find the angle DCA. 
Ashyp. AC 95 1.929419 

Is to rad. 90° 
So is seg. AD 75 

To sine DCA*61° 56' 

10.000000 
I. 87506! 

II. 875061 
9.945642 

Is tb rad. 
So is seg. BD. 30 

To sine DCB, 36° 52’ 

10.000000 
1.477121 

11.477121 
9.778151 

The angle DCA 61° 56' subtracted from 90°, leaves the angle at A 28° 4'. 
The angle DCB 36° 52 subtracted from 90, leaves the angle at B 53° 8'. 
The angle DCA 61° 56' added to the angle DCB 36° 52'gives 98° 48'for the 

obtuse angle at C, which was required. 

GIVEN TWO SIDES AND THEIR INCLUDED ANGLE, TO FIND THE OTHER SIIH3 AND 

REMAINING ANGLES. 

In the plain triangle ABC, (fig. 6.) given the side AB=98, the side BC=95.17, 
and the included angle B=1 14° 25', to find the rest. 

Inst, find the sum and difference ol the two given sides. 
The side AB = 98 The side AB = 98 

BC 95.17 BC 95.17 

Sum of the sides, 193.17 Difference of the sides, 2.83 

The preceding solutions are all effected by means of the tabular sines, tan¬ 
gents. and secants. But when any two sides of a right angled triangle are given, 
the third side may be found without the aid of trigonometrical tables, by the pro¬ 
position, that the square of the bypothenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of 
the two perpendicular sides; (See Geometry, Theorem 17.) 

II the legs be given, extracting the square root of the sum of their squares, will 
give the hypothenuse. Or if the hypothenuse and one leg be given, extracting 
the square root of the difference of their squares, will give the other leg. 
ft is generally most convenient to find the difference of the squares by logarithms. 
But this is not to be doneby subtraction. For subtraction, in logarithms, per¬ 
forms the office of division. If we subtract the logarithm of the square of the 
base, from the logarithm of the square of the hypothenuse, we shall have the log¬ 
arithm, not of the difference of the squares, but of their quotient. 

To obtain the difference of the squares of two quanties, add the logarithm of 
the sum of the quantities, to the logarithm of their difference. After the loga¬ 
rithm of the difference of the squares is found; the square root of this difference is 
obtained, by dividing the logarithm by 2. 

Example 1. If the base be 60 inches, and the perpendicular 45, what is the 
length of the hypothenuse. 
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1 By extracting the square root. 
60X60 = 3600 
45X45 = 2025 

2. By Logarithms. 
Logarithm. 

Sq. of the given sides=5625 2)3.750123 

, 56 25(75 inches. 
49 

145)725 
725 

Side required = 75 1.875061 

Example 2.—If the hypothenuse be 75 inches, and the base 60, what is the 
length of the perpendicular. 

1. By extracting the square root. 
75X75=5625 
60X60=3600 

20 25(45 inches. 
16 

85)425 
425 

2. By Logarithms. 
Logarithm. 

Sum of the given sides=l 35 2.130334 
Difference of do. = 15 1 176091 

Side required 45 
2)3.306425 

1.653212 

Example 3. If the hypothenuse be 75 inches, and the perpendicular 45, what 
is the length of the base 

1. By extracting the square root. 
75X75=5625 
45X45=2025 

36 00(60 inches. 
36 

00 

2. By Logarithms. 
Logarithm. 

Sumofthe given sides=120 2.079181 
Difference of do. = 30 1.477121 

2)3.556302 

Side required 60 1.778151 

There is a roof whose span or width is 40 feet, and height 10 feet, standing 
upon a rectangle plan, biped at each end. What is the length of the common 
rafters and likewise the hip rafters (See Fig. 64, PI. 34 of Mensuration ) 

Example.—One halfofthe span AD is 20 feet; and the perpendicular height 
CD is 10 feet, to find the length of the common rafters AC or BC. The square 
of 20 and 10 is 400. the square root of which is 22.36 feet, for the length of the 
common rafters AC or BC. 

Now the hip rafters are the hypothenuses of right-angled triangles ; having a 
common rafter for one of the legs and the other leg being equal to half the width 
of the roof. Now we will suppose AC or BC to be the length of the common 
rafter, which is 22.36 feet, and AD half the width of roof, (which is 20 feet,) to 
find the length of the hip rafter EG. The square of 22.36 and 20 is 899.9696, the 
square root of which is 29.99 feet, being a trifle less than 30 feet. 

HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES. 

PROBLEM I. 

TO FIND THE PERPENDICULAR HEIGHT OF AN ACCESSIBLE OBJECT STANDING ON 

A HORIZONTAL PLANE. 

Rule 1.—Measure from the object to a convenient station, on a base line, and 
there take the angle of the elevation, subtended by the object. 

2. Then say : As radius is to the base :: so is the tangent of the angle of eleva¬ 
tion, to the perpendicular height. 

3. Or more briefly, thus—From the logarithm of the distance of the station 
from the object, increased by 10 in the index, subtract the tangent of the eleva¬ 
tion ; the remainder will be the logarithm of the perpendicular height, in the 
same denomination of measure, as the distance was taken in. 

Example 1.—Wanting to know if a particular tree was of sufficient height to 
make a sill of a required length. I measured off 40 feet from the foot of the tree, 
and there found the angle, subtended by the tree, to be 56o 30'. Required the 
height of the tree? (See Fig. 14, Plate 1.) 

In this example, we have a plane triangle, right-angled at B, with the base 
and other angles given, to find the perpendicular. Making the base AB radius, 
because it is the side which is given (See case 2, Trig.) the perpendicular be¬ 
comes the tangent of the angle at A, and the proportion is stated thus: 

As radius, or sine 90° 10.000000 

Is to the base AB = 40 1.602060 
So is tangent A = 56o 30 10.179217 

To the perp. BC 60.43 1.781277 
Example 2. Wanting to ascertain the evelation of a church and steeple, (See 

Fig. 13, PI. 1) similar to one I had undertaken to build, and not being able, other¬ 
wise, to obtain the measurements, I measured off 275 feet from the base of the 
porch and by means of a hemistant (fig.l l) took the following angles : 

1. To the top of the ridge, the angle ADE was 6o 14'. 
2. To the top of the belfiey, the angle ADD was 10o 18'. 
3. To the commencement of the spire ADC was 13o 18'. 
4. To the top of the spire A DB was 20o O'. 
Required the height of each part. 
Here the same things are given, and required as in the first example, and the 

-operations being precisely the same, may be abridged by simply adding together 

1. Base DA=275 2.439333° 3. Base DA 275 = 2.439333 
Tang. AUE=6e 14' 9.038216 Tang. ADC 13° 18' = 9.373629 

Perp. AE 30.03 = 1.477649 Perp. AC = 65 1.812961 

2. Base DA=275 2.439333 4. Base DA 275 = 2.439333 
Tang. ADD 10° 18' 9 239428 Tang. ADB 20° = 9.561066 

Perp. AD 49.97 1.698761 Perp. AB 100.1 = 2.000399 

Example 3. Three places, A, B, and C, ( See Fig. 66, Plate 34 of Mensura 
tion) are so situated, that A is directly south of B, and C directly east of A, at the 
distance of four miles. The bearing of C from B is 25o east. Required the 
distance of B. from A and C. 

Here, making the hypothenuse BC radius, the proportion will be 
As sine B= 25° 9.625948 

Is to perp. AC 4 0.681241 
So is rad. 90° 10.000000 

To dist. BC = 11.36 1.055293 
In like manner, the distance AB will be found to be 10.29. 

PROBLEM II. 

TO FIND THE PERPENDICULAR HEIGHT OF AN OBJECT STANDING ON AN 

EMINENCE. 

Rule 1. Measure from the foot of the object to a convenient station on the 
plane beneath, and there take the angle of elevation, both of the top and bottom 
of the object. 

2. Then say—As the cosine ofthe larger angle is to the difference of the two 
angles ; so is the distance of the station from the foot of the object, to the height 
of the object. 

Example.—Wanting to know the height of a tower standing on a hill (See 
Fig. 65.) 1 measured the distance from the base of the object at B, to the foot of 
the hill at A, and found it 136 feet. At A.] took the angle to the bottom ofthe 
tower, 48° 30 and to the top, 67°. Required the height of the building, and the 
elevation of the hill. Thus: 

As cosine 67° 9.591878 

Is to the diff. of the L s. 18° 30' 9.501476 sine. 
So is dist. AB = 136 2.133339 

To height BC = 110.44 
11635015 
2.043137 

To find the height ofthe hill, say 
As radius 10.000000 

Is to 110.44 2.043137 
So is sine 48° 30' 9 874456 

To height of hill =82.71 1.917593 

PROBLEM III. 

TO FIND THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO INACCESSIBLE OBJECTS. 

Rule.—Measure a base line between two stations, and the angles between 
this base and lines drawn from each of the stations to each of the objects. 

Example. Let B and C, (fig. 67) be two buildings on the. opposite banks of a 
river, and A, D two stations, lying in the same plane, 113 rods apart. Let the 
angle BAD made by the first building and the second station, be 100° ; the an¬ 
gle CAD made by the second building and the second station, 36° 30' ; let the 
angle CDA made by the second building and the first station, be 121°, and the 
angle BDA made by the first building and the first station, 49°. Required the 
distance between the two buildings B and C, 

180° less the sum of BDA and BAD=ABD=31° 
180 less the sum ofCAD and CDA=ACD=22° 30'. 

1. In the oblique angled triangle ABD, find DB, thus : 
As the sine of ABD=3IQ 9.711039 

Is to the distance AD=113 2.053078 
So is the sine of BAD=100°, (or 80Q) 9.993352 

12.046430 
2.334591 

9.582840 

~T053078 
9.774388 

To the distance DB 216. 
2. In the the triangle ADC, find DC thus ; 

As the sine of AC D=22° 30' 

Is to the distance AD=113 
SoislhesineofCAD=36u 30 ___ 

11.827466 
Tothe distance DC=175.64 2.244626 

3. In the triangle BDC, we find the angle BDC, by subtracting the angle 
ADB=49° from ADC=121° : which gives 72°, with which, and the sides DB 
and DC, (as already found) we determine the length of the required side BC, 
by case 2 of oblique angled trigonometry, wherein two sides, and their contain¬ 
ed angle are given to find the remaining sides and angles. Thus : 

DB+DC 

As the sum of 216 + 175.64=391.64 2.592887 

Is to their diff. 216 —175.64 40.36 1.605951 
So is tang, of £ supp, ofBDC=54o 10.133739 

1 1.744690 
Totang. ofhalfthe diff. of rem-angles.=8e 4; 9.151803 
4. Having thus found half the difference of the required, angles , the required 

side is soonest found by the following proportion, viz. 
Asthe sineofhalfthe diff.=8° 4' 9.147136 

Is to the sine of half their sum=54° 9.907958 
So is the diff. ofthe given sides 40.36 1.605951 

11.513909 
To the distance BC=232.6 2.366773 
The principles of trigonometry are, no less essential to the measurement of 

lines and angles, on water, than they are on land: Hence their application to 



MATHEMATICAL 

NAVIGATION. 

In applying the principles of trigonometry to the art of navigation, the distance 
which a ship sails, is represented by the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle; 
the course or direction of the ship, is the angle at the perpendicular. The base 
represents the departure, which is always opposite to the course ; and the per¬ 
pendicular, which isalways opposite to thecompliment of the course, represents 
the difference of latitude. To illustrate these observations by an example : (see 
fig. 68.) 

Suppose a ship sails from the point A, on a course of 45°. S.E. 84 miles to C. 
Required her departure AB, and diff. of latitude CB. 

SCALES &C. 4S 

Making the distance, that is, the hypothenuse, radius, the perpendicular will 
be, 

As radius or 90° 10.000000 

Is to the distance 84 1.924279 
So is the sine of the course 45o 9.849485 

To the departure AB 59.40 1.773764 

To find the difference of latitude, use thecosine of the course, and proceed as 
above, exactly. 

Note.—The line NS, that is drawn in the diagram of the circle, represents 
the meridian. (See fig. 15. pi. 1.) 

INSTRUMENTS, 

MATHEMATICAL UTSTRIIMEITS, SCALES, AC. 
The Mathematical Instruments, commonly included in a case for the purposes 

of drawing, are compasses with their appendages, viz : steel drawing pen, pencil 
holder, with black lead pencil, protractor, or graduated semicircle, plane, scales, 
and parallel ruler; to which, are often added other scales and implements, 
adapted to particular purposes, as land surveying, &c. 

The use of the compasses is too well known to require particular explanation 
There are in the case, generally, two kinds, one with fixed steel points, and the 
other with one point fixed. When the unfixed point is taken off, there may 
be put in its place, a steel drawing pen point. The steel point is put in 
on the compass, when it is intended therewith to describe circles, or arcs, with 
ink, which are intended to remain. Occult arcs or such as are to be rubbed 
out again are most conveniently described with a pencil holder. The other 
steel pen is used for drawing right lines from any given points in any direction. 
An explanation of the use of the compasses has been fully given under the head 
of Practical Geometry, pages 8 and 9, &.c, 

The Scale is so called from a Greek word, which signifies a wooden meas¬ 
ure of length It is a thin broad rule of wood, ivory, or brass, divided in¬ 
to different lines of various names and use. The best and most useful scales 
for architectural puposes,, are represented in (figs. 1, 2, and 3, pi. I) ; and are 
of the exact size in which they are usually made. The graduations of these 
scales have been made with such care, that I believe they may be relied on, for 
practice, by them who have not tire instruments at hand. 

(Fig. 1). The breadth is divided into seven parts, and is numbered, (on the 
left of the scale) viz. 55, 45, 40, Sp c. to 20. These numbers are decimals of an 
inch, as may be seen iu the first divisions at the right, that is on the lower part 
of each division ; which is divided into ten parts, or the tenth part of a foot, and 
the uppper part of which is divided into twelve parts, or the twelfth part of a 
foot. At the right through these several divisions, they are numbered from 1, 2,1 
3, &,c. to 10 : again 1,2, 3, &c. to 20, and so on. And in the upper division on 
the right, is a line o(chords, which is numbered from C, viz : 10, 20 30 &,c to 
90 The construction and use of the line of chords is given on the plane scale. 

In plotting and making architectural drawings, it is most convenient to work 
upon a scale of one quarter of an inch to a foot ; or half an inch. The scale or 
division which is numbered 40 at the left, is just one quarter of an inch • and 
that which is numbered 20 in the lower division, is half an inch. 

To take of feet and inches from the scale.—Suppose for example it was re¬ 
quired to take the distance of ten feet and six inches from the scale, (say the 
quarter inch) set one foot of the compasses on 10, and open the other leg to the 
centre of the first division on the left (which is divided into twelve parts). The 
extent will be the distance required. Again, suppose it is required to take the 
distance of ten feet and five tenths of a foot, (say from the same scale): set one 
foot ol the compasses on 10, and open the other leg to the centre of the first di- 
vison on the lower part of the scale, (which is divided into ten parts). The ex¬ 
tent will be the distance required. 

(Fig. 2) Exhibits the back of the same scale, with inches, eighths, and tenths 
of inches, &c. And it contains also a Decimal Diagonal Scale, for plotting or 

The diagonal scale is subdivided to hundredth parts of one half and one quar- 
ter ofan inch ; its principle and application will be obvious on inspection ; as 
it may be seen that the perpendiculars are divided into ten equal parts, and 

through the divisions parallel lines are drawn, the whole length of the scale 
Again, the length of the first division is divided both at top and^bottom, into ten 
equal parts, and the points are connected by diagonal lines, so as to take off di¬ 
mensions or numbers of two or more figures. 

Examples. If the largest di visions be taken as units, the exterior smaller di- 

“ PrrtS; and, th,e :llV'S10ns in the heiShth wiH ^ hundredth 
parts. If the larger divisions be taken as tens, the next smaller will be hun¬ 
dredths, and the smallest thousandths, &c. Each set of divisions being tenth 
parts of the former ones. s 

To take the distance representing one and four tenths from the scale, (say the 
half inch), set one foot of the compasses on the upper line, to the larger division 1 

‘° 4 m the SUbdl™ the Th* -tent will be 

To take a distance equal to 25, set, in like manner, one foot of the compasses 

the diestance. ‘V,S'0n ’ extend the other to the subdivision 5, which will be 

?°L346;^ ,largerdi,visi0i1 heinS in this case taken as hundredths, set one leg 

"hiMit te .si. end’ “d extend theotb“to “>* *. 

(Fig. 3) Represents another set of plotting scales for half an inch, one quarter 
ofan inch three eighths, and one eighth of an inch to the foot, &c. and subdivid¬ 
ed diagonally for greater exactness. The uses of these are too clear to require 
farther explanation. 

(Fig. 4.) Represents another which is called the Plane Scale. The con¬ 
struction ot this scale is as follows : 

c" ^ raciius you intend for your scale, describe a semicircle ADB (as 
m fig 6) and from the centre C draw CD perpendicular to AB, which will di¬ 
vide he semicircle into two quadrants, AD, BD : continue the line CD to S : 
and draw the tangent BT perpendicular to AB. 

2. Divide the quadrant BD, into nine equal parts, then will each of these be 
ten degiees ^subdivide each of these partsinto single degrees, and ifyour radius 
will admit ol it, into minutes, or some aliquot parts ofa degree greater than min¬ 
utes. 

3. Set one foot of the compasses in B, and transfer each of the divisions of 
the quadrant BD to the right line BD, then will BD be a line of Chords. 

4. r rom the points 10, 20, 30, &,c. in the quadrant BD draw right lines pa- 

lellel to CD, to cut the radius CB, and they will divide that line into aline of 
sines, which must be numbered from C towards B. 

5. If the same line of sines be numbered from B towards C, it will become a 
line of versed sines, which my be continued to 180°, if the same divisions be 
transferred on the same line on the other side of the centre C. 

6. From the centre C, through the several divisions of the quadrant BD, draw 
nght lines till they cut the tangent BT, then will the line BT, become a line of 
i angents. 

7. Setting one foot of the compasses in C, extend the other to the several di¬ 
visions 10, 20, 30, See. in the tangent line BT, and transfer these extents sever- 
ally to the light line CS, then will that line be a line of Secants. 

8', 'got lines drawn from A to the several divisions 10, 20, 30, A-c. in the 
quadrant BD, will divide the radius CD into a line of Semi-tangents. 

9. Divide the quadrant AD into eight equal parts, and from A as a centre, 
transfer these divisions severally to the right line AD, then will AD be a line of 
Rhumbs each division answering to 11° 15' upon the line of chords. The use of 
this line is for protracting and measuring angles, according to the common divis¬ 
ion of the mariners compass. There is another line also on the planescale- that 

is not described in this figure, and is Marked ML, which is joined to a line of 
chords ; and shows how many miles of easting or westing correspond to a do- 
gree of longitude in every latitude. To describe this line, let the quadrant ABC 
(hg. 7) be described with the same radius as in fig, 6 ; thence divide the line AB 
into sixty equfo parts, and through each point draw lines parallel to AC to inter- 
sect the arc BC : onB as a centre, transfer the several points of intersection to 
the right line BC, and then number it from C towards B from 0 to 60, and it will 
be the line of longitude. And then take these several lines of chords sines, tan- 
gents, secants, <yc., and place them upon a ruler, as represented in fig. 4, they 
will form the instrument called the Plane Scale. y 

(Fig. 5.) Represents an Instrument, or Scale, called the Sector ; and consist 
of t wo rules or legs, moveable round an axis or joint as a centre, having several 
scales drawn on the faces, some single, others double ; the single scales are like 
those upon a common Ginter’s Scale, the double scales are those which proceed 
from the centre, each being laid twice on the same face of the instrument, 
viz : once on each leg. From these scales dimensions or distances are to be 
taken when the legs of the instrument are placed in an angular position. 

The single scales are used exactly like those upon a common Gunter Scale. 

And those ofthe double scales, the number of which is seven, viz: the scale 
of lines marked Lin. or L. the scale of chords marked Cho. or C.,the scale of 
sines marked Sin. or S., the scale of tangents to 45°, and another scale of tan¬ 
gents from 45° to about 76°, both of which are marked Tan. or T.,the scale of 
secants marked Sec. or S., and a scale of Polygons marked Pol. 

The scale of lines, chords, sines and tangents under 45°, are all ofthe same 
radius beginning at the centre ofthe instrument, and terminating near the other 
extremity of each leg, viz: the lines at the division 10, the chords at 60°the sines 
at 90 , and the tangeuts at 45Q ; the remainder of the tangents or those above 
45 , are on the scales beginning ata quarter ofthe length of the former, counted 
trotn the centre, where they are marked with 45°, and extend to 76°. The se- 
canls also begin at the same distance from the centre, where they are marked 
with 0, and are from thence continued to 75°. The scales of polygons are 
set near the inner edge of the legs, and where these scales begin, they are mark¬ 

ed with four and from thence are numbered backward, or towards the centre, 
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BUILDER’S GUIDE.. 

In describing the use of a sector the terms lateral distance and transverse dis¬ 
tance often occur. By the former is meant the distance taken by the compass- 
es on one of the scales only, beginning at the centre of the sector; and by the 
latter, the distance taken between any two corresponding divisions of the scales 
of the same name, the legs of the sector being in an angular position. 

The use of the sector depends upon the proportions of the corresponding sides 
of similar triangles. Suppose for example the triangle ABC (fig 8) be the form 
of the sector when set in an angular position ; then ii we take AB equal to At ', 
and AD equal to AE, and join BC and DE it is evident that BC and DE 
will be parallel, therefore by the above mentioned proposition AB:BC::AD:DE ; 
60 whatever part AD is of AB, the same part DE will he of BC : hence it DE 
be the chord sine or tangent of any arc to the radius AD, BC will be the same to 
the radius AB. 

The most useful scales or lines on the sector for Architectural purposes is the 
Line of Lines, marked L, the Line of chords marked C, and the line of Polygons 
marked Pol., as represented in fig 5. 

Uses of the Line of Lines.—The line of lines is useful to divide a given line in¬ 
to any number of equal parts, or in any proportion, or to find third and fourth 
proportionals, or to increase a given line in any proportion. 

Example 1. To divide a given line into any number of equal parts, (sup¬ 
pose 8) make the length of the given line a transverse distance to 8 and 8, the 
number of parts proposed; then will the transverse distance of 1 and t be one 
of the eight parts, or the eighth part of the whole : and the transverse distance of 
3 and 3 will be 3 of the equal parts or £ of the whole line, &c. 

Example 2. If a ship sails 59 miles in 9 hours, how far would she sail in 
3 hours at the same rate. 

Take 59 in your compasses as a transverse distanceand set it off from 9 to 9, 
then the transverse distance 3 and 3 being measured laterally, will be equal to 
19| miles. 

Example 3. Having a plan or chart constructed upon a scale of 5 feet to an 
inch, or 5 miles to an inch, it is required to open the sector so that a correspond¬ 
ing scale may be taken from the line of lines. 

Make the transverse distance 5 and 5 equal to 1 inch, and this position of the 
6ector will produce the given scale. 

Example 4. It is required to reduce a scale of 6 inches to a degree, another 
of 3 inches to a degree. 

Make the transverse distance 6 and 6, equal to the lateral distance 3 and 3 ; 
then set off any distance from the chart laterally, and the corresponding trans¬ 
verse distance will be the reduced distance required. 

Example 5. One side, of any triangle being given of any length to meas¬ 
ure the other two sides on the same scale. 

Suppose for example the triangle ABC (fig. 7, pi. 34 of Mens.) being con¬ 
structed, and the side AB is 15 feet, to find the side AC and BC. 

Take AB in your compasses, and apply it transversely to 15 and 15; to this 
opening of the sector apply the distance AC in your compasses to the same 
number on both sides of the rule transversely ; and where the two points fall 
wiir be the measure on the line of lines of the distance required ; the distance A 
C will fall against 14, 14, and BC against 13, 13, on the line of lines. 

Uses of the line of Chords on the Sector.—The use of the line of chords upon 
the sector, is convenient for protracting any angle, when the paper is so small 
that an arc cannot be drawn upon it with the radius of a common line of chords. 

Suppose for example that the triangle ABD (fig. 9, pi. 1), it was required 
toset off 20°from the point B on the arc BC. Take the radius AB in your com¬ 
passes, and set it off transversely from G0“ to 60° on the chords, then take the 
transverse extent from 20°to 20° on the chords ; and place one foot of the com¬ 

asses in B, the other will reach to C, and BC will be the arc required. And 
y the converse operation any angle or arc may be measured, viz ; with any 

radius describe an arc, and then set that radius transversely from 60° to 60° ; 
thence take the distance of the arc intercepted between the two legs, and apply 
it transversely to the chords, which will show the degrees of the given angle. 

Note.—When the angle to be protracted exceeds 60° you must lay off 60°, 
and the remaining part; or if it be above 120° lay off 60° twice, and then the 
remaining part. And in a similar manner any arc above 60°may be measured. 

Use of the line of Polygons on the Sector.—This line is also very useful to in¬ 
scribe a regular polygon in a circle, in plotting on Paper. For example, let it 
be required to inscribe a regular octagon in a circle. Open the sector till the 
transverse distance 6 and 6 be equal to the radius of a circle ; then will the 
transverse distance 8 and 8 be the side of the inscribed polygon. 

To inscribe any regular polygon in a circle.—Suppose, for example, it is reuir- 
ed to inscribe a hexagon as represented in the circle ABCDA (fig. 10, pi. 1.) 
First find the angle of centre E, by dividing 361°by the number of sides of 
which the proposed figure is to consist: then from the centre E draw the radi¬ 
ating lines EA, EF, EG, &c. in the angle given by the quotient, and the chord 
of the angle included between them, will be the side of the hexagon required. 
Thus, may any regular polygon be described, the radius being always 60“. In 
the like manner, any regular polygon may be described in a circle with the radi¬ 
us of a common lino of chords as represented on the plane scale. 

Use of the line of chords on the plane scale.—The definition of a chord is given 
among those under the head of Geometry, and the lines of this name are divided 
for the purpose of laying off and measuring angles, on the established principle, 
that the radius or semidiameter of a circle is equal to the side of a hexagon inscri¬ 
bed in the same circle ; or, in other words to the chord of 60°. Hence by tak¬ 
ing the extent of the chord of 60“in the compasses, applying one foot to an angu¬ 
lar point, and sweeping an arc with the other from leg to leg, {produced if requir¬ 
ed) the exact measure of the angle may be found. 

Example 1. In the triangle ABD (fig. 9, pi. 1) it is required to construct an 
angle at the point A of the line AB of any number of degrees, suppose 23. 

From the line of chords take in your compasses the extent of 60 ; and setting 
one foot in A, describe the arc BC ; then take 23, the number proposed, from 
the same line of chords, in your compasses, and set it off from B to C. Join AC, 
and the angle BAC will contain 23 degrees as required. 

Example 2. Suppose it is required, to find the pitch of a roof, the angle of 
which is 25 degrees. 

Take, as above, in your compasses the extent of 60, and set one foot in A, and 
describe the arc BC, then take 25, the number proposed, in your compasses and 
set it off from B to C, and join AC. Then will the angle BAC contain 25“ as 
required. 

This method of constructing a roof will be found the simplest and best. For 
if the span of the roof is given, we have only to take one half for the base. Then 
(by Problems, Trigonometry) you may ascertain the length ofthe rafter, and al¬ 
so the perpendicular heighth. Though Carpenters generally divide the breadth 
of the building, or span, into some number of equal parts, and then give one of 
these parts for the heighth. Suppose it is required to make the heigth of the 
roof equal to £ ofthe span. The angleof j will be found to contain 18o. If it 
be equal to £ the angle will be 21° 30'. If j, the angle is 26°. If i, 33° 30', &c, 

(Fig. 11, pi. 1) Exhibits an Instrument or Hemistant, suitably constructed, to 
take levels and angles of elevation or depression in measuring heights, distances 
&e. This instrument should be made of hard wood. The diameter AB of the 
semicircle may be from 2 to 4 feet in length ; the larger, the more accurate ; 
and the straight part which extends out from AB, may be from 4 to 5 inches 
wide ; this straight part, and the graduated semicircle, should be made from one 
piece of board ; and £ of an inch will be sufficient for the thickness. To con¬ 
struct the graduated semicircle, let the line AB be drawn, and from D with the 
radius AD sweep the semicircle ACB ; and from the centre D, draw DC at 
right angles with AB, which will divide the semicircle into two quadrants. To 
divide these quadrants into degrees ; first divide them into 9 equal parts each ; 
then will each of these be 1 u degrees ; thence subdivide each of these 
parts into single degrees, and if the radius will admit of it, into minutes, 
or some aliquot part of a degree greater than minutes, and number them 
from 0° to 90c each quadrant from C. 

In taking angles of elevation, you can use a pi umet as represented at H, or 
there may be a line drawn through the centre of the staff GH, and then let the 
degrees be drawn across the edge of the board, across the graduated semi¬ 
circle, which will answer all purposes of a plumet, or even better. E repre¬ 
sents the level, and is of the same with that of the straight part AB, and the 
thickness may be from one and a quarter, to one and a half inches. F re 
presents the spirit level as let into the upper edge. 

(Fig. 12.) Shows the plan and section of the same. A represents that part 
of the level; B the graduated semicircle ; C the mortice which is harved out of 
that part of the level for the staff to slide through ; E represents the screw to 
hold it fast when the level is placed in its right position. 

A, at the upper part of this plate, shows a representation of a Draught board, 
commonly called the Truslle board, to which the paper used in drawing is to be 
fixed. This board is composed of a frame of mahogany or other hard wood; 
the edges of the frame should be made perfectly straight and square, with a pan- 
nel about half the thickness of the frame, which is to be let in from the back, and 
to lie in a rabbit, in the frame, and there to be secured by small buttons; B 
shows a section of the board, and the buttons by which the pannel is kept in its 
place. Eight in number will be sufficient for a common sized board. It would 
not be amiss before making the board, to ascertain the size of the paper to be 
used, and make the pannel about two inches less than the sheet. In applying 
this board to use, lay the paper on a table, and moisten one side of it with a 
sponge ; then place, the board upside down near it; take out the pannel and lay 
it on the paper, (one inch of which will extend beyond the pannel all around) 
take hold of the edges of the paper and lift them both into the frame ; then fas¬ 
ten the buttons, and when it becomes dry it will be perfectly smooth. 

C and D represents the T square for drawing right lines ; the blade as repre¬ 
sented at D, should not exceed yV of an inch in thickness. 

E represents Pool’s Geometrical Protractor. Jtis an instrument highly useful 
for the practical illustrations of elementary principles. I have used it for the last 
three years, and would recommend it to all Architects on account of its simpli¬ 
city, and the ease with which it can be appli&l. Those wishing to purchase, 
will find them in all of our principal cities. 



A TABLE 
OF 

LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS 

FROM 1 TO 10,000. 

N. Log. N. Log. N. Log. N. Log. 

1 0.000000 26 1.114973 51 1.707570 76 1.880814 
2 0.301030 27 1.431364 52 1.716003 77 1.886491 
3 0.477121 28 1.447158 53 1.724276 78 1.892095 
4 0.602060 29 1.462398 54 1.732394 79 1.897627 
5 0.698970 30 1.477121 55 1.740363 80 1.903090 

6 0.778151 31 1.491362 56 1.748188 81 1.908485 
7 0.845098 32 1.505150 57 1.755875 82 1.913814 
8 0.903090 33 1.518514 58 1.763428 83 1.919078 
9 0.954243 34 1.531479 59 1.770852 84 1.924279 

10 1.000000 35 1.544068 60 1.778151 85 1.929419 

11 1.041393 36 1.556303 61 1.785330 86 1.931498 
12 1.079181 37 1.568202 62 1.792392 87 1.939519 
13 1.113943 38 1.579784 63 1.799341 88 1.944483 
14 1.146128 39 1.591065 64 1.806180 89 1.949390 
15 1.176091 40 1.602060 65 1.812913 90 1.954213 

16 1.204120 41 1.612784 66 1.819544 91 1.959041 
17 1.230449 42 1.623249 67 1-826075 92 1.963788 
18 1.255273 43 1.633468 68 1.832509 93 1.968483 
19 1.278754 44 1.643453 69 1.838849 94 1.973128 
20 1.301030 45 1.653213 70 1.845098 95 1.977724 
21 1.322219 46 1.662758 71 1.851258 96 1.982271 
22 1.342423 47 1.672098 72 1.857333 97 1.986772 
23 1.361728 48 1.681241 73 1.863323 98 1.991226 
24 1.380211 49 1.690196 74 1.869232 99 1.995635 
25 1.397940 50 1.698970 75 1.875061 100 2.000000 

N. | 0 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 ! 9 ID 

100 000000 0434 0868 1301 1734 2166 2598 3029 3461 3894432 
101 4321 4751 5181 5609 6038 6466 6894 7321 7748 8174428 
102 8600 9026 9451 9876 .300 .724 1147 1570 1993 2415424 
103 012837 3259 3680 4100 4521 1940 5360 5779 6197 6616419 
104 7033 7451 7868 8284 8700 9116 9532 9947 .361 .775416 
105 021189 1603 2016 2428 2811 3252 3664 4075 4486 4896412 
106 5306 57156125 6533 6942 7350 7757 8164 8571 8978 408 
107 938*1 9789 .195 .600 1004 1408 1812 2216 2619 3021'404 
108 033421 38264227 4628 5029 5430 5830 6230 6629 7028 400 
109 7426 7825 8-223 8620 9017 9414 9811 .207 .602 .998 396 
no 041393 17872182 ■2576 2969 3362 3755 4148 4510 1932 393 
in 5323 57146105 6195 6885 7275 7664 8053 8442 8830 389 
112 9218 9606 9992 .380 .766 1153 1538 1924 2309 2694 386 
113 053078 3463 3846 4230 1613 4996 5378 5760 6142 652*1 382 
114 6905 7286 7666 8046 8426 8305 9185 9563 9942 .320 379 
115 060698 1075 1452 1829 2206 2582 2958 3333 3709 1083 376 
116 4458 4832 5206 5580 5953 6326 6699 7071 7443 7815 372 
117 8186 8557 8928 9298 9668 ..38 .407 .776 1145 1514 369 
118 071882 2250 2617 -3985 3352 3718 4085 4451 4816 5182 366 
119 5547 5912 6276 6640 7004 7368 7731 8094 8457 8819 363 

120 079181 9M3 9904 .266 .626 .987 1347 1707 2067 2426 360 
121 082785 3144 3503 3861 1219 4576 4934 5291 5617 6004 357 
122 6360 6716 7071 7426 7781 8136 8490 8815 9198 9552 355 
123 9905 .258 .611 .963 1315 1667 2018 2370 2721 3071 351 
124 093422 3772 4122 1471 4820 5169 5518 5866 6215 6562 349 
125 691C 7257 7604 7951 8296 8644 8990 9335 9681 . .26 346 
126 100371 0715 1059 1403 1747 2091 2434 2777 3119 3462 343 
127 3804 4146 4487 4828 5169 5510 5851 6191 4531 6871 340 
128 7210 7549 7888 8227 8565 8903 9241 9579 9916 .253 338 
129 110590 0926 1263 1599 1931 2270 2605 2940 3275 3609 335 
130 113943 1277 4611 4944 5278 5611 5943 6276 6608 6940 333 
131 7271 7603 7931 8265 8595 8926 9256 9586 9915 .245 330 
132 120571 0903 1231 1560 1888 2216 2544 2871 3198 3525 32,8 
133 3852 4178 4501 4830 5156 5481 5806 6131 6451 6781 325 
134 7105 7429 7753 8076 8399 9722 90-15 93G8 9690 . ,12 323 
135 130331 0655 0977 1298 1619 1939 2260 2580 2900 3219 321 
136 3539 3858 1177 4496 1811 #133 5451 5769 6086 6403 318 
137 6721 7037 7351 7671 7987 8303 8618 8934 9249 9564 315 
138 9879 .191 508 .822 1136 1450 1763 2076 2389 2702 314 
139 143015 3327 3639 3951 4263 1574 4885 5196 5507 5818 311 
140 146128 6438 6748 7056 7367 7676 7985 8294 8603 8911 309 
141 9219 9527 9835 .142 .449 .756 1063 1370 1676 1982 307 
142 152288 2591 2900 3205 3510 3815 1120 4424 1728 5032 305 
143 5336 5610 5943 6246 6549 6852 7154 7457 7759 8061 303 
144 8362 8661 8965 9266 9567 9868 .168 .469 .769 1068 301 
145 161368 1667 1967 2266 2564 2863 3161 3460 3758 1055 299 
146 4353 1650 4947 5214 5541 5838 6131 6430 6726 7022 297 
147 7317 7613 7908 8-203 8497 8792 9086 9380 9671 9968 295 
148 170262 0555 0848 1141 1434 1726 2019 2311 2603 2895 293 
149 3186 3478 3769 4060 4351 4641 4932 5222 5512 5802 291 
150 176091 6381 6670 6959 7248 7536 7825 8113 8-101 8689 •289 
151 8977 9264 9552 9839 .126 .413 .699 .985 1272 1558 287 
152 181841 2129 2415 ■2700 2985 3270 3555 3839 4123 4107 2851 
153 4691 4975 5259 5542 5825 6108 6391 6674 6956 7239 283 
154 7521 7803 8084 8366 8647 8928 9209 9490 9771 ..51 281: 
155 190332 0612 0892 1171 1451 1730 2010 2289 2567 2846 279 
156 3125 3403 3681 3959 4237 4514 4792 5069 5346 5623 278 
157 5899 6176 6453 6729 7005 7281 7556 7832 8107 8382 276 
158 8657 8932 9206 9481 9755 ..29 .303 .850 1124 274 
159 201397 1670 1913 2216 2488 2761 3033 3305 3577 3848 272 
160 204120 4391 1663 4934 5201 5475 5746 6016 6286 271 
161 6826 7096 7365 7634 7904 9173 8441 8710 8079 92-17 269 
162 9515 9783 ..51 .319 .586 .853 1121 1388 1654 1921 267 
163 212188 2454 2720 2986 3252 3518 3783 4049 1314 4579 266 
164 4844 5109 5373 5638 5902 6166 6430 6694 6957 7221 264 
165 7484 7747 8010 8273 8536 8798 9060 9323 9585 9846 262 
166 220108 0370 0631 0892 1153 1414 1675 1936 2196 2456 261 
167 2716 2976 3236 3196 3755 1015 4274 4533 4792 5051 259 
168 5309 5568 5826 6081 6312 6600 6858 7115 7372 7630 •’58 
169 7887 814-1 8400 8657 8913 9170 9426 9682 9938 .193 ■356 
170 230449 0704 0960 1215 1470 1724 1979 2234 2488 2742 254 
171 2996 3250 3501 3757 4011 4264 1517 1770 5023 5276 253 
172 5528 5781 6033 6285 6537 6789 7041 7292 7544 7795 252 
173 8046 8297 8548 8799 9049 9299 9550 9800 . .50 .300 250 
171 240549 0799 1018 1297 1546 1795 2014 2293 2541 2790 £19 
175 3038 3286 3534 378-2 1030 4277 4525 1772 5019 5266 248 
476 5513 5759 6006 6252 6499 6745 6991 7237 7482 7728 2*16 
177 7973 8-219 8161 8709 8951 9198 9413 9687 9932 .176 245 
178 250120 0661 0908 1151 1395 1638 1881 2125 2368 2610 ‘243 
179 2853 3096 3338 3580 3822 1064 4306 4548 1790 5031 242 

N. 0 | 2 3 1 4 1 5 1 c | 7 | 8 1 9 | D. 

N.| 0 1 2 13 4 1 5 1 6 17 l 8 1 9 1 D N. 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 i 7 1 8 1 9 ID 
18C 255275 5514 575E 5991 623" 6477]6718|695b 7198 743- 241 301 477121 |726( 741: 7844i7989,8133 82781842$ 145 
18 7671 791b 8156 839b 863" 88779116 9355 959-1 983: 239 30 i 8566 8711 8855 8999 9143 9287 9131 9575 9719 9863 114 
18* 260071 031C 05*lb 078- 1021 126: 1501 1739 1971 *22 M 238 302 480007 0151 0294 0438 0582 0725 0869 1012 L 156)1299 114 
is: 2451 2688 2925 316S 3391 3631 3873 4109 4341 15-v 237 30: 1443 158£ 1729 187212010 *2159 2302 2445 2588 2731 143 
184 4818 5054 5290 5525 5761 599C 6232 6467 670*2 693" 235 30: 2874 3016 3159 3302 3445 3730 387c 4015 4157 143 
185 7172 7406 7611 7875 8110 8311 8578 8812 904( 9271 234 305 4300 4442 4585 47*2" 4869 5011 5153 5295 543" 5579 142 
186 9513 9746 9980 .213 .446 .679 .91*2 mi 1377 160! *233 (301 5721 5863 6005 614“ 6289 G430',6572 6714 142 
187 271843 2074 2306 2538 2770 3001 3233 3464 36! >6 3927 *23*2 307 7138 7280 7421 756: 7704 784f 798f 8127 8269 8410 141 
188 4158 4389 4620 *1850 5081 5311 5512 5772 6002 6*232 -230 308 8551 8692 8833 8974 9114 9255! 9395 9537 9677 9818 141 
18! 6462 6692 6921 7151 7380 7609 7838 8067 8296 8525 *229 309 9958 ..99 .239 .380 .520 .661 .801 .941 1081 1222 140 

190 278754 8962 9211 9439 9667 9895 .123 .351 .578 .806 228 310 491362 1502 1642 1782 1922 20621*2201 2341 *2481 2621 140 
191 381033 1261 1488 1715 1942 2169 2396 2622 28*19 3075 227 311 2760 2900 3040 3179 3319 3458 3597 3737 3876 4015 139 
192 3301 3527 3753 3979 4205 1431 1656 •1882 5107 5332 226 312 4155 4291 4433 457*2 1-1711 4850) 496915128 5267 5406 139 
193 5557 5782 6007 6232 6456 6681 6905 7130 7354 7578 225 313 5544 5683 5822 5960’6099 6653 6791 139 
194 7802 8026 8249 8473 8696 8920 9143 9366 9589 981*2 223 31) 6930 7068 7206 7344 7483 7621 7759 7897 8035 8173 138 
195 290035 0257 0480 0702 0925 1147 1369 1591 1813 2034 22*2 315 8311 8448 8586 8724 8862 8999 9137 19975 9412 9550 138 
196 2256 2478 269!) 2920 3141 3363 3584 3804 4025 4246 221 316 9687 9824 9962 . .99 .236 .374 .511 .648 .785 .922 137 
197 4466 4687 4907 5127 5347 5567 5787 6007 6226 6446 220 317 501059 1196 1333 147011607 1744 1880 2017 2154 *2*291 137 
198 6665 6884 7104 7323 7542 7761 7979 9198 8416 8635 219 318 2427 2564 2700 2837 2973 3109i 3246 3382 3518 3655 136 
199 8853 9071 9289 9507 9725 9943 .161 .378 .595 .813 218 319 3791 3927 4063 11991-1335 -4171 4607 4743 4878 5014 136 

200 301030 1247 1464 1681 1898 2114 2331 *2547 2764 2980 217 320 505150 5*286 5421 5557 5693 5828 5964 6099 6234 136 
201 3196 3412 3628 3844 4059 1275 4491 4706 4921 5136 216 321 6505 6640 6911 7046 7181 7316 7451 7721 135 
202 5351 5566 5781 5996 6211 6425 6639 6854 7U68 7*282 215 322 7856 7991 8126 6261 8395 8530 8664 8799 8934 9068 135 
203 7496 7710 7921 8137 8351 856-1 8778 8991 9204 9417 213 323 ,9203 9337 9471 960( 9740 9874 ...9 .143 .277 .411 134 
20-1 9630 9843 ..56 .268 .481 .693 .906 1116 1330 1542 212 324 510545 0679 0813 0947 1081 1215 1349 148*2 1616 1750 134 
205 311754 1966 2177 2389 •2600 2812 3023 3231 3445 3656 211 325 1883 2017 2151 228412418'2551 2684 2818 2951 3084 133 
206 3867 1078 4289 1499 1710 1920 5130 5340 5551 5760 210 326 3218 3351 3484 3617 3883 4149 4*282 4414 133 
207 5970 6180 3390 6599 6809 7016 7227 7136 7646 7854 209 327 4548 4681 4813 4946 5079 5211 5344 5476 5609 5741 133 
208 8063 8272 8481 8689 8898 9106 .1314 9522 •730 >93s 208 328 5874 6006 6139 6271 6403 6535 6668 6800 6932 7064 132 
209 320146 0354 0562 0769 0977 1184 1391 1598 1805 2012 207 329 7196 7328 7460 7592 7724 7855 7987 8119 8251 8382 132 
210 322219 2426 2633 2839 3046 3252 3158 3G65 3871 1077 206 330 518514 8646 8777 6909 9040 9171 9303 9434 9566 9697 131 
211 4282 4-188 4694 4899 5105 5310 5516 5721 5926 6131 205 331 9828 9959 ..90 .221 .353 .484 .615 .745 .876 1007 131 
212 6336 6541 ',745 6950 7155 7359 7563 7767 797*2 8176 204 332 521138 1269 1400 1530 1661 1792 1922 2053 *2183 2314 131 
213 8380 8583 8787 8991 0194 9398 9601 9805 ..08 .211 203 333 2414 2575 2705 2835 *2966 3096 3226 3356)3486)3616 130 
214 330414 0617 0819 1022 1225 1427 1630 1832 2034 2236 202 334 3746 3876 4006 4136 4266 4396 4656 4785 4915 130 
215 2438 2640 2842 3044 3246 3417 3649 3850 4051 1253 *202 335 5045 5174 5301 343415563 5693 5892 5951 6081 6210 1*29 
216 4454 4655 1N56 5057 5257 5458 5658 >859 6059 6260 *201 336 6339 6469 6598 6727 6856 6985 7114 7*2-13 7372 7501 129 
217 6460 6660 6860 7060 7260 7469 /059 7858 805s 8257 200 337 7630 7759 7888 8016 8145 8274 8402 8531 8660 8788 129 
218 8456 8656 8855 9054 9253 9451 9650 9849 ..47 .246 199 338 8917 9045 9174 9302 9430 9559 9687 9815 9943 ..72 1*28 
219 3404 44 0642 3841 1039 1237 1435 1632 1830 2028 *2225 198 339 530200 0328 0456 0584 0712 0840 0968 1096 1223 1351 128 
221) 342423 2620 2817 3014 3212 3109 3606 180*2 3999 1196 197 340 531479 1607 1734 186211990 2117 2945 *237*2 ‘2500 2627 1*28 
221 4392 4589 1785 4981 5178 5374 5570 5766 596*2 6157 196 341 2754 2882 3009 313613264 3391 3518 377*2 3899 127 
222 6353 6549 ',744 6939 7135 7330 7525 7720 7915 8110 195 34*2 40*26 4153 4280 4407 *1534 1661 4787 4914 5011 127 
223 8305 8500 8694 8889 1063 >278 9472 96G6 9860 ..54 194 343 5294 5421 5547 5674 5800159*27 6053(6180 6306 643*2 1*26 
224 350-ilft 0442 0636 >829 1023 1216 1410 1603 1796 1989 193 344 6558 6685 6811 6937 7063 7189 7315 7411 7693 126 
225 2183 2375 2568 2761 2951 3147 3339 3532 3721 3916 193 345 7819 7945 8071 8197 8322 8448) 8574) 6699 88*25 8951 126 
226 4108 1301 4493 1685 1876 3068 5260 5452 5643 5834 192 346 9076 920*2 9327 9452 9578 9703 982919954 ..79 .204 1*25 
227 6026 6217 6-108 6599 6790 6981 7172 7363 7554 7744 191 317 510329 0455 0580 0705 0830 0955 108011*205 1330 1-154 125 
228 7935 8125 8316 8506 8696 8886 9076 9266 9456 9646 190 348 1579 1704 1829 1953 2078 2203 2327 2452 *2576 2701 125 
229 9835 ..25 .215 .404 .593 .783 .972 1161 1350 1539 189 349 2825 2950 3074 3199 3323,3447 3571 3696 3820)3944 124 
230 361728 1917 2105 2294 2482 2671 •2859 3048 3236 3424 188 350 544068 4192 431614440 4564,4688 4812 4936 5060 5183 124 
231 3612 3800 3988 4176 4363 4551 4739 1926 5113 5301 188 351 5307 543115555 5678 5802 5925 6049 6172 620616410 124 
232 5488 5675 5862 6049 6236 6423 6610 6796 6983 7169 187 352 6543 6666 6789 6913,7036 7159j7282 7405 7529 7652 123 
233 7356 7542 7729 7915 8101 8287 8473 865!) 8845 9030 186 353 7775 789818021 8144 8267 8389 851*2 8635 8758 8881 123 
234 9216 9401 9587 9772 9958 .143 .3-28 .513 .698 .883 185 354 9003 9126 9249 9371 9494 9616 9739 98G1 9984 .106 123 
235 371068 1253 1437 1622 1806 1991 2175 2360 *2544 2728 184 355 550228 0351 0-173 0595)0717 0840'0962 1084 1206 1328 1*22 
236 2912 3096 3280 3464 364 / 3831 1015 4198 4382 4565 184 356 1450 1572 1694 1816! 1938 *2060 918119303 24*25 ‘2547 1*22 
237 4748 1932 5115 5298 5481 5664 5846 6029 6212 6394 183 357 2668 2790 *2911 3033(3155 3276 33981351913640 3762 1*21 
238 6577 6759 6942 712-1 7306 7488 7670 7852 8034 8216 182 258 3883 4004 4126 4*247 4489 46101473114852 4973 121 
239 8398 8580 8761 8943 9124 9306 9487 >666 9849 ..30 181 359 5094 5215 5336 5457 5578 5699 5820)5940 6061 6182 121 
240 380211 0392 0573 0754 0934,1115 1*296 1476 1656 1837 181 360 556303 6423 c-

. 1
 

I
I

 1 8 6905 7096, 7146 7*267 120 
241 2017 2197 2377 2557 273712917 3097 3277 .1456 3636 180 361 7507 7627 7748 7868 7988 8108 8228 8349 8469 8589 120 
242 3815 3995 1174 4353 45334712 1891 5070 5249 54*28 179 362 8709 8829 8948 9068,9188 9308 9428 9548 9667 9787 120 
213 5606 5785 5964 6142 6321|6499 6677 6856 7034 7212 178 363 9907 . .26 .146 .265 .385 .504 694 .743 .863 .982 119 
244 7390 7568 7746 7923 81018279 8456 8633 8811 898! 178 364 561101 12*21 1340 1459 1576 169Sl 1817 1936 *2055 2W1 119 
245 9166 9343 9520 9698 9875 ..51 .228 .405 .58*2 .759 177 365 2*293 2112 2531 *2650 2769 2887 3006 3125 3244 119 
246 390935 1112 1288 1464 164111817 1993 2169 *2345 *2521 176 366 3481 3600 3718 3837 3955 4074 419*2 431ill129 4548 119 
247 2697 2873 3048 3224 3400I3575 3751 3926 4101 4277 176 367 4666 4784 4903 5021)5139 5257 5494(5619. 5730 lift 
248 4452 1627 4802 4977 5152|5326 5501 5676 5850 6025 175 368 5848 5966 6084 6202163-20 lift 
249 6199 6374 6548 6722 6896 7071 7245 7419 7592 7766 174 369 7026 7144;7262 7379|7497 7614 7732 784917067 8084418 
250 397940 8111 8287 8461 8634 8808 8981 9154 9328 9501 173 370 568*202 8319|843G 8788'6905 90*23'9140 9257 117 
251 9674 9847 . .20 .192 .365 .538 .711 .883 1056 1228 173 371 9374 9491 9008 9725 9842 9959 . .76 193 300 .4061117 
252 401401 1573 1745 1917 "20S9 2261 2133 2605 2777 2949 172 372 5705-13 0660 0776 089311010 1126 1943 1359 1476|1592 117 
253 3121 3292 3464 3635 3807 3978 1149 4320 4492 4663 171 373 1709 1825 1942 2058 217122911-2407 2523 *263012755 116, 
254 4834 5005 5176 534G 5517 5688 5858 6029 6199 6370 171 374 2872 2988 3104 322013336 3452 356813684 380013915 116 
255 6540 6710 6881 7051 7221 7391 7561 7731 7901 8070 170 375 4031 4147 4*263 4379 449414610147*26 4841 4957 5072 116 
256 8240 8410 8579 8749 8918 9087 9257 9426 9595 976-1 169 376 5188 5303 5-119 5534 5650 57G5l5880lS99fii6111 6226 115 
257 9933 .102 .271 .440 .609 .777 .946 1114 1283 1451 169 377 6341 ♦3457 657! 6687 6802 6917 7039 7147 7*269. 115 258 411620 1788 1956 2124 2293 2-161 *2629 *2796 2964 3132 168 378 7492 7607 772. 7836 7951 8066 {8181) 82951841018525 115 
259 3300 3467 3635 3803 3970 4137 1305 4472 4639 4806 167 379 8639 8754 886- 8983 9097 9212:9326,9411 955519669 114 
260 414973 5140 5307 5474 5041 580s 5974 6141 6308 6174 167 380 5797S4 9898 ..12 .126 .241 .355 460 
261 6641 6807 6973 7139 7306 7472 7638 7804 7970 8135 166 381 580925 1039 1153 1267 1381 1495 160811799 1836 1QW 1 14 
262 8301 8*167 8633 8798 8964 9129 9295 9-160 96*25 9791 165 382 2003 2177 2291 2404 2518 2631 974519858 2072 30851114 
263 9956 .121 .286 .451 .616 .781 .945 1110 1*275 1439 165 383 3199 3312 3126 3539 3652 3765 3879 399*2 (4105 4218 113 
264 42160-1 1768 1933 ■2097 2261 2426 *2590 2751 2918 3082 i« 384 4331 4414 4557 4670 4783 4896 5009 5122 5235 534ft 113 
265 3246 3410 3574 3737 3901 4065 4*2*28 4392 4555 4718 1C4 385 5461 5574 508(, 5799 5912 6024 6137 695016369 6475 113 
266 4882 5045 5208 5371 5534 5697 5860 60*23 6186 6349 163 386 6587 6700 681- 6925 7037 7149 7*262 7374 74S6 no 
267 6511 6674 6836 6999 7161 7321 7486 7648 7811 7973 162 387 7711 7823 7935 8047 8160 8272 8384 8496)8608 87*20 11*2 
268 8135 8297 5459 8621 8783 8 >4-1 9106 9268 9429 9591 16*2 388 8832 8944 9051, 9167 9279 9391 9502 0615 9726 9S30 11*2 
269 9752 9914 . .75 .236 .398 .559 .720 .881 104*2 1203 161 389 9950 ..61 .173 .284 .396 .507 .619 .730 .842 .953 112 
270 431364 1525 1685 18*16 2007 2167 *2328 2488 2649 2809 161 390 591065 1176 1287 1399 1510 1691 1739 1843 1955 111 
271 2969 3130 3290 3150 36111 3770 3930 4090 1249 4409 160 391 2177 2288 2399 251012621 *2732^*2843 *2954'3064 3175 111 
272 4569 4729 4888 5048 5207 5367 5526 5685 5844 6001 159 392 3286 3397 3506 361813729 3840 3950 1061 (4171 4282 111 
273 6163 6322 6481 6640 6798 6957 7116 7275 7133 759*2 159 393 4393 4503 4614 47*2414834 4945 5055 5105(5976 538G 110 
274 7/51 7909 8067 8226 8384 8542 8701 8859 9017 9175 158 394 5196 5:306 5717 582715937 6047 6157 6267 6377 6487 110 
275 9333 9191 9618 9806 9964 .122 .279 .437 .594 . 752 158 395 6597 6707 6817 6927 7037 7146 7*256 7476 7586 110 
2/6 4*10909 1066 1224 1381 1538 1695 1852 2009 2166 2323 157 396 7695 7805 7914 802-1 8134 8243 8353 8462 8572 8681 110 
2 /1 2480 263 / 2793 2950 3106 ■1263 3419 3576 373*2 3889 157 397 8791 8900 11009 9119 9228 9337 9446 9556 9665 97741 109 
278 4045 4201 4357 4513 46G9 4825 4981 51375293 5149 156 398 9883 9992 .101 .210 .319 .4*28 .537 .755 .864 109 
279 5604 5760 5915 6071 6226 6382 6537 6690 6848 7,103 155 399 600973 1082 1191 1299 1108 1517 1625 1734 1843 1951 109 
280 447158 7313 7468 7623 7778 7933 8088 82428397 8552 155 400 602060 *2169 2277 2386 2494 2603 2711 2819 2928 3036 108 281 8706 8861 9015 9170 9321 9478 9633 9787 9941 . .95 154 401 3144 3253 3361,3469 3686 3794 3902 4010 4118 108 
282 450249 0403 3557 0711 0865 1018 1172 1326 1479 1633 154 402 4226 4334 4442 4550 4658 4766 4874 498*2 5089 5197 108 283 1 /86 1910 2093 -2-217 2100 2553 *2706 2859,3012 3165 153 403 5305 5413 5521 56*28 5736 5844 5951 6059 6274 108 
284 3318 3471 3624 3777 3930 4082 4235 4387,4540 4692 153 404 6381 6489 6596 6704 6811 6919 7026 7133 7241 734ft 107 
285 4845 1997 5150 530-2 5454 5606 5758 5!) 10 606*2 6214 15*2 405 7455 7562 7669 7777 7884 7991 8098 8*205 8312 8419 107 
286 6366 6518 6670 6821 6973 7125 7276 74‘28|7579 7731 15*3 406 8526 8633 8740 8847 8954 9061 9167 9*274 9381 9488 107 
287 7882 8033 8184 8336 8487 8638 8789 8940 9091 9242 151 407 9594 9701 9808 9914 ..21 .1*28 .234 .341 .447 .554 107 
288 9392 9543 9694 9845 9995 .146 .296 .447 .597 .748 151 408 610660 0767 0873 0979 1086 119*2 1298 1405 1511 1617 106 
289 460898 1048 1198 1348 1499 1619 1799 1948 2098 2248 150 409 1723 1829 1936 2042 2148 2254 •2360 -2466 2572 26781106 
290 462398 2548 2697 2847 2997 3146 3296 3145 3594 3714 150 410 612784 2890 2996 3102 3-20713313 3419 35*25 3630 37361106 
291 3893 4042 1191 1340 4490 1639 1788 49365085 5234 149 411 3842 3947 4053 4159 4*26414370 4475 4581 4686 4792 106 
293 5383 5532 5680 5829 5977 6126 6274 6423|6571 6719 149 412 489“ 5003 5108 5213 531915424 5529 5634 5740 5845 105 
293 6868 7016 7164 7312 7460 7608 7756 790418052 8200 148 413 5950 6055 6160 6265 6370 658116686 6700 6805 105 
294 8347 8495 8643 8790 8938 9085 9233 9380 9527 9675 148 414 7000 7105 7210 7315 7420 75*25 762917734 783917043)105 
295 9822 9969 .116 .263 .410 .557 .704 .851 .998 1145 117 415 8048 8153 825718362 8466 8884180801105 
296 471292 1438 1585 1732 1878 2025 2171 231824 4 2610 146 416 9093 9198 930219406 9511 9615 9719 9824 00*28 . .321104 
297 2756 2903 4049 .1195 3341 3487 3633 3779 39*25 4071 146 417 620136 0240 0344 0448 0552 0968ll 0721 104 
298 4216 1362 1508 1653 4799 1914 5090 5235,5381 55*26 146 418 1176 1*280 1384 1488 159211695! 17991190312007 2110 UU 
299 5671 5816 5962jbIU7 6252 6397|6542 6687| 683*2 69761115 419 2214 2318 242112525 26281 ‘2732128351293913042131461104 
In. 0 | 

-Li JJ 4 5 6 7 1 8 11 1L 
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LOGARITHMIC SINES, TANGENTS, AND SECANTS. 53 

. TABLE OF LOGARITHMIC SIKES, TANGENTS, AN» SECANTS, 

FOR EVERY DEGREE AND FIVE MINUTES OF THE QUADRANT. 

0 Degrees. 

Ml Sine. 

okoooooo 
5i7.16269e 

1017.463726 
7.639816 
7.764754 
7.861662 
7.940842 

Co-sine. Tang- I Co-tang. 

8.00778'. 
8.065776 
8.116926 
8.162681 
8.204070 
8.241855 

M Co-sine. 

10.000000 
10.000000 
9.999998 
9.999996 
9.999993 
9.999989 
9.999983 

9.999977 
9.999971 
9.999963 
9.999954 
9.999944 
9.999934 

Sine. 

0.000000 Infinite. , 
7.162696 12.837304 
- jco-KVT 10.5362731 7.463727 
7.639920 
7.764761 
7.861674 
7.940858 

12.536273 
12.360180) 
12.2352391 
12.138326 
12.059142 

8.007809 
8.065806 
8.116963 
8.162727 
8.204126 

Secant. | 

lo.ooooool 
10.000001 
10.000002 
10.000004 
10.000007 
10.000011 
10.000017 

Co-sec. ItVl 

11.992191 
11.934194 
11.883037 
11.837273 
11.795874 

8'.241922 11.758078 

Co-tang. | Tang^ 

Infinite. ' 60 
12.738304 55 
12.536274 50 
12.360184 45 
12.235246 40 
12.138338 35 
12.059158 30 

10.000023 
10.000029 
10.000037 
10.000046 
10.000056 
10.000066 

Co-sec. 

11.992213 25 
11.934224120 
11.883074 
11.837319 
11.795930 
11.758145 

Secant. M 

89 Deg ;rees. 

1 Degree. 

Sine. | Co-sine. 

. 8.241855| 
5 8 276614 

8 308794 
8 338753 
8 36677-, 
8393101 
8417910 

8 441394 
8 463665 

45 8 484848 
50 8 505045 

8 524343 
8 92 819 

55 
60 
M Co-sine. 

9.999934 
9 999922 
9 999910 
9 999897 
9 999882 
9 999867 
9 999851 

l ung, I 

8,241921' 
8 276691 
8 308884 
8338856 
8 366895 
8393234 
8 418068 

Co-tang. I Secant. I Co-sec. M 

11.758079’ 
11 723309 
11 691116 
11661144 
11 633105 
11606766 
11 581932 

9 999834 
9 999816 
9 999797 
9 999778 
9 999657 
9 999735 

Sine. 

8 441560 
8 463849 
8 485050 
8 505267 
8 524586 
8 543084 

Co-tang. 

10.000066 
10 000078 
10 000093 
10 000103 
10 000118 
10 000133 
10 000149 

11 5o8440 
11 536151 
11 514950 
11 494733 
11 475414 

1 456916 

10 090166 
10 000184 
10 000203 
10 000222 
10000243 
10 000265 

1'ang. Co-sec. 

60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
35 
30 

11 558606 25 
11536335 20 
11515152)15 
11 494955 10 

11.758145 
11723386 
11 691206 
11661247 
11633223 
11606899 
11582081 

11 475657 
11 457181 

Secant. 

88Dcgn 

M Sine. 

~0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 

35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 

8 542819 
8 560510 
8 577566 
8 5939481 
8 609734 
8 624965 
8 639680 

8 6539 fl 
8 667689 
8 681043 
8 693998 
8 706577 
8718800 

M Co-sine Sine. 

Co-sine. 

9999735 
9 999713 
9 999689 
9 999665 
9 999640 
9 999614 
9 999586 

9 999558 
9 999529 
9 999500 
9 999469 
9 999437 
9 999404 

2 Degrees. 

Ting. 

8 543084 
8 560828 
8 577877 
8 594283 
8610091 
8 625352 
8 610093 

. 654352 
8 668160 
8 681544 
8 694529 
8 707140 
8719396 

Co-tang. 

Co-tang. 

11 456916 
11439172 
11422123 
1140571', 
11 389906 
11374648 
11 359907 

11345648 
11331840 
11318456 
11305471 
11292860 
11280604 

Tang. 

Secant. 

10 000265 
10 000287 
10 000311 
10 000335 
10 000360 
10 000386 
10 000444 

10000442 
10 000171 
10000500 
10 000531 
10000563 
10 000596 

Co-sec. 

Co-sec. 

11 457181 
11 439460 
11 422434 
11406052 
11 390266 
11 375035 
11 360320 

11 346089 
11 332311 
11 318957 
11306002 
11293423 
11 281200 

Secant. 

IHDegn 



BUILDER’S GUIDE. 
s-i 

TB )egrees. 10 Degrees. 

Ml Sine. i'Co-wm-1 'l ong 1 Do-tang-1 Secant | Co-«ec. ft 

0,8 718800,9 999404 
5 8 730688 9 999371 

10 8 742259 9 999336 
15 8 753528 9 999301 
20,8764511,9999265 
25 8 775223 9 999227 
30 8 785675)9999189 

35 8 795881|9999150 
40 8 805852 9 999110 
45 8 81559919999069 
50)8 825130)9 999027 
5518 834456,9 998984 
60:8 84358519998941 
M| Co-sine, j Sine. |Co-tang. Tang. | Co-scc. | Secant. 

Ml Sine. I Co-sine.I Tang. fOo-tang. | Secant. | Co-sec. |M | s6_». _!-!----- '__ . . . ...... r I I II < I • >KI IS 
0 8 8435851999894118844644111155356110 0010591 
5 8 852525 9 998896 8 853628 11146372 10001104; 

10)8861283 9 998851,8862433 11137567110001149 
15 8 869868 9 998804 8 871064 11128936) 10 001196 
20 8878285 9 998757 8 879529 11120471110 001213 
25 8 886542) 9 998708 i 8 887833) 11112167 10001292 
30 8 894643)9998659)8895984111101016 10 001341 

„ , 19396111280604110 000596 
8731317 11268683110000629 
8742922)11 257078 10000664 
8 754227111245773110 000699 
8 765246111234754 10 0007351 
8 775995 11224005 10 0007731 
8 786486! 11213514 10000811 

8796731 11203269110 000850 
8806742111193258 10000890 
8816529)11183471 10000931 
8826103 11173897)10000973 
8835471 1116452.1110001016 
8844644 11 155356| 100010591 

11281200 
11269312 
11257741 
11246472 

,11235489 
11221777 
11214325 

11204119 
11194148 
11 184401 
11174870 
11 165544 
11156415 

Ml 
601 
55 
501 
45 
10 
35 
301 

u [ sine. | co-sine. |langent.| co-tang. | secant. 

019239670 
„ 5 9 243237 

10 9 246775 

9 993351,9 246319110 753681110 006649 
9 993240 9 249998 10 750002) 10 006760 
9993127,9253648 10746352 10006873 

10760330|60 
10 756763 55 

15 9 250282 9 99301319 257269 
I 20 9 25376119992898:9260863 
I 25 9 25721119 99278319264428 
I 30 9 26063319 992666,9 267967 

10742731 
10739137 
10735572 
10732033 

I 35 9 264027i9992549l9271479 10728521 
40 9 2673951999243019 274961 10725036 

I 45 9 270735)9992311 9278424 10721576 
I 50 9 274049 9 992190 9 281858 10718142 .. 

55 9 277337,999206919285268 10714732,10007931 
60 9 280599(99919471928865211071134S| 10008053 

1000698 
10007102 
10007217 
10007334 

10007451 
10007570 
10007689 
10007810 

co-sec. | M 

10753225 
10749718 
10 746239 
10742789 
10739367 

10735973 
10732605 
10729265 
10725951 
10722663 
10719401 

86 Degrees. 

M|Co-sine.| Sine. |Co-tang.| Tang. | Co-sec. | Secant. | m 

4 Degrees. 
11 Degrees. 

11 156415 60 I 
11 147475 551 
11 138717:501 
111301321451 
11 121715 401 
11 113458|35 I 
11 105357 301 

35 8 902596!9998609!8903087| 11096013! 1000l39l| 

4018 910404'9 998558 8 911846; 11088154110 001442. 
45 8 91807319 998506; 8 919568111080432 10 0014941 
50 8 92260919 998453 8 927156111072844 10 001547 
5518 93301519 998399 8 934616111065384! 10 001601 

6018 94029619 998344'8 941952111058048110 001656 

M |Co-sine. | Sine. | Co-tang 

11 097404; 25 I 
11089596 201 
11081927)151 
11074391,101 
110669851 51 
110597041 0| 

85 Degrees. 

Tang. | Uo-sec. | becant. | M | 

5 Degrees. 

Ml Sine. | Co-sine.| Tang. | Co-tang. | Secant. ] Co-sec 

0 8 94029619 998344 j8 941952 
8 947456 9 998289! 8 949168 
8 95449919 998232 8 956267 
o (uz i i on n nno l *r i1 >3 15 8 96142919 99817418 963255', 

20 8 968249'9 99811618 970133 
25 j 8 97496219 998056:8 976906 
30 8 981573 9 997996 8 983577 

35*8 988083 919793518 9901491 
4018 994497,9 997872j8 9966241 
45 9 000816 9 997809 9 003007' 
50! 91K »704419 99774519 009293 
55:901318219997680 9 015502, 
60 9 01923519 99761419 0216201 

)11 058048 
11050832 
11043733 
T1036745 
j11029867 
110230941 
11016423) 

111009851 
111003376 
'109969931 
1109907021 
10 984-198 
10978380 

110001656 
10001711 
10001768 
10001826 
10001884 
10001944 
10002004 

10 002065 
10002128 
10002191 
10002255 
10002320| 
10002386 

11059704, 
11052544 
11045501 
11038571 
11031751 
11025038 
11018427 

11011917 
110055031 
10999184! 

110992956! 
10986S18| 

|10980765| 

M| Co-sine. | Sine. | Co-tang. | Tang. [ Co-sec. | Secant. 

Ml 
60 I 
55 I 
50 1 
45 I 
40 I 
35 I 
30 I 

23 
2)1 
15 I 

10 
5 I 
0 

|M I 

84 Degrees. 
b Degrees. 

M| Sine. | co-sine. | 1 ang. | co-tang. | Secant. | co-secant, |M | 
"OlHOliiaSSigM-eHIflOeiGilOjlO 97838011000-2386| 10980765,60 I 

5 9 0-25-203 9 997547!90*27655 1097-2345 1000-2453) 10974797 55 I 
ll>: 9 03108919997480 9 033609; 10966391 100025-20 10968911*501 
15,9036896 999741119039485! 10960515 10002589110963104 45 
201901-2625 9997341:9045284 10954716! 10002659| 10957375(40 
25 9 048279 9 997271l9051008|l0948992 1000-2729|10951721 35 1 
3019053859,999719919056659110943341 j 10UQ-2801110946141 j30 | 

35)9059367 9 997127)906-2240110937760110002873! 10940633 25 I 
4i)l9 064806!9997063’9067752 10 932248110 002947 to 935194 20 I 
45 9 070176 9 996979[9073197) 10926803110003021110929824 15 
50 9 075480)9996901 907857.6 10921424 10003096110924520 10 
55 9 080719 9 996828:9083891 10916109,1000317-2110919281 5 
60|9085S94:9995751 j9089144(10911B56110003249110914106 | 0 

MICo-sine.1 Sine. [Co-tang-l Tang. | Co sec. | Secant. |M| 
83 Degrees. 

7 Degrees._ 
M| Sine. | co-sine. | Tang. ! co-tang. | Secant. | co-secant |M I 
0,9085894,999675119089144:10910856110 003249110914106)60 I 

10 905664) 10 003327110 908992 55 I 
10 900532110 003406 j 10 903938 50 I 
10895458110003486) 10898944)45 I 

5 9 091008| 9 996673)9 094336 
10 9 09606219 996594) 9 099468 
15l9 101056 9 996514 9104542 
•20 9 1059182,999643319 109559 
25 9 11087319 996351 9 114521 
3019 11569819 996-269 i 9119429 

35 9120469 9 996185 9 124284 
40 9 125187|9996100 9 12908’ 
45!9 129854*9996015(9 133839 

10 890441110 003567 10 894008140 I 
10885479|l0003649|l0889127)35 I 
10880571 10003731,10884302130 I 

10875716110003815) 10879531125 I 
10 870913110 003900 10 874813120 I 

110 866161110 003985) 10 870146) 15 
10861458| 10004071) 10865530) 10 I 50!9 134470|9 995928)9 138542 1 

55|9 13903719995841 9 1431961) 
60)9 14355519995753:9 147803) 10852197110004247110856445 | 0 I 

B 
) 10 856804) 10 00-4159 i 10 8609631 5 I 

MjCo-sine | Sine. |Co-tang.| Tang. | Co-sec, | Secant. |M 
8*2 Degrees. 
8 Degrees. 

Ml Sine. ! co-sir,e. I Tang. | co-tang. | 
0:9 14355519995753)9147803,10 8521971 
5)9 148026;9995664 9 1523&3| 108476371 

10)9 152451 )9995573 [9 156877:10843123 
15'9 156830 9 995482)9161347) 10838653) 
20:9 161164:999539019 165774110834226' 
25 9 165-454 9 995297 9 170157) 10829843; 
30 9169702)9 995203)9 174499) 10 625501: 

35 9T73909l9W5108l9 178799110821201 
40 j 9 178072:9 995013 j 9 183059 j 10 816941 
45 9 182196 9 994916-9 187280| 10812720 
50,9 186280)9 994818|9 191462; 10808538 
55l9 190325;9 994720,9 195606; 10804394 
6019194332 9 99462019 199713) 10 800287 

81 Degrees. 
9 Degrees. 

Ml Sine. | Co-sine.j Tang. ) Co-tang. [ Secant. 
U;9 194332 
5 9198302 

10)9 202234 
15)9206131 
20,9209992 
25(9213818 
30,9217609 

9 99462019 199713; 10800287 
9 994519 9 20378-2) 10 796218 
9 99441819 207817'10 792183 
9 994316-9 211815110 788185 
9 99421*2)9 21578.7; 10784220 
9994108 9 219710| 10780290 

: 9 99400319 223607110 776393 

10005380 
10005481 
10005582) 
10 0056841 
10005788| 
10005892' 
100059971 

| co-sine |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. | co-scc. | M 

9280599,9 991947 
9283836)9991823 

.. 9287048 9 991699 
15 9 290236|9 991574 
■20 9 293399 9 991448 

I 25 
30 

I 35 
40 

I 45 
I 5° 

9296539 
9299655 

99913-21 
9991193 

9-288652 
9292013 
9295349 
9298662 
9 301951 
9305218 
9 308403 

9 302748 9 991064 
9 30581919990934 
9308867 9 990803 
9 311893 

55|9314897 
6019317879 

9 99067 

10 711348| 10008053) 107TJ401 
lii-Ariw*? innaijm irtTlKHU 

9311685 
9314885 
9318064 
9 321222 

10707987 10008177 
10 70465 D10 008301 
10 701338'10 008426 
10698049) 10U08552 
10694782 10008679 
10691537 10008807 

10716164 
107T2952 
10709764 
10706601 
10703461 
10700345 

9990538 9 324358, 
9 99040419 3274751 

I MICo-sine. Sine. |Co-tang.| Tang. 
78 Degrees. 

10 688315110 008936 
10685115)10009066 
10681936 10009197 
10678778 10009329 
10675642110009462 
10672525110009596 

10697252 
10694181 
10691133 
10688107 
10685103 
106821211 

1 Co-sec. | Secant. | M 

12 Degrees. 

M) Sine, (co-sine. ) Tang. | co-tang. ) Secant. | cosecant..M | 

| m~( sine. | co-sine. |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. | M 
" * i| 10 0011596 (10 682121'66 

10 009730110 679160 55 
10 009866110 676220 50 

019 317879 [9 990404 (9 3274741 
1I0 3OOSU0 9 990270 9 330570: 5 9 320340 

I 10 9 323780 
15*9 326700 
2019 329599 
25 9 332478 
30*9 335337 

9990134,93336161 
9 98999719 336702 
9 989860 j 9 3397391 
9989721*9342757| 
9 989582)9345755| 

I 35*9338176 9 98944119348735 
1 40)9 340996 9 98930019351697 

45 9 34379719 98915719 354640 
50)9 346579 9 989014|9357566 
55 9 349343 9 988869,9 360474 
6P|9 352088-9 98872419363364 

10 6725261 
10669430 
10 666354 
10663298 
106602611 
10657243) 
106542-151 
10651265) 
10 648303 j 
106453601 
106424341 
10639526| 
10636636! 

10010003 
10010140 
10010279 
10010418 

10010559 
10010700 
10010843 
10010986 
10011131 
10011276 

10673300 
10 670401 
10667522 
10664663 

10661824 
10659004 
10656203 
10653421 
10650657 
10647912 

M| co-sine.| Sine. | co-tang.| tangent. I | secant. |M 

77 Degrees. 

| co-sin *. | tangent. | co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. 

0:9 35*20bb 
5 9 354815 

10 9357524 
15|9360215 
2019 362889 

9365546 
9 368185 

J9bb724 9363364 
9988578j9 366237 
998843019 369094 
9988282.9 371933 
9988133 9 374756 
9987983 9 377563 
9 987832 9 380354 

9370808 
9373414 
9 376003 
9378577 
9381134 

9987679 9 383129 10 61687 

10 636636)10011*276 
10633763 10011422' 
10630906 10011570 
10628067 10011718, 
10625244 
10622437 
10619646 

9987526 9 385888 
9987372 
998721 
9 987061 

9388631 
9391360 
9394073 

10614112 
10611369 
10608640 
1060592’ 

10011867 
10012017 
10012168 

10012321 
100124741 
100126281 
100127831 
10 0129391 

10 64791*2 
10645185 
10642476 
10639785 
10 637111 i40 
10634454 35 
10631815 30 

25 

60 9 3836’ 
34 99b70bl 0o040/ol lObi’D'jy / 
7519 98690419396771110 603229110 0130961 

10629192 
10626586 
10623997 
10621423 
10618866 
106163*25 

M | co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. , secant. | 

76 Degrees. 
14 Degrees. 

M| | co-sine. |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. 

Secant. [ co-secant. [M | 
10 004247110 856445 60 I 
10004336 10851974 551 
in 004427110 847549 (50 I 
10004518 10843170 451 
10004610 10 838836140 I 
10001703| 10 834546 35 | 
10 004797110 830298,30 

10004892! 10 826092125 I 
10004987 10621928[20 I 
10005084 10817804 15 I 
10005182 108137201101 
10005281 10 6096751 5 I 
10005380110805668 | 0| 

Co-sec. |M | 
10 805668 [60 I 
10801698 55 
10797766 50 I 
10 793869145 I 
10790008 40 I 
10 786182| 35 
10782391 30 1 

33 9 221367 9 993897 9 2*27471! 10772529110006103110778633125 | 
401922509219993789 
45 9 228784 9 993681 
50 9 232444,9993572 

9 23130-2) 10 768698110006211110 774908 20 
9 235103110 764897110006319* 10 771216115 

__9 238872) 10 761128| 10 006428) 10 767556110 
55* 9 236073* 9 993462 9 24261010757390 10006538110763927) 5 I 
60192396701999335119216319110753681 10006649|10760330| ol 
M | Co-sine. 1 bine. (Co-tang. | Tang. | Co-sec. | Secant. |M I 

80 Degrees. 

9 383675,9 986904|9 396771110 6032291 
9 38620118 986746) 9 399455 10 600545 j 
9 38871119986587(9 402124 10 597876| 
9 39120619 986427 9 404778110 5952221 
9 393685 9 98626619 407419 10 592581 
9396150 9986104 9410045 105899551 
9398600 9985942!9412658 10587342| 

0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 9401035 9985778|9 415257 10584743! 10014222 
40|9403455 9985613|9417842:10582158(1001438* 
45*9 405862 9 985447!9 420415110 579585110 014553 
50j9 408254 9 98528019422974 10577026 10014720 
5519410632 9 985113 9 425519 10574481 10014887| 
6019 41299619 98494419 428052110571948! 10015056! 

10013096 
10013254 
10013413 
10013573 
10013734 
10013896 
10014058 

10616325 
10613799 
10611289 
10608794 
10606315 
10603850 
10601400 

10598965 
10596545 
10594138 
10591746 
10589368 
10587004 

M| co-sine.| sine. | co-tang. 1 tangent. 1 co-sec. [ secant. )M 
75 Degrees, 
15 Degrees. 

Mi 
0,9 412996 
5 9 415347 

10 9 417684 
15 9 420007 
20|9 422318 
25(9 424015 
30|9426899 

| co-sine. |tangcnt.| co-tang. | secant. | co-scc. [M 

1998494419 42805*2 
9 984774 J 9 430573[ 
998460319 433080, 
9984432,9 435576 
9984259 
[9984085 
9983911 

9438059 
9440529 
9 442988 

10571948 
10569427 
10566920 
10 56442-1 
10561941| 
10 5594711 
10557012 

35l9 42917019 983735 9 445435 
40 9 431429,9983558 9 447870 
45 9 433675 9983381 9450294 
50 9 43590819 98320219 452706 
55 9 43812919 983022|9 455107 
6019 44033819 98284219457496 

10015056 
10015226 
1001539’ 
10015568 
10015741 
10015915 
10016089 

10554565 
10552130) 
10549706 
10547294[ 
10544893 
10542504| 

10016265 
10016442 
10016619 
10016798 
10016978 
10017158 

10587004 
10584653 
10582316 
10 579993 
10577682 
10575385 
10573101 

10570830 
10568571 
10566325 
10564092 
10561871 
10559662 

M1 co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. | secant. 
74 Degrees. 
16 Degrees. 

5)9442535 
10,9 444720 
15 9 446893 

M| sine. | co-sine. | tangent. J 

~0[9 440338 9 982842|9 457496 
aloamaia 9 982660)9 459875 

9 982477(9 462242 
9 982294)9 464599 

20,9 449054.9 982109 9 466945 
25 9451204|9981924 9 469280 
30|9453342)9981737|9 471605 

35 9 455469'9 981549 9473919 
4019 457584 [9 981361 9 476223 
4519459688)9981171 9478517 
50j9 46l782|9 980981 9480801 
5519 463864 9 98078919 483075 
60|9 465935 9980596,9485339 

co-tang. 
10542504) 
10540125) 
10537758, 
10535401 j 
10533055, 
10530720) 
10528395 

secant. 
10017158 
10017340 
10017523 
10017706 
10017891 
10018076 
10018263 

co-sec. 

10526081*10018451 
10523777 10018639 
10521483110018829 
10519199| 10019019 
1051G925* 10019211 

10559662 
10557465 
10555280 
10553107 
10 550946 
10548796 
10546658 

10544531 
10542416 
10540312 
10538218 
1053fil36 

10514661(10019404110534065 

17 Degrees. 
Ml sine. | co-sine, tangent.| co-tang. 

35)9 480140 
40|9 482128 
4519484107 
50 9 480075 
55 9 488034 
60]9 489982 

9485339 
9487593 
9489838 
9 492073 
9494299 
9 496515 
9498722 

10514661 
10512407 
10510162 
10507927 
10505701 
10503485 
10501278 

__,9 500920 10499080 
9 979019)9503109(10496891 
9 97881719 505289* 10 494711 
9 978615,9 507460,10 492540 
9 978411 9 509622110 490378 
997820619 511776)10488224 

secant. co-sec. 
10019404 
10019597 
10019792 
10019988 
10020184 
10020382 
10020580 

|Ml 

10 5340654 01 
10532004)551 
10 529954 50 I 

10020780 
10020981 
10021183 
10021385 
10021589 
10021794 

10527914 
10525885 
10523867 
10 521858 

10 519860 
10517872 
10515893 
10513925 
10511966 
10510018 

M| co-sint-.l sine. | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. | secant. 

45 I 
401 
35 
301 

25 I 
201 
151 
10 | 
ol 

M 

72 Degrees. 
18 Degrees. 

M| 1 co-sine. [tangent.| co-tang. | secant. | 

0|9 489982|9 978206 
5l9 4D1922|9 978001 

10 9 49385119 977794 
15|9 495772 9 977586 
20,9497682 9977377 
25 9499584*9977167 
30 9501476|9976957 

9 511776 
9 513921 
9 516057 
9 518185 
9 520305 
9 522417 

35)9503360*9 976745 
4019 50523419 976532 
45|9 50709919 976318 
50,9 508956)9976103 
5519 51080319 975887 
6019512642|9 975670 

10 488224110 021794110510018 
10486079 10021999)10508078 
10 483943 j 10 022206| 10 506149 
10 481815 10 022414 10 504228 
10 479695110 022623 10 502318 
10 477583 10 022833 10 500416 
iD.irucn iniQP!i9i 

|M I 

9 524520,10475480 10023043 10498524 

9 526615110473385 
9 528702110471298 
9530781 10 4G9219 
9 532853 10467147 
9 534916)10465084 
9 536972110463028 

10023255)10496640 
10023468110494766 
10023682)10492901 
10023897(10491044 
10024113 10489197 
10024330*10487358 

601 
55 I 
501 
45 I 
40 I 
35 
30 I 

25 I 
20 I 
15 I 
10 I 
Si 
ol 

M1 co-sine. | 1 co-tang. ( tangent. | secant. |M 

71 Degrees, 
19 Degrees. 

M| sine. | co-sine. |langent.| co-iang. | secant. 1 co-sec. 

01951264219975670 
5 9 514472 9 975452 

| 10 0 516294,9975233 
: 15|9 51810719 975013 
20;9519911 9974792 

9 974570 

|M I 
9 536972110 463028110 024330110 487358 601 
9539020) 10 460960110024548| 10485528|55 
9 541061110 456939 ] 10 024767110 483706150 
9 543094) 10 456906) 10 024987) 10 481893 45 
9 545119110454881 [10025208 10480089,40 

„,„„9 547138) 10 452862| 10025430) 10 478293)35 
9974347 9 54914911045085111002565311047D505 30 

9 97412219 551152110448848 10025878,10474725 

Ml 

9 97389719 553149110 446851110 026103 
997367119 555139| 10444861110026329 
9 973444 9 557121110 442879 j 1002G556 
9 973215 9 559097110 440903110026785 
997298619 561066110 438934110027014 

10472954 
10471190 15 
10469435 
10467688 
10465948 

| co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M I 

70 Degrees. 
-U Degrees. 

Ml I jtangent. | co-tang. | secant. co-see. 

0,9 53405*2 
5 9 535*783 

| 10 9 537507 
1519 5392*23 
20|9 540931 
25 9 54263-2 
30:9 544325 

99729W6I9 561066 10438934 
997275519 563028 10436972 
9 972524,9 564983 10435017 
9 97229119 566932 10 433068 
9 972058,9 568873 10 431127 
9 971823 9570809 10429191 
9 971588)9 572738) 10 427262 

3519546011 
40 9547689 

9 97135119 574660110 425340 
9 971113 [ 9 576576110 423424 
9 970874 9 578486 10 421514 
9 97063519 580389 10 419611 
9970394! 9 582286110 417714 

9 5493601 
9551024| 
95526801------ 
9554329)9 97015219 584177110 415823110029848 

10027014) 
10 0272451 
10027476 
10027709[ 
10027942 
10028177 
10028412 

10028649 
10028887 
10029126 
10029365 
10029606 

1046594b 
10464217 
10 462493 
10 460777 
10-459069 
10457368 
10455675 

|M 
601 
55 I 
501 
45 I 
401 
35 I 
301 

10453989 25 
10452311 
10450640 
10448976 
10447320 
10445671 

M co-sine.| sine. | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M I 

69 Degrees. 
21 Degrees. 

M] sine. | co-sine. |tangent.| co-tang. ( secant. 1 co-sec. |M I 

0(9554329 
5(9555971 

[ 10)9557606 
15 9559234 
20,9 560855 
25(9 562468 
30[9 564075 

3519 565676 
40 9 567269 

9568856 
9 570435 
9572009 

60)9 573575 

9 97015*2 
9 969909 
9969665 
9969420 
9969173 
9 968926 
9968678 

996842919 597*247 
9968178(9 599091 
996792719 600929 
9967674(9 602761 
9 967421 9604588 
9967166(9606410 

9 584177 
9 58606*2 
9 587941 
9589814 
9591681 
9 593542 
9 595398 

10 4158*231 
10413938| 
10412059| 
10410186| 
10 408319( 
10406458! 
10 4046021 

10402753 
10 4009091 
10399071! 
10 3972391 
10395412 
103935901 

10029848 
10030091 
10030335 
10030580 
10030827 
10031074 
10031322 

1003157 
10031822 
10032073 
10032326 
10032579 
10032834 

10445671 601 
10444029 551 
10442394 501 
10440766 451 
10439145 401 
104375321351 
10 435925 301 

104343*24 
1043*2731 
10431144 
10429565 
10427991 
10426425 

I M| co-sine.) sine. | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. | secant. iM I 
68 Degrees. 

™"™^"^3ST5egrees. 
M| sine. | co-sine, (tangent. 
U|9 573575)9 967166 
5 9575136|9 966910 

I 1019 576689)9966653 
15 9578236|9 966395 
20 9 57977719 966136 

I 25 9 581312 9 965876 
30 9 58284019965615 

9 606410 
9 608225 
6610036 
9611841 
9 613641 
9 615435 
9 617224 

co-tang. | secant. 
10393590 
10391775 
10 389964 
10388159 
10386359 
10 384565 
10382776 

3519 58436119 965353 9 619008110 380992 
40|9 585877(9 965090 9 620787|10379‘213 
4519 58738619 964826 

1 5019 588890,9 964560 
5519 59038719 964294 
60|9591878|9 964026 

9622561)10377439 
9624330110 375670 
9 626093 10 373907 10 035706 
9 627852110 372148110 035974 

10032834 
10033090 
10033347 
10033605 
100.33864 
10034124 
10034385 

10034647 
10 034910 
10035174 
10035440 

co-sec. |M | 
10 426425160I 
10424864 55 I 
10423311 501 
10421764 45 I 
10420223 401 
10418688|35| 
10417160 30 I 

10415639 25 I 
10414123 20 I 
10 412614115 I 
10411110(10 I 
10409613! 5 I 
104081221 Ol 

M| cn-sine. | | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M | 

67 Degrees. 
23 Degrees. 

eo-sinp. (tangent.| 

I 35 9602150 

M) co-sine.| sine, [co-tang, tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M I 
73 Degrees. 

3 9 962945 9 634838 
1 9 96267219 636572 
>9962398 9 638302 

9962123 9 640027 
9 961846 9 641747 
996156919 643463 
9961290|9 645174 
9 961011 9 646881 
9960730 9 648583 

| secant. | co-sec. |M | 
1037214b| 10035974 
10 370394110 036243 
10368645 10036512 
10 366902| 10 036783 
10365162 
10363428 
10361698 

10359973 
10358253 
1035653’ 

10037055 
10037328 
10037602 

10037877 
10038154 
10038431 

10 354826 TO 038710 
10353119110038989 
10 351417 10 039270 

10408122160 | 
10406637(55 I 
10 405158(501 
10403685 45 | 
10402217 40 | 
10 400756'35 | 
10 399300130 | 

I M co-sine. | | co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. 

10397850125 | 
10 396406120 | 
10394968 15 | 
10393535 10 | 
103921081 5 | 
103906871 0 I 

) secant."TM I 

60 D«grees. 



LOGARITHMIC SINES, TANGENTS, ANI> SECANTS. 

24 Degrees, 

M| sine. | co-sine. [tangent.] co-lang. | secant. | co-see. |M 
9 609313 
9 610729 
9 612140 
9613545 

2019 614944 
25 9 616338 
30 9 617727 

9 960730 
9 960448 
9 960165 
9 959882 
9 959596 
9959310 
9 959023 

35 9 619110 9 958734 9 660376 

9 646503 
9 650281 
9 651974 
9653663 
9 655348 
9657028 
9658704 

40 9 620488 9 958445 
45 9 621861 9 958154 
50 9 623229 9 957863 
5519 62459119 957570 

9662043 
9663707 
9 665366 
9667021 

60|9 625948,9 957276! 9 6G8672 

10351417 
10349719 
10348026 
10346337 
10344652 
10342972 
10341296 

10 0392'/0 
10039552 
10039835 
10040118 
10040404 
10040690, 
10040977 

10339624 10041266 
10337957! 10 041555 
10336293| 10041846 
10 334634110042137 
10 332979! 10 042430 

10 3900o 
10389271 
10387860 
10386455 
10 385056 
10 3836621 
10 3822731 

10380890 
10379512 
10378139 
10376771 
10375409 
10374052 

M| co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. secant, j IV] 

65 Degrees. 

25 Degrees. 

M| sine. | co-sine. |tangent. | co-tang. | secant. co-sec. |M 

0 9 625948 
519 627300 

10.9 628647i 
15 9629989I 
20.9 631326 
2519632658 
3019 633984 

3519 635306 
40 9 636623 

9 637935 
9 639242 
9 640544 

6019 6418421 

9 957276 
[9956981 
9 956684 
9 956387 
9 956089 
9955789 
9955488 

9 955186 
9 954883 
9954579 
9 954274 
9953968! 

9 66b673 
9 670320 
9 671963 
9 673602 
9 675237 
9676869 
9 678496 

10 331327 
10 329680 
10328037 
10326398 
10 32-1763 
10323131 
10321504 

9 680120110319880 
9 681740 10318260 
9683356 
9 681968 
9 686577 
9 688182 

10 316644 
10315032 
10313423 
10311818 

10 042724 
10043019 
10043316 
10043613 
10043911 
10044211 
10044512 

10 374052 
10 372700 
10 371353 
10370011 
10 368674,40 
10 367342 35 
10366016 30 

10 044814 10 364694125 
10 045117110363377'20 
10 045421110 362065 15 
10 045726110 360758 10 
10046032110 359456 

M| co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. secant. |iVl 

64 Degrees. 
*6 Degrees. 

Mj sine. co-sine. |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. co-sec. |!M 
10 31181b 

9 64313519 953352|9 689783110 310217 
9 644423 9 95304219 691381 10 308619 
9 64570619 95273119 692975 

20 9 64G984 9952419 9694566 
9 618258 9 952106 9 696153) 
9 649527,9951791 9 6977361 

10046648 
10046958 

10307025 10047269 
10 305434jl0047581 
10 303847| 10 047894 
10 302264|10048209 

10 358158,60 
10356865 55 
10355577 50 
10 354294 
10353016 
10351742 
10350473 

35 9 65079219 951476 9 
9 652052 9 951159 9 
9 653308 
9654558 
9 655805 
9 657047 

9 950841 
9 950522 
9 950202 . 
994988119 

699316 10300681 
700893,10299107 
702466| 10 297534: 
704036110295964 
705603| 10 2943971 
707166| 10 2928341 

100485241 
10 0488411 
10 0491591 
10 049478) 
100497981 
100501191 

10 349208 
10347948 
10346692 
10 345442 
10 344195 
10 342953 

M| co-sine. I sine. | co-tang. | tangent. ) co-sec. | secant. |M 
63 Degrees. 
27 Degrees. 

M| Sine. | 
9657047 
9 658284 
9 659517 
9 660746 
9 661970 
9 663190 
9 6644061 

0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 

35 96656n|9947600 
40 j 9 66682419 947269 
45| 3 668027 9 946937 
5019 669225 9 946604 
5519 670119 
60|9 671609 

co-sine. 

9 949881 
9 949558 
9 949235 
9 948910 
9948584 
9948257 
9947929 

| Tang. | co-tang. | Secant. | co-secant.| JM 

1 60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
35 

9 707166110 292834 
9 708726110 291274 
9 710282 10289718 
9 711836 
9 713386 
9 714933 
9 716477 

9 718017 10281983 
9 719555 10 280445 
9 721089 10 278911 

10288164 
10286614 
10285067 
10282523 

9 946270 
9 945935 

9722621 
9 724149 
9 725674 

10 277379 
10 275851 
10274326 

10050119 
10 050442 
10050765 
10051090 
10051416 
10 051743 
10 052071110 335594 30 

1 10342953 
10 341716 

.10 340483 
1110 339254 
1,10338030 
: 10336810 

10 052400! 10 334383.25 
10052731,10333176 20 
10053063 10331973115 
10053396 10330775 10 
10 053730| 10 3295811 5 
10054065,103283911 0 

M| co-sine. | sine. | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. | secant. ,M 
62 Degrees. 

28 Degrees. 
M | sine. | co-sine. |tangent. 
019 671609,9 945935 
5|9 67279519 945598 

10,9 67397719 945261! 
15 9675155)9944922 
20,967632819944582 
25 9 677498 9 944241 j 
3019 678663|9 943899j 

35*9 679824 
4019 680982 
4519 682135 
5016 683284 
55 9684430 
60'9 685571 

9725674 
9 727197 
9 728716 
9 730233 
9731746 
9733257! 
9 734764 

co-tang. | secant. 

10274326 
10272803, 
10271284 
10269767 
10268254 
10266743 
10265236 

994355519 736269! 10 2637311 
9 943210,9 737771 10 262229 
9 94286419 739271110 260729 
9 94251719 740767 10 259233 
9 94216919 742261 10 257739 
9 94181919 743752*10 256248 

10054065 
10054402 
10 054739 
10055078 
10055418 
10055759 
10056101 

10 056445 
10056790 
10057136, 
10057483 
10057831 
10058181! 

co-sec. |M 

10328391160 
10 327205155 
10 326023'50 
10 324845|45 
10 323672140 
10 322502 35 
10321337 30 

10320176 25 
10:519018120 
10 317865115 
10316716110 
10 3155701 5 
10 3144291 0 

1V1| co-sine.| sine. | co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. j secant. |M 

61 Degrees. 
29 Degrees. 

Mi sine. | co-sine. |tangcnt. 

019 6855 
5 [9 686709| 

10 9 687843, 
15| 9 688972 
20 9 690098 
25 9 691220 
30 9 692339 

3519 693453 
40 9 694564 
45 9 695671 
50 j 9 696775 
5519 697874 
60| 9 6989701 

9 941819 
9941469 
9 94111 
9 940763, 
9 940409 
9 940054 
9 939(597 

9743752 
9 745240 
9 74672(5 
9 748209 

19 749689 
|9 751167 
9 752642 

co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. |M 
10 256248 
10254760 
10 253274 
10 251791 
10 250311 
10248833 
10 247358 

9 93933919 754115 10 245885 10060661 
9 938980,9 755585 10 244415 10061020 
993861919 757052 10 242948 10061381 
9 93825819 758517 10 241483 10061742 
993789519 759979 10 2-10021 10062105 . _ „ 
9 93753119 761439110 238561110 062469 [ 10 3010301 0 

10058181 
10 058531 
10058883 
10059237 
10059591 
10059946 
10060303 

M| co-sine.| sine. | co-tang [ tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M 
bU Degrees. 

5b Degrees. 

| co-sine. |tangent.| co-tang. [ 
.9 69897019957531 
9 700062 9 937165 

i,9 701151 
.9 702236 
i|9 703317 
i 970*395 
i,9 705469 

9 936799 
9 936431 
9936062 
9935692 
9935320 

.19706539 
119 707606 
.9 708670 
•[9 709730 
.9 710786 
• 9 711839 

9934948 
9934574 
9 934199 
9 933822 
9 933445 
9 933066 

9761459 
9 762897 
9 764352 
9 765805 
9 767255 
9 768703 
9 770148 

10*538561 
10237103 
10 235648 
10234195 
10232745 
10 231297 
10229852 

9 771592 10228408 
9 773033110226867 
9774471110 225529 
9 775908110224092 
9 777342 10222658 
9 778774110 221226 

10062469 
10062835 
10063201 
10063569 
10063938 
10064308 
10064680 

10065052 
10065426 
10065801 
10066178 
10066555 
10066934 

10 301030 
10299938 
10298849 
10297764 
10296683 
10295605 
10294531 

10293461 
10292394 
10291330 
10290270 
10289214 
10288161 

Ml co-sine. 1 sine. | co-tang.-] tangent. [ co-sec. | secant. |M 
59 Degrees. 

-sre; egrees. 

i | sine. | co-sin^, |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. | co-sec, [m 

0 971103919 933066 9 770774110221226110066934 
5 9712089|993268519780203110219797 10067315 

10 9713935,9932304 9781631,10218369*10067696 
15 9 71497819 93192119 783056110 216944 10 068079 
20 9 716017,993153719784479| 10215521110068463 
25 9717053 9931152|9785900110214100 1006.8848 
30 9 718085 9 93076619 787319110212681110 C69234 

35 9 71911419 93037819 708736; 10211264 _ 
40 9 720140)9 92998919 790151,10 2098491 
4 5 9 72116219 9*959919 791563110 2084 371 
50)9 72218119 929207 9 792974,10 207026, J 
5519 723197)9 92S815|9 794383| 1020561711 

111 

10 200161,60 
10287111 55 
10286065 50 
10265022 
10283983 
10 28294' 
10281915 

10069622 10 200866 
10 070011,10279860 
10070401110276636 
10070793)10277619 

-- -____10 071185) 10 276603 
6019 724210,9 928420i9 795789110 204211110 07158QU0 275790 
Mj co-sine.| Sine, j co-tang.| tangent. | co-sec. 1 secant. |M 

58 Degrees. 
b* Degrees. 

m | sine, | co-sine. | tangent, j co-tang. | secant, j co-sec, | m 

9 725219 
9 726225 

15 9 727228 
20 9 728227 
25 9 729223 
30 9 730217 

35 
40 

9 731206 
9 732193 
9 733177 
9 734157 
9 735135 

9928025 
9 927629 
9 927231 
9 926831 
9 926431 
9 926029 

9925626 
9 925222 
9 924816 
9924409 
9 924001)9811134 

_9 92359119 812517110 187483 
M|(Jo-sine.| Sine. |Co-tang.| Tang 
60)9 736109 

9 797194| 10202806, 
9 796596 10201404 
9 79999' 
9 801396 
9 802792 
9804187 

9805560, 
9806971 
9808361 
9 809748 

10200003 
10198604 
10497208 
10195813 

10194420 
10193029, 
10191639) 
10190252, 
10 188866| 

10071975) 10 274781155 
10072371,10273775,50 
10072769, 
10073169 
10073569 
100*3971 

10272772|45 
10271773:40 
10270777)35 
10269763 30 

10 074374 10 268794125 
10074778,10267807)20 
10 075184110 266823115 
10 075591110 265843| 10 
10 075999| 10 264665. 
100764091102638911 0 

57 Degrees. 
33 Degrees. 

Co-sec. | Secant. 

m | sine. | co-sine |tangent.| co-tang. | secant. j co-sec. , m 

019 736109,9 9*23591 
5)9 737080|9 923181 

10 9 738048,9 922768 
15|9 739013,99522355 
2019 739975 9 921940 
2519 740934 
30.9 741889 

3519 742842 
4019 743792 
45| 9 744739 
50.9 745683 
55|9 746624|9 919000 
60.9 747562|9 918574 
M|Co-sine.| Sine. [Co-tang. 

56 Degrees. 
24 Degrees. 

Ib 2b30i>l, t»0 
10262920 55 
10261952 50 
10 260967|45 
10 260025,40 
10259066|35 
10258111,30 

10 079312 10257158125 
10 079732 10256208120 
10080154! 10255261115 
10 080576 10254317 10 
100810Q0110 253376 | 5 
10 081426| 10 252438) 0 

Co-sec. I Secant. | m 

M| Sine, j Co-sine.[ Tang. | Co-tang. 
0 9 747562 
5 9 748497 

10 97494*29 
1519 750358 
20,9 751284 
25 9 752208 
30 9753128 

3519 754046 
9 754960 
9 755872 
9 756782 
9 757688 
9 758591 

9 918574 
9 918147 
9 917719 
9 917290 
9 916859 
9 916427 
9 915994 

9 915559 
9 915123 
9 914685 

9 02890' 
9830349! 
9831709 
9 8330681 
9834425j 
9 835780! 
9837134 

9 838487 
9 839838 
9 841187 

9 914246 9 842535 
9 91380619 843882 
9 91336519 845227 

10171013 
10169651 
10168291 
10166922 
10165575 
10164220 
10162866 

Secant. | Co-sec. |M 
10001426 10252430160 

10251503 55 
10250571,50 
10 249642 45 
10248716,40 
10247792 35 
10 246872,30 

10081853 
10082281 
10 082710 
10083141 
10083573 
10 0840C6 

10 084441110 245954125 
10 084877)10245040120 
10 085315) 10244128! 15 
10 085754,10243218110 
10 086194) 10 242312^ 5 

__ 10 086635| 10 2414091 n 
M |Co-sine. | bine. |Co-tang. | Tang, j Co-sec. | Secant 

101615131] 
10 160162); 
10 1588131] 
10 157465,] 
10156118 1 
10 1547731] 

55 Degrees. 
35 Deg rees. 

M 

M | Sine. | co-sine, j Tang. | co-tang, | Secant. J co-secant.|M 

10086635 10241409 00 0 9 758591 
9 759492 
9 760390 
9 761285 
9 762177 
9 763067 
9 763954 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 

35 9 764838 9 9U)235 
40 9 765720,9 909782 

9 766598 9 909328 
9 767475 9 908873 
9768348| 9 908416 
9769219 jo 907958 

9 913365 
9 912922 
9 912477 
9912031 
9 911584 
9911136 
9 910686 

9 845227 
9 846570 
984*913 
9 849254 
9 850593 
9851931 
9 853268 

9854603' 
9855938 
9857270 
9 858602 
9859932 
98612611 

M [Co-sine | Sine! jCo-tang.j 

10 154773 
10 153430 
10 152087 
10 150746 
10 149407 
10 148069 
10 146732 

10145397 
10 144062 
10 142730 
10141398 
10 140068 
10 1387391 

Tang. 

10087078 
10087523 
10087969 

10240508 
10 239610 
10 238715 

10 0884161 lu 237823,40 
10088864 

110 089314 

101'89765 
10090218 
10090672 
10091127 
10091584 
10092042 

10 236933 
10 236046 

10235162 
10234280 
1023340*2 
10232525 
10231652 
10230781 

54 Degrees. 
Co-sec, | Secant. |M 

36 D. grecs. 

Mj Sine. | co-sine. | Tang, | co-tang. | Secant. I co-secant.IM 
niQ '7/;u>)iuiu ommoio ucuvi . in~..w .. . ■ '-■-1- 0 9 769219 

9 7700871 
9 770952 
9 771815! 
9 772675 
9 773533 
9 774388 

9 775240 
9 776090 
9 776937 
9777781 
9778624 
9 779463 

9 907958 
9 907498 
9907037 
9 906575 
9906111 
9 905645 
9 905179 

MjCo-sine. 

,10138739 
110 137411 
10136085 

! 10 134760 
|10133436 
10132113 
10 130791 

10092042 
10092502 
10092963 
10093425 

1023U781 60 

9 904711 9870529110 129471 
9 904241 9871849110 128151 
9 903770 9 873167 10 126833 
9 903298 9 874484 10 125516 
9 902824 9 875800' 10 124200 
9 90234919 877114110 122886 

[Co-tang.| Tang. 

53 Drgrers. 

Sine. 

10229913 
10 229048 
10 228185 

10093889 j 10 227325'40 
j 10 094355 10 226467 35 
110094821110225612,30 

10095289110 224760 25 
10095759110223910120 
10096230 10223063 15 
10096702 10222219110 
10097176| 10 221376 5 
100976511102205371 0 
Co sec. [ Secant, |M 

57 Degrees. 

M| Sine. I co-sine. | i ang. | co-tang. [ Secant. I co-secant IM 
.... _-j_ 9 779463 

9 780300 
9 781134 
9 781966 

20 9 782796 
9 783623 
9 784447 

25 
30 

35 9 785269 
40 9 78.6089 

9 902349 
9901872 
9 901394 
9 900914 
9 900433 
9899951 
9 899467 

9 786906 
9 787720 
9 788532 
9 78934219 896532 

9 898981 
9 898494 
9 898006 
9897516 
9 897025 

9 877114 
9 878428 
9879741 
9881052 
9 882363 
9 883672 
9 884980 

9886288 
9 887594 
9888900 
9890204 
9891507 
98928101 

10122886 
10 121572 
10 120259 
10 118948 
10117637 
10116328 
10115020 

10113712 
10112406 
10111100 
10 109796 
10 108493 
101071901 

M| co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. I tangent. | 

10097651 10220537 60 
10098128 10219700 55 
10 098606 1021S866 50 
10099086|10218034 45 
10099567 10217204,40 

10216377:35 
10215553 30 

25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 

10 10C049 
10 100533 

10101019 
10 101506 
10 101994 
10102484 
10 102975 

TTTi 

10214731 
10213911 
10213094 
10212280 
10211468 

10 103468110210650 

52 Dog rees. 
co-sec. | secant |M 

I Ml 
egreea. 

sine. | co-sine. 

0,9 789342 
5 9 790149 

10 9 790954 
I5I9 791757 
20 9 792557 

9 793354 
9 794150 

9 09653* 
9896038 
9895542 
9895045 
9894546 
9 894046 
9 893544 

|tangent.| co-tang. ( secant. | 

25 
30 

35 9 794942 9 893041 
40 9 795733,9892536 
45 9 796521 9 892030 
50 9 797307 9891523 
55 979809119 891013 
6019 798872|9 890503 

9892810 
9894111 
9895412 
9896712 
9898010 
9899308 
9 900605 

10 107190 
10105889 
10104588 
10 103288 
10101990 
10100692j 
10099395 

10 103468 
10 103962 
10 104458 
10104955 
10105454, 
10 105954 
10106456 

|M 

10210658,60 
10209851155 
102090-16 50 
10208243 45 
10207443,40 
10206646135 
10205850 30 

9901901 10098099! 10 106959110205058 25 
9 90319' 
9 904491 
9 905784 
9907077 
9 908369 

10096803110107464110 20426' 
10095599,10 107970:10203479 
10094216 10108477 10202693 
10092923] 10108987ll0201909 
10091631110109497|10201128 

M| Co-sine, j Sine. , Co-tang. | Tang, f Co-sec. | Secant. |M 

51 Degrees. 

39 Degrees. 

Tang. | Co-tang. | Secant. | Co-sec. |M 

9917391110082609 
9 918677| 10081323 
9919962110080038 
9 921247| 10078753 
9 922530110 077470 
9923813jl0076187i 

10113115110195724 25 
1011.3638| 10194961120 
10 114163'10194201115 
10114689 10193443,10 
10 115217! 10192686! _ 
10 115746|101919331 0 

Co-tang. | Tang. | (Jo-sec. | Secant. |M 

50 Degrees 

M| Sine. | Co-sine. 
0 9 00006*,9884254 

9 80881919883723 
9609569|9 883191 

15(.9 810316 9 882657 
20 9 811061 9882121 
25 9 81180419881584 
30 9812544,9881046 

35 
10 

981328319880505 
9 81401919 879963 
981475319 879420 

40 Degrees. 
Tang. , Co-tang. | Secant. , t o-sec. |M 

9 923813 
9925096 
9926378 
9 927659 

10 0761871 
10074904! 
10073622, 
10072341 

9815485 
9816215 

60)9 816943 

9 928940 100710601 
9930220 10069780| 
9 931499 10068501 

¥932778 
9 934056 
9 935333 

10115746 
10116277, 
10116809 
101173431 
101178791 
10118416, 
10118954 

10067222! 
10065944| 
10064667 

9878875) 
9878328 
9877780 

10119495 
10 120037 
10120580 
10121125 
10121672 

9 936610| 10063390 
9937887,10062113! 
9939163| 10060837110 122220| 10 183057 

10l9l933|60 
10191181 55 
10190431 50 
10 189684145 
10 188939 40 
10188196|35 
10187456 30 

10186717 25 
10 185981 20 
10 185247115 
10184515 
10 183785 

M| co-sine. | sine. | co-tang. | tangent. | co-soc. | secant. [M 

49 Degrees. 
41 Degrees. 

M| sine. | co-sine. | tangtnt. | co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. |M 

019 016643 
5|9817668 

10,9818392 
15 9819113 
20(9819832 9 875571 
25! 9 82055019 875014 
301982126519874456 

9077700 
9877230 
9 876678 
9876125 

35i9021977 9873896 
40,982266819873335 
45|9 82339719 872772 
5019 824104,9872208 
55|9 824808)9 871641 
60,9 62551119871073 j 

9939163 
9 940438 
9941714 
9942988 
9944262 
9945535, 
9946808 

10060837 
10059562 
10058286) 
10 057012j 

,10055738, 
10 0544651 
10053192 

10122220 
10 122770 
10123322 
10 123875 
10 124429 
10 124986 
10125544 

9946081110051919110126104 
9 949353110 050647110126665 
9 950625! 10049375110127228 
9951896) 10048104| 10127792 
9953167 10046833110128359 
9 954437110 045563110128927 

10183057,60 
10182332)55 
10181608 50 
10180887 
10160168 
10179450 
10178735 

10178023 
10177312 
10176603 
10175896 
10175192 
10 174469 

Mj co-sine.j sine. co-tang. | tangent. | co-sec. | secant. |M 

, 48 Degrees. 

4* Degrees. 

M J sine. | co-sine. 

0i9H*551 119 87UI7H 

| tangent. | co-tang. | secant. | co-sec. M 

5|9 826211!9 870504 
10 9 826910)9 869933 
1519 827G0619 869360 
20 9 828301,9 868785 
25 b ! Q ftGftOOQ 
30 

35 
40 
45 

982899319868209 
9 829683)9 867631 

9 030372 9 867051 
9 83105819 866470 
9 831742 9 865887 

50.9832425,9865302 
55)9 833105 9864716 
60|9 83378319864127 

9 955707110044293 10 129496110173789 55 
9 956977 10 043023 10130067 10173090 50 
9 958246110041754 1013064o| 10172394 45 
9959516)10040484 10131215,10171699 40 
9 960784! 10039216 10 131791 i 10171007 35 
9962052)10037948) 10132369,10 170317)30 

9 963320110 036680lToT32949l10169628.25 
9 964588 10035412|10133530|10168942120 
9965855 
9 967123 
9968389 
9 969656 

10034145] 10 134113) 10 168258 
10 032877110134698 10 167575 
10031611) 10135284! 10 166895 
10030344|10135873110 16621 

M co-sine. | sine. co-tang. | tangent. j co-sec. | secant. M 
47 Degrees. 
43 Degrees. 

M sine. | co-sine. (angent. co-iang. | secant. | co-sec. w 
0 9 033703 9 064127 9 969656,10036344 10 135073 10 166217 6ft 
5 9834460 9863538 9 970922 10029078 10 136462 10 165540 5ft 

10 9835134 9862946 9972188 10027812 10 137054 10164866 50 
15 9 835807| 9 862353 9973454 10 026546 10 137647 10164193 45 
20 9 836477 9 861758 9 974719 10 025281 10 138242 10163523 40 
*25 9 837146|986116I 9 975985 10024015 10 138839 10 162854 35 
30 9 837812 9 860562 9 977250 10022750,10 139438 10162188 30 
35 9 838477 >9 859962 9978515 10021485 10140038 10161523 25 
10 9839140,9859360 9979780 10 020220 10 140640 10 160860120 
45 9 839800! 9 858756 9 981044,10018956,10141244 10160*200l15 
50 9840459 9 858157 9 982309 10017691 10 1118-19110 159541110 
55 9841116 9857543 9 983573 10016427 10 142457 10158884 5 
60 9 84177119 856934 9984837 10015163110 143066] 10 158229 0 
MjCo-sine | Sine. Co-tang. Tang. | Co-sec. Secant. M 

46 Degrees. 

44 Degrees. 
M sine. | co-sine. tangent. co-tang. | secant. co-sec. M 

0 984177119 056934 9984837 10015163 10143066 10 158229160 
5|9 842424'9 856323 9986101 10013899 10143677 101575761.55 

10 9 843076,9 855711 9 987365 10012635 10144289 10156924 50 
15 9 843725 9 855696 9988629110011371 10144904 10156275 45 
20 9 844372,9854480 9 989893 10010107 10115520 10155628 40 
25 9 845018,9 853862 9 991156 10008844 10146138 10154982 35 
30 9845662 9 853242 9992420 10007580 10146758 10154338 30 
35 9846304)9 852620 9993683 10006317 10 147380 10 153696 ,25 
40 9846944 9851997 9994947 10005053 10 148003 10153056 20 
15 984758219851372 9996210 10 003790 10148623 10152418 15 
50 9848218]9 850745 9997473 10002527 10149255 10151782 10 
55 9848852 9 850116 9 998737 10 001263 10 149884 10 151148 5 
6019849485)9 849485 10000000! 10000000 10 150515 101505151 0 
M] (Jo-sine.| Sine. | Co-tang. Tang. Co-sec. Secant. M 

45 Degree*. 
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